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Foreword	  

Welcome	   to	   the	   12th	   ICLASS	   meeting.	   The	   meeting	   has	   been	   organized	   by	   Professor	   Eva	   Gutheil	   of	  
Interdisziplinäres	   Zentrum	   für	   Wissenschaftliches	   Rechnen,	   Universität	   Heidelberg,	   and	   representing	  
ILASS	   Europe.	   Organizing	   such	   a	  meeting	   is	   an	   enormous	   undertaking	  which	   requires	   a	   great	   deal	   of	  
planning	  and	  careful	  execution.	  We	  are	  grateful	  for	  her	  exceptional	  effort	   in	  making	  the	  arrangements	  
and	  expediting	   the	  many	   tasks	   essential	   to	   the	  preparation	  of	   a	   successful	   conference.	   Thanks	   to	   the	  
persuasive	   efforts	   of	   Professor	   Oskar	   Haidn,	   our	   conference	   is	   taking	   place	   at	   Universität	   Heidelberg	  
located	  in	  the	  center	  of	  the	  beautiful	  and	  charming	  city	  of	  Heidelberg,	  long	  recognized	  for	  its	  excellent	  
university,	  scholarly	  pursuits,	  and	  cultural	  excellence.	  Thus,	  being	  able	  to	  explore	  the	  local	  historical	  and	  
cultural	  sites	  is	  an	  added	  benefit	  to	  attending	  the	  conference.	  	  

Support	   from	   many	   individuals	   who	   have	   contributed	   their	   research	   work	   for	   presentation	   at	   the	  
meeting	  is	  a	  critical	  component	  to	  the	  meeting’s	  success.	  We	  are	  grateful	  for	  your	  contributions	  and	  the	  
help	  of	  many	   individuals	  who	  diligently	   reviewed	   the	  abstracts	  and	   final	  manuscripts.	  This	  has	  helped	  
refine	   the	   content	   and	   ensures	   that	   the	   presentations	   are	   of	   high	   quality.	   Thanks	   to	   Professor	   Cam	  
Tropea	   for	   sharing	   in	   the	   responsibility	   of	   Program	   Chair	   with	   Professor	   Gutheil	   in	   organizing	   the	  
technical	   program.	  We	   are	   also	   pleased	   to	   have	   three	   excellent	   invited	   lectures	   highlighting	   research	  
activity	  in	  key	  areas	  of	  interest	  to	  the	  sprays	  community.	  We	  thank	  Professor	  Arai,	  Professor	  Doerr,	  and	  
Professor	   Herrmann	   for	   agreeing	   to	   present	   these	   lectures.	   As	   a	   part	   of	   the	   conference,	  we	   are	   also	  
grateful	   for	   Professor	   Tropea’s	   work	   as	   Exhibits	   Chair	   in	   organizing	   the	   exhibition	   of	   commercial	  
products	   for	  spray	  characterization.	  Thanks	  are	  also	  due	   to	   the	  exhibitors	  of	   the	   instrumentation	  who	  
will	  show	  their	  recent	  developments.	  	  

ICLASS	  began	  in	  Japan	  in	  1978	  and	  was	  followed	  by	  a	  meeting	  at	  Madison,	  Wisconsin	  in	  1981	  where	  the	  
decision	  was	  made	  to	  form	  three	  regional	  ILASS	  organizations.	  A	  goal	  of	  the	  organizers	  was	  to	  enhance	  
technical	  communication	  and	  collaboration	  among	  international	  researchers	  and	  to	  provide	  a	  venue	  for	  
broadly	   disseminating	   this	   developed	   knowledge	   and	   technology.	   It	   may	   be	   coincidental	   but	   the	  
evolution	  of	  the	  theory	  involved	  in	  atomization	  and	  sprays	  and	  innovations	  in	  the	  instrumentation	  and	  
early	  computer	  modeling	  seem	  to	  have	  caught	  an	  inspiration	  from	  these	  meetings.	  There	  is	  still	  much	  to	  
be	  done	  and	  thus,	  offering	  many	  opportunities	  for	  young	  researchers.	  	  

It	   is	   evident	   that	   we	   must	   observe,	   study,	   and	   understand	   the	   entire	   spray	   flow	   fields	   from	   a	  
phenomenological	  and	  physical	  point	  of	  view,	  including	  how	  the	  liquid	  breaks	  up	  to	  form	  droplets,	  and	  
the	   two-‐phase	   air-‐liquid	   mixing	   that	   takes	   place.	   Coupling	   of	   the	   spray	   fluid	   mechanics,	   gas	   phase	  
mixing,	   and	  evolution	  of	   the	   spray,	  which	  are	  highly	   important	   aspects	  of	   the	  process	   require	   further	  
investigation.	  Availability	  of	  detailed	  experimental	   information	  on	  liquid	  injection,	  spray	  formation	  and	  
spray	   interaction	  with	   the	   turbulent	   gas	   phase	   flow	  would	   significantly	   advance	   the	   technology.	  With	  
the	  extraordinary	  growth	  in	  computer	  power	  and	  advances	  in	  computational	  methods,	  there	  is	  promise	  
to	  deliver	  truly	  rigorous	  scientific	  models	  of	  these	  spray	  phenomena.	  Such	  a	  concerted	  effort	  is	  essential	  
if	   we	   are	   to	   realize	   any	   genuine	   predictive	   capability	   in	   this	   very	   complex	   area	   of	   fluid	   mechanics.	  
Validation	   of	   the	   predictive	   efforts	   will	   require	   experiments	   with	   much	   greater	   detail	   and	   depth	   of	  
information	  than	  are	  currently	  possible,	  especially	  in	  dense	  spray	  environments.	  	  

Hopefully,	  at	  this	  conference	  and	  in	  these	  conference	  proceedings,	  you	  will	  discover	  that	  advances	  are	  
being	  made	  toward	  reaching	  these	  goals.	  	  

William	  Don	  Bachalo,	  Ph.D.	  
President,	  ILASS	  International	  
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Scientific Program 

Date: Sunday, 02/Sep/2012  
5:00pm 

-  
7:00pm 

Sunday Registration 
Location: Rottmannsaal 

6:00pm 
-  

9:00pm 

Welcome Party 
Location: Tiefburg 
Outdoor activity, please bring warm clothes 

 

Date: Monday, 03/Sep/2012  Pages: 1 – 66 

8:00am 
-  

10:00am 

Conference Registration 
Location: Neue Universität 

9:00am 
-  

10:30am 

Conference Opening and Plenary Lecture I 
Location: Old Aula 
Chair: William Don Bachalo 
Chair: Oskar Haidn 

Page: 1 

10:30am Exhibition and Posters Pages: 247 - 270 

 Posters I 
Location: Foyer 
Pages: 247 - 256 

Posters II 
Location: Room 4a 
Pages: 257 - 269 

 

10:30am 
-  

11:00am 

Coffee Break 

11:00am 
-  

12:40pm 

Airblast Atomizers 
 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 6 
Chair: Min Xu 
Chair: Minori Shirota 
 
Pages: 3 - 6 

Combustion I 
 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 7 
Chair: Josette Bellan 
Chair: Benoit Fiorina 
 
Pages: 7 - 10 

Liquid Jets/Sheet 
Atomization I 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 8 
Chair: Iskender Gokalp 
Chair: Thomas Kolb 
 
Pages: 11 - 14 

Pressure  
Atomizers I 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 9 
Chair: Peter Walzel 
Chair: Ranganathan 
Kumar 
Pages: 15 - 18 

Diesel Nozzles and 
Sprays I 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 10 
Chair: Yannis 

Hardalupas 
Chair: Ezio Mancaruso 
Pages: 19 - 22 

12:40pm 
-  

2:00pm 

Lunch Break ILASS International Council Meeting 
Location: Lecture Hall 3   

2:00pm 
-  

3:40pm 

Drop Impact I 
 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 6 
Chair: Marco Marengo 
Chair: Boris 
Krasovitov 
 

Pages: 23 - 26 

Combustion II 
 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 7 
Chair: Raffaele 

Ragucci 
Chair: Thomas 
Mosbach 

Pages: 27 - 30 

Liquid Jets/Sheet 
Atomization II 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 8 
Chair: Vincent G 

McDonell 
Chair: André Resende 
Rodrigues Silva 

Pages: 31 - 34 

Alternative Fuels I 
 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 9 
Chair: Jiro Senda 
Chair: Andreas 

Kronenburg 
 
Pages: 35 - 38 

Diesel Nozzles and 
Sprays II 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 10 
Chair: Lyle M. Pickett 
Chair: Qian Wang 
 
 

Pages: 39 - 42 

3:40pm 
-  

4:00pm 

Coffee Break 

4:00pm 
-  

6:05pm 

Drop Impact II 
 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 6 
Chair: Ana Sofia Moita 
Chair: Norbert Roth 
 
Pages: 43 - 46 

Combustion III 
 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 7 
Chair: Ryoichi Kurose 
Chair: Klaus Pachler 
 
Pages: 47 - 50 

Liquid Jets/Sheet 
Atomization III 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 8 
Chair: Antonio Lozano 
Chair: Agisilaos 
Kourmatzis 
Pages: 51 - 55 

Alternative Fuels II 
 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 9 
Chair: Christian Hasse 
Chair: Seoksu Moon 
 
Pages: 56 - 60 

Diesel Nozzles and 
Sprays III 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 10 
Chair: David L.S. Hung 
Chair: Stina Elise Sofie 
Hemdal 
Pages: 61 - 65 

7:00pm 
-  

10:30pm 

ILASS International Board Meeting 
Location: Restaurant Weißer Bock 



Date: Tuesday, 04/Sep/2012  Pages: 67 – 128 

8:30am 
-  

9:30am 

Plenary Lecture II 
Location: New Aula 
Chair: William A. Sirignano 

Page: 67 

9:45am 
-  

11:00am 

Drop Impact III 
 
Location:  

Lecture Hall 6 
Chair: Junfeng Wang 
Chair: Nobushige 
Tamaki 

 
Pages: 68 - 70 

Combustion IV 
 
Location:  

Lecture Hall 7 
Chair: William A. 
Sirignano 
Chair: John Abraham 

 
Pages: 71 - 73 

Liquid Jets/Sheet 
Atomization IV 
Location:  

Lecture Hall 8 
Chair: Franz Joos 
Chair: Volker Gaukel 
 

 
Pages: 74 - 76 

Pressure  
Atomizers II 
Location:  

Lecture Hall 9 
Chair: Marcus 
Herrmann 
Chair: Joseph Charles 

Oefelein 
Pages: 77 - 79 

Diagnostics: Drop 
Diagnostics I 
Location:  

Lecture Hall 10 
Chair: Joachim 
Domnick 
Chair: Lars Zigan 

 
Pages: 80 - 82 

11:00am 
-  

11:25am 

Coffee Break 

11:25am 
-  

12:40pm 

Modeling/Simulation 
of Sprays I 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 6 
Chair: Chawki Habchi 
Chair: Andreas Kempf 
 

 
Pages: 83 - 85 

Non-Newtonian 
(Suspensions) I 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 7 
Chair: Paul E. Sojka 
Chair: Karl V Meredith 
 

 
Pages: 86 - 88 

Droplet Collisions 
 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 8 
Chair:  
Antonio Luis Moreira 
Chair: Ming-Chia Lai 

 
Pages: 89 - 91 

Electrostatic 
Sprays 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 9 
Chair: Saptarshi Basu 
Chair: Christophe 
Louste 

 
Pages: 92 - 94 

Diagnostics: Drop 
Diagnostics II 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 10 
Chair: Fabrice 
Lemoine 
Chair: Christian 

Eigenbrod 
Pages: 95 - 97 

12:40pm 
-  

2:00pm 

Lunch Break A&S Editorial Board Meeting 
Location: Lecture Hall 3   

2:00pm 
-  

3:15pm 

Modeling/Simulation 
of Sprays II 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 6 
Chair: François-xavier 
Demoulin 
Chair: Rudolf J. Schick 
Pages: 98 - 100 

Non-Newtonian 
(Suspensions) II 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 7 
Chair: Festus Addo-
Yobo 
Chair: Zhixia He 
Pages: 101 - 103 

Multiport Injection 
 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 8 
Chair: Laurent Zimmer 
Chair: Norihiko Iki 

 
Pages: 104 - 106 

Droplet Evaporation 
 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 9 
Chair: Günter Brenn 
Chair: Tatsuya 

Kawaguchi 
Pages: 107 - 109 

Diagnostics: Vapor 
Measurement 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 10 
Chair: Eran Sher 
Chair: Alessandro 

Montanaro 
Pages: 110 - 112 

3:15pm 
-  

3:35pm 

Coffee Break 

3:35pm 
-  

4:50pm 

Modeling/Simulation 

of Sprays III 
 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 6 
Chair: Amsini Sadiki 
Chair: Masaya Muto 

 
Pages: 113 -115 

Non-Newtonian 

(Suspensions) III 
 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 7 
Chair: Takashi Suzuki 
Chair: Lucio Araneo 

 
Pages: 116 - 118 

Twin Fluid 

Atomization 
 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 8 
Chair: Franz Josef 
Durst 
Chair: Seiji Miyashiro 
Pages: 119 - 121 

Alternative 

Atomizers I 
 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 9 
Chair: Udo Fritsching 
Chair: Julien Manin 

 
Pages: 122 - 124 

Diagnostics: 

Imaging 
Techniques I 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 10 
Chair: William Don 
Bachalo 
Chair: Simon Gramlich 
Pages: 125 - 127 

6:00pm 
-  

7:00pm 

Guided Tour of Heidelberg Castle 
Location: Heidelberg Castle 

7:30pm 
-  

11:00pm 

Conference Dinner 
Location: Heidelberg Castle 



Date: Wednesday, 05/Sep/2012  Pages: 129 – 200 

8:30am 
-  

9:30am 

Plenary Lecture III 
Location: New Aula 
Chair: Jiro Senda 

Page: 129 

9:45am 
-  

11:00am 

Drop Ligament 
Breakup I 
 
Location:  

Lecture Hall 6 
Chair: Ta-Hui Lin 
Chair: Carole 
Planchette 

 
Pages: 130 - 132 

Interface Modeling I 
 
 
Location:  

Lecture Hall 7 
Chair: Xiangyang Zhou 
Chair: Junmei Shi 
 

 
Pages: 133 - 135 

Spray Impact I 
 
 
Location:  

Lecture Hall 8 
Chair: Mark Allan 
Linne 
Chair: Julián Palacios 

 
Pages: 136 - 138 

Alternative 
Atomizers II 
 
Location:  

Lecture Hall 9 
Chair: Miroslav Jicha 
Chair: Richard Marcer 
 

 
Pages: 139 - 141 

Diagnostics: 
Imaging 
Techniques II 
Location:  

Lecture Hall 10 
Chair: Cameron 
Tropea 
Chair: Elias 

Kristensson 
Pages: 142 - 144 

11:00am 
-  

11:25am 

Coffee Break 

11:25am 
-  

12:40pm 

Drop Ligament 

Breakup II 
 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 6 
Chair: Gianpietro Elvio 
Cossali 
Chair: Sawitree 
Saengkaew 
Pages: 145 - 147 

Interface  

Modeling II 
 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 7 
Chair: Eva Gutheil 
Chair: Sergei Sazhin 

 
 
Pages: 148 -150 

Spray Impact II 
 
 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 8 
Chair: Assaad Masri 
Chair: Raul Payri 

 
 
Pages: 151 - 153 

Alternative 

Atomizers III 
 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 9 
Chair: Nwabueze Giles 
Emekwuru 
Chair: Christopher F. 
Powell 
Pages: 154 - 156 

Diagnostics: 

Imaging 
Techniques III 
Location:  
Lecture Hall 10 
Chair: Keiya Nishida 
Chair: Thomas Dreier 

 
 
Pages: 157 - 159 

12:40pm 
-  

2:00pm 

Lunch Break ILASS Asia 
Committee Meeting 
Location: Lecture 
Hall 3 

ILASS Europe 
Committee Meeting 
Location: Lecture 
Hall 2 

    

2:00pm 
-  

3:40pm 

Drop Ligament 
Breakup III 
 
Location:  

Lecture Hall 6 
Chair: Soo-Young No 
Chair: David Sedarsky 
 

 
Pages: 160 - 163 

Modeling of Primary 
Breakup I 

 
Location:  

Lecture Hall 7 
Chair: Christophe 

Dumouchel 
Chair: Takao 
Yoshinaga 

Pages: 164 - 167 

Automotive 
Gasoline I 
 
Location:  

Lecture Hall 8 
Chair: Yoshio Zama 
Chair: Manuel 
Schuette 

 
Pages: 168 - 171 

Alternative 
Atomizers IV 
 
Location:  

Lecture Hall 9 
Chair: Masataka Arai 
Chair: Choong Won 
Lee 

 
Pages: 172 - 175 

Diagnostics: 
Imaging 
Techniques IV 
Location:  

Lecture Hall 10 
Chair: Armin Müller 
Chair: Michael 
Benjamin 

 
Pages: 176 - 179 
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Abstract

Liquid film breakup of three different geometrical variants of a planar prefilming airblast atomizer have

been studied using advanced Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV) coupled with ligament tracking. In addition to 

the variation in geometry, liquids with different physical properties (surface tension, viscosity) have been tested. 

The liquid mass flow rate and mean air velocities were varied over a wide range of test conditions. A post-

processing algorithm was developed to capture the ligament and droplet sizes and their velocities. For the test 

conditions investigated, it was observed that the mean air velocity and the thickness of the atomizing edge are 

the key parameters that influence the breakup process. From the database of test cases, correlations for the liga-

ment breakup frequency, Sauter mean diameter and mean velocity of the primary droplets are derived.

Many previous investigations into prefilming atomizers consist of spray measurements at elevated pressures and 

temperatures using either actual nozzles [1] or simplified planar injectors [2]. Due to limited optical access and 

difficulties performing measurements in the dense spray regime, most of experimental data consists of down-

stream drop size measurements and are of limited value for validation of predictions of the primary breakup. To 

remedy this, the present work focuses on measurements on the ligament formation out of the liquid film and the 

primary breakup process of these ligaments into initial droplets.   

Because sufficient optical access is of primary importance, a two-dimensional abstraction of an airblast atomizer 

was used for all experiments (Fig. 1a). All measurements were performed at ambient conditions. The mean air 

velocity could be adjusted between g = 20 to 70 m/s. The prefilming length, i.e. the distance between the injec-

tion holes and the atomizer edge is varied between 20.6 and 47.6 mm and the atomizer edge height is either 1 or 

2.5 mm. The film load could be adjusted between /b = 25 to 75 mm²/s, where b = 50 mm represents the width 

of the wetted surface. Six test liquids were used for the experiments in order to cover a wide range of densities, 

viscosities and surface tensions. 

(a) Prefilmer: length is 20.6mm, atomizing edge thickness is 1mm
(b) Instant shot of ligament formation and break up

g = 60 m/s, /b = 25 mm²/s, = 0.0255 kg/s², l = 1.09x10-6 m²/s

Figure 1: experimental atomizer (a) and evaluated PTV image (b)  

In order to investigate the formation of the ligaments and the breakup into single droplets, a commercially avail-

able PTV system was used for the image acquisition. For the post-processing of the data a Matlab® routine, 

developed by the Institut für Thermische Strömungsmaschinen (ITS) [3], was used (Fig. 1b). 

Initial results indicate that the governing parameters of the breakup process are the mean air velocity and the 

thickness of the atomizing edge. It is found that the ligament shape and size and the Sauter mean diameter (SMD) 

are almost not affected by the prefilming surface length within the range investigated in these experiments. The 

variation in liquid properties and liquid loading also appears to have a minor effect on the primary breakup itself.

The differences in characteristic ligament properties, SMD and droplet velocities of the different test cases stu-

died are compared and the effects of flow conditions, liquid properties and geometry of the atomizers are eluci-

dated. Correlations are derived for the breakup frequency, SMD and mean droplet velocity.

[1]Rizkalla, A. A., and Lefebvre, A. H., Atomization Journal of Fluids Engineering 97: 316-320 (1975)

[2]Batarseh, F. Z., Gnirß, M., Roisman, I. V., Selder, M. and Tropea, C., Exp. in Fluids 46: 1081-1091 (2009)

[3]Müller, A., Koch, R., Bauer, H.-J., Hehle, M. and Schäfer, O., ASME Turbo Expo 2006, Barcelona, Spain (2006)
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Abstract

Gas-centered swirl coaxial injectors, a specific type of airblast atomizer, are of interest in rocket propulsion 

applications. These applications require good mixing of the liquid and gas to ensure complete combustion within 

the engine. While strides are being made on the computational front, predictions of the mass distributions 

achieved with this type of injector remain too costly or too inaccurate for engineering design. There has been, 

therefore, a reliance on experimental results. Unfortunately, the mass flow rates and the strong gas phase

momentum typically encountered in rocket engines create sprays with high optical densities and render the vast 

majority of optical and laser techniques ineffective in the near-injector region. Data has been obtainable through 

mechanical patternation, but the technique has limitations. Time-gated ballistic imaging has also shown promise 

in rocket injectors but produces quantatitve data only on the size and shape of spray structures. An x-ray 

radiographic technique with a high-brillance x-ray source (Advanced Photon Source) has been applied to these 

high-optical-density sprays. To achieve this testing a new, mobile flow facility was constructed; this facility 

simulates the rocket flows using water and nitrogen instead of fuel and oxidizer. The x-ray radiography 

technique has been able to measure equilvent path length in gas-centered swirl coaxial injectors at a range of 

typical operating conditions. These results and their implications for gas-centered swirl coaxial injector

performance in liquid rocket engines are discussed.

* Corresponding author: Stephen.Schumaker@edwards.af.mil, Paper # 184

Distribution A: Approved for public release; distribution unlimited. Clearance #12181
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Abstract 

 
Liquid atomization has always been a key topic of research in both academic and industrial world because of its 
importance from both fundamental and applied perspective. The application of efficient atomization ranges from 
biomedical purposes, inkjet printers and others in the micro scale to Gas Turbine and I.C. Engines in the macro 
world. Efficient atomization facilitating combustion is crucial for the macro-scale application and is addressed in 
this study. In this work, using different experimental techniques, fuel spray characteristics like spray cone angle, 
breakup length, droplet size and velocity distributions are studied. Simple shadowgraphy technique has been 
used to measure the spray cone angle. The breakup length are measured using an innovative image processing 
algorithm on images obtained using a laser based imaging technique. In addition, Phase Doppler Particle Ana-
lyzer (PDPA) is used to measure the droplet size and velocity. The commercially available fuel injection system 
used here allowed us to vary the injection pressure over a wide range. Also observed, is the effect of change in 
viscosity of the fuel on the breakup length and the spray cone angle. Tests were carried out for different com-
mercially available fuels like diesel, kerosene and also bio-fuels like vegetable oils.  
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Abstract 

Modeling of spray selfignition requires significant simplifications due to the high complexity of the physical and 

chemical processes involved. A turbulent vaporizing two-phase flow describes the physics of mixture formation 

through a spray in hot air. When modeling mixing of fuel vapor with the surrounding gas, the difference between 

diffusion rates of components as well as the finite penetration of the diffusion fluxes must be taken into account. 

The surrounding of an individual droplet or a group of droplets is characterized through significant 

inhomogeneity. Such inhomogeneity has a great influence on the characteristics of ignition and combustion. 

Therewith, a fuel oxidation mechanism defines the scores of components that are involved in a diffusive process. 

In spite of a significant reduction of chemical kinetics, its calculation requires a high performance of computers. 

Thus, sub-models of the spray simulation must describe the turbulent large scale flow as well as the detailed 

small scale diffusive transport including chemical reactions. 

In this work a new approach for spray ignition simulation is presented. The simulation is split into two tasks. The 

initial formation of the spray, atomization, vaporization and turbulent two-phase flow are computed in large 

scale. Chemistry is not taken into account in this part. From this CFD-calculation the droplet´s trajectories and 

the gas parameters as temperature and mixture fraction along these trajectories are extracted. The latter serve as 

variable boundary conditions for the second task, the single droplet ignition simulation, named "Spraylet". The 

“Spraylet” model is solving the transient differential equations of the processes in the liquid and gas phases with 

variable physical properties. Also the concept of multi-component diffusion is applied. The effects of the 

presence of neighboring droplets in the flow, usually referred to as "spray" effects, is approximated by taking 

modifications of the conditions at the outer boundary of the computational domain into account. Thus the model 

considers the finite rates of diffusion and chemical reactions, as well as spray effects, and allows for spray 

ignition simulations to predict the most probable instants of ignition of the individually calculated droplet 

trajectories. The individual ignition delay times can finally be projected onto its trajectories delivering a spatial 

plane of the most probable instant of ignition – this independent of whether ignition happens soon 

(heterogeneous ignition) or later (homogeneous ignition). While the CFD part is handling spray formation, 

turbulence, temperature, pressure and global vaporization, the “Spraylet” calculations take care of droplet related 

physics and chemistry. 

The “Spraylet” model is an enhancement of former single droplet ignition simulations that were validated 

through hundreds of microgravity droplet ignition experiments. The validation of the “Spraylet”-based 

simulation was performed by comparison with experimental data obtained from spray ignition experiments 

performed in a hot blowdown wind-tunnel. N-heptane as liquid fuel was injected into cross flow of air with a 

pressure of 5 bar and a temperature of 800 K. 

The related projects were supported by the German Space Agency (DLR) and the European Space Agency 

(ESA). 
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Abstract 

 Modeling the transient structure of reacting diesel sprays accurately is important within the context of mul-

tidimensional modeling of flows, sprays, and combustion in diesel engines. In the case of non-reacting vaporiz-

ing sprays, vapor jets have been shown to reproduce, with adequate accuracy, the structure of the diesel jet be-

yond the maximum liquid length of about 100 orifice diameters in high-pressure injection into high-pressure 

high-temperature environments. In this work, the primary focus is on reacting diesel jets. An unsteady flamelet 

progress variable (UFPV) model for reacting diesel jets is evaluated. The UFPV model has been proposed for 

predicting the averaged/filtered chemistry source terms in Reynolds averaged simulations (RANS) and large 

eddy simulations of turbulent non-premixed combustion. In the model, a look-up table of reaction source terms 

is generated as a function of mixture fraction Z, stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate χst, and progress variable 

Cst by solving the unsteady flamelet equations. The formulation assumes that the shape of the χ(Z) profile can be 
modeled by an error function which remains unchanged in the presence of heat release. It is also assumed that 

the probability density functions (pdfs) of Z, χst, and Cst are statistically independent, and presumed functions are 

employed for the pdfs. Changes in injection pressure, ambient temperature, ambient density, orifice diameter, 

and ambient O2 concentration are considered. It is shown that the model is able to predict ignition delay and 

flame lift-off with reasonable accuracy for all conditions. The ability of the model to predict the lift-off height 

appears to be related to the mechanism by which the flame propagates from the ignition location to the final sta-

bilization plane along the stoichiometric surface.  
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Abstract 

 Combustion characteristics of water-in-dodecane emulsion drops with various initial spacings were studied 
experimentally by using a free-falling drop burning apparatus. The initial drop spacings (Si) were 2.5, 5, 10, 40, 
75 (70), 100. Si (s/di) was defined as the ratio of the drop center-to-center distance (s) to the initial drop diameter 
(di). The water content (�) and the oxygen concentration (?O2) were fixed at 5% and 21%, while two drop sizes 
550 @m and 450 @m were compared. The results showed that the transition of the drop flame occurred for all 
cases in the experiment. For Si > 10 along the flow direction, the flame around the drops would change from a 
blue spherical flame to a yellow flame and a wake flame, and the drop flame extinguished later in the 
downstream region. Soot particles was generated and drops collision and merging occurred to form a flame tube 
for Si =2.5 in both cases of di = 550 @m and 450 @m. Besides, drop expansion was observed in both cases of di = 
550 @m and di = 450 @m, while micro-explosion only occurred in the far downstream region for Si = 40, di = 450 
@m. It was also shown that the emulsion drop evaporation rate was not a constant, and the trend of the drop 
evaporation rate was strongly influenced by changing the initial drop size. 
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Abstract 

Spark ignition of liquid fuel sprays in air and the subsequent flame kernel growth are complex processes, 

subjected to a variety of mechanisms. A deep understanding is essential for the development of theoretical and 

numerical models, which contribute to improved efficiency and emission of gas turbines or piston engines. The 

specific background of this study is the altitude relight of aviation gas turbines. Modern aviation combustor 

technologies commonly use lean combustion systems, which enforce the challenge of altitude relight. The devel-

opment of such combustors requests the ability to perform numerical simulations of the ignition process, since 

an iterative development, including extensive testing, cannot be performed in an economical manner. In this 

study, the laser-induced ignition of kerosene was investigated in a lab-scale model combustor at well-defined 

boundary conditions. The experiments were intended to capture the transient ignition process, starting with a 

flame kernel and completing with a stable flame. The model combustor was a vertically arranged flow channel, 

which provided good optical access to enable the application of optical measurement techniques. A commercial 

full cone spray nozzle from Delavan/Goodrich was placed inside the combustor. This nozzle was supplied by 

two mass flows: a fuel mass flow and an atomization air flow. Ignition was achieved by laser-induced break-

downs. High-speed Particle Image Velocimetry (HS-PIV) was applied to the spray to measure the velocity vec-

tors of the fuel droplets and to verify the suitability of PIV as a tool for spray characterization. An ignition prob-

ability study was carried out to determine the ignition probability of the spray flame with respect to the sparking 

location and to find the most reliable location for subsequent measurements. Simultaneous Planar Laser-Induced 

Fluorescence (PLIF) measurements on fuel aromatics and hydroxyl radicals (OH) were performed to obtain de-

tailed information about the fuel density distribution and location of the chemical reaction zone during the igni-

tion and flame stabilization. During the experiments the flow channel was perfused by a steady air flow at at-

mospheric pressure. The standard fuel was Jet A-1 aviation kerosene. Only for the PLIF measurements Exxsol 

D80 was used, in order to reduce the fluorescence from the fuel aromatics. Systematic variation of the air and 

fuel mass flows was done during all experiments to determine their impact on the ignition process. It was found 

that the spray features a narrow core region, where droplet densities and velocities are very high compared to the 

outer regions. The atomizing air mass flow turned out to have a significant impact on the spray geometry and 

droplet velocities. The flame stabilization process completed after approximately twenty microseconds. Flame 

fronts stabilize along the spray cone edge. The results are valuable data for model development and validation. 
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Abstract 

 An experimental study was conducted to investigate the atomization characteristics of a circular nozzle and 

elliptical nozzles of small diameter (0.5mm) under the high injection pressure (1MPa~9MPa). Furthermore, nu-

merical simulations were attempted to investigate the internal flow structure in the circular and elliptical nozzles. 

This study showed that the disintegration characteristics of the liquid jet of elliptical nozzles were much different 

from those of the circular nozzle. In the case of the circular nozzle, the surface of liquid jet was much smooth 

near the nozzle exit under the injection pressures of this study. But, in the case of the elliptical nozzles, surface 

waves on liquid jet have been generated and grown with increase of the injection pressure. As a result, surface 

breakup was observed with the increase of injection pressure because a rough column surface caused by growth 

of surface wave is disintegrated to ligament as the relative velocity between the liquid jet and ambient air in-

creases. Furthermore, the numerical simulations informed that the internal flow structure of elliptical nozzle was 

quite different from that of the circular nozzle. The internal flow structure of the elliptical nozzle in hydraulic 

flip was reattached to the orifice wall of the minor axis unlike the flow in the circular nozzle which is detached 

from orifice wall. It has been concluded that the internal flow structure of the elliptical nozzle has influence on 

the disintegration characteristics of the liquid jet issued from the elliptical nozzle. 

Introduction 

We carried out an experimental study on the atomization characteristics of an elliptical nozzle with a small 

hole diameter (0.5mm) and under relatively high injection pressure (1MPa~9MPa). From this study, it is thought 

that the atomization characteristics of an elliptical nozzle were related to the internal flow structure characteris-

tics in the orifice. 

Experimental setup and method 

The experimental setup consists of an injection device, visualization system, pressure measurement and 

SMD measurement system. Working fluid was water at room temperature. The water pressurized by nitrogen in 

the surge tank was injected from the nozzle into ambient air. The nozzle was linked to the traverse for movement. 

Injection pressure was controlled by the pressure of the nitrogen gas, which was controlled by the gas regulator. 

Injection pressures were measured by a pressure transducer (KELLER, PA-21SR). The pressure signals were 

acquired by data acquisition board and monitored in real time. The spray image was obtained by the shadow-

graph method using a CCD camera (Vieworks, VM-2M 35) and a xenon lamp (Drello, Drelloscope 3020) as the 

light source. The spray images were automatically stored by the image grabber, which was interlinked with the 

computer. The macroscopic characteristics of the liquid jet were analyzed from the spray images. The SMD for 

the variation conditions such as injection pressure, axial distance from the nozzle exit and radial distance of 

spray from the spray center was measured by using the laser diffraction method 
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Abstract
Annular liquid sheets are canonical, unstable multiphase shear flows. Many numerical, theoretical and empirical

investigations of such flows have been undertaken, however agreement between studies is limited. This is due in

part to the lack of agreed definitions for the gas-liquid momentum scaling and the lack of a canonical geometry,

among other factors. Few scaling theories for the periodic driving instability that characterises the atomisation

mechanism have yet been proposed which show repeatability between different experimental studies. There have

been particularly few investigations into sheet thickness effects, due to the difficulty of manufacturing a test noz-

zle with a variable thickness. We present a large, parametric, experimental study of a non-swirling annular water

sheet exposed to separately metered dual air co-flows over an order of magnitude variation in Reynolds and Weber

Numbers. Three sheet thicknesses and a wide range of gas co-flow rates have been considered. We have con-

sidered a temporal analysis of the primary interfacial instability using Fourier techniques. From empirical data, a

geometry-independent temporal scaling based on a non-dimensional momentum ratio is proposed, which shows

good agreement with empirical data on low pressure air-water annular flows over a range of geometries, Re &

We. This scaling is counter-intuitively different from that of the more well-known planar sheet. Through the use of

Dynamic Mode Decomposition, the leading Koopman modes of the primary instability provide a spatially resolved

reconstruction of the spatial growth rate and amplification profile of the instability. Sheet thickness effects are ob-

served to dominate over all other scaling variables with regard to the amplitude of the instability, within the limits

of experimental error. We demonstrate a comparison between the empirically derived complex wavenumber and

linear stability analysis. The measured wavenumber approaches the linear solution as we move toward the nozzle.

The temporal scaling of annular sheets may follow a predictable scaling, but the spatial scaling behaviour shows a

much more complex behaviour dominated by sheet thickness effects due to both non-linearity and non-parallelism.

∗Corresponding author: daniel.duke@monash.edu
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Abstract 

 In previous researches on jet in crossflow (JICF), which is applied for the liquid jet injection system of 

air-breathing propulsion systems or rocket engine system, more than 20 different correlations of jet 

penetration have been proposed. But, most of these studies were carried out using the single orifice 

injector (SOI). In this study, in order to define the interference effects of liquid jet penetration in 

crossflow, the double orifice injector (DOI) is adopted. First, the jet penetration correlation of SOI 

according to the crossflow temperature controlled by the vitiated air heater is proposed. The jet 

penetration height for heated crossflow is lower than that for cold crossflow because of the increase of 

crossflow velocity despite the lower density. The jet penetration correlation of DOI is derived for 

variations of injector orifice spacing. In the case of the DOI, since the front liquid jet acts as a shield of the 

rear liquid jet, the jet penetration with DOI is higher than that with SOI. With the DOI, the rear jet 

penetration height increased as the nozzle spacing decreases. And, the penetration height correlation for 

the rear liquid jet with DOI was developed. Therefore, an inverse relationship between nozzle spacing and 

jet penetration height is expected. 

Introduction 

The objective of this study is to present a set of penetration heights for double liquid jets injected into cross-

flow and to describe the influence of the double liquid jets. Thus, the jet penetration height correlation for the 

single liquid jet injector and double liquid jet injector is determined. 

Experimental setup and method 

The experimental facility consisted of an elevated ambient pressure supply system, vitiated air heater 

(VAH), test section, and the pressure and flow rate measurement section. The elevated ambient pressure supply 

system consisted of a higher-capacity compressor, an air dryer, an air storage tank and a pressure control valve. 

In this study, the air conditions were set by the vitiated air heater (VAH). The test section had a height of 100mm 

and a width of 100mm. The visualization windows, made of tempered glass, were installed on 2 sides of the test 

section, and 1 on the top. In order to maintain constant quantity of crossflow, a sonic nozzle was installed in 

front of the test section, and to measure and control the pressure of the test section, a pressure regulating valve 

and an orifice were used. The pressure and flow-rate measurement section were composed of a pressure sensor, 

data acquisition board, and micro-manometer. Also, the liquid jet penetrations in the JICF were analyzed by the 

shadowgraph method using a high-speed digital camera and a stroboscope. The shadowgraphs of the liquid jet 

were taken with Canon EF 50mm f/1.8 lens, and were synchronized with the digital Camera (Canon EOS 20D) 

and the stroboscope. 
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Abstract 

It is well known that near-nozzle fuel liquid jet development dominated by internal nozzle flow and related 
flu id-dynamic instability governs the primary break-up process of the injected fuel. The fuel primary atomizat ion 
controls the mixing of fuel with surrounding oxidant gas, which is significant to achieve highly -efficient and 
clean combustion for diesel engines. Different nozzle geometry at the same operative conditions can lead to 
dramat ically d ifferent behaviors in combustion performance and emissions format ion. While the relation be-
tween nozzle flow and spray development in the combustion chamber is still a  challenging topic with a high im-
provement potential. Based on the third-generation synchrotrons of Shanghai synchrotron radiation facility 
(SSRF), the high-precision three-dimension structure of nozzle with detailed internal geometry information were 
obtained, which is the basis of the subsequent numerical simulat ion. A 3D-Eulerian Spray multiphase model 
coupled with the cavitating flow inside the nozzle was put forward to simulate the whole spray process, includ-
ing the primary atomization and secondary break-up. The nozzle flow and near-field spray were simulated with 
the VOF multiphase model. At a certain downstream location, where the spray is diluted, this Eulerian spray 
approach was switched to conventional Lagrangian approach. In this model, the fuel volume fraction of the cell 
at the switch position determined the droplet size. This entire methodology was validated through the experimen-
tal data of liquid spray penetration under non-evaporating chamber conditions. The multi-scheme numerical si-
mulations were carried  out by this model to investigate effect of the nozzle geometry  and configuration on  inner 
cavitating flow and the subsequent spray characteristics. 

Key Words : diesel engine; nozzle; X-rays; cavitating flow; primary atomizat ion; spray model 
 

Figure  Injectoin pressure 30MPa: (a) volume of fraction of fuel vapor (cross -section), (b) velocity in k 
direction (vertical d irection of orifice outlet),(c) volume of fract ion of fuel vapor (orifice outlet), (d) mass 
fraction of fuel and spray particle d istribution. 
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Abstract 

Pressure-swirl atomizers are widely used in various industrial applications for their reliability in operation, and 

for the high liquid throughput paired with fine drop size of the sprays. Pressure-swirl atomizers are the standard 

atomizers in many spray-drying processes in, e.g., the chemical and food industries. An essential part of this kind 

of atomizers is the formation of a swirl which forces the process liquid into a rotating motion. The swirl may be 

imposed by an insert in the axial feed line inside the atomizer, or by tangential feed of the liquid into a swirl 

chamber. In both cases the liquid leaves the atomizer through a fine orifice in the form of an annular liquid sheet, 

which diverges in the flow direction and, therefore, assumes a conical shape with the thickness decreasing as the 

distance from the orifice increases. 

The liquid flow rate through the atomizer depends, of course, on the driving pressure difference across the 

atomizer, the relevant geometric properties of the atomizer, and the liquid properties density and dynamic viscos-

ity. One marked characteristic of the flow through pressure-swirl atomizers, which is yet unexplained, is the fact 

that, for a given atomizer geometry and at a given driving pressure difference, below a certain threshold liquid 

viscosity, the throughput of a liquid with a higher viscosity turns out higher than for a less viscous fluid. This 

behaviour of viscous liquid flows through swirl chambers, which is counter-intuitive at the first glance, is the 

subject of the present investigation. 

We describe theoretically the flow through the swirl chamber, decomposing the flow field into three zones: 

(1) one radial outer zone at large distances from the axis of symmetry of the flow field, close to the swirl cham-

ber wall, (2) one zone closer to the axis of symmetry, inside the radial extension of the inlet slits, and (3) the 

zone bounded by the gas-liquid interface at the air core. We model empirically the pressure drop across zones (1) 

and (2) and solve the transport equations for mass and momentum under simplifications appropriate for zone (3). 

The simplifications base on the negligibility of the axial velocity component in this zone. With the boundary and 

coupling conditions we arrive at a theoretical description of the flow field in the third zone, which allows us to 

relate the flow rate to the driving pressure difference for varying liquid properties and atomizer geometries. This 

modelling approach follows the lines of [1]. 

Results from the calculations quantify, among others, the liquid throughput and the air core radius. The data 

yield the trend observed experimentally: at moderate liquid viscosities, a liquid with a higher viscosity leads to a 

narrower air core, i.e., to a thicker wall-bounded film in the orifice, and, consequently, to a higher throughput 

than a less viscous fluid. The contribution to the conference will present the theoretical derivation in detail and 

present computational results in comparison with data from experiments, explaining the observed effect. 
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Abstract 

 

Spray coating processes are characterized by their relatively large paint wastage and high energy consumption, 

especially in car industry. The unavoidable overspray, caused by poor transfer efficiency, has to be removed 

quickly from the paint booth, in order to preserve the painting quality on the subject surface. The therefore need-

ed conditioned air stream results in intensive energy requirement for the disposal of the overspray. Against the 

background of increasing demands on energy-efficient painting processes, a research project has been launched 

focusing on increasing the efficiency of atomizers in painting processes. This paper summarizes some results of 

the current state of the research.   

The air supported high pressure atomizer, also known as AirCoat or AirMix, is basically an airless atomizer with 

additional air flow for improved atomization and homogenization of the spray cone. Compared to the well-

known air spray painting, the spray transfer efficiency of airless and air-assisted atomizers is relatively high, 

corresponding to a lower overspray. Therefore, air-assist atomizing is used in the present experimental and 

numerical investigations. Fraunhofer diffraction and Laser-Doppler Anemometry were used to measure droplet 

size distributions and the integral droplet velocity in spray cone. Furthermore, the film thickness distribution on a 

flat plat was also measured. A commercial CFD code (ANSYS-FLUENT) was used in the numerical studies. 

Influences of the additional air flow in air-assist gun on the atomization process, the film thickness distribution 

and the transfer efficiency were studied. A typical result is shown in Fig. 1-2. The experimental and simulation 

results delivered the necessary information for understanding the painting process using air-assisted guns and for 

improving the performance of the atomizer. 
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Fig. 2: Comparison of film thickness distributions 

(air-assist system) 

Fig. 1: Air velocity contours (m/s) in spray cone 

(air-assist system) 
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Abstract 

The purpose of this study is to improve atomization characteristics of a direct injection Diesel nozzle, which 

spray with large spray angle, short liquid core length and small droplet diameter are obtained.  In the previous 

study, the single hole atomization enhancement nozzle, which cavitation occurs in the nozzle hole and strong 

disturbance is given to the liquid flow in the nozzle hole, and excellent spray characteristics are obtained at 

relatively low injection pressure, was developed.  Moreover, it is demanded improvement of flow 

characteristics under low injection pressure, that is, even though excellent spray characteristics are obtained at 

low injection pressure, volumetric flow rate, which is obtained at high-injection pressure, has to obtain under low 

injection pressure.   In this study, it was investigated about atomization of spray of the multi-hole atomization 

enhancement nozzle, which the single hole nozzle was separated to four nozzle holes (Hole number: N=4) with 

the same sectional area of the single hole nozzle as one of the four nozzle holes, and aimed to improve 

atomization characteristics and to obtain excellent spray characteristics.  Effects of geometric shapes and 

dimensions of the multi-hole atomization enhancement nozzle, such as sharp and rounded inlet shapes and 

combination of hole diameter, on atomization characteristics were investigated.  It was investigated that the 

developed atomization enhancement nozzle with the best hole inlet shape and dimension of nozzle hole was 

installed at the direct injection Diesel injector, effects of the multi-hole atomization enhancement nozzle on 

atomization of intermittent spray under high-ambient pressure condition.  As a result, it was cleared that in case 

of the multi-hole atomization enhancement nozzle with hole number of N=4 and rounded inlet shape, breakup 

length becomes short and spray angle becomes large about 50 percent compared with the actual single hole 

nozzle (Fig.1).  Moreover, volumetric flow rate is increased about 60 percent, and flow characteristic was 

considerably improved (Fig.2).  Atomization characteristics and flow characteristics were improved under low 

injection pressure.  Atomization characteristics of intermittent spray were improved considerably by using the 

multi-hole atomization enhancement nozzle with hole number of N=4 and rounded inlet shape at high-ambient 

pressure conditions for the direct injection Diesel engine (Fig.3).  Although spray tip penetration of the multi-

hole atomization enhancement nozzle is short compared with the actual single hole nozzle, spread of spray 

becomes wide considerably and homogeneity of spray are obtained.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Effect of inlet shapes of nozzle hole on spray angle 

Figure 2 Effect of inlet shapes of nozzle hole  

on volumetric flow rate 

Figure 3 Atomization of intermittent spray under 

high-ambient pressure condition 
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Abstract 

Recently, exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) ratio and boost pressure of a diesel engine tend to increase for improve-

ment of diesel engine performance and emission.  In ultra-high boost engine, compressed gas density in combustion 

chamber became 3 or 4 times higher than that in natural aspirated (NA) engine.  It seems that a diesel spray behavior 

in high gas density surroundings might differ from that in a conventional diesel engine.  There are many reports 

regarding the effect of ambient gas density on diesel spray behavior.  In high gas density surroundings, some 

researchers investigated spray behavior in terms of spray tip penetration and spray angle.  Regarding the investigation 

of spray behavior and spray velocity, there were some results obtained with Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) and 

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV).  PIV is velocity field measurement technique with high spatial resolution and is 

currently applied to various sprays.  There are some PIV reports regarding velocity of air entrainment motion around 

diesel spray.  However, a few investigations on the velocity measurement inside diesel spray were carried out.  To 

understand the diesel spray behavior completely, both of instantaneous and time averaged velocity fields inside the 

spray should be investigated.  Therefore, it is necessary to obtain not only instantaneous velocity field but also 

temporal change of velocity fields for the analysis of transient and average behavior of diesel spray.  In this study, 

velocity distribution inside diesel spray was measured in various gas density surroundings and injection pressures.  

Maximum velocity gradient positions were evaluated using the Gaussian type distribution function fitted to velocity 

distribution.  Further, effects of ambient gas density and injection pressure on these positions were discussed. 

Experimental apparatus consisted of fuel injection system, high pressure vessel and optical system for visualization 

of a diesel spray.  Using a single-hole diesel nozzle with a single shot injection system, diesel fuel was injected into 

the pressure vessel.    Ar
+
 ion continuous laser was utilized as a light source, and a laser-light sheet with 1mm 

thickness was formed with a cylindrical lens and a convex lens.  Digital high-speed camera (Vision Research, 

Phantom V710) was used for capturing sequential images of a diesel spray.  Frame rate of high speed camera was set 

over 0.1Mfps.  Ambient gas densities �a in high pressure vessel were 5.8kg/m
3
, 11.6kg/m

3
, 23.2kg/m

3
 and 46.5kg/m

3
 

under the room temperature condition.  Here, ambient gas density of 11.6kg/m
3
 was equivalent for a compressed gas 

density of 3MPa at 800K.  This density and temperature condition corresponded to a combustion chamber condition at 

injection timing of a conventional NA diesel engine.  Moreover, various fuel injection pressures were adapted. 

According to time-series instantaneous velocity fields inside spray, in high gas density surroundings, cluster of 

spray droplets near the spray periphery hardly moved, and it was re-entrained into main spray flow.  These phenomena 

were coupled with vortex formation near the spray periphery.  Mean velocity distributions inside a diesel spray at 

40mm and 60mm from a nozzle were evaluated from over 1000 instantaneous velocity data analyzed with PIV, and the 

velocity distribution was well fitted with Gaussian function.  According to mean axial velocity distribution normalized 

with center velocity, it was clear that the position of intense mixing zone at Z = 40mm shifted from the periphery to the 

inside of spray with increasing ambient gas density and injection pressure.  However, its trend did not appear for 

normalized axial velocity distribution at Z=60mm. 
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Abstract 

 

While drop-film impacts have been studied extensively in the past, little thought has been given to separating the 

effects of the drop fluid properties and those of the film. Notably in the field of pool fire suppression, sprays impact 

pools consisting of different fluids, and both the spray properties and the pool properties will govern the resulting 

behavior [1, 2]. Distinguishing between the film and droplet’s effects will also provide insight into behaviors 
observed on more common same-liquid drop-film impacts. 

 

In this study, the central parameter examined is the fluid viscosity. Using various mixtures of water and glycerol, as 

well as FC-72, a range of kinematic viscosity covering 3 orders of magnitude (3.8E-7 to 1.1E-4 m
2
/s) is examined, 

while the surface tensions cover a smaller range, from 0.01 to 0.07 N∙m. A microliter valve creates mm-scale drops 

that freefall into the target film at velocities of 0.5 to 3.5 m/s, where a high speed video camera records the impact. 

The final parameter considered in this study is the ratio of pool depth to droplet diameter, which is examined in three 

regimes: 0.5 (shallow film), 1.0, and 3.0 (deep pool). This configuration covers Weber numbers from 20 – 3000 and 

Reynolds from 20 – 14000.  

 

The impact outcomes characterized are coalescence, crown formation, jetting, and splashing of the crown and the jet. 

These regimes have been defined by past work, and for the same film-droplet liquids they have been mapped to 

ranges of dimensionless numbers, primarily the Weber number. These dimensionless ranges are examined for 

differing liquid impacts. To correct for differing drop and film properties, alternative dimensionless criteria are 

suggested. These criteria are proposed in light of substrate effects in the shallow film regime as well as in the deep 

pool regime where bottom effects are lessened. 

 

Crown formation and subsequent crown splashing are shown to be governed by the viscosity and surface tension of 

the film, with minimal dependence on drop fluid properties. With a dimensionless pool depth (H* = pool depth/drop 

diameter) of 1, for every fluid examined, the critical Weber number for crown formation is on the order of 100 when 

pool density and surface tension are used. Applying the drop density and surface tension gives no apparent 

correlation between common dimensionless groups and observed behavior. In contrast, when characterizing the 

appearance of a post-impact Worthington jet, the drop’s properties play a much larger role, with a critical minimum 

Weber number utilizing drop surface tension and density between 50 and 200 resulting in the appearance of a jet. 

The impact outcomes in other pool depth regimes are explored, as well. 
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Abstract  

In order to provide data suitable to validate a water-based fire protection model, measurements were conducted 
to study the impingement process of a liquid droplet upon a corrugated cardboard surface. The amount of mass 
converted to secondary droplets due to splashing was measured by a weighing balance. The size, velocity and 
number density of the splashed droplets was measured by a laser-based Shadow-Imaging system. The impact 
surface was dry unheated cardboard of the kind that is widely used in corrugated boxes and shipping containers. 
Two liquids, with different surface tension, three droplet sizes, three impact angles and different impact velocities 
were investigated. Based on the measurements, a critical Weber number was introduced to determine the 
transition from deposition to splashing. The splashing fraction was expressed as a function of Weber number and 
impact angle. The distribution of cumulative volume fraction of splash droplets versus a normalized droplet size 
was correlated as a Rosin-Rammler function. The volume-median droplet diameter was expressed as a function of 
Weber number and impact angle. The maximum velocity magnitude of a splash droplet was correlated to its 
diameter and Weber number. These empirical correlations can be incorporated into a numerical model to simulate 
the splashing fraction, size and velocity distributions of the splashed droplet. 
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Abstract 

Droplet/wall interactions have been widely explored within the last decade to develop smart interfaces and 

enhanced surfaces to obtain an accurate control of heat and mass transfer, which is vital, for instance for cooling 

applications (e.g. [1]). Most of the studies reported in the literature address the wetting and spreading behaviour 

of millimetric droplets, in a trial and error approach to infer on the best wetting and/or topographical 

characteristics providing the desired control of the spreading behaviour and of the heat transfer mechanisms. The 

present work follows the experiments reported in Moita et al. [2, 3] where criteria have been proposed to 

develop a systematic methodology to design micro-structured surfaces able to increase the rate of heat removed 

by single droplets impacting onto hot surfaces. The experiments reported here start with millimetric droplets 

(2.5<D0<3.3mm) and follow an approach to scale down the patterns to micrometric droplet applications 

(80 m<D0<340 m). The surfaces are made from silicon wafers and are micro-patterned with square pillars; the 

boundary conditions at impact range from dry to wet and the impact velocity, U0, from 0.88 to 7m/s. The thermal 

behaviour is inferred from the local heat fluxes, determined from instantaneous temperature measurements made 

at the droplet-surface interface with fast response thermocouples. These are related to the way that the micro 

patterns affect the spreading diameter. One of the side effects of modifying the surface topography is to trigger 

secondary atomization. This is particularly relevant in micro-droplet stream applications and must be well 

controlled. Hence, the experiments make use of a Phase Doppler interferometer combined with a high speed 

camera to characterize the secondary atomization generated at droplet impact. The analysis allows to find that, in 

the homogeneous wetting regime, the parameter rf=(2l+ R)2/[(2l+ R)2+8lh] provides the best criterion to 

optimize the design of the micro pattern when, both, millimetric and micrometric droplets are considered. Here l,
R and h stand for the side of the square area, height of the pillars and pitch (distance between them) 

respectively. Within the film boiling regime, the effect of the topography is clearly more evident. However, with 

the current surfaces the experiments are on the limits of applicability of Wenzel’s theory, so a further scaling 

down is required. Analysis of the size probability distribution of secondary droplets generated at the impact 

(Figures below), suggest that large surface patterns act to promote dynamic disintegration which overcomes the 

thermal induced one, so that the rougher surface leads in fact to smaller secondary droplets.  
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  a)            b)

PDF of the secondary droplet size resulting from the impact of a monosize stream of ethanol droplets (D0=180μm, U0=3.2

m/s) over the micro-textured surfaces (Liso to S17) within: a) nucleate boiling regime (Tw,0=130°C) b) film boiling regime 

(TW,0 =200°C). PDA measurements performed at r=1.2mm, z=1.2mm. 
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Abstract

The ignition of fuel sprays and the subsequent development of the initial flame are subjected to various

mechanisms. A deep understanding of the relevant processes is essential for the development and validation of 

numerical models of the flame initiation process. This study reports about experiments performed at a generic 

lab-scale combustor under well-defined boundary conditions contributing to the today’s knowledge base of the 

spray ignition process. The main components of the generic combustor are a flow channel and a vibrating orifice 

monodisperse fuel droplet generator. The flow channel provides good optical access to the ignition and combus-

tion region. The droplet generator is injecting five monodisperse fuel droplet streams in direction of the air co-

flow.

Measurements were conducted at atmospheric pressure for different fuels and test-rig operating conditions, 

e.g. fuel and air mass flow rates. The following fuels were investigated: Jet A-1 kerosene, a binary mixture of 80 

vol.-% n-decane and 20 vol.-% n-propylbenzene, n-heptane, ethanol, and Exxsol D80. The fuel/air two-phase 

flow was ignited by focused laser radiation to provide well-defined ignition conditions. Ignition was only possi-

ble by focusing the laser radiation into the droplet stream. A focal point outside the region of the droplet streams 

resulted in an almost zero ignition probability. This suggests that the amount of vaporized fuel was below the 

ignition limit. The lab-scale experiment involved a simplified geometry; the measurements were performed at 

atmospheric pressure. However, it enabled us to investigate the development of the laser-induced plasma, the 

subsequent flame kernel formation and the growth and propagation of the initial flame in a two-phase flow. Op-

tical and laser-based measurement techniques were applied to capture the transient flame initiation process with 

high temporal and spatial resolution. High-speed imaging of the broadband luminosity was used to capture the 

growth and propagation of the initial flame following the laser-induced flame kernel. The kerosene fuel and hy-

droxyl radical (OH) density distribution were simultaneously measured using the planar laser-induced fluores-

cence (PLIF) technique. In general, with this technique the influence of the fuel placement and the influence of 

the position and shape of the reaction zones and regions of high temperature on the flame initiation process can 

be studied. The phenomena related to the flame kernel formation process were investigated by high-speed imag-

ing and optical emission spectroscopy techniques. Particle image velocimetry (PIV) measurements were per-

formed to characterize the air co-flow. Broadband luminosity imaging measurements were performed to track 

the axial-position of the lower edge of the initial flame. Differences in the growth and propagation of the initial 

flame were observed for identical ignition and combustor operating conditions revealing a stochastic process. It 

was found that the lower edge velocity of the initial flame increases with increasing fuel mass flow. The PLIF 

measurements of the fuel and OH density distributions evidence a diffusion flame propagating along the fuel-

droplet streams. The flame propagates downstream with a velocity lower than the droplet velocity. Fuel droplets 

can enter and traverse the flame fronts of the initial flame. A successful ignition in our specific experimental 

configuration seems to depend not only on the initial heat dissipation, e.g. the thermal area loading, and radical

and vapor formation but also on the droplet velocity, e.g. the droplet residence time in the flame and the strength 

of the induced shear flow layers around the droplet streams. The position of the area influenced by the ignition 

process in the droplet streams is very reproducible; it is conserved in the flow and can be tracked. The initial 

droplet velocity at the injector head was derived from the slope of the trajectory of the lower edge position of the 

influenced area. From the averaged OH PLIF images the centroid of the OH density distribution was determined. 

The PIV measurement results provide quantitative information about the actual flow-field at the different com-

bustor operating conditions without fuel injection.

This study revealed several findings about the complex processes during the flame initiation. The results 

provide a valuable data set for the development and validation of numerical models of spray ignition.

* Corresponding author: thomas.mosbach@dlr.de
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Abstract 

Marine diesel engine has been demanded dramatically to reduce harmful regulated pollutants, which are 

Particulate Matter (PM) and Nitrogen Oxide (NOx). In particular, NOx regulations for marine engines will 

require NOx reduction as much as 80% from the level in the first emission standard from IMO. Introduction of 

water into the combustion chamber has been recognized as an effective measure reducing NOx emissions from 

medium-speed marine diesels. There are two practical methods of water injection into the cylinder, FWE (Fuel 

Water Emulsion) and DWI (Direct Water Injection). The former method is to replace the diesel fuel with 

diesel/water emulsions as an alternative fuel. And the latter method is to inject the water directly into the 

combustion chamber separately from the fuel with two injectors or a single injector. However, optimization of 

these water injection systems has not been established yet. In this study, to observe spray propagation and 

combustion process of fuel-water emulsion and DWI system, experiments were carried out using a Rapid 

Compression and Expansion Machine (RCEM) with an electronic controlled double-needle type injector. This 

RCEM has a bore of 240 mm and a stroke of 260 mm. Combustion chamber is cubic shaped volume consisted of 

200 x 66 x 80 mm and it has three quartz windows on the walls for objective of visualization. The pressure and 

the temperature of this combustion chamber at the injection were set to 10 MPa and 750 K, respectively. The 

combustion processes were taken by photographs directly using high speed camera (Photoron: Fastcam SA-4). 

Spatial resolution of photographs is 832 x 224 pixels and frame rate is 20,000 fps and exposure time is 5.8�s. In 

addition, temperature distribution of diesel flame was obtained from photographs analysed by Two Colour 

Method (TCM). After combustion, CO, CO2, O2, THC and NOx in the burned gas were measured by using 

exhaust gas analyser (HORIBA: MEXA-7100). Simulation of spray propagation and combustion processes were 

also carried out using three-dimensional CFD code: KIVA3V in order to evaluate the effect of water vapour 

distribution on cylinder temperature and NOx formation. In the DWI system, numerous and immiscible droplet 

collisions should happen inside the merging sprays from closely-located injection holes for water and fuel. 

Authors had developed the new collision models for simulating the complicated colliding behaviour of these 

immiscible droplets and implemented into KIVA3V code. Concentric water-in-oil type droplet had to be newly 

introduced as an outcome of oil and water droplet coalescence. And different treatments in calculating its 

breakup and evaporation processes were considered. Concentric water-in-oil type droplets were injected as an 

emulsion fuel in case of emulsion system. It has been concluded that when the water was injected appropriately, 

the temperature of flame became lower than in conventional diesel combustion. NOx emissions were reduced up 

to 40% with water addition of 25% of fuel mass in both the water injection technologies. The computational 

results were in agreement with experimental measurements and provided detailed information on the mixing 

process. 

 

Key words: diesel sprays, modeling, emulsion, direct water injection, marine diesel engine 
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Experiments on turbulent ethanol spray flames in EEC conditions
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Abstract
The present work concerns the experimental study of a horizontal liquid film (order of 1-2mm thickness) driven

by an external turbulent air flow and its separation due to the presence of a convex sharp corner. The liquid film is

distilled water (σ = 72mN/m) flowing over a polycarbonate surface with critical surface energy of σc = 31mN/m

which implies conditions of the partial wetting regime. The liquid film is formed free on the wall surface without

side wall borders which would restrict the expansion towards the spanwise direction. Besides the characterization

of the liquid film, main objective of this study is the experimental investigation of the critical conditions dictating

the onset of the atomization phenomena at the edge of the corner.

The experimental facility designed and constructed for the purpose of the film separation study is consisted of three

main parts, namely, the wind tunnel, the liquid supply system and the test section. The test section is a semi-open

configuration of a corner with an angle of 90 ◦ made by polycarbonate. Qualitative results of the film behavior

have been extracted from high speed recording. Planar laser induced fluorescence (PLIF) has been used in order

to visualize the cross section of the liquid film in the spanwise direction at the edge of the corner. A Matlab code

has been developed to process the images and collect information for the interface of the liquid film. The mean

film thickness at the edge of the corner has been obtained. The mean width of the liquid film at the edge of the

corner has been measured from single images taken by a digital SLR camera and the mean film velocity has been

calculated by measuring the flow rate of the liquid film. The droplets generated downstream the corner have been

collected with a flat collector and weighed by means of a digital balance with accuracy of 1 mg. Critical condi-

tions are considered the flow conditions on which the liquid film begins to be atomized at the sharp corner and the

resulting atomized mass presents an intermittent layout.

The liquid film formed on the horizontal flat plate and the mass of the droplets produced after the corner have been

studied for different flow conditions. The experiments show that there is a weak dependency of the film width

on time. Depending on the flow conditions, the liquid film depicts two different trends. Far above the critical

conditions, the film is atomized continuously but its rate is slowly reduced due to the slow variation (expansion) of

the film width, while at the critical conditions, the atomization presents an intermittent behavior and the effect of

the width is vanished.

The main objective of this project is the identification of the critical conditions for the onset of the liquid film

atomization at the corner. Measurements of the local characteristics of the shear-driven liquid film have been con-

ducted under critical conditions and presented here. Generally, the critical mean film thickness and the critical

mean film velocity drop as the external air flow is increased and the liquid flow rate is reduced. The dimensionless

RMS of the film thickness which comprises a mean to measure the interface fluctuations seems to be reduced. The

role of the film width on the onset of the film atomization has been investigated by developing and comparing

two different films coming from slits with different lengths (wslit = 100mm and wslit = 45mm). The results

show that the onset of the film breakup depends primarily on the wavy interface but it is independent on the film

width. The mean local characteristics of the film have been correlated using two dimensionless numbers, the film

Reynolds number (based on the mean film thickness and velocity) and the aerodynamic Weber number (based on

the velocity difference of the external air flow with the film and the mean film thickness). An empirical formula

has been derived from the experimental data. A first comparison of the experimental data under critical conditions

with proposed analytical models in literature showed that further theoretical development is required to predict

accurately the onset of the critical conditions.

∗Corresponding author: bacharoudis@vki.ac.be
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Abstract 

Water jet from the thin plate nozzle is already disintegrated into droplets array at 10mm of Lx (distance 

from the nozzle hole exit). The droplets move inline. The interval of the droplets array becomes larger 

with Lx. The number density of droplets is estimated to decrease with increase of Lx and SMD 

increases with Lx. Therefore, some droplets combine into one because the relative velocity of droplets 

is small. Since SMD at far from nozzle exit depends on the droplets collapse, SMD at far from nozzle 

exit can be influenced by various disturbances caused by share force with circumstance air, complicated 

hole shape, etc. Although breakup length should be discussed with initial diameter of a droplet, there 

are not enough data to evaluate quantitatively. Therefore time changes of the light intensity caused by 

the shadowgraph of moving droplets are measured. Since laser beam size at focus point is 0.07mm, the 

measurement volume is not so larger than droplets. The shadow of the droplet decreases light intensity 

extremely when the droplet passes through the central axis of the laser beam. When the distance of 

droplets is larger than the laser beam size, light intensity reaches the maximum. The number of shadows 

of droplets increases with injection pressure Pi. The time interval of shadows passing through the 

measurement volume increases with Lx. In the case of Pi=0.5MPa, number of shadows of droplets 

increases and the time interval of shadows passing through the measurement volume is shorter than that 

in the case of Pi=0.1MPa as shown in figure 1. These phenomena agree with the decrease of SMD and 

the increase of the velocity of the droplets. Data at lager Lx are obtained since the droplets moves stably. 

When Pi increases to 0.7MPa, each shadow of a droplet is hard to be separated at Lx=10mm. The 

movement of droplet is not as stable as that in the case of Pi=0.5MPa. In the case of Pi=1.0MPa, 

shadow of a droplet cannot be separated well to the other shadows. The autocorrelation function related 

with the frequency of the droplet passing through the measurement volume. The first peak point 

corresponds to the time difference of the next droplets if the interval of the droplets are constant and 

droplet size is constant. The first peak point shift to zero with increase of Pi. The first peak point 

increase extremely with Lx as shown in figure 2. This means that the number of droplets decrease with 

Lx. That is the coalescence of droplets occurs extremely near nozzle exit.  

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2 The first peak point of autocorrelation 

of light intensity caused by shadows of droplets 

(Dn=0.03mm) 

 
(a) Pi=0.1MPa 

 
(b) Pi=0.5MPa 

Figure 1 Variation of light intensity caused by 

shadows of droplets (Dn=0.03mm, Lx=20mm) 
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Abstract 

The injection of liquid into a high-speed cross flow in combustion systems can be found in the practical 

applications such as diesel engine, gasoline engine, gas turbine, ramjet and scramjets etc. The application of 

chemicals to crops in agricultural field and the injection of liquid friction modifiers onto the rail surface are 

another application of cross flow. Numerous studies have, therefore, been conducted to characterize the liquid jet 

atomization process in a cross flow. Previous studies of liquid injection in uniform and non-uniform cross flows 

include analyses of controlled and uncontrolled liquid jets atomized in both subsonic and supersonic airstream. 

The primary breakup process including column and surface breakup, breakup length, penetration height, jet 

width, droplet size and droplet velocity have attracted considerable attention. A detailed survey of the empirical 

correlations related to liquid jet trajectory and penetration height available in the literature was carried out many 

investigators. As one of atomization characteristics, breakup length is of prime importance in air-breathing 

propulsion systems.  

In this study, the empirical correlations for the prediction of breakup length of liquid jet in cross flow are 

reviewed and classified. Many empirical correlations have been developed to predict the breakup length of liquid 

jet in a cross flow. The breakup length can be divided into column fracture height and column fracture distance. 

Around ten and twelve different correlations have been developed to predict the column fracture height and 

column fracture distance, respectively. It is known that the breakup length of liquid jet in a cross flow is a 

basically function of the liquid to air momentum flux ratio. However, Weber number, liquid-to-air viscosity ratio 

and density ratio, Reynolds number or Ohnesorge number were incorporated in the empirical correlations 

depending on the investigators.  

The existing correlations for column fracture height can be classified as three groups such as momentum flux 

ratio form, Weber number form, and other parameter form. For column fracture distance, the existing 

correlations can be categorized as four groups such as the constant form, momentum flux ratio form, Weber 

number form, and other parameter form. It is clear that there exist the significant discrepancies of predicted 

values by the existing correlations even though many correlations have the same functional form. The possible 

reasons for discrepancies will be summarized as the different experimental conditions such as jet operating 

condition and nozzle geometry, measurement and image processing techniques introduced in the experiment, 

difficulties in defining the breakup location etc. The evaluation of the existing empirical correlations for the 

prediction of breakup length of liquid jet in a uniform cross flow is required.                                         
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Abstract
In this work, fuel influence on spatial and temporal spray behavior is studied experimentally for a given Diesel-

nozzle geometry. Fuels of different molecular groups with various physical and chemical properties are investi-

gated by a parametric study. In addition to conventional Diesel, three alcohols, two alkanes, four silicon oils, two

furans, two esters and one ether are used. The spray behavior of each fuel is analyzed for non-evaporating condi-

tions utilizing fifteen different operation points with varied injection pressure and ambient density. The method of

choice is high-speed visualization, providing a detailed temporal and spatial view on the spray propagation pro-

cess. The spray evolution is analyzed with respect to characteristic macroscopic spray parameters such as spray

cone angle, penetration length and integrated spray volume. It is found that the influence of fuel properties is

reduced with increasing ambient density. An empirical correlation for the macroscopic cone angle as a function of

Reynolds number and density ratio is derived and it is found that for non-evaporative ambient conditions mixture

formation is mainly driven by density and viscosity. It is shown that the resulting air-fuel-ratio as the main influ-

encing variable for resulting engine emissions is strongly influenced by fuel dependent spray behavior.

∗Corresponding author: reddemann@wsa.rwth-aachen.de
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Abstract 

 

The atomization and evaporation of gasoline sprays with bio-components differs depending on the respec-

tive alternative fuel blend physiochemical properties. This work focuses on estimating the biofuel evaporation 

rate of sprays at stratified charge conditions. One specific spray plume is analyzed in terms of local droplet size 

verified by local vapor concentration and temperature. Depending on the operating conditions different physio-

chemical properties were found to dominate the atomization and evaporation behavior. For moderate ambient 

temperature and pressure high-boiling point components show a strong influence on the droplet size and temper-

ature distribution in the sprays. However, at elevated temperature the evaporation rate changes completely. Due 

to a high degree of evaporation taking place, cold spots of 125 K temperature difference appear inside the spray 

and during the spray process. In the center of the spray plume a maximum cooling of 89 K due to the higher 

droplet density in those areas compared to the more dilute outer positions are detected. However, when compar-

ing data of two diffident boundary conditions with an ambient temperature difference of 200 K, the measurement 

positions in the outer regions of a spray cone always show higher temperatures. Smaller droplets as a measure of 

progressed evaporation are found there. For fuel mixtures with higher evaporation enthalpy the temperature 

difference between spray center and spray boundary is more pronounced than for fuels with a lower evaporation 

enthalpy – despite their higher boiling point. Overall, it can be stated that for the droplet evaporation at stratified 

supercharged conditions, the evaporation enthalpy is a dominating physiochemical property.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1 Absolute droplet sizes and spray vapor temperatures at 30 mm distance to the nozzle tip for increased 

gas pressure and temperature (0.8MPa, 673K) with corresponding key physiochemical parameters at ambient 

conditions (table) 
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Abstract 

Bio-liquid fuels and non-conventional fossil oils have attracted attentions recently as alternative energy resource 
for gas turbine power plant. It is convenient that the swirl atomizer can be used to spray these fuels, as was used 
in the current plants. To obtain fundamental knowledge which is indispensable to survey the applicability of 
these new liquid fuels for the plant, the experimental investigations were performed on the hollow-cone spray of 
viscous liquids in high-pressure gas environment. Test liquid employed were water, diesel fuel, palm methyl 
ester (PME) and silicone-oil #10. Ambient gas was nitrogen of room temperature. Test spray nozzle, Delavan oil 
burner nozzle 60 A-0.85, was installed in pressure vessel of about 14 . Experimental investigations were 
performed within the range of liquid flow-rate from 50 to 140cc/min and the range of ambient-gas pressure from 
0.1 to 1.0MPa. The behavior of injected liquid-sheet and ensuing spray-flow were observed in detail by flash 
photography. The apical-angle and the breakup-length of conical liquid-sheet and the cone-angle of spray were 
evaluated from the photographs. The Sauter mean diameter of spray was measured by the laser diffraction 
method, and the spray flow field was investigated by the PIV technique. The following conclusions were 
deduced: (1) The injected hollow-cone spray tended to contract at high ambient-gas pressures. The spray 
contraction could be observed in wider range of liquid flow-rate when liquid was viscous. (2) The breakup-
length of liquid-sheet decreased with increase of the ambient-gas pressure and the liquid flow-rate. The higher 
viscosity the liquid had, the longer the breakup-length became. (3) The spray cone-angle decreased with increase 
of the ambient-gas pressure, although the apical-angle of liquid-sheet was almost constant. The spray cone-angle 
of non-viscous liquid became smaller with increase of the liquid flow-rate, but the spray cone-angle of viscous 
liquid did not depend so much upon the liquid flow-rate. (4) The Sauter mean diameter of spray decreased with 
increase of the liquid flow-rate. The mean diameter increased slightly with increase of the ambient-gas pressure. 
However, the mean diameter was not affected so much by the liquid-viscosity within this experimental range. (5) 
The surrounding gas should be drafted into the spray. The velocity of drafted-flow did not change so much with 
downstream-distance, did not change so much with the ambient-gas pressure, and increased linearly with 
increase of the liquid flow-rate. (6) When the viscosity of liquid was high, several peculiar atomization manners 
were also observed; roll-up of smooth liquid-sheet, perforation of liquid-sheet and spray pulsation. The 
experimental range for each manner was examined, and the mechanism of spray pulsation was discussed. 

 

 
Figure 1 Flash photograph of hollow-cone liquid film. 
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Experimental investigation of spray characteristics of fuel blends having low cetane 

number and high volatility in a diesel fuel injection system  

Abstract 
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Abstract 

Experimental and numerical data show that high frequency pressure fluctuations and vibrations exist inside 

modern diesel injectors. Even though nozzle vibrations may influence the shape and stability of sprays, no thor-

ough spectral investigations have been reported and limited data are available. Experiments were performed to 

measure time-resolved vibration spectra of diesel injector nozzles using three dimensional laser vibrometry, nee-

dle lift sensor and fuel pressure transducer. The vibrometer, which measures the velocity of a vibrating object 

using the Doppler effect, was used to scan injector nozzle tips during the injection event. In order to allow a 

comparative investigation of the effect of nozzle type and orifice diameter, the nozzle library included custom-

built single-orifice nozzles with VCO and minisac geometries. All nozzles were tested at injection pressures 

ranging from 60 to 140 MPa. A spectral peak was found around 7 kHz for all nozzles and every injection pres-

sure. Further evidence of a similar frequency was obtained from the pressure sensor and injector needle lift sen-

sor. This frequency is proposed to be caused by the injector’s needle oscillation in the axial direction. Oscilla-

tions between 35 and 45 kHz where observed during the needle opening phase. For the 200 μm nozzle orifices, 

these oscillations were found to progressively extend into the steady state injection period as the injection pres-

sure was increased. This was suggested to indicate the presence of quasi cyclic cavitation. 

 

 

 

VCO nozzle Minisac nozzle 

100μm 

 

200μm 

 

Figure 1. Spectrograms for single hole VCO and minisac nozzles, with orifice diameters of 100 μm (top row) and 200 μm
(bottom row) recorded for injections with 140 MPa pressure
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Valve-covered-orifice (VCO) diesel nozzles are usually employed in order to reduce unburned hydrocarbon 

emissions of diesel engines.  Radially eccentric location of needle markedly influences formation of cavitating 

bubbles inside nozzle and atomization.  This result suggests that flow patterns inside the nozzle strongly affect 

production of cavitating bubbles and primary breakup of liquid jets.  Therefore flow visualization was carried 

out to investigate the effects of eccentricity of a needle inside a VCO diesel nozzle on flow structure of internal 

flow and primary atomization. 

A 10 times large-scaled VCO nozzle had two nozzle holes as shown in Fig. 1.  The diameter of both the 

nozzle holes was 2mm and the length was 8mm.  Reynolds number of the flow inside the nozzle hole of the 

large-scaled VCO nozzle achieved maximum value of approximately 40000, which was nearly the same as that 

of real-size diesel nozzles.  The needle, which was incorporated into the nozzle, was manipulated by a three-

dimensional traverse with micrometers.  Fine polymer particles were employed as tracer particles for flow visu-

alization, so that photographs of stream lines of the particles are obtained. 

Most of discussion in this study focuses on the behavior observed at relatively low needle lift, and the needle 

is manipulated vertical to both the holes.  The visualization shows that flow pattern strongly depend on radial 

location of the needle, and two modes of flow patterns are observed.  On the contrary the flow pattern is almost 

independent of injection pressure.  Flow visualization for first mode of internal flow, which causes the solid 

cone spray, indicates almost straight stream with weak swirl motion inside the hole when the eccentric needle is 

located close to the nozzle center.  High injection pressure leads to cavitating bubbles at both contraction re-

gions while vortex cavitation is not observable.  On the other hand, the second mode of internal flow is encoun-

tered when the distance of the needle from the nozzle center is further increased beyond the radial location of the 

first mode.  The flow pattern of the second mode shows strong swirl motion, so that the hollow cone spray is 

mainly appeared.  The upperside contraction region at the hole entrance remains in the second mode although 

the lowerside contraction region at the hole entrance becomes undetectable.  High injection pressure causes a 

vortex cavitation inside of the hole.  Spray cone angle is compared with the swirl angle of flow inside the hole 

which is obtained from a flow pattern as shown in Fig. 2.  The swirl angle was defined as the angle between a 

centerline of the hole and a stream line across the center line by using the photograph obtained in order to evalu-

ate swirl motion along the hole.  This result shows a similar trend to that of the spray cone angle.   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Figure 1  Schematic of nozzle holder with 10       Figure 2  Comparison between spray cone angle  

         times large-scaled VCO nozzle.                  and swirl angles. (Lh=0.3mm, �=90
o
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The optical connectivity method is applied for the first time for near nozzle measurements of the intact core

length of stock high pressure diesel injectors up to 220 MPa (2200 bar) with high speed imaging. The method

is based on an approach by Roosen (1991) and the so called optical connectivity method of Charalampous et al.

(2009) for the measurement of the intact core length of sprays. To achieve this, the light is guided through an

optical access into the nozzle tip to illuminate the liquid jet along its intact core length from inside. So far, this

approach has been applied to rather low pressure injectors or specially designed nozzles.

Figure 1. Exemplary, inverted raw pictures: inserted light fiber (LF) through 9 o’clock nozzle hole (additionally

visualized pitch circle of nozzle holes respectively direction of the remaining holes) (l.) and centrally coupled light

fiber through nozzle tip (r.) (spray core at the 11 o’clock position is hidden by the slightly off focus fiber in the

foreground)

For the application on modern common-rail diesel injectors with injection pressures above 200 MPa (2000

bar), two approaches are being evaluated now. In the first approach, an optical fiber is coupled into one of the

nozzle holes of a standard heavy duty diesel injector (Fig. 1, l.). Doing so, it was possible to determine the intact

core length for the hole on the opposed side. First high speed measurements of the unsteady spray behaviour with

up to 25 kHz resolution were feasible. In the second approach the light is guided into the sac hole volume through

an additionally drilled access on the center of the nozzle tip (Fig. 1, r.). Here, the lengths of all spray cores could

be measured simultaneously. A stable operation was possible up to injection pressures of 220 MPa (2200 bar).

Results with transient high speed imaging measurements are then shown. Additionally, a simultaneous application

with high speed Mie scattering imaging of the spray shape is presented within this work.

Figure 2. Mean values between 𝑡 = 1500 𝜇𝑠 and 𝑡 = 2500 𝜇𝑠 for variations of the rail pressure and density

∗Corresponding author: heilig@itv.uni-hannover.de
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Abstract 

This work aims at estimating the energy balance during a single droplet chain or multiple droplet chains 
interaction with a hot wall whose initial temperature is above the Leidenfrost point. The corresponding 
experimental data are required for validating submodels for heat transfer between a hot wall and sprays. 
these physical submodels are subsequently used in CFD modeling. 

In the Leidenfrost regime, impinging droplets can experience only three different regimes : perfect 
bouncing, bouncing with a satellite formation and splashing. Modeling heat transfer in these regimes 
requires the knowledge of several parameters such as the spreading diameter, heat transfer at the wall, the 
thickness of the vapour layer, its temperature as well as the liquid heating during the impingment and the 
evaporation rate. In the splashing regime, data about secondary droplets are also required. Up to now, no 
experimental data base giving all these parameters are available because of the difficulty to measure 
simultaneously all these parameters. In this experimental work, some of these parameters have been 
measured simultaneously during the interaction of the droplet with the heated wall while other ones have 
been estimated by means of an energy balance. 

A monodisperse droplet chain (diameter 80-220µm) is interacting with a hot wall above the Leidenfrost 
point. A dedicated experimental set-up designed for characterizing heat transfer during the impingement was 
developped. The slab is a thin nickel plate heated by electro-magnetic induction up to a temperature above 
the Leidenfrost point. The temperature of the rear face of the nickel sample is measured using an infrared 
camera and the heat removed from the wall and caused by the presence of the droplets is estimated using a 
semi-analytical inverse heat conduction model. At the same time, the temperature of the droplets is 
measured using the two-colour Laser-Induced Fluorescence thermometry which has been extended to 
imagery for the purpose of these experiments. The measurements of the variation in the droplet temperature 
occurring during the impact allows determining the liquid sensible heat. Coupling these two measurement 
techniques allows to estimate the heat flux associated to liquid evaporation. The evaporated mass of the 
droplet during the impingment is derived from the energy budget of the impingment. A wide range of 
parameters were tested : Weber number, droplet diameter, droplet injection temperature, injection 
temperature, corresponding to the bouncing and splashing regimes. Finally, the preliminary results of 
multiple monodisperse droplets chains are presented. The database reveals that, in the case of small droplets, 
the cooling mechanism is mainly related to evaporation and the part of the sensible heat gained by the 
droplets increases as the droplet diameter increases. 
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Abstract
Supercooled droplets often occur in clouds which are located at heights which aircrafts usually have to

pass during start and landing. When these droplets impact on the surface of the aircraft, the crystalliza-

tion of the water is triggered and this results in the formation of ice layer on the body of the aircraft.

This phenomenon well known as airframe icing is recognized as a significant aviation hazard. It leads to

increased aerodynamic drag and weight, associated with a reduction in lift and thrust. Exemplarily only

in the U.S. airframe icing accidents led to 819 deaths within the last 19 years.

Supercooled water-ice transition results to be at least a three step process: nucleation, cooperative birth

of critical nuclei in the whole sample and growth of the macroscopic solid phase. Concerning the last

step two phases are to be considered, a supercooled liquid and a solid phase, and in between of these an

interface or moving boundary separating the adjacent phases. The solidification process is described by

the energy equation in each phase. The solidification rate is determined by the balance of the heat fluxes

at the solidification front. It is governed by the Stefan condition.

In the present work a computational model for the macroscopic freezing mechanism under supercooled

conditions relying on the physical and mathematical description of the two-phase Stefan problem is for-

mulated. The relevant numerical algorithm, based on the finite volume method, is implemented into the

open source software OpenFOAM©. For the numerical capturing of the moving interface between the

supercooled and the solidified liquid an appropriate level set formulation is utilized. The heat transfer

equations are solved in both the liquid phase and solid phase independently from each other. At the

interface a Dirichlet boundary condition for the temperature field is imposed and a ghost-face method is

applied to ensure accurate calculation of the normal derivative needed for the jump condition, i.e. for the

interface-velocity in the normal direction. For the sake of updating the level set function a narrow-band

around the interface is introduced. Within this band, whose width is temporally adjusted to the maxi-

mum curvature of the interface, the normal-to-interface velocity is appropriately expanded. The physical

model and numerical algorithm are validated along with the analytical solution.

Understanding instabilities is the first step in controlling them, so to quantify all sorts of instabilities at

the solidification front the Mullins-Sekerka theory of morphological stability is investigated. If there is

only a low supercooling of the fluid, the interface is stable, i. e. the amplitude of the pertubation de-

cays exponentially, whereas the amplitude rises if the supercooling reaches a critical value. In case the

supercooling is greater than the critical value pertubation grows exponentially, i. e. the flat interface is

not stable. If the frequency of the pertubation is raised in the case of an unstable interface it will at some

point make the interface stable again, which is a result of the Gibbs-Thomson relation. This effect could

be simulated with the described code as well.

In summary, we show excellent agreement between our computations and the theoretical results of Ste-

fan’s freezing model. Furthermore, we quantitatively check the morphological instability of the per-

tubated solidification front and compared it against the Mullins-Sekerka theory, obtaining agreement

within a few percent. In future work, we intend to demonstrate that our computational model is also able

to describe dendritic growth.

∗Corresponding author: a.criscione@sla.tu-darmstadt.de
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Abstract 

Normal and oblique impacts of water drops on dry solid surfaces were studied experimentally, to investigate 

the conditions for drop rebound. Data from literature suggest that rebound of a drop from a surface can be 

achieved when wettability is low, i.e. when contact angles, measured at the triple line (solid-liquid-air), are high. 

However, no clear criterion exists to predict when a drop will rebound from a surface, and which is the key wet-

ting parameter to govern drop rebound (e.g. the “equilibrium” contact angle, eq� , the advancing , A� , or the 

receding, R� , contact angles, contact angle hysteresis, �� , or any combination of these parameters). As such, 

experimental tests were conducted to study impacts of millimetric water drops on different dry solid surfaces 

with variable wettability (i.e. with variable A� , R� , and �� ), on hydrophobic and superhydrophobic surfaces. 

The study was focused at performing a phenomenological investigation of drop impact, at understanding in 

which conditions a drop rebound, and at evaluating drop rebound time (time shift between impact and detach-

ment of the drop from the surface). Impacts were performed on horizontal and tilted surfaces, to evaluate the 

effect of surface inclination on drop impact outcome. Experimental conditions were: impact speed in the range 

0.8 4.1m/sV
 
 , constant drop diameter 
0 2.55mmD � (constant), Weber numbers in the range 

25 585We
 
 , Ohnesorge number 0.0022Oh � (constant), surface advancing contact angles 

108 169A�� 
 
 � , and receding contact angles 89 161R�� 
 
 � , and surface inclination angle 0 80��
 
 � . 

For normal impact tests, it was found that receding contact angle is the key wetting parameter to control 

drop rebound: drop rebound was observed only on surfaces with receding contact angle is higher than ~100°; 

also, drop rebound time decreases monotonically by increasing receding contact angle; a drop rebound map was 

proposed, accordingly. The analysis of oblique impacts onto tilted surfaces led to the definition of six different 

impact regimes (see Figure 1). Also, the following was found: on SHS ( 150�  � , 10�� 
 � ), surface inclina-

tion generally enhances drop rebound and shedding from the surface, reducing drop rebound time up to 30%; on 

hydrophobic surfaces (with receding contact angles higher than ~100°), rebound was never observed for surface 

inclination up to 45°; the maximum inclination, 
max� , at which drops rebound was found to depend on impact 

Weber number. 

 

 
Figure 1: Outcomes of water drop impact onto various tilted substrates: (a) deposition, (b) slug, (c), sliding, 

(d) rolling, (e) partial rebound, and (f) rebound. 
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Abstract 

The interactions between sprays and hot walls occur in a wide variety of applications like spray cooling in the 
metal processing industry or the direct injection engines. However, their industrial integration remains difficult 
due to poor understanding of the flow and heat transfer characteristics. In the present study, the emphasis is 
placed on the impact of droplets onto a wall above the Leidenfrost temperature. In the experiments, chains of 
equally spaced and mono-sized droplets are impinging onto a smooth nickel slab heated by induction [1]. 
Shadow imaging using a high-speed camera allows visualizing the droplet impacts and an innovative drop sizing 
method combined with Particle Tracking Velocimetry, is implemented for the image processing. Shadow 
imaging offers benefit of measuring size of droplets of irregular shape while providing directly their spatial 
distribution. Detection of the object shadow outlines is undertaken using the zero of the laplacian. Then a 
watershed transform of the particles and the curvature of the object’s outlines are examined in order to separate 
overlapping objects. Tracking of the particles allows adding correlations between droplet sizes and velocities. It 
results in a Lagrangian description of the flow, particularly valuable for the modeling of the impacts. This 
algorithm is based on Multi-Hypothesis methods, which are preferred technique in multiple targets tracking 
systems in cluttered environment [2]. This approach has been adapted to the case of droplet splashing. It allows 
taking into account events such as appearance of a new droplet, temporary vanishing droplets, droplet 
coalescence and final disappearance of droplets. A plate dotted with calibrated discs allows evaluating the size 
measurement accuracy and its sensitivity to the depth of field. Finally, the plate is used to fix a threshold value 
on the maximum gray-level gradient in order to reject out-of-focus droplets. The low rejection rate in the 
tracking allows having a limited bias.

Measurements are performed with water and ethanol droplets. The main results concern droplet velocities 
and sizes before and after the impact and their distributions, as well as the maximum spreading diameter and the 
residence time in the case of droplet rebounds. Extensive comparisons were performed with models existing in 
the literature [3-5] and some of them have been extended. Contrary to the available literature, the restitution 
coefficient (ratio between the velocities after and before the impact) of the velocity component tangential to the 
wall decreases continuously with the Weber number in both bouncing and splashing regimes. The restitution 
coefficient for the normal velocity differs significantly from unity even for low values of the Weber number in 
the bouncing regime. It also decreases with the Weber number before it attains quickly an asymptotic value in 
the splashing regime. The maximum spreading diameter during the rebound is in agreement with existing models 
and a new correlation is proposed for the residence time as deviations with the modeling become apparent for 
Weber numbers greater than 30. In the splashing regime, the Sauter Mean Diameter of secondary droplets ap-
pears to be function of a combination of Weber and Reynolds numbers [6]. 

500 µm500 µm

500 µm

Image of a rebound (finj=18 200 Hz, Dd=125 µm, 
Wen=19.26, V=12.37 m/s) 

Image of a splashing (finj=11 000 Hz, Dd=138 µm, 
Wen=127.55, V=8.9 m/s) 
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Abstract 

The Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI) is still a promising concept to optimize internal 

combustion (IC) engines with respect to emissions and particulate matter. Having the potential of both providing 

high efficiency that is similar to diesel engine combustion and also producing ultra-low emission characteristics 

of NOx and particulate matters the HCCI features combustion properties different from the two well-known, 

namely the premixed combustion mode in SI gasoline engines and diffusion flames in diesel engines. However 

in HCCI combustion processes the cycle-to-cycle variations of in-cylinder flow play an important role and can 

lead to combustion instability due to the lean as well as knock combustion conditions. In this paper, multi-cycle 

Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) based analysis is carried out on a single cylinder, four-stroke IC-engine with two 

vertical valves in order to characterize the unsteady effects of HCCI combustion processes. For this purpose, 

LES simulation of HCCI combustion based on fully premixed iso-octane and early-direct spray injection has 

been carried out for 40 and 25 engine cycles obtained on coarse and fine grid, respectively. In order to reach the 

sufficient number of statistically independent samples a parallelization strategy has been used allowing perform 

LES of cyclic fluctuations in HCCI IC-engine with reasonable statistical accuracy. The effects of cycle-to-cycle 

velocity fluctuations on the resulting HCCI combustion processes are pointed out. In particular, a qualitative 

analysis of the intensity of cyclic fluctuations of in-cylinder velocity, temperature and pressure is provided in 

terms of mean and standard deviation. A verification based on mesh refinement study has been done in the pre-

sent paper. 

The effects of cycle-to-cycle velocity fluctuations on HCCI combustion processes are discussed. As an ex-

ample, Figure 1 shows the cycle-to-cycle variations of velocity and temperature in the cross section of the com-

bustion chamber for 25 consecutive engine cycles at 15 crank angle degree (CA) before top dead centre (TDC). 

Figure 2 demonstrates the cycle-to-cycle variations of the temperature obtained in the perpendicular sections of 

the combustion chamber for 4 consecutive engine cycles at CA = 5° before TDC for fully premixed HCCI com-

bustion. There is only effect of velocity cyclic fluctuations which are initialized during the intake engine stroke 

taking into account. The initial and boundary conditions were kept identical for all considered cycles. 

 

a) b) c) 

   
Fig. 1. Contour plots (a), instantaneous profiles and standard deviation of velocity (b) and temperature (c) in the 

cross section of the combustion chamber. Data obtained for 25 engine cycles at top dead centre for homogeneous 

autoignition at CA = 15° BTDC, fine grid. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Cyclic variations of temperature field for premixed HCCI combustion, 4 consecutive engine cycles. XY 

plane (z = 0.095 m) of the combustion chamber, CA = 5° before TDC, fine grid. 
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Abstract 

Modeling turbulent diesel spray combustion which combines complex flow and transport phenomena with 
combustion event including a vast amount of species and reactions is a major challenge. The Flamelet Generated 
Manifold (FGM) method is a promising technique to model reacting flows using tabulated chemistry approach. 
The method is adopted for diesel spray combustion by tabulating chemistry as a function of the mixture fraction 
(Z) and a reaction progress variable (� ). In previous work, the method has been successfully applied to simulate 
Spray H cases as defined by the engine combustion network (ECN). Two different tabulation approaches (ignit-
ing counterflow diffusion flames (ICDF) and homogeneous reactors (HR)) were investigated and compared to 
the available experimental data of the ECN.  

In this paper, the FGM method is applied to simulate Spray A conditions of the ECN. First, the sensitivity of 
the spray sub-models (atomization and breakup models) is studied for the non-reacting case of the Spray A setup. 
Later, the FGM approach is applied on the reacting case for FGM’s generated with two different n-Dodecane 
reaction mechanisms, using two tabulation approaches, and with and without inclusion of a turbulent closure 
(PDF approach based on variance of Z). The 3D-RANS (Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes) simulations are 
performed with the commercial CFD code STAR-CD. The combustion results are analyzed by comparing the 
simulated and measured ignition delays and lift-off lengths. One mechanism results in ignition for all simulations, 
whereas the other mechanism does not. It was found that this can be attributed to the different sensitivity of the 
mechanisms to the strain rate. In general, HR tabulation predicts shorter ignition delay and lift-off length (LOL) 
than the ICDF in line with the observations from previous work. The atomization model does not show major 
effect on ignition delay however it affects the LOL significantly in both tabulation approaches. Inclusion of the 
turbulent closure does not affect ignition delay or LOL predictions. In general compared to the experiments, the 
ICDFs slightly over predict whereas the HRs systematically under-predicts.   
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Abstract
A complete comprehension of the spray combustion is necessary to guarantee security and to reduce pollutant

emissions in aircraft combustions and internal combustion engines. Spray combustion presents a complex nature,

comprising liquid dispersion into droplets and evaporation, and is an active topic of research. The fuel droplets

evaporation process causes strong inhomogeneities of equivalence ratio in the fresh gases. The chemical structure

of the spray flame is therefore highly complex presenting premixed-like and non-premixed-like reaction zones.

Numerical prediction of the combustion phenomena such as the flame propagation or the pollutant predictions,

which are particularly sensitive to detailed chemical effects, is very challenging and requires a precise and reliable

chemical description. Flamelet-based tabulated chemistry methods have been initially developed to introduce de-

tailed chemistry in gaseous flames with a reasonable computational cost. They assume that the local turbulent flame

structure is similar to those of single flamelet elements. For instance, PFT methods are based on fully-premixed

flamelets whereas the DFT tables are constructed using diffusion flamelets. These approaches seem to be unable

to predict the complex chemical structure of spray flames since they are based on a single combustion regime.

Multi-regime flamelet methods have recently been proposed to model the structure of complex flames where both

premixed-like and diffusion-like reactive layers are present and seem better adapted for spray flames. The perfor-

mance of tabulated chemistry method for spray combustion is attractive but it has never been rigorously identified.

The present work analyses the capability of tabulated chemistry methods to model the chemical structure of spray

flames assuming that the chemical subspace accessed by a spray flame can be mapped by a collection of adiabatic

gaseous flamelets. Different tabulated chemistry strategies are considered: the PFT method, based on premixed

flamelets, the DFT approach, based on diffusion flame elements, and a new technique called Partially-Premixed

Tabulated Flamelet (2PFT). In the 2PFT method information from partially-premixed flames are stored into a 3-D

look-up table parametrized as function of the progress variable Yc, evolving monotonically between fresh and burnt

gases, of the mixture fraction Yz , denoting the local equivalence ratio, and the scalar dissipation rate of the mixture

fraction χ∗, which identifies the combustion regime.

The three techniques have been tested on a 1-D laminar axisymmetric counterflow kerosene/air spray flame. Since

the spray flame structure strongly depends on the gas and liquid phase properties at injection, an exhaustive col-

lection of spray flames has been calculated using a detailed kinetic mechanism and complex thermodynamic prop-

erties, for different values of the liquid and gas velocity, the droplet diameter, the liquid volume fraction and the

injection temperature at injection. The capability of the PFT, DFT and 2PFT techniques to reproduce the structure

for all the considered spray flames has been assessed and the impact of mapping spray flames with a chemical

subspace on adiabatic and gaseous flamelets has been evaluated.

∗Corresponding author: benedetta.franzelli@ecp.fr
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Abstract 

 Rotary bell cup atomizer is commonly used in industrial spray painting for automobiles. In a rotary bell cup 

atomizer, liquid is spread on an inner bell-shaped surface of the rotating cup due to centrifugal force caused by a 

high rotational speed. The thinned liquid film is then split over the grooves at the peripheral edge of bell cup. 

Over a certain rotational speed of cup, ligaments are formed from the peripheral edge. The ligaments are further 

elongated and finally collapsed into droplets. 

In the present study, we experimentally investigated the formation and breakup of ligaments ejected from a 

high-speed rotary bell cup atomizer. The rotational speed of bell cup was varied in the range between 5000 to 

30000 rpm, while volumetric liquid supply rate was kept constant at 300 mL/min. We used glycerol aqueous 

solutions with viscosity of 30, 70 and 130 mPa s. The elongated shape and breakup behavior of the ligaments 

were observed by using short exposure photography with a 180 nsec flash light. By using image processing 

based on edge detection and curve fitting, we quantitatively evaluate the following geometric properties of liga-

ments: trajectory of centerline, local curvature corresponding to the diameter of circular cross section and length 

of ligaments. Figure 1 and 2 show a typical examples of the local curvature and change in ligament diameter 

along its axis obtained through the image processing. The droplet size distributions were measured by using a 

particle size analyzer based on Fraunhofer diffraction theory. The uncertainty of photographic measurements 

was found to be 5 m, the main factor of which arose from the optical resolution of the photography. In addition, 

a theoretical model on the droplet formation from a rotary atomizer with grooves at the edge is proposed and 

evaluated with experimental results. This theoretical model includes film thinning due to centrifugal force, film 

split over grooves at bell cup edge, ligament root formation at bell cup edge, and stretch and breakup of ligament. 

The conclusions are summarized as follows: (1)The film spread on the inner surface of the bell cup is split 

over the groove at the edge of the cup when the thickness of the film is smaller than the depth of the groove. (2) 

The diameter of ligament at bell cup edge is determined by the width of the split film. (3)Simple momentum 

balance equating the momentum fluxes at the bell cup edge and some position downstream where the velocity 

profile flattens provide good estimation on the thinning rate of ligament diameter along its axis. In the analysis 

of momentum balance, we examined the effect of axial surface tension, Young-Laplace over pressure due to 

curved interface of ligament, centrifugal force, and viscous dissipation due to stretching. (4) Weber's theory on 

the breakup of viscous ligament gives good estimation on the diameter of droplet of liquids having Ohnesorge 

number ranging from about 1 to 5.  
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 Fig. 1 Local ligament curvature obtained 

via image processing. 

Fig. 2 Change in ligament diameter 

along its axis. 
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Abstract 

Gas assisted atomization, i.e. the atomization of a slow liquid film, sheet or jet by a rapid gas stream, is commonly exploited 
in turboreactors as well as in cryotechnic rocket engines. As combustion strongly depends on the characteristics of the spray, 
to decrease the amount of pollutants emitted. 

Previous investigations on droplets stripped off the interface (Figure 1) have shown that three successive instabilities drive 
the atomization. First, longitudinal waves are formed by a Kelvin-Helmholtz type instability those most amplified 
wavelength is controlled by the gas vorticity thickness δG at the injector exit (Villermaux & Marmottant 2004). The axial 
frequency prediction was recently improved by accounting for the presence of the splitter plate between gas and liquid 
(Matas et al. 2011). Second, ligaments arise on the wave crest by a wind induced Rayleigh-Taylor instability (Hong et al. 
2002, Varga et al. 2003). These ligaments break then into droplets (Villermaux 2007).  

Based on this scenario, a phenomenological model has been proposed for the mean drop size <D> (Hong et al. 2002): <D> 
evolves as δG We-1/2 where the Weber number = ρG (UG� UC�

 2
� δG� /σ, UC being the convective velocity of the axial instability. 

That proposal proved valid both for planar and axisymetric configurations (Ben Rayana et al. 2006). Yet that model was only 
tested in the limit of large dynamic pressure ratio M=ρG UG

2/ρLUL
2, namely for M about 10 and above that correspond to 

conditions encountered in cryotechnic engines and in turboreactors during take off. M values down to unity or below arise 
during cruise or relight. Thus, our recent investigations were aimed at testing the model validity at low M and to check if 
there is any change in the instability mechanisms. 

To access drop size and flux, we exploited a new version of the phase detection optical probe (Hong et al. 2004) with a 
sensitive length as small as 10µm to be compared with 20µm for the previous sensors. The performances of such probes were 
thoroughly checked. In particular, drops chord distributions from these two sensors proved nearly identical (Figure 2) while 
the small sensitive length probe detects more droplets below 10-15µm.  

The influence of the M parameter on the drop size will be discussed. Measurements indicate a weak sensitivity of the mean 
drop size and of the chord distributions on the M parameter in the range 4 to 16. 

1. Ben Rayana F., Cartellier A., Hopfinger E., Assisted atomization of a liquid layer: investigation of the parameters 
affecting the mean drop size prediction, (paper ICLASS06-190), CD Proc. ICLASS 2006, Aug. 27 – Sept. 1, Kyoto, 
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Abstract
The surface breakup of a liquid jet injected into a gaseous cross-flow is observed in moderate to high gas Weber

number conditions which normally occur in the combustion applications. Although many experimental studies on

the breakup regimes, the mechanism of jet surface breakup has not been fully understood because of difficulties

to capture the near nozzle breakup phenomena. This study aims at providing useful observations regarding the

fundamental physics involved in the surface breakup mechanism of a liquid jet in cross-flow in relatively high

Weber number, using detailed numerical simulations. The results show that infinitesimal disturbances are excited

immediately after the jet is exposed to the gas flow. As the disturbances are transported along the jet trajectory, they

start to grow due to the shear instability. Subsequently a two-stage mechanism causes the jet surface to break up.

In the first stage, the cross-flow drags the crests of waves in the downstream direction, which results in formation

of sheet-like structures protruding to the leeward of the jet. In the second stage, the sheet surrounded by a thick

rim, disintegrates into ligaments and finally droplets due to the propagation of span-wise waves.

∗Corresponding author: ashgriz@mie.utoronto.ca
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Abstract 

In this study, we clarified the growth characteristics of the instability waves of a planer liquid sheet formed with 

a surfactant solution. It has been widely reported that a liquid sheet jet oscillates in a sinuous shape because of 

Kelvin–Helmholtz instability, and that the growth rate of the instability wave depends on the surface tension. In 

addition, a surfactant solution has time-dependent surface tension, which is referred to as “dynamic surface 

tension,” because the adsorption of surfactant molecules into a newly formed surface requires a certain time. For 

this reason, the surface tension on a new surface decreases from the surface tension of a solvent to the 

equilibrium surface tension of the solution for a specific relaxation time. This suggests that the surface tension of 

the liquid sheet formed with the surfactant solution decreases downstream. In this study, wave growth as affected 

by dynamic surface tension was clarified using the planar liquid sheet. The planar liquid sheet was ejected from a 

slit nozzle with a 0.5-mm gap and 150-mm width at a velocity of 8 m/s, and an artificial perturbation of 250 Hz 

was introduced at the nozzle to induce precise periodical instability waves. Polyoxyethylene-(10)octylphenyl 

ether was selected as a surfactant. Fluorescence dye was dissolved in the surfactant solution, and the cross 

section of the wavy liquid sheet was visualized with a laser sheet to measure the amplitudes of the waves. This 

study consists of four stages. First, the dependency of the spatial growth rate of the wave on surface tension was 

determined experimentally using ethanol aqueous solutions, which have a time-invariant surface tension. The 

measured growth rates of the ethanol solutions at different concentrations indicated that the growth rate 

decreases linearly with an increase in surface tension. Second, the dynamic surface tensions of the surfactant 

solutions were measured at concentrations of 250, 1500 and 5000 ppm, and the locally varied surface tension of 

the liquid sheet was estimated. The relaxation times tr of the dynamic surface tensions at 250, 1500 and 5000 

ppm were 99, 9.6 and 0.13 ms, respectively. Because the liquid sheet produced at the nozzle required time tf = 5–

15 ms to reach the measurement zone of the wave amplitude, the magnitude relations between tr and tf at 250, 

1500 and 5000 ppm were tr >> tf , tr  tf and tr << tf, respectively. Third, the wave amplitudes of the surfactant 

solutions were predicted using the results of these two steps. The dependency of the spatial growth rate on 

surface tension and the measured dynamic surface tension gave a spatially varied growth rate. The wave 

amplitude was calculated from the integration of the growth rate. Finally, the calculated wave amplitude was 

compared with the measured amplitude of the surfactant solution. The good agreement between the calculated 

amplitude and the experimental one proved that the growth characteristic of a surfactant solution depends on 

dynamic surface tension. In addition, the measured amplitudes at 250 and 5000 ppm were almost the same as the 

amplitudes that were calculated under the assumption of a constant equilibrium surface tension of the solvent 

and solution, respectively, because these solutions have a short/long relaxation time tr in comparison with time tf 

= 5–15 ms required for the flow. 
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Abstract 

This study considers the atomization performance of an Algae-derived renewable diesel fuel in a twin-fluid 

airblast atomizer.  Two other alternative liquid fuels, biodiesel and ethanol, are considered in addition to con-

ventional petroleum-based fuels (#2 Diesel and F-76 Military Distillate).  As the Algae-derived fuel is produced 

through hydrotreatment, its chemical composition and physical properties are very similar to the conventional 

fuels; in this study, this fuel was blended with the conventional F-76.  To characterize the atomization perfor-

mance, the breakup process was investigated using high-speed cinematography, and droplet sizes were measured 

using ensemble laser diffraction.  The high-speed video of the spray also provided a basis for a Particle-Image 

Velocimetry (PIV) analysis, resulting in a velocity-field measurement of the atomizer.  All of the fuels exhibit-

ed very similar atomization characteristics.  Due to the atomizer geometry and flow conditions, prompt atomi-

zation was exhibited for all fuels, resulting in a relative insensitivity of liquid properties on the droplet sizes.  

The traditional jet-breakup effects of wavy-deformation were found to be insignificant, as the low liquid flow led 

the process to be dominated by aerodynamic effects.  A relevant correlation for Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD) 

was selected, showing excellent agreement over a range of flow conditions for all fuels except biodiesel, due to 

its high viscosity.  Despite this, at the best conditions all fuels exhibited very small drop sizes (10-25 microns).  

The velocity fields were very similar for all fuels, suggesting that for the prompt atomization process, the evapo-

ration rates may be primarily controlled by the fuel volatility. 
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Abstract
In this work, the differences between non-ideal vapor-liquid-equilibria (VLE) and the effect on vaporization for

multicomponent hydrocarbon fuels, which are representative for engines or gasifiers, are investigated. The VLE

for a general multicomponent system is given by

ỹiφ
v
i p = γix̃if

+
i

where x̃i is the molar fraction of the liquid, ỹi the molar fraction of the vapor, p the pressure of the system, φv
i

the fugacity coefficients of the vapor, γi the activation coefficients of the liquid, and f+
i the fugacity of a selected

reference state. For an ideal VLE the fugacity and the activation coefficients are equal to unity one (φv
i = γi = 1)

and fugacity is equal to the saturation pressure of the pure component. The equation for the ideal VLE is also

called Raoult’s law and most standard models, e.g. in CFD codes, for droplet vaporization use this relation. Here,

the fugacity coefficients are determined using the binary Non-Random-Two-Liquids (NRTL) approach.

The VLE differences at 1.0 atm between Raoult and
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Figure 1. Ideal and non-ideal (real) VLE of iso-

octane and ethanol at 1.0 atm

non-ideal approaches are illustrated for the binary mix-

ture iso-octane/ethanol in Fig. 1. The non-ideal VLEs

show an azeotrope point at around 0.4 kg/kg ethanol and

lower boiling and condensation temperatures compared to

Raoult’s law. The software Aspen Plus is used to de-

termined the non-ideal approaches. Figure 1 shows fur-

thermore the in this work used NRTL-model and exper-

imental data from Wen [1]. Iso-octane/ethanol mixtures

are suitable to descripe engine fuels like E10. Significant

differences between the Raoult and all the non-ideal ap-

proaches can be seen both for the condensation and the

boiling curve. The VLE results are then applied for sin-

gle droplet vaporization using the formulation of Law [2]

modified for convective environments, which can be con-

sidered as base model for most CFD applications. The

binary droplet mixture of iso-octane/ethanol results in a

ternary VLE within e.g. the surrounding nitrogen gas at-

mosphere. The droplet life time and the vaporization rates

of the single components and their mixtures, which corre-

sponds among other to E10 and E90, are compared be-

tween ideal and non-ideal behavior. Based on the deviations in the VLE approach, a parametric study of non-

ideal VLE-behavior for a pressure range between 0.5-20.0 bar, a gas temperature range of 0-600 ◦C and particle

Reynolds number below break-up and atomization, which are typical vaporization conditions in IC engines and

gasifiers, is performed. The observed differences suggest that non-ideal VLE have a significant influence on droplet

vaporization of complex hydrocarbon mixtures under realistic conditions for technical systems.

[1] Wen, C.C. and Tu. C. H., Fluid Phase Equilibrium Vol. 258, p. 131-139 (2007).

[2] Law, C.K., Combustion and Flame Vol. 26, p. 219-233 (1976).
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Abstract 
Recently, bio-fuels are being considered as important alternatives for petroleum-fuels because of their 

renewability. In particular, jatropha, pongamia and rapeseed methyl esters are being actively considered as petro-
leum-diesel alternatives. Many researchers have studied and reported various effects of using biodiesels on 
spray, combustion and emissions with respect to compression ignition (CI) engines ranging from very broad en-
gine level tests to fundamental studies on liquid properties, spray structure and its implications.  

The present experimental study compares various spray characteristics of diesel and jatropha methyl es-
ter (JME/ jatropha biodiesel) non-evaporating sprays. These sprays are studied in a specially fabricated high 
pressure chamber with optical access. The fuels were injected at injection pressures of 500, 1000 and 1500 bar 
into a nitrogen environment maintained at 20, 25 and 35 bar, respectively. First, the spray structure in terms of 
spray tip penetration and spray plume angle are compared. It is observed that the spray tip penetration is around 
2 to 5% higher and the spray plume angle is around 7 to 17% smaller for JME as compared to diesel. This indi-
cates a slower breakup for the jatropha biodiesel sprays. Droplet diameters are measured using the parti-
cle/droplet image analysis (PDIA) technique. For JME, around 5% higher droplet diameters are observed. De-
tailed probability distribution of droplets showed that jatropha biodiesel has more probability for larger droplet 
diameters (>18µm) and lesser probability for smaller droplet diameters (<18µm) which explains the overall 
SMD trend. The main reason for larger droplet diameters is the higher viscosity and surface tension of JME 
compared to diesel. The effect of fuel properties on the near nozzle structure is studied. A longer unbroken liquid 
length and narrower spray plume is observed for JME as compared to diesel indicating slower breakup. 
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Abstract 

Liquid jet in cross flow has many applications such as in gas turbine combustion chamber, ramjets, scramjets 

and agriculture industry. Furthermore, it can be served as a fundamental study of spray quality for different fuels 

as it illustrates jet disintegration, surface waves, primary and secondary breakups, effect of viscosity, effect of 

surface tension and the effect of density of the fuel on the final droplet size distribution, mixing, evaporation and 

combustion processes. In the last decade, scientists and industries have been attracted to the use of renewable 

energy such as biofuels. Biodiesel as an alternative for diesel, which is already in use by many industries such as 

transportation and energy, played a pioneer role in this direction. Moreover biodiesel has different renewable 

resources including Canola oil, cottonseed oil, animal fat, soybean oil, yellow grease and brown grease. Contrary 

to these advantages, the ignition, atomization and evaporation of biodiesel have been critiqued. In a recent 

comparative study by the authors, it has been shown experimentally that biodiesel has lower penetration depth 

comparing to diesel. The lower penetration depth is thought to be as a reason of primary breakup and jet column 

bending before the disintegration.  

In this study, near field behaviour of a liquid jet in crossflow, i.e. deformation, primary breakup and penetration 

is investigated. Biodiesel, diesel and their blend are used as the liquid jets entering the cross flow of air. The 

primary breakup of biodiesel jet is simulated using the Volume of Fluid (VOF) numerical method. In order to, 

accurately, capture vortices including the horseshoe vortex in the gas and the liquid internal vortices, Large Eddy 

Simulation (LES) turbulence model is coupled with the VOF. The operating condition of this study is gas Weber 

number of 48 and 80 with a liquid to gas momentum ratio of 50 and 100. This work serves as a comparative 

study of biodiesel and diesel spray characteristics in cross flow.  

 

The results show lower penetration depth of biodiesel jet comparing to the diesel jet. This behaviour is assumed 

to be due to the larger drag acting on biodiesel liquid columns which bends the jet more towards the down-

stream. This is in a manner that diesel jet owing to smaller drag penetrates more inside the crossflow of air be-

fore complete bending towards the cross flowing air. Several bag shapes are observed after the primary breakup 

of biodiesel at large Weber numbers, i.e. atomization Weber numbers, which argues the common classification 

of primary breakup regimes. This is in a manner that at the same Weber numbers, diesel show atomization mode 

of breakup. On the other hand, biodiesel droplets at downstream of the domain have lower velocities which can 

be as a result of having wider wakes surrounding the biodiesel column. Ultimately, the windward trajectory of 

VOF-LES simulation is compared with the DPM simulation results. Apparently, the results of VOF-LES seem to 

be in better agreement with the experimental shadowgraph results in comparison with the DPM trajectories. 
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Abstract

The Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD) and spray cone angle are two important parameters that characterize spray 

performance. The objective of this study is to characterize palm olein/diesel blends spray in terms of spray angle 

and SMD under different injection pressures using a hollow cone pressure swirl atomizer. The physical 

properties of five diesel/palm olein blends, namely B5, B10, B15, B20 and B25 were measured and their spray 

characteristics were tested at injection pressures of 0.8 MPa, 1 MPa, and 1.2 MPa under ambient atmospheric 

condition. The results were compared to spray established using petroleum diesel fuel. The SMD was measured 

using a phase Doppler analyzer (PDA). The spray cone angle was visualized using a digital single-lens reflex 

(DSLR) camera. The results indicated that petroleum diesel fuel had the widest cone angle followed by B5, B10, 

B15, B20 and B25 under the same injection pressure. Additionally, when the injection pressure increases from 

0.8 MPa to 12 MPa, the spray cone angle widen accordingly. It is concluded that high content of palm olein in 

the palm biofuel blends increases viscosity and surface tension and hence higher value of SMD and narrower

spray cone angle was generated. An increase in injection pressure resulted in smaller droplet SMD and wider

spray cone angle.

* Corresponding author: mhanafi22@live.utm.my
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Abstract 

Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) techniques have become one of the main tools in the design and 
development of diesel engines. There exist, however, some drawbacks and problems that must be overcome in 
the next years. One of the challenges is to predict accurately the couple between the flow inside the nozzle and 
the spray, including the primary break-up and the secondary atomization. In the last years, several authors have 
been developed the Eulerian-Lagrangian Spray Atomization (ELSA) model. ELSA model combines an Eulerian 
and Lagrangian descriptions by coupling these two methods properly. ELSA model also accounts for the 
modeling of droplets and their formation process, particularly in the dense spray region. The ELSA model for 
diesel spray modeling has been recently implemented and developed into Star-CD CFD commercial code. 
Author’s effort was focused on a detailed validation and evaluation of the fuel injection in diesel engines using 
this last implementation. Spray atomization, spray formation and macroscopic characteristics of diesel spray 
behavior were investigated. The overall work has been conducted in non-evaporative conditions. As cavitation 
greatly affects to spray behavior and it is though that cavitating nozzles will be present in most of close future 
engines, this sort of configuration has been chosen for validation. Velocity profiles at the section area of the 
nozzle exit obtained from trusted and experimentally validated RANS internal flow simulation were used. 
Results have been validated again experimental data, mostly coming from CMT-Motores Térmicos institute. It 
was found that the ELSA model reproduces accurately the experimental results.  
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Abstract 

The application of emulsified fuel in diesel engines has been proved to be beneficial as it reduced the exhaust 
emission of both nitrogen oxides and particulate matter. The enhanced atomization, often associated with the 
"micro explosion" phenomena, will lead to better fuel air mixing. In this study, the spray characteristics of water 
emulsified diesel fuel with different water content were experimentally investigated in a constant volume 
combustion chamber with different injection pressures and various ambient temperatures. The bubbles' size of 
the water phase in the fuel was first measured using microscope for all the prepared fuels and stability tests have 
been conducted to ensure no phase separation before measurement. The fuels were later injected and combusted 
in a constant volume chamber with optical access. The evolution of the entire injection was record by a high 
speed camera using Mie scattering. The images were processed to acquire the spray characteristics such as liquid 
penetration and cone angle, as such, the impacts of the ambient temperature and injection pressure on the spray 
performance were evaluated. It is shown that both W10 (10% water by volume) and W20 were featured with 
longer liquid penetration, especially under low ambient temperatures, which was attributed by the low volatility 
of the water. Notable increased cone angles and "fattened" main jet body were observed for emulsified fuel at the 
beginning stage of injection indicating the possible occurrence of micro-explosion.  
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Abstract 

The internal flow of a diesel nozzle and its spray formation have been investigated by flow visualization with 

real-size transparent nozzle. The string-type and film-type cavitations are separately observed in the nozzle hole 

during the injection stage. Through analyzing the frequency of the cavitation generation and spray fluctuation, it 

is evident that with the increase of string-type cavitation, spray cone angle tends to be wide. 

Introduction 

Recently, many studies have focused on the internal flow in the injector nozzle and its spray formation. 

They indicate that the spray characteristics are markedly influenced by cavitation generated in the nozzle hole. 

This study established the flow visualization method in the real-size nozzle and investigated the relationship 

between the transient nozzle internal flow, cavitation, and spray formation. A mini-sac (MS) nozzle and valve-

covered orifice (VCO) nozzle were surveyed to analyze the influence of the nozzle design toward the internal 

flow and spray characteristics. 

Transparent nozzle 

The tip of an actual injector nozzle was modified to provide optical access. The transparent nozzle is made 

of acrylic resin, which possesses a refractive index that is similar to that of the diesel fuel (Figure 1). In order to 

evaluate the internal flow and cavitation generated in the actual nozzle, the geometry of the sac and hole of the 

transparent portion were made to be the same as the original nozzle. 

Results and Discussion 

The string-type and film-type cavitations are separately observed in the nozzle hole. String-type and film-

type cavitations both generated in the MS nozzle hole (Figure 2-a). Regarding the VCO nozzle, film-type 

cavitation on the nozzle hole inlet plays a more dominant role rather than the string-type cavitation, and the spray 

cone angle is narrower than that of the MS nozzle (Figure 2-b). 
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proportion of soybean oil methyl ester (SME)
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Abstract
Past works have suggested that two extremes exist with regard to liquid injection in high-pressure systems. At

lower pressures, the classical situation exists where a well defined interface separates the injected liquid from

ambient gases due to the presence of surface tension. Under these conditions, surface tension forces form a dis-

continuous non-continuum interface that promotes primary atomization, secondary breakup and the resultant spray

phenomena that has been the well recognized and is widely assumed. At high-pressure conditions, however, the

situation can become quite different. Under these conditions, a distinct gas-liquid interface may not exist. Ef-

fects of surface tension become diminished and the lack of these inter-molecular forces minimizes or eliminates

the formation of drops and promote diffusion dominated mixing processes prior to atomization. In this paper, we

present some of the first evidence that diffusion dominated mixing, not atomization, occurs at certain Diesel engine

conditions. In addition, we derive a theoretical model that explains why and quantifies the change in the interfa-

cial dynamics that leads to the transition between the classical non-continuum "jump" conditions associated with

two-phase flows and the continuous gas-liquid interfacial diffusion layers. To facilitate the analysis, we apply the

Large Eddy Simulation (LES) technique using a detailed real-fluid model that is designed to account for key high-

pressure phenomena. We perform a series of calculations of key target experiments associated with the Engine

Combustion Network (see www.sandia.gov/ECN): namely the “Baseline n-heptane” and “Spray-A (n-dodecane)”

cases, which are designed to emulate conditions typically observed in Diesel engines. Calculations are performed

by rigorously treating the experimental geometry, operating conditions and thermo-physical gas-liquid mixture

properties. To further augment the analysis, the real-fluid framework used in the LES is then combined with

vapor-liquid equilibrium and linear gradient theory to facilitate calculations of the detailed vapor-liquid interfacial

structure associated with the multicompnent mixtures of interest. In applying this integrated theoretical framework,

we focus on two particularly relevant reference conditions where the ambient gas is p1 = 29 bar, T1 = 440 K
and p2 = 60 bar, T2 = 900 K. We then compare the results with corresponding observations from high-speed

imaging data. The high-temperature interface showed a substantially reduced surface tension and a wider interface

thickness compared to the low-temperature interface. An applied Knudsen-number criterion then revealed a major

finding. Contrary to conventional wisdom, gas-liquid interfacial diffusion layers develop not necessarily because

of vanishing surface tension forces, but because of broadening vapor-liquid interfaces. These interfaces become

so thick that they enter the continuum length scale regime. Thus, independent of any residual surface tension

forces that might be present, the Navier-Stokes equations apply across the high-temperature vapor-liquid interface

if the viscous stress term is modified appropriately. Similarly, continuum based diffusion laws apply across the

vapor-liquid interface, producing a continuous phase transition not a “jump” condition. Our analysis suggests that

at certain conditions in Diesel engines, the classical view of spray atomization as an appropriate model is ques-

tionable. Instead, nonideal real-fluid behavior must be taken into account using a multicomponent formulation that

applies to arbitrary hydrocarbon mixtures at high-pressure supercritical conditions.

∗Corresponding author: oefelei@sandia.gov
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Abstract
Commonly, atomization is thought to occur in two consecutive steps: the initial primary atomization of liquid

streams into large and small scale structures, followed by secondary atomization of these structures into ever

smaller drops. While a number of established models exist for the latter process, the details of the former process

are as of this day not fully understood. This is in part due to the fact that experimental access to the primary atom-

ization region is at best extremely difficult under most conditions of relevance to technical applications. Detailed

numerical simulations may help study the fundamental mechanisms of the initial breakup in regions and under

operating conditions, where experimental access and analysis is too challenging. However, simulating atomization

accurately is a tremendous numerical challenge since time and length scales vary over several orders of magnitude,

the phase interface is a material discontinuity, and surface tension forces are singular.

In this talk some recently developed numerical techniques to simulate atomization will be discussed briefly. These

include the refined level set grid method to describe the motion of immiscible interfaces, the finite volume balanced

force method for unstructured polyhedra meshes to account for surface tension forces in a stable and accurate man-

ner in complex geometries, the multi-scale Eulerian interface tracking/Lagrangian point particle coupling proce-

dure to couple near injector detailed primary atomization simulations to far field secondary atomization Lagrangian

spray simulations, numerical techniques for level set based formulations to solve the governing equations in the

presence of large density ratios and high shear in a stable manner, and consistent level set based filter functions to

derive novel subgrid models for phase interface dynamics.

However, to achieve a simulation tool that is predictive, special focus must be placed on both code and solution

verification. A novel method of applying the Method of Manufactured Solutions to one-fluid formulations will be

presented, demonstrating that even in the presence of discontinuous immiscible interfaces, finite volume methods

for scalar equations are at least first-order accurate in the infinity norm. Several remaining challenges to achieve

a truly predictive simulation tool for atomization will then be discussed. Finally, simulation results for the atom-

ization of turbulent liquid jets injected into gaseous crossflows, a turbulent liquid jet injected into compressed still

air, and a single drop subjected to a turbulent crossflow will be presented.
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Abstract 

The current work focuses on the initial stage of filtering droplets, and explores the influential factors of drops 
impacting on a thin horizontal dry wire. We investigate the effect of the impact velocity, wire thickness, initial 
drop size and liquid surface tension along with the impact eccentricity, i.e. the distance between the trajectory of 
the drop and the axis of the wire, on the amount of liquid trapped on a wire. A large number of experimental sets 
were performed in order to determine the amount of the liquid remains on a wire after a drop impact. In all cases, 
the initial velocity was higher than the capture velocity for the centered impact [2]. For each set, 100 droplets 
were allowed to impact the wire, while measurements were taken for the un-captured droplet fraction. The re-
sults were analyzed statistically. 

It was found that for high impact velocities (1.36, 1.42 m/s), the amount of liquid that remains on the wire is 
minimal and is fairly constant. For low and medium velocities (0.46-1.25 m/s), the amount of liquid that remains 
on the wire increases at a critical eccentricity value (from 0.2 to 2 mg), and from there it decreases. As the veloc-
ity increases, the maximum amount of liquid captured on the wire decreases while the corresponding critical 
eccentricity increases. This behavior was first observed and explained by Lorenceau et al. [5]. For a centered 
impact, the droplet is divided into two independent fragments, where each volume is bigger than the critical cap-
ture volume [5]. These fragments do not remain on the wire, and are detached under the effect of gravity and 
inertia. Only a small fraction of liquid remains on the wire in this case, following coating theorems. As the ec-
centricity increases, less equal the two lobes become, till the volume of one of them get smaller than the critical 
volume, consequently, it remains on the wire under the effects of the capillarity and friction that keep it from 
falling. An additional increment of the eccentricity above the critical value results a decrease of the captured 
fragment, till it extinct at e~R.  

Thickening the wire was found to increase the max amount of captured liquid because of the larger surface area. 
The max amount of captured liquid is also increased when increasing the initial drop radius, but the relative 
amount in this case is significantly decreases. At low surface tension, the max amount of captured liquid is dra-
matically decreases, though the small amount of coating liquid that remains on the wire before the critical eccen-
tricity is actually increases in agreement with the coating features of surfactant solution.  

These findings led to development of a criterion that characterizes the amount of liquid that can be captured by 
the wire. The criterion is based on a force balance and includes 4 non-dimensional (Re, We, Fr and the wire-drop 
radii ratio). The critical eccentricity and the max amount of captured liquid have been calculated and compared 
with the experimental observation, and good agreement has been obtained. Therefore, our equation provides a 
reliable criterion for capturing liquid by the wire. 
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Abstract 

In an overall effort to model the impact of liquid sprays onto rigid walls, the splashing phenomena plays an im-

portant role in determining the velocity and size distribution of ejected droplets from the wall as well as the 

ejected mass fraction. In practice, increasing the number of splashing droplets in spray impact phenomena can 

decrease the quality of coated or painted surfaces. During the splash, an uprising crown-like thin liquid sheet 

develops at the kinematics discontinuity position (a point between the spreading droplet and unperturbed wall 

film with very high velocity and film thickness gradient). This crown-like sheet is bounded with a free end rim 

due to the surface tension effect, which generates finger-like jets disintegrating into the secondary droplets. In 

this study an energy conservation approach is considered for estimating the maximum crown height during the 

crown development. The energy conservation links the total energy of the impacting droplet and splashing crown. 

Energy balance ( ) at the maximum crown height ( ) for  yields 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

   

  

Which We, Re, and Fr are dimensionless impact parameters defined as:  ;  ; 

, also . 

Numerical solution of the obtained theoretical results in the case of single isolated drops, indicate that the non-

dimensional crown height increases nonlinearly with increasing the impact velocity. On the other hand, the non-

dimensional crown height decreases slightly with the non-dimensional film thickness, corresponding to the wall 

film thickness varied in the range 0.25 <  < 1. Theoretical predictions properly estimate the maximum crown 

height in the case of a splash in isolation, i.e. single drop impact, whereas slightly underestimate in the case of a 

splash in spray impact conditions. Perhaps in the case of a spray impact, velocity fluctuations inside the wall film 

cases such differences. Results obtained in this study indicate that the maximum non-dimensional crown height 

increases linearly with the Weber number before the impact in spray impact phenomena. 

  
Prediction of the maximum non-dimensional crown height estimated from theory as a function of the experimen-

tal measurements: splash in isolation (left), and splash in a spray( wright). 
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Abstract 

Introduction 

The conditions of drop impact at high wall temperatures and high ambient pressures are relevant for spray 

impact onto a wall inside internal combustion engines or in air-blast atomizers for gas turbines. The ambient 

pressure has a significant influence on the evaporation rate of an impacting drop because it changes the saturated 

vapor temperature of the fluid. Therefore, it affects the boiling temperature, the Leidenfrost temperature, the 

thickness of the vapor layer, and thus the dynamics, the outcome, the heat transfer rates and the parameters of the 

secondary spray at certain temperatures. 

In the present investigation we consider a specialized and simplified case of a single spherical droplet of wa-

ter descending a short distance in air and impinging onto a hot flat metal target. Evaporation during flight and 

subsequent condensation during evaporation of the droplet upon the target are neglected. Although simplified, 

this case is suitable for applications such as high power cooling. 

Experimental method 

This study focuses on the qualitative effect of elevated ambient pressure on water droplets with a diameter of 

2.4 mm, which accelerate 30 mm, under the influence of gravity, and impact onto a heated surface. A flat alumi-

num target was heated up to 400 °C (673.15 K) in order to cover nucleate boiling, transition and rebound impact 

regimes at 1 bar. The experiment is placed in a pressure chamber filled with air pressures upto 24 bar. This is 

done to simulate conditions comparable to those of combustion chambers in modern engines. Observations of 

impact dynamics are made with a high-speed camera at 4000 fps and a high-speed LED stroboscope with flash 

duration of 300 to 400 ns.. Figure 1 shows the visualization examples of impacting droplets. 

Figure 1. Impact of water droplets onto a heated plate: a: wetting; b: in-flight evaporation; c: satellite droplets. 

Results and Discussion 

The lifetime of a droplet changes according to both the surface temperature and the pressure in the impact 

regimes. The regime limits shift according to the saturated vapor pressure. The breakup is observed to generate 

accelerated secondary droplets in the transition boiling regime. A clear bouncing is observed, when the tempera-

ture of the target is above the Leidenfrost point. State-of-the-art boiling theory with nucleation site density for 

bulk liquids projected at the corresponding contact area explains the initiation of boiling in the droplet. Departure 

from nucleate boiling is not yet understood, a significant difference in the target superheat at different pressures, 

compared to a nucleation model, is observed. 

Conclusions 

The observed behavior of the evaporating droplets is dependent on the conditions upon the surface of the hot 

plate, especially in the transition region between the boiling and the Leidenfrost temperatures. Understanding of 

these phenomena provides the opportunity to design a heat exchanger interface equipped with coatings or struc-

tures to achieve enhanced performance. 
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Abstract 

 The present paper describes an experimental investigation over the impact of diesel injector nozzle flow 

number on both injection and combustion evolution in transparent compression ignition engine equipped with 

modern Euro5 light-duty diesel engine head and the production common rail injection system. The research ac-

tivity is devoted to understanding the basic operating behavior of low flow number nozzles, which are showing 

promising improvements in diesel engine behavior at partial load. In fact, because of the compelling need to 

push further emission, efficiency, combustion noise and power density capabilities of the last-generation diesel 

engines, the combination of high injection pressure fuel pumps and low flow number nozzles is popular among 

major OEMs. Therefore, aim of this paper is to provide a deeper understanding about the link between the nozzle 

flow number, the spray and mixture formation and the consequent combustion behavior for nozzle geometries 

and engine operating conditions that are typical of last-generation diesel engines operating with pure RME fuel. 

This will generate guidelines for the balanced nozzle flow number selection based on engine targets as well as 

will generate reference spray for upgrading 3D-CFD simulations models. Spray opening angle, break-up length 

and tip penetration are evaluated for three different nozzle flow numbers for a 2.0L diesel engine in various op-

erating conditions. The results confirm that by reducing the flow number, for low injected quantities typical of 

low load and speed engine operating conditions, better fuel/air mixing improves the emissions/fuel economy 

trade-off.  
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Abstract
In order to reduce pollutant emissions from aircraft engines, enhanced mixing and reduced combustion tempera-

ture using partially premixed flames is a promising technology. However, this may lead to combustion instabilities,

such as blow-off or strong coupling with pressure oscillations. To study the strategies of injecting fuels through

different stages, a laboratory scaled combustor has been developed and runs at atmospheric pressure with dodecane

as fuel. The fuel is injected through two, co-swirling stages. The first, using full cone, pressurized nozzle with

20% of air massflow rate is called the pilot stage. The second stage consists of a swirler in which 80% of the air

flows and fuel is injected through 10 equally spaced holes of 0.3 mm diameter. Air is preheated at 473K and a

typical air massflow rate of 53 g/s is used for the experiments. A staging parameter α is defined as being the ratio

of the mass of fuel injected through the pilot stage to the overall mass of fuel. In this paper, only one value of the

staging parameter (α =60%) is deeply analyzed, even tough a different values of α (20%) is used to illustrate the

different behavior observed. Different laser diagnostics are applied in both non-reacting and reacting conditions to

understand the way the spray and the flame interact. A time resolved PIV measurement system is used to retrieve

time resolved planar droplet velocities at 10 kHz. Furthermore, flame front position through OH-PLIF, at a lower

frequency is used. Analysis of the results show appearance of a strong aerodynamic structure around frequencies

of the order of 2500 Hz that is linked to the precessing vortex core (PVC). This structure still exists in reacting

conditions and in some cases is strengthened when the flame is stabilized by the pilot. Reacting cases show also a

peak at lower frequency (300Hz) associated to quarter wavelength of the combustion chamber. Two different flame

structures are found : pilot or rim stabilized. This leads to the existence of a hysteresis phenomena with two differ-

ent flame structure possible, despite having identical injection condition. Detailed analysis shows that for the rim

stabilized flame, the main reaction front lies in the inner part of the chamber whereas the spray is in the outer part.

For the flame stabilized by the inner recirculation zone, the main reaction front lies in the outer part of the spray

in droplets stay in the inner side. This leads to different delays for evaporation and therefore different coupling

with the acoustic mode of the combustion chamber. Furthermore, for one case, the PVC is strengthened, leading to

a very stable flame whereas it is weakened in the second case, letting the flame be driven then by acoustic coupling.
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the injection device.
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Abstract

A physical-mathematical model is presented which is able to predict the drop size, that results from the break-up

of a particle laden rotating liquid jet with laminar flow. The model is based on the perturbation theory. Thus the

flow is decomposed into a time steady motion and the motion of small time dependent disturbances.

The equations of motion for the time steady flow are derived by means of a force balance on an infinitesimal

jet segment and result in the contour and the spiraling trajectory of the jet. The contour contracts due to the

centrifugal force and thus the time averaged velocity increases along the jet. The suspension is treated as a liquid

with shear thinning fluid flow properties with two plateau viscosities, which can be expressed by the Carreau-

Yasuda model. The drag force due to the relative motion of the surrounding gas phase is considered. The necessary

drag coefficient depends on both the Reynolds number of the relative gas flow and its angle of incidence and is

determined by computational fluid dynamics. The resulting equation of motion in axial direction results in an

ordinary differential equation of second order with only one boundary condition known. The solution method for

this type of equation is developed using a “backward shooting”-method with an approximate solution serving as

the second boundary condition.

The small transient perturbations of the jet contour are treated with a linear stability analysis, which results in a

critical wave number that leads to break-up of the jet into droplets. The description of the solid and liquid motion is

carried out in Eulerian formulation. Hence each phase is treated as a continuum with separated balances for mass

and impulse. The interaction between the particulate solid and the liquid phase are included by additional terms in

the impulse balances.

The perturbation method leads to the dis-

Figure 1. Comparison of calulated (coloured) and experimental jet

contours from temporal (left) and spatial (right) stability analysis.

persion relation, which can be solved

with regard to a temporal absolute or a

spatial convective instability. Both solu-

tions are compared to the experimental

results gained by shadow imaging tech-

nology. The shadow images are evalu-

ated with regard to the drop size and the

break-up length of the jet, which serves

the model as a boundary condition. Fig-

ure 1 shows a comparison of the calcu-

lated jet contour of the temporal stability

analysis (left) and the spatial stability an-

alysis (right) as an overlay over the exper-

imental result. The spatial stability anal-

ysis describes the perturbations of the jet

surface more accurate than the temporal

stability analysis.

Based on an extensive parametric study

the centrifugal acceleration, the surface

tension, the viscosity as well as inertia

were found to have a major effect on the

drop size resulting from the break-up of a

rotating liquid jet with laminar flow. The

solid phase does not show an influence on

the drop size. Neither in the time steady motion nor in the motion of the small disturbances significant changes due

to different particle concentrations, particle sizes or particle densities are observed. Experimental findings support

this result.
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Abstract 

Many intermediate and final products in chemical, pharmaceutical and food industry as well as in material 
processing are in the form of powder. Rotary atomizers are very common in the production of powder due to the 
possibility to create a spray with a narrow drop size distribution. In this technique a thin liquid film is formed 
and spreads radially over a spinning disk. In most of the cases the film is wavy. As the film flows over the disk 
edge, it disintegrates into droplets forming a spray. The influence of the liquid film hydrodynamics on the spray 
characteristics is not yet understood. 

We have developed an experimental method for high-speed measurements of film dynamics and drop size 
distribution on a spinning stainless steel disk with a diameter of � � �����	. Experiments are carried out in a 
wide range of mass flow rates and rotational speeds (
� � �� � �������, � � � � ����). The liquid jet is 
impinging at the center of the rotating disk. The local and temporal film thickness has been measured at different 
radial positions using a confocal chromatic sensoring (CHR) technique, which is based on chromatic 
longitudinal aberration of special optical probe. The sensor has been positioned above the disk and the radial 
position has been varied from � � �� � ����	 to the edge of the disk. The film thickness has been measured 
with a frequency of 4 kHz. The wave formation and the film development have been additionally captured using 
high speed video imaging. The drop formation at the disk edge and the drop size diameter have been observed by 
the shadowgraphy technique using an additional high speed camera. 

The film flow on the rotating disk has been investigated in a wide range of parameters. The strongly wavy 
structure of the film flow has been observed for all sets of parameters. The development of waves depends on the 
nozzle-to-disk distance. At low mass flow rates the film thickness continuously decreases with increasing 
distance from the disk center, which indicates that the flow is dominated by viscosity and centrifugal force. At 
higher mass flow rates a maximum of the film thickness can be observed on the film thickness profile. 

The comparison with correlations from literature shows a quantitatively good agreement for large dimensionless 
radii but only a qualitative good agreement for moderate values. First experimental results on the drop size 
distributions show the development of a bimodal distribution for small mass flow rates of the impinging liquid 
jet within the experimental range of parameters. 
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Abstract 

It is time consuming for phase Doppler interferometry (PDI) to get the diameter distribution of a plane of the 
spray though it is quite precise. Laser sheet dropsizing (LSD) is a new laser technique which is based on a planar 
laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) and Mie-scattering images originated from a cloud of droplets in a spray. LSD 
technique could obtain the Sauter mean diameter (SMD) across the spray region simultaneously and quickly by 
the ratio of the LIF signal to the Mie scattering signal. However, the precision of LSD technique is highly 
dependent on the calibration. The objective of this paper is to combine these two techniques so as to verify the 
accuracy of the calibration coefficient K of LSD technique in a wide range of injection pressures and fuel 
temperatures. Since the LSD technique produces a spatial distribution result while the PDI generates a single-
point measurement result with temporal resolution, two comparison methods for the calibration of the coefficient 
K were conducted. Data conversion between the drop size results of these two measurement techniques were 
implemented in this paper. The drop size results of PDI and LSD techniques were in a good agreement. After the 
calibration, the spray SMD distribution can be thoroughly investigated by LSD technique with good temporal 
and spatial resolutions. 
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Abstract

Within a design update of a small-sized jet engine combustor the original spill-return pressure-swirl atomiz-

er is intended to be replaced with a newly designed low flow rate simplex atomizer. Objective of this study was 

to investigate the differences in spray morphology and atomization quality of both atomizers and the possible

impact on the combustion process. Both atomizers were tested on a recently designed cold flow test rig including 

mobile fuel supply system with PC-based acquisition of flow rate, gauge pressure, liquid density and tempera-

ture readings in several regimes over the gauge pressure range from 150 kPa up to 1 MPa based on the typical 

operating conditions of the engine, from start and idle to maximum power regime.

Spray characteristics were studied by means of two established laser measurement techniques in fluid me-

chanics – Phase/Doppler Particle Analyzer (P/DPA) and Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). These techniques 

complement each other; PIV gives instantaneous velocity distribution in the whole flow field and P/DPA gives 

both the droplet velocity and droplet size simultaneously in selected measurement points.

A 1-D P/DPA system was used for characterization of the atomizers in terms of their liquid distribution and 

droplet velocity. Data were acquired in two different planes normal to the atomizer axis in 25 mm and 50 mm 

distance downstream of the discharge orifice. 

As for PIV, measurements were carried out in an axial section of the spray yielding 2-C and 3-C velocity 

vector fields. In case of the SPIV measurements, cameras were placed on the same side of the light sheet with 

80° stereoscopic viewing angle between the lens axes. 

Our measurements revealed that the new atomizer generates spray that differs from the original atomizer in 

terms of atomization quality and spray morphology. The new nozzle also showed different response to changes 

in gauge pressure, which may mean different demands on power regulation of the jet engine. Spray pulsations of 

the old atomizer have been observed in all operating regimes by fluctuating cone angle. The new atomizer was 

much more stable without any visible fluctuations in cone angle. The spray droplets generated by the new nozzle 

have lower Sauter mean diameter and lower droplet velocities at higher pressure regimes (Figure 2). This differ-

ence results from the different internal geometry of the new nozzle. Results of the SPIV measurements allowed

determining the magnitude of the tangential velocity component.

Investigated differences will influence the behaviour of the nozzle in the combustion chamber, affecting 

mainly the evaporation, heat release and flue gas emissions. This study provides an extensive database for vali-

dation of numerical models of the tested nozzles.

.

* Corresponding author: y107165@stud.fme.vutbr.cz

Figure 1 Velocity magnitude of droplets

generated by the original spill-return nozzle at

690 kPa inlet pressure.

Figure 2 Velocity magnitude of droplets

generated by the newly designed simplex

nozzle at 690 kPa inlet pressure.

.
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Abstract 

In the present work, the application of the Coanda-effect on the sheet atomization at swirl atomizers is described. 

It can be used to reduce the mean drop size by increasing the spray angle above its limitation given by the swirl 

paramter. With swirl atomizers liquids can be sprayed with fairly low pressures. Commonly, they operate in the 

regime of sheet formation, leading to relatively small drop sizes compared to the nozzle orifice diameter. 

Reasonably narrow drop size distribution can be achieved. The drop sizes strongly depend on the initial liquid 

sheet thickness at the nozzle outlet, the sheet velocity and the sheet thinning effect due to the divergent spray 

propagation. It generally known, see e.g. [1], that a reduction of the sheet thickness and a spray angle increase 

can be achieved through an intensified swirl flow by modifying the nozzle geometry. Unfortunately the higher 

tangential velocities within the nozzle lead to higher friction losses, especially for viscous liquids, reducing the 

sheet velocity and thus increasing the mean drop size. It can be shown, that for each liquid viscosity and pressure, 

an optimum for the swirl intensity exists where the mean drop size reaches its lowest value.  

A deflection outlet mounted below the orifice allows for enlargement of the spray angle up to   = 180° by the 

Coanda-effect as explained in [2]. The Coanda-outlet is a trumpet shaped outlet, like illustrated in the figure 

below, deflecting the sheet on a smaller radius RC compared to the natural hyperboloid osculation radius RH. The 

sheet then detaches from the trumpet at a sharp detachment edge. The advantage of the Coanda-design over the 

conventional sharp edged orifice is the higher energy efficiency, which allows for generating the same mean 

drop size with noticeable smaller liquid pressures. Also, the swirl atomizer application area is extended toward 

higher liquid viscosities, which otherwise could only be sprayed with disproportional high atomization pressures 

or using alternative atomizer designs. When Coanda-deflection outlets are considered the sheet velocity slowing 

down due to the additional contact area to the nozzle wall has to be analyzed. Choosing smaller deflection radii 

can reduce the contact area. However, reducing the ratio of the deflection radius to the sheet thickness 0,C below 

a certain value may lead to a premature film detachment and disintegration, which is usually unwanted.  

The aim of the present work is to identify optimized Coanda-deflection geometries depending on of the swirl 

flow intensity, the liquid properties and the atomization pressure. In addition the influence of the ambient gas 

pressure on the sheet detaching behavior, which is quite unexplored so far, is analyzed. 

Figure: 

Sheet detachment at the swirl atomizer orifice a) without - and b) with 
Coanda-deflection, RH = hyperboloid osculation radius, 
RC = Coanda-deflection radius, R’C = Coanda detachment radius, 

  = Spray angle, C = Spray angle with Coanda-deflection, 
0 = initial sheet thickness, 0,C = initial sheet thickness with Coanda-

deflection,  x = coordinate along the main sheet trajectory 

 

[1]  Lefebvre, A.H., Atomization and Sprays, Taylor & Francis, 1989 

[2]  Kistler, S.F., L.E. Scriven, The Teapot Effect: Sheet forming Flows with Deflection, Wetting and Hystere-

sis, J. Fluid Mech., 263:19-62, 1994
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There is a need for inline sensors for the monitoring of process sprays, which are able to measure the size of 

droplets or solids, their concentration, and their spatial distribution inline in process plants. The knowledge of 

these characteristic spray values are of particular importance in many spray processes, e.g. drying processes. The 

mass transport and thermodynamic characteristics of the droplet phase are depend to a large extend on the 

droplet size. These characteristic spray values define the proceeding processes in process sprays. Optical 

methods for particle analysis work contactless and almost do not influence the running processes.  

Measurement techniques which are able to monitor process sprays inline in process plants provide a better inline 

control of drying processes and may improve the understanding of spray drying.  

An inline process control allows improving the quality of drying products and facilitates a reduction of degraded 

material and costs. Therefore, only temporal modifications of the process sprays have to be detected. Thus, there 

is a need for easy measurement devices which can measure a mean droplet size and a droplet concentration 

reliably for a long term of time.  

A better understanding of drying processes may simplify the design of new process plants for drying processes. 

Therefore, especially the knowledge of the relationship between characteristic spray parameters (droplet size 

distribution, droplet concentration, propagation speed) and the generated particles (size distribution, structure) is 

necessary. Thus, a measurement device which provides information about the characteristic spray parameters 

and the generated particles at different positions in drying processes is necessary.  

Based on statistical extinction method two different measurement devices have been developed. A basic system 

determines the mean droplet size and the droplet concentration of sprays. Therefore a collimated laser beam with 

a diameter of about 3 mm crosses the spray. A pinhole with a diameter of 600 μm positioned behind the 

measuring volume limits the measurement beam cross section to a well defined value. A photodiode detects the 

fluctuating luminous intensity signal, which is extincted by the droplets of the spray. The transmission of light 

and its root mean square deviation can be calculated from these values. The statistical extinction method uses the 

transmission and their the root mean square deviation to calculate the mean droplet size. Bigger droplets which 

are entering or leaving the measurement volume cause larger root mean square deviations than smaller droplets. 

The droplet concentration is calculated from the mean value of the transmission and the mean droplet size.  

A big advantage of this measuring principle is the simple optical construction which allows a lance-shaped 

realization of the sensor for the insertion in spray towers. For the measurement in one plane, only one incision 

with a diameter of about 50 mm in the outer wall of the tower is necessary to insert the lance into the tower. 

Measurements at very high droplet concentrations and at different positions in the spray tower are possible, if 

axially displaceable sheaths are used, which shield the laser beam from spray influence for a variable length. 

This is neither possible with scattered light measuring systems, nor with imaging techniques.  

A second measurement system has been constructed to examine if the statistical extinction method is qualified 

for measuring droplet size distributions of sprays. A collimated laser beam with a diameter of 20 mm crosses the 

measuring volume. A pinhole with nine holes with different diameters from 10 μm up to 1000 μm is positioned 

behind the measuring volume. It generates nine laser beams with nine different cross sections. Behind each pin-

hole a photodiode is positioned which measures the extincted luminous intensity signal. The additional infor-

mation is caused by the fact that droplets whose diameter is larger than the diameter of one laser beams cannot 

extinct a cross section which is larger than the laser beam. Thus, these droplets are measured too small. In a larg-

er laser beam these droplets can extinct a cross section which is larger. 

In the paper the statistical extinction method and the extension of this measurement principle to measure droplet 

size distributions are discussed. The construction of both measurement devices and some measurement results 

are displayed. The ability of the statistical extinction method is discussed by comparing droplet size distributions 

measured with a laser diffraction system with measurement results of the new sensor.  
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Abstract
The droplets are falling within a observation chamber and while they are falling they are illuminated by a vertical

laser beam, as shown in Fig. 1. The light scattered in the forward hemisphere is used to determine the droplet size

using the interference pattern. The light scattered in the backward hemisphere in the region of the first rainbow

is used to obtain the refractive index. The two lenses in front of the two cameras are not used as Fourier lenses

anymore. The droplets are first imaged by the lenses and then the image plane of the cameras is moved along the

optical axis in order to obtain defocussed images of the droplet. Then interference fringes in the forward direction

and the first rainbow in the backward direction become visible. For the forward direction this is a well known

method used in the so called ILIDS or IMI technique, which allows to determine the droplet sizes and velocities in

a plane of a multiphase flow field. Here, in addition to the scattered light in the forward direction, the position of

the rainbows from the light scattered in the backward direction is determined for two droplets of slightly different

terminal velocity falling simultaneously within the observation chamber. Examples for two droplets of different

substances are shown. In one case the distance between the droplets increases and in the other case a collision of

the two droplets is observed.

Laser

Mirror

Lens

Observation chamber

Droplet1

Droplet2

Linear CCD camera

Cylindrical lens

Planar CCD camera

Objective

Purging flow
(not heated)

Input of Droplet 1 and 2

Figure 1: Schematic view of the experimental setup

∗Corresponding author: norbert.roth@uni-stuttgart.de
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Abstract 

The past decade has seen considerable activity regarding light-field (LF) cameras and their application to 
photography. The ability to refocus images over a finite depth range has consequently led to interest in 
measuring the distance of objects from the camera. While originally developed for imaging structured opaque 
surfaces, interest has led to successful application in volumetric flow-fields using a commercially developed 
light-field camera. This paper focuses on the measurement of droplets in a spray using a light-field camera. 
While previous measurement techniques utilized a limiting 2D shadowing technique, measuring the size and 
velocity of droplets silhouetted from behind with uniform illumination, light-field measurements open the 
possibility of accessing the depth position, and thus the 3D position and velocity of individual droplets in a well-
defined volume. 

The general principle behind light-field camera can be described as follows: a micro-lens array mounted directly 
onto an image sensor, with the same f-stop as the main objective, reconstructs at selected positions virtual 
images representing focus planes within the measurement volume. Particles appear in micro-images within 
several micro-lenses, albeit at slightly different perspectives, thus allowing for depth determination.  Essentially, 
the microlenses act as local stereo systems. The downside of light-field cameras, however, is the loss of spatial 
resolution. The loss, however, can be mitigated by applying multiple-focus micro-lens techniques used by a 
commercially available plenoptics camera. In such cases roughly 25 percent of the spatial resolution is retained, 
thus the 11 MP camera used in this study had an effective resolution of 2.6 MP. 

Measurements were conducted on a agricultural nozzle using water. Images were recorded for the entire 
spray and for a specific region-of-interest (ROI) within the fully developed region. Comparison measurements 
were made using a phase-Doppler (PDA). Time-averaged results were compared between PDA and LF, showing 
good agreement. In general, the light-field camera simplifies the measurement and calibration process for 3D 
flow analysis. Another added value of LF over the shadow measurement technique is in resolving out-of-focus 
particles, a persistent problem for conventional imaging. The investigation also focused on the uncertainties in-
volved with LF measurement. This work is still considered preliminary. However, these early results show 
promise and point to the practical usefulness of light-field technology in 3D measurement. 
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Numerical Simulation of Evaporating Sprays in a Convective Flow Field
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Abstract 

Particle-laden turbulent flows are encountered in a number of engineering applications such as energy 

conversion and propulsive devices using solid or liquid fuel. Therefore it is great importance to understand the 

effects of laden particles on turbulence and the diffusivity of particles in turbulent flow fields. In most practical 

particle-laden turbulent flows, the volume fraction of the dispersed particle is small, so that inter-particle 

collisions are often negligible. On the other hand, the particle mass fraction often becomes large owing to a large 

density ratio of solid or liquid particle to ambient gas, hence the modulation of flow field by particles cannot be 

neglected. Consequently, momentum exchange between two phases needs to be considered. In the traditional 

approach for particle-laden flow computation, the Eulerian equations for gaseous phase are solved along with a 

Lagrangean model for particle transport. However, tracing every particle in Lagrangean manner is still difficult 

for practical purpose because the number of particles in most engineering applications is huge. Therefore a 

parcel model is generally employed in the Eulerian-Lagrangean numerical procedures to reduce computational 

cost. 

In the parcel model, a certain number of particles are represented by one parcel and the parcels are traced in flow 

field instead of each particle. Here we can consider two types of parcel model. The first model is that each parcel 

has the same volume, which is generally used in commercial software on gas-particle two-phase flow. In this 

model the smaller particle diameter becomes, the larger the number of particles is represented by one parcel. 

Another model is that each parcel represents the same number of particles. In this model the smaller the particle 

diameter becomes, the more the number of parcels increases. Both models have been used in existing studies but 

few reports on a difference between two models exist. So in this study, effect of parcel models on particles’ 
dispersion and two-phase interaction is investigated. To validate both models, a base case in which parcel model 

is not applied is also implemented as a reference. 

A three-dimensional DNS is performed in a particle-laden turbulent flow to investigate particles spatial 

dispersion, exchange of momentum, and interphase mass transfer which is represented by nonreactive scalar 

distribution yield from dispersed particles, are investigated in a turbulent mixing layer. In this study, neither 

inter-particle collision nor particle breakup is considered. The statistical results show that in former stage of the 

mixing layer parcel models do not affect particle dispersion so much compared to the reference case. However, 

the latter stage of the mixing layer the former parcel model causes a spatially skewed distribution of particles and 

low dispersivity compared to the reference case. This is because that a number of particles with small diameter, 

which are considered to be diffusive, are represented by small number of parcels in this model. Therefore a 

diffusion of the small number of parcels causes the skewed distribution of particles. Subsequently scalar 

distribution is also skewed. In the same stage of the mixing layer it is found in comparing with reference case 

that the latter parcel model shows better reproducibility than the former model. However, particle, momentum 

and scalar distributions are not smoothly distributed locally because of the discrete parcel appearance spatially.  

Finally, characteristics of different two parcel models are clarified. 
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Abstract
The effectiveness of gelled fuel jet impingement, food production, and polymer–based spray coatings can de-

pend on the atomization and droplet collision behavior of fluids with complex rheology. Non-Newtonian effects

such as shear-thinning, shear thickening, and viscoelastic extensional hardening (usually a consequence of macro-

molecular interactions) could alter collision outcomes as well as drop-to-drop mixing rates. Extensional harden-

ing specifically has been shown to promote the stability of liquid ligaments, a structure often formed during the

transients of a droplet collision. In this study, direct numerical simulations of single phase viscoelastic droplet

collisions are performed within a finite volume framework. The free surface is modeled with an explicit moving

mesh interface tracking method, allowing highly accurate calculation of surface curvature, which is increasingly

important with decreasing Weber number. In this method, the boundary of the computational domain acts as the

free surface with pressure and velocity field boundary conditions applied directly. Control volume distortion due to

large boundary deformation is minimized using quality–driven node smoothing and a localized edge reconnection

algorithm specific to tetrahedral meshes. Mesh-to-mesh vector and scalar field mapping error is reduced using

a recently developed second-order accurate conservative interpolation scheme. The free surface and viscoelastic

implementations are validated against analytical solutions and experimental data. Simulation results capture rapid

growth in viscoelastic stress during ligament drainage in areas surrounding pinch-off points. In addition, fluid

ligaments have shown to be increasingly stable with higher Deborah numbers.

∗Corresponding author: schmidt@acad.umass.edu
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Abstract 

The atomization of liquid paints with high-speed rotary bells represents the most important application technique 

in the automotive industry, delivering paint films with highest quality in terms of color, effect and gloss. At this 

type of atomizer, a very thin film (thickness between 15 and 25 μm) is formed on the inner surface of rotating 

bell under the effect of centrifugal forces, which finally disintegrates at the bell edge in the form of a free film or 

liquid jets. In practice, a large variety of paint qualities is atomized. Hence, the present contribution deals with 

the effect of different flow behaviors. Namely, a solvent based, almost Newtonian paint (automotive clear coat) 

is compared with a waterborne, non-Newtonian paint (automotive base paint).    

A 20 ns Nanolight system and a SPRAYTEC Fraunhofer diffraction system were used to investigate the 

disintegration process and the final size distribution as a function of the application parameters, i. e. paint flow 

rate and bell speed. As expected, the bell speed is the most important parameter influencing the atomization for 

both systems, Newtonian and non-Newtonian paints. In Fig. 1, measured size distributions of clear coat and base 

coat at two different bell speeds are compared. Obviously, the Newtonian clear coat with a constant viscosity 

around 85 mPas delivers a finer spray, although the shear-thinning base coat system has a significantly smaller 

apparent viscosity. However, for both systems Sauter mean diameters around 10 μm are obtained at practically 

relevant application parameters, confirming the efficiency of the atomization process.  

Unfortunately, the results in terms of mean diameters are only partly confirmed by former investigations using 

water-alcohol-sucrose mixtures up to viscosities around 40 mPas [1]. In Eq. 1, the Sauter mean diameter is 

expressed in terms of the Re and We number and the flow number q. Bell diameter and bell speed are used as 

characteristic length and velocity, respectively.  

41.058.0056.0
32 60.0 qWeReD ����      (1) 

Although the general dependencies might be very similar, the absolute Sauter mean diameters are theoretically 

underestimated by a factor of 2. More investigations are necessary to consider the effect of polymeric 

components and solid content.    
 

  

Fig. 1: Comparison of measured size distributions for 2 different bell speeds at a paint flow rate of 400 ml/min 

 

[1] J. Domnick, M. Thieme: Atomization characteristics of high-speed rotary bell atomizers, Atomization and 

Sprays, Vol. 16, No.8, 2006 
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Abstract 

 The current study investigates the influence of introducing water and diesel fuel oil as an emulsion on the 

penetration of a liquid jet into a gaseous crossflow.  Tests are conducted at atmospheric pressure, with 

momentum flux ratios spanning 30 – 120 with water addition of up to 40 percent.  Liquid and gas velocities up 

to 20 and 80 m/s, respectively are considered.  Nozzle Reynolds numbers ranged from 3,000 - 11,000 and 

aerodynamic Weber numbers spanned from 200 – 1,400. The spray morphology, in conjunction with edge 

filtering and intensity thresholding, was utilized to establish the spray plume edge.  Existing liquid jet trajectory 

equation framework successfully correlates the penetration of the spray plume without modification to account 

for characteristics of emulsions.  It is also observed that, for the conditions studied which span between column 

and shear mode breakup, the breakup mode itself also influences the ability of the correlations to describe 

penetration.   
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Abstract

Binary droplet collisions are of importance in a variety of practical applications comprising dispersed two-phase

flows. The background of our research is the prediction of properties of particulate products formed in spray

processes. To gain a more thorough understanding of the elementary sub-processes inside a spray, experiments

and direct numerical simulations of binary droplet collisions are used. The aim of these investigations is to develop

semi-analytical descriptions for the outcome of droplet collisions. Such collision models can then be employed as

closure terms for scale-reduced simulations.

In the present work we focus on the collision of droplets of different liquids. During spray drying the residence

time of droplets will vary and their viscosity will be increased as a result of the drying process. In recirculation

zones droplets of different drying state (i.e. different solids content and viscosity) may collide with each other.

Due to the evaporation of the solvent, collisions of unlike viscous droplets will mostly exhibit also a diameter ratio

less than unity.

In order to investigate these collisions, the experimental method as well as the numerical code are extended

to analyze the collision of different liquids. A new experimental method has been developed in order to visualize

the mixing and penetration process of two colliding droplets. Therefore, the fluorescence marker Rhodamine B is

added to one liquid and droplets are excited by an Ar+ Laser. A combination of LED back light and fluorescence

light is recorded with two synchronous cameras, whereas the second camera only records the fluorescence in

order to have more details on the distribution of the fluorescence marker. Thus it is possible to study not only

the dynamical behavior of the collision complex (outer surface) but also the internal mixing and even penetration

can be analyzed quantitatively. Another advantage which comes with the new method is based on the fact that

numerical researchers now have better validation data due to the high time resolution.

In the numerical part of the work we investigate the collision of droplets of different liquids and assume that

surface tension and density are equal. The liquids are miscible, so no surface tension is acting at the liquid-

liquid interface. The numerical method is extended to simulate the collision of different viscous droplets by

solving an additional transport equation to simulate the mass fraction distribution inside the collision complex.

The viscosity is coupled to the mass fraction and a careful averaging is employed at the liquid-liquid interface to

capture the dynamics of the interface. The experimental data is used to validate the effect of non-constant viscosity.

Subsequently, the local field data is used to gain a deep insight into the flow within the colliding droplets.

This study is devoted to the investigation of such collisions experimentally as well as numerically in order to

analyze the effects of penetration and mixing. One primary is to discover elementary phenomena caused by the

viscosity ratio of the droplets.

We gratefully acknowledge financial support provided by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft within the

scope of the Priority Program 1423 ”Process Sprays”.

∗Corresponding author numerical part: bothe@csi.tu-darmstadt.de
†Corresponding author experimental part: martin.sommerfeld@uni-halle.de
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Abstract. This study concerns experimentally the secondary breakup morphology of water charged 
droplets with the action of aerodynamic force in the dripping mode. A new measurement of 
charge-to-mass ratio has been designed and succeeds in calculating the tiny charge (nC) on a droplet. 
The high-speed camera combined with a microscopic zoom lens has been used to take images of the 
breakup morphology of charged and uncharged droplet with air assistance, and the differences which is 
calculated by the image processing technology is used to analyze the effect of charge on droplet 
deformation and breakup. The results show that two kinds of charged droplet of size 2.8mm  are 
measured to have 32% and 50% of the rayleigh charge limit, respectively. Drop charging enhances 
drop deformation in the vibrational regime and makes droplet deform more easily because of the lower 
surface tension caused by electrostatic force. It seems no new breakup modes are observed for charged 
drop but large differences are observed from breakup morphology and breakup time compared to 
uncharged drops. And it indicates that charged drop can gain faster breakup equal to uncharged drop of 
higher We as a result of the electrostatic Weber number. 
Keywords: Charged droplet; Air assistance; Secondary Breakup; Charge-to-mass ratio; High-speed 
camera; Breakup time; Breakup morphology. 
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Abstract
Binary collisions of liquid drops have been of scientific interest since many decades, starting with investigations in

meteorology to explain rates of rainfall accelerated by drop collisions and merging. Subsequent investigations of

binary drop collisions treated primarily drops consisting of the same liquid. It has been only since a few years that

interest in collisions of drops of different (in part immiscible) liquids has arisen [1]-[4]. The application behind

these processes may be the encapsulation of, e.g., an aqueous liquid inside an oil shell. The latter could carry

a dissolved oligomer which could be polymerized by UV light to solidify the surface layer. For the mentioned

applications, the stability of the collision complex formed by the binary drop collisions plays a major role. Encap-

sulation, for example, requires the formation of an oil layer on the surface of an aqueous drop, and, therefore, the

stability of the collision complex in a sense that at least a part of the oil remains on the aqueous drop after the end of

the deformation and break-up processes induced by the collision. It is thus of natural interest to look at the condi-

tions for the onset of fragmentation in binary liquid drop collisions (Fig. 1). We present experiments on collisions

of glycerol-water and silicon oil drops of equal sizes, varying the relative impact velocity and the impact parameter.

The drops are produced by controlled Rayleigh-Plateau-type break-up of laminar liquid jets. The trajectories of the

drops are controlled accurately by placement of the drop generators on high-precision traverses. All measurements

(drop size, velocity, impact parameter, geometrical properties of the drops after the collision) are based on image

processing. The images are taken with a high-resolution video camera under flash-light illumination [4]. From the

experiments we deduce the energy budget of the drops for two phases after the collision: a first phase from the

instant of drop contact to the state of maximum deformation, where the collision complex assumes the shape of a

disk with a rim at its edge, and a second phase of relaxation of the disk into an approximately cylindrical shape

with an aspect ratio measured on the images. The results show that a considerable part of the initial drop energy is

invested in the rim formation and dissipated there, so that only a small part of it remains available in the relaxation

phase. The Rayleigh criterion turns out suitable for characterizing the stability of the relaxed cylindrical state.

Figure 1. Top: Full encapsulation of a 50 % glycerol solution drop by SO M20 at relative velocity U = 3.88 m/s.

Bottom: Crossing separation of a 50 % glycerol solution drop with SO M5 at U = 3.97 m/s.
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Abstract 

 

  

In the present experimental study, the effects of electrical conductivity on electrospraying procedure are investi-

gated. A metallic nozzle with 0.6 mm ID as high voltage electrode and a stainless steel ring as a ground electrode 

were employed in this work. Experiments were carried out in still room temperature. Four different aqueous KCl 

solutions were sprayed in various high voltages and flow rates. 

For better manipulation of the disruption of a liquid into a spray of charged droplets, when subjected to an in-

tense electric field, it is needed to study the electrospraying procedure exactly. The aim will be available when 

there is enough information about effects of surrounding medium and physical properties on electrospraying 

phenomenon. For accurate investigation, the path of sprayed liquid can be divided into 3 areas: Before liquid 

ejection from nozzle, at the tip of nozzle and after emission from tip of nozzle. In the literature, quality of liquid 

emission and types of droplet detachment from disrupted jet or cone/menisci, formed at the emitter tip, by vary-

ing physical properties such as constant dielectric, viscosity and surface tension were investigated. Present work 

investigates the spraying modes of water and aqueous KCl solutions with the aid of recognizing conductivity 

effects on electrospray phenomenon in air medium. The cone length of each case is reported and finally the 

behaviors of produced droplets discharging from these well-known cone shape modes after detachment are 

studied. 

Results revealed that conductivity of dispersed solution acts a main role on forming and elongation of the cones 

in electrospraying procedure. The size and velocity of emanated droplets are also investigated in order to present 

a deep insight to the electrospraying phenomenon. 

Results also demonstrate that: 

- Modes of spraying change for different dispersed solutions and the effect of voltage and flow rate on 

the modes of spraying are presented. 

- The produced cone on the nozzle elongates with conductivity increasing due to more charge on the cone 

surface and subsequently more EHD body force exerted on it. 

-  The onset voltage for appearing a cone shape on the nozzle decreases with conductivity due to the fact 

that the conductivity augmentation leads to more free charges on the liquid surface and results in 

forming of cone shape in lower applied voltage. 

- Droplets bigger sizes and increasing of external applied electric field strength leads to discharging 

velocity diminishing with conductivity rising. 

- The size of droplets produced in cone appearing modes(e.g. cone jet mode, unstable cone jet mode, ...) 

decreases when conductivity of dispersed solutions increase due to more charge on the emanated liquid 

and consequently more EHD force acting on it. It is noteworthy that the rate of augmentation of droplet 

sizes in this range of flow rate increases with conductivity rising.  
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Abstract 

 In industrial air blast atomizers, the fuel is injected at low pressure through an annular slot. This produces a 
tubular sheet of fuel which is disintegrated into droplets by two coflowing airstreams. Unfortunately, a high air 
velocity is needed in order to obtain a fine atomization. This is the main drawback of air blast atomizer. With an 
air velocity below 30m.s-1 the atomization is too weak for fuel ignition. This problem could be encountered in 
relight ignition at high altitude, where the pressure and the temperature are very low. When the air velocity is 
below 10m/s the sheet of fuel is not sprayed anymore. 

This paper is an experimental study of the primary break-up induced by an ElectroHydroDynamic actuator. 
Experiments have been performed on thin sheet of commercial diesel oil without active surface agent. The flow 
rate and the liquid sheet thickness are similar to the ones used in turbo engines. In the present work, the sheet of 
fuel is directly destabilized and disintegrated by an electrohydrodynamic actuator. Atomization is only due to 
electrical forces and the air velocity is equal to zero. As there is no coflowing airstreams and as the fuel is 
injected at low pressure, the liquid sheet is stable when the EHD actuator is turned off. Investigations on the 
primary break-up characteristics have been made with a high speed camera on the break-up length and on the 
spray cone angle, for various signal frequencies and amplitudes. The liquid velocity ranges from 0.6 to 2 m.s-1

In industrial atomizers, the fuel is injected through an annular slit. Such device produces a thin turbular sheet 
of fuel. This shape is very efficient for atomization but difficult to investigate. More than a decade of studies in 
atomization process has proved that mechanism of disintegration are similar on cylindrical and planar thin sheet 
of liquid. Fig.1 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental setup. The fuel is pumped from a tank to the 
injector. The flow rate is controlled by the pump. Inside the injector a surge chamber smoothes out the 
turbulence of the fuel. Then the liquid is pushed through the planar slit. 

             a) 0Hz              b) 1kHz 
Figure 1: device    Figure 2: front view of a sheet of diesel oil without electrical excitation (a) 

and with an AC signal frequencies (b)  

The sheet is stable, when the EHD actuator is off (Photo a). When an AC signal is applied to the actuator, 
the sheet of fuel is shacked by electric forces. Four disintegrating modes depending on liquid velocity and on 
signal amplitude are analysed and described. In the flapping mode, the sheet waves as a function of both the liq-
uid velocity and the signal frequency. The sheet wave amplitude can reach more than a 1cm. At relatively high 
liquid velocity, the sheet is greatly affected by charge injection. High frequency disturbances in the sheet become 
more predominant until perpendicular ligaments and then holes appear, giving rise to a perforated sheet. In the 
disintegrating mode, the sheet is fully atomized. The higher the frequency is, the more numerous the droplets, 
and the smaller the droplets size. A comparison between air blast and EHD atomization is made in order to un-
derline similarities and differences of the two processes. It is demonstrated that the primary atomisation obtained 
with a 2kHz signal frequency is equivalent to the one observed with a 25m.s-1 coflowing air stream, which is an 
important advance in EHD technology.  
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Abstract

In the study of spray, it is now a challenge to know the geometrical parameters which characterize the 

spray (droplets velocity and size) as well as thermo-physical properties (temperature and composition). To

extract the velocity and size information several techniques can be used but the most popular is the PDA which 

measure the size and the velocity of individual droplets. To measure the temperature and composition, the 

rainbow refractometry is attractive as the refractive index value is a function of both of them. Rainbow 

refractometry exists under two main configurations:

Standard refractometry where the rainbow issues from one droplet is recorded

Global refractometry where the collective rainbow created by a large number of droplets is record-

ed.

The standard rainbow is very sensitive to the droplet shape, and then it is essentially used on lines of mono-

dispersed droplets. Global rainbow has been successfully used in complex spray but gives only access to an av-

erage value of the refractive index.

In our presentation to ICLASS 2012, by using the size distribution measured by PDA to process global rain-

bow signal, the value of the refractive index by class of size will be extracted. The approach will be detailed, and 

then proved on numerical simulations and experiments on sprays of n-octane.

As an example, the next figure displays the measured behavior of n-octane droplets injected at 46°C in air at 

25°C. The spray has been created by an ultrasonic nozzle (SONIC USVC 130 AT) working at 20 kHz. The 

measurements have been carried out at 75 mm after the injection.
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Measured refractive index versus particle diameter.
A) From global rainbow signal alone (the refractive index and size distribution are extracted from the sig-

nal). B) From global rainbow signal by using the size distribution measured by PDA but assuming the refractive 
index constant. C) From global rainbow signal by using the size distribution measured by PDA but assuming

that the refractive index is a function of the particle diameter.

Afterward, the dual device will be applied to characterize the thermo-chemical behavior of Monoethanola-

mine drops (MEA drops) during CO2 capture in a close tank. During the capture of CO2, the temperature and 

composition of the droplets change. These modifications affect the value of the refractive index which increases 

of typically 0.02. Then, the measurement of the refractive index value is a measurement of the chemical extent.
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Abstract
In order to investigate the dynamic interaction between liquid and gas phases in such multiphase flows as spray and

bubbly flows, the size and momentum of individual particle are the significant quantities. Moreover the improve-

ment of multi-dimensional and spatio-temporal spray measurement technique leads us to investigate the detailed

heat and mass transport phenomena, and to construct the practical computation models for numerical simulations.

Interferometric laser imaging for droplet sizing (ILIDS) technique was firstly developed for the investigation of

the instantaneous spatial distribution of droplet size by means of laser light source and film imaging methodology.

Sizing equation was derived by considering the optical pass difference of the scattered lights from a droplet by

the geometric optical approximation. Although the difficulty in discriminating the overlapped parallel fringes in

the captured image was overcome by optical squeezing technique, temporal resolution was still low due to the

limitation of the imaging facility. In the last decade, the drastic improvement of optical matrix sensor such as CCD

or CMOS camera enables the dynamic measurement of flow field whose sampling frequency is over several kHz

with simultaneous exposure of each pixel. Another contribution is due to the light source. Nd:YLF laser could

emit the coherent light with high repetition frequency. In the present study, the single-cavity double-pulsed laser

system was employed in conjunction with the synchronized high-speed camera. The relation between droplet size

and fringe frequency was numerically investigated to estimate the measurement error due to the non-linear relation

between them. Moreover the effect of laser sheet thickness, and of refractive index fluctuation was analyzed. The

size transition of the droplets within a few milliseconds was experimentally investigated. The results led us to

evaluate the mass transfer rate at the gas-liquid interface of the individual droplet.
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Figure 1. Measured particle trajectories by particle tracking. Hollow circles and corresponding arrows represent

the instantaneous droplet locations and the individual velocity vector respectively. Frame rate of the image acqui-

sition is 4000 Hz, consequently the temporal resolution of the droplet sizing and velocimetry is 0.25 ms. Initial

droplet diameters are depicted in the vicinity of the initial droplet locations.
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Abstract 

There are various optical measurement methods to determine the flow field of sprays. In this work the Optical 

Flow Method (OFM) is applied to high speed recording of a spray and is compared to the approved method of 

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). Since sophisticated results can be achieved even by simple configuration, 

OFM demonstrates a promising alternative to PIV. For example quantities of transient and turbulent flows can 

be obtained only by using a high speed camera in connection with an intense white light source.   

The determination of the flow field of a gasoline injector serves as an example of a typical measurement task. It 

is observed in an optically accessible spray chamber in which pressure and temperature can be varied. Spray wall 

interactions are possible with different bottom plates. In a first step OFM and PIV were compared by two simul-

taneously taken light sheet recordings. This was realized through a superposition of the light from a continuous 

Ar
+
-laser for OFM high speed recordings and a Nd:YAG double pulse laser for PIV in the center of the spray. 

The Mie scattering is selected by appropriate optical filters to the high speed camera and to a two frame PIV 

camera. In a second step an integral OFM was compared to PIV. For this experiment the spray was back-

illuminated with a diffuse white light source and the taken images were analyzed by OFM. For PIV evaluation 

the two frames were split into a large number of windows. For each window a velocity vector is calculated by 

cross correlation method. 

The chosen OFM analysis is founded on a method of Horn and Schnuck. The essential point of this method is 

the assumption that a brightness pattern does not change during motion. The resulting data term and a weighted 

smoothness term based on a global image is combined in an energy functional. The minimisation of this function 

provides the motion vectors. To analyze a large number of frames in short time the resulting minimisation prob-

lem was simplified.  

The OFM is compared to PIV at fixed times during injection. Lightsheets compared with each other show com-

parable results. For correct optical flow analysis the choice of a suitable light power is crucial. On the one hand 

the entire spray field has to be illuminated, on the other hand undesirable intensity gradients have to be avoided. 

In the second comparison of OFM applied to shadowgraphy with simultaneous PIV the results show a very good 

agreement of the velocity vectors with respect to their magnitude and direction. Due to a homogeneous back 

illumination of the spray there is no sensitivity to intensity gradients from the light. In the investigation of spray 

wall interactions, both methods show good results for analyzing vertebral structures. Single droplets bouncing 

off the wall can only be analyzed by PIV due to general restrictions of OFM. With increasing pressure in the 

chamber and consequently higher density of the spray, the OFM shows better results because of greater intensity 

gradients inside the spray. In addition, the increase of chamber temperature shows the same effect. 

In the presented work it is shown that OFM and PIV provide comparable results. Concerning the OFM, light-

sheet imaging and shadowgraphy were investigated. It turns out that OFM is especially suitable for sprays at 

higher densities and at increased chamber temperature levels. Furthermore OFM allows the simple investigation 

of transient flows, due to the possibility to analyze an entire injection process with just one single measurement. 

Since this method can be applied in connection with Schlieren measurement technique, flow analysis of a spray 

will be extended to vapor phase in near future. 
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Abstract
In the present study, we analyse laser sheet spray imaging data using Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD).

The analysis sheds light into the spray structures including spray-vortex interaction. The analysis of these struc-

tures is essential in understanding the fundamentals of spray characteristics. We study the influence of injection

pressure on spray formation. Two different cases are considered corresponding to 450 bar, and 1000 bar injection

pressures. The POD analysis reveals that the spray images can be decomposed into a set of orthogonal basis func-

tions which provide more insight to the structures seen by bare eye. The effect of injection pressure is coherently

explained with the POD modes. In particular, with the increase in pressure, might lead to better mixing in sprays.

Furthermore, the sensitivity analysis of the POD modes reveals that the present conclusions are independent of the

number of spray images for considered ensembles.

Introduction
Mixing of fuel droplets and air in diesel engines determines the quality of mixture. Thereby spray formation

has a strong impact on emissions and efficiency in a particular engine. Hence the study of the spray formation is

of great importance. To gain a deeper understanding on combustion process and mixing of fuel droplets and air,

machine-learning methods can be utilised. Such a field include, Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD), a linear

data transformation method. The POD modes can be considered to be energetically the optimal decomposition for

the flow. Only a few POD modes are required to capture the large scale structures in sprays. In order to study about

the inter connections among POD modes, POD mode coefficients can be utilized. The relationship between the

two modes is the scatter plot of the two POD mode coefficients. The circular distribution in the scatter plot reveals

strong connection between the two POD modes [1].

Results and Discussions
The spray images for different injection pressures corresponding to 450 bar and 1000 bar of pressure is de-

composed into set of orthogonal basis functions using POD, called POD modes. From Figure 1, 450 bar pressure

clearly has more energy when compared to 1000 bar pressure. The presence of high energy is related to the

presence of large scaled structures. These large scaled structures in the POD modes reveal poor mixing.

Figure 1. Cumulative energies. Figure 2. pressure = 450 bar. Figure 3. pressure = 1000 bar.

From Figure 2 and Figure 3, POD mode 2 reveals a coherent structure with greater intensity fluctuations near

the tip region of the spray for both the injection pressures. This phenomenon is due to the spray to spray variations.

A tilt in the tip penetration is observed for 1000 bar injection pressure. This possibly indicates a swirl caused in

the spray. The Comparison of the two injection pressures is presented in the full paper.
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Abstract 

Mathematical model of evaporation dynamics of a mist in a wake of a shattering in a speedy flow drop is elabo-

rated on a base of obtained earlier distribution function for stripped droplets by sizes. Stripped droplets are con-

sidered as a multi-velocity evaporating continuum and a system of differential equations of two-phase polydis-

perse spray dynamics is composed. At one-dimensional spatial approximation of flowfield the mathematical 

problem is formulated and solved in a closed form in a dynamic 3D space. A detailed calculation of the ballistics 

of an evaporating spray, generated in the wake of a kerosene drop fragmented by air stream, is performed. The 

spray internal structure is investigated as related to the dynamic process of spray formation. Evolution of the 

dispersive characteristics of liquid-phase jet of the spray is studied. Analysis of the processes of liquid jet and 

vapor cloud formation is done and their structures are described.  
System of spray dynamics equations consists of partial differential equations of torn-off droplets motion, evapo-

ration and equation of evolution of density of their quantity distribution by sizes. Parent drop is regarded as a 

source of daughter droplets with given source distribution function and each daughter droplet – as moving point 

source of vapor. Dependencies of droplets drag coefficient on velocities and sizes, and intensification of evapo-

ration due to their streamlining are taken into account.  

The problem for system of spray dynamics equations is closed with obtained earlier source function. Non-

stationary two-dimensional problem was formulated and solved numerically, and structure of two-phase spray 

was investigated. Calculations showed, that times of living of finest and largest droplets are the characteristics of 

liquid-phase jet formation in spray. Soon after moment minτ  of entire evaporation of droplets of minimum in 

spray radius minr , that were stripped at 0τ = , evaporation mass rate and current value of liquid-phase mass in 

spray exceed their maximum values because of beginning of droplets vanishing. After moment maxτ  of vanish-

ing of droplets of maximum radius maxr  the vanishing of droplets of new radii doesn’t occur, and this is the 

necessary condition for stabilization of length of liquid-phase jet. 

The proposed model allows to calculate spray mean diameters ijd . Parameters of two kinds were considered: 

c( ) ( , )ij ijx d x τΩ =  are defined in any cross section of jet and characterize its spatial structure at fixed moment 

cτ , while ( ) ( , )ij ijD d x dxτ τ=  are calculated at any τ  for the whole set of droplets and describe temporal 

changing of dispersity of jet in total. At the beginning bunch of curves ( )ij xΩ  is narrow, that testifies to weak 

polydispersity of jet, but after droplets vanishing starts, the polydispersity increases. Stabilization proceeds 

gradually along jet from astern part to the tip. Soon after maxτ  all parts of ( )ij xΩ  are stabilized. Dependencies 

( )ijD τ  confirm these conclusions. In final state jet polydispersity is much greater than that, produced by source. 

Vapor cloud formation in spray was studied. At the beginning, intensification of evaporation due to rapid growth 

of liquid surface is so large, that vapor wave appears which has sharp front similar to blast wave. After losing 

contact with liquid phase this wave has convectional drift, keeping its form invariable. Gradual weakening of 

droplets source capacity generates rarefied wave in vapor mass distribution, so, far from source the distribution 

tends to “triangle” form.  
Evaluations show that fuel – air mixture in wake of a shattering drop is substantially overreached in average, as 

vapor density several times exceeds the stoichiometric value. Vapor oversaturation leads to cooling of combusti-

ble mixture. Equation of heat balance for process of vapor – air mixing yields the temperature dropping in about 

300 K
�

, which means that delay of ignition may jump several orders high. 

Presented mathematical model of evaporation ballistics of sprays allows to investigate the formation dynamics of 

liquid-phase jet and vapor cloud in the wake of a shattering drop in closed form, by the given parent drop radius 

and physical properties of gas – liquid system. 
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Abstract 

Numerical computations of sprays in turbulent flows provide a cheaper alternative to performing experiments in 

order to determine an optimal design envelope. The most accurate method for numerically simulating the flow is 

based on Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) of the governing equations in which all scales of the flow relevant 

to dissipation are resolved. DNS, however, requires high computational cost and cannot be used in engineering 

design applications where iterations among several design conditions are necessary. Large Eddy Simulation 

(LES) provides a cheaper alternative to numerically simulate multiphase turbulent flows, although it has model-

ing requirements which do not exist in DNS. In LES only the energy-containing large scales, which are of engi-

neering interest, are resolved and the more universal small scales are modeled thereby minimizing computational 

costs. The LES equations are obtained by filtering the Navier-Stokes equations. Thus, in the LES equations, the 

effect of the filtered small-scale motion on resolved large scale motion appears as Subgrid-Scale (SGS) terms 

and it represents the effect of the unresolved or "sub-grid" flow field which is unavailable; thus, these terms must 

be modeled. This modeling is typically done through representing the subgrid scale terms as functions of the 

large scale, i.e. LES, flow field. Despite great strides in LES, several unresolved problems remain. One of these 

problems plaguing model validation when comparing with a trusted template is the lack of grid independence of 

LES results. It is often assumed that the filter width is the same as the local grid spacing, an assumption which 

introduces considerable error in the smallest resolved scales that are most affected by numerical errors and con-

siderable error in regions where the grid spacing varies drastically, as for instance in simulations where adaptive 

grid refinement is used in some regions to better capture the physics. To investigate whether predictions from 

conventional Large Eddy Simulation (LES), which are known to be grid-spacing and spatial discretization-order 

dependent, can be rendered grid-spacing and discretization-order independent, LES has been reformulated by 

explicitly filtering the non-linear terms in the governing equations. This reformulation leads to different gas 

phase equations, different gas-phase SGS terms and correspondingly, different gas-phase SGS models. Because 

in two-phase flow LES the effect of the drops on the gas mathematically manifests as source terms in the gas-

phase equations, upon filtering the governing equations, the resulting filtered source terms can no longer be 

computed from the flow field solution, and instead must be modeled. Thus, SGS models must be developed for 

the drop field to compute these filtered source terms. The template for comparison with either LES or explicitly-

filtered LES (EFLES) was obtained by creating a DNS database which is then filtered (FDNS). Conventional 

LES is conducted with the Smagorinsky model for the gas phase, and EFLES is also performed with Smagorin-

sky model; the drop-field SGS model is the same in all these simulations. The conventional LES method yields 

solutions which are both grid-spacing and spatial discretization-order dependent. The EFLES solutions are found 

to be grid-spacing independent for sufficiently large filter-width to grid-spacing ratio, although for the highest 

discretization order this ratio is larger in the two-phase flow compared to the findings in a similar study con-

ducted for single-phase flows. For a sufficiently fine grid, the results are also discretization-order independent. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Figure 1: Solid content 40 wt% 

Figure 2: Solid content 68 wt% 

Influence of varied suspension properties on properties of spray-dried granules  
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Abstract 

To improve the poor flowability and handling behaviour of powdered materials an agglomeration step is 

necessary. Spray-drying is one of the most common processes to produce ceramic material mixtures with 

specific tailored properties from water or solvent based suspensions as feedstock. By varying the granule 

properties like granule density, size, shape, internal or external structure it is feasible, to conform the produced 

bulk to following processing steps. From literature and own investigations it is known, that the granule 

properties itself can be influenced by the suspension properties and spray-drying conditions. Especially in 

industrial applications it is essential, to fabricate constant granule product qualities or to be able to modify the 

product qualities in a well defined way. Therefore it is important to know, which influence the change of single 

suspension properties as well as single spray drying parameters has on the resulting product properties. 

To study the effect of various suspension parameters on the suspension viscosity and resulting granule 

properties like internal granule structure and fracture behaviour, several suspensions of a particular Al2O3

material were produced. As the importance of suspension viscosity for the development of different internal 

granule structures is known, concentration lay on the selection of suspension parameters, which were able to 

modify the suspension viscosity: 

- Solid content of the particular material 

- Primary particle size 

- Primary particle surface charge modification via pH value 

The modification of suspension viscosity by different parameters enabled the investigation, if specific 

viscosity levels always result in comparable internal structures, 

independent of the parameter used for viscosity modification. During the 

drying process, the spray drying parameters were kept constant to 

exclude the influence of drying conditions. After spray drying, the 

resulting granules were characterized concerning internal granule 

structure and mechanical granule properties like granule strength and 

deformation behaviour. 

Even if all suspension parameters changed the suspension viscosity, 

the resulting internal granule structures were not affected in comparable 

ways. E.g. an increase of solid content resulted in a viscosity increase 

and therewith a change in internal granule structure (see Figures 1 and 2). 

Higher solid contents resulted in smoother granules with thicker shells, 

which were responsible for an increase of fracture strength. 

At the end of all investigations it should be possible to define, which 

suspension parameter influence the resulting suspension and granule 

properties the strongest to be able to influence the resulting granule 

properties systematically. 
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Movable and adjustable injection of air through concentrated sources of mass and 
momentum for the pneumatic atomization of polyurethane and the modeling of droplet-
fiber-interaction for the manufacturing process of polyurethane-fiber-reinforced com-
posites�

P. Diffo*  
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The polyurethane spray molding process is a manufacturing 
technology applied to produce composites by spraying the initially liquid 
polyurethane (PUR) matrix together with reinforcing fibers in a tool 
form or on a substrate. The fibers are laterally injected in the 
polyurethane-air spray cone for wetting before the entire composite is 
spread on the substrate, where it starts curing. In Fig. 1 a PUR mixing 
head nozzle is shown together with the inclined fiber glass chopper on 
the left side. A reliable prediction of the properties of the final composite 
is only possible if the average orientation and density distribution of the 
fibers in the matrix are known and translated into material properties. It 
is additionally of interest for the manufacturer to quantify the influence 
of some process parameters (e.g., fiber injection angle, fiber mass flow, 
polyurethane and air mass flow) on the orientation and density distribution of fibers for optimization purposes of 
the spray process itself. Therefore, the different interaction processes of the three phases (air, fibers and polyure-
thane droplets) within the spray jet are modeled and simulated in this project and their impact on the fiber distri-
bution on the substrate are compared with experimental data from the facilities of our industrial partner (see Fig. 
2).  

The modeling of the two fluid phases, continuous air flow and particulate PUR droplets, including a four-
way coupling (fluid-particle, particle-fluid and particle-particle-collision) is performed with a commercial CFD 
code (ANSYS Fluent) by using a RANS Euler-Lagrange approach with the built-in discrete model to represent 
the PUR droplets (discrete phase). A new approach has been developed for the air injection where a source term 
in the continuity equation (for the air mass) and in each of the momentum equations (for the regulation of the jet 
angle and velocity at the outlet) are applied to a definite number of adjacent cells of the computational domain. 
Those cells represent the nozzle outlet and can be activated and deactivated as the virtual injector moves through 
the domain. This method allows the implantation of an axial symmetrical air flow and avoids the modelling of a 
nozzle and the remeshing of domain after each motion of the nozzle. The impact of this new approach on the 
spray pattern will be compared with experimental data from the literature.    
For the computation of the fiber dynamics, i.e., the one-way-interaction of the fibers influenced by the air and 
the one-way-interaction of the fibers affected by the PUR-droplets, the code FIDYST developed by the Fraun-
hofer-Institute for Industrial Mathematics ITWM (Kaiserslautern, Germany) is used. The fiber modeling in this 
tool is based on the Kirchhoff-Love-theory for large, non-linear deformations by making use of the Bernoulli-
Euler material law and considering a fiber as a one-dimensional elastic rod, which depends on length and time. 
The fiber-droplet coupling is modeled using two approaches:  

• Semi-Homogenization: an algorithm, which averages the time dependent dynamic data (mass, momentum) of 
discrete PUR-droplets present in a finite-volume cell over the cell volume to compute the effective droplet 
force acting on the fibers in that cell. This effective force is considered in FIDYST either as an independent 
drag force which together with the force from the air jet act on the fibers.  in a straightforward manner by ad-
justing some specific flow field functions already used for the interaction of the fibers with the continuous air 
phase.  

• Homogenization: an algorithm, which alternatively computes mixed/hybrid dynamic data out of the PUR-
droplets and air present in a finite-volume cell. Thus a fictive (“homogenized”) fluid is created and those data 
are used within the FIDYST-environment to compute the drag force acting on fibers.  

Both methods are tested and compared to each other. The paper will present the entire methodology and results 
of the multiply coupled simulations. 
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Abstract 

Spray drying of powder polymers is a common technique to generate well defined polymer particles in 

shape and size. To have a good solid handling spherical particles in a size range of 10 to 1000 μm are usually 

desired. The whole process seems to be standard processing but even the first step, the atomization, could be a 

bottle neck as we found out in our research. In particular the handling of the atomization is mostly dependent on 

the molecular structure of the polymer and length of polymer chain. The molecular weight of the polymer has a 

big influence on the rheological behavior of the solution, if it appears as non-Newtonian fluid with passing a 

critical concentration. Consequently the rheology of the fluid to be atomized has a big impact on the atomization 

behavior. Results on spray drying polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) solved in water show a change of morphology 

from particles to filaments with increasing molecular weight and concentrations of the polymer. This relation 

between molecular weight and atomizing behavior is also important for the current research where a polymeriza-

tion will take place in sprays. 

The spray drying of a reactive system is focus of this research. Here the former described spray drying pro-

cess is expanded with an additional step, the polymerization or reactive step. Thus, a reactive monomer or partial 

linked monomer solution is atomized in a modified spray dryer. By decomposing a thermal starter in the fluid 

the monomer forms chains and consequently polymers. This starter is decomposed under certain kinetics by the 

drying gas or by the thermal input of a special 3-fluid nozzle (see following passage). The use of this nozzle is 

necessary because of the aim for optimal utilization of the small retention time within a spray dryer.  

The coupling of starter, polymerization and drying kinetics is of special interest within our research. The 

model substances are water soluble monomers, salts of acrylic acid, and a radical thermal starter, an azo com-

pound. The special tool for controlling starter and polymerization kinetics is the 3-fluid nozzle. This nozzle has 

three different feeds for the starter solution, monomer solution and the atomization gas, e.g. nitrogen. All feeds 

are mixed in- or outside the nozzle. In addition the nozzle has a double jacket for keeping a constant temperature 

inside the nozzle. The presented results show the influence of retention time of the fluids within the nozzle on 

the degree of polymerization at the nozzle tip. The optimal parameters for setting the start of the polymerization 

around the nozzle tip are presented. At this optimum a successful droplet formation is guaranteed, non-

Newtonian effects are prevented and simultaneously completely polymerized particles with a certain molecular 

weight are generated in the process’ downstream. 
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ABSTRACT 

Superheated spray has the potential to improve the fuel atomization and evaporation processes which is quite 

attractive for engineering application. However, the mechanism of superheated spray is still not clear yet. In this 

study, n-hexane sprays from an eight-hole injector in both vertical and cross-sectional planes under various su-

perheat degrees were investigated by using high-speed Particle Image Velocimetry (HS-PIV) technique within 

the lower density region. In cross-sectional direction, the spray pattern changes from the eight plumes to a “do-

nut” shape, a “pancake” shape and then an “octopus arms” shape as the superheat degree increases. In vertical 

direction, a lost momentum of spray particles with increased fuel temperature under non-superheated conditions 

can be observed through the flow field, resulting in a shorter penetration. As the fuel spray enters into the super-

heated region, significant flash-boiling induced plume expansion with increased superheat degree is observed; 

the vertical velocity increases while the radial velocity decreases with increasing superheat degree, which results 

in spray plumes collapsing to the injector axis (gas-jet shape under fully superheated conditions) and dramatical-

ly penetration increment under highly superheated conditions. The self-preserving velocity behavior of the gas-

jet shape plume is captured and analyzed for fully-superheated sprays (SD>48
o
C). Obvious vortex at the spray 

plume outer boundary is observed. The vortex core of fuel sprays is identified. The vortex intensity and the vor-

tex motion under various superheat degrees are also characterized, which are proved to be greatly dependent on 

the superheat degree. The results provide insight to the spray-collapsing processes under superheated conditions 

for multi-hole sprays. It’s regarded that superheat degree is the predominant factor influencing the flow field, 

thus the structure of the superheated spray. 
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Abstract 

DME spray characteristics were investigated about varied ambient pressure and fuel injection pressure using 

the DME common rail fuel injection system when the nozzle holes diameter was varied. The common rail fuel 

injection system with DME cooling system was used since DME has properties of compressibility and vaporiza-

tion in atmospheric temperature. The fuel injection quantity and spray characteristics were measured. The spray 

analysis parameters were spray shape, penetration length, and spray angle at each nozzle holes. Three types of 
injector were used, the nozzle holes diameter were 0.166 mm (Injector 1), 0.250 mm (Injector 2), and 0.250 mm 

with enlargement of orifice hole from 0.6 mm to 1.0 mm (Injector 3). The fuel injection pressure was varied by 5 

MPa from 35 to 70 MPa when the ambient pressure was 2.5 and 5 MPa. When using Injector 3 compared with 

diesel injection quantity, the DME injection quantity was increased 1.69 ~ 2.02 times. Through this, it had the 

similar low heating value with diesel by Injector 1. In case of Injector 2 and 3, there were asymmetrical spray 

shapes at initial time. However as time goes by, the spray shape was symmetrical. Among three types of injec-

tors, Injector 3 had the fastest development velocity of penetration length. In case of spray angle, Injector 2 and 3 

got larger spray angle than Injector 1 and both injector had approximately same angle. Through these results, 

Injector 3 was optimized to solve the low heating value problem of DME. 
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Abstract 

The experimental work presented in this article addresses the question of the influence of the injector inter-

nal geometry on the liquid jet characteristics at the nozzle exit. As far as the spray formation is concerned, these 

characteristics are very much important since they constitute the atomization process initial conditions. High-rate 

shadowgraph imaging is used. Therefore, in order to have exploitable visualizations of the liquid jet structures, 

the injection pressure is kept low (not greater than 1 MPa). Furthermore, injections are performed under sub-

atmospheric pressure to annihilate the aerodynamic force influence and to concentrate on the nozzle internal 

geometry effects. According to the literature, working at reduced ambient pressure might trigger internal flow 

cavitation without increasing the injection pressure. Thus cavitation might be triggered at low injection pressure 

allowing its effects to be visualized on shadowgraph images. This approach allows also addressing the question 

of the propensity of internal geometric characteristics to trigger cavitation. 

A series of four injectors of the type of gasoline direct injection devices are used. They have three cylindri-

cal orifices of the same diameter and regularly positioned at 23 degrees from the injector axis. One of the injec-

tors is referred as standard and the others present geometrical differences concerning, 1 – the orifice entrance, 2 

– the needle roughness and 3 – the sac roughness. The liquid used is Shellsol D40 with physical properties close 

to those of gasoline. The injection pressure Pi ranges from 0.2 MPa to 1 MPa and the ambient pressure from 

0.004 MPa to 0.2 MPa. This corresponds to a gaseous Weber number of the issuing liquid jet ranging from 0.066 

to 13.6. The experiments are limited to the fully open stage of the injection only. For each injector, the mass flow 

rate of this stage is measured as a function of the ambient pressure. Visualizations of the issuing liquid jet are 

performed with a high-speed camera Phantom V12.1 providing 66,667 frames/s. The snapshot resolution is 

256x256 pixels and the spatial resolution is equal to 10.35 μm/pixel. The light source is a continuous 300 W 

Xenon arc source. The opening time is set to 0.3 μs which is sufficiently to freeze liquid structures.  

At an ambient pressure Pa = 0.1 MPa, all injectors report the same mass flow rate (corresponding to a dis-

charge coefficient equal to Cd = 0.59) except for the one with modified orifice entrance (Cd = 0.67). This behav-

ior has been often reported in the literature. As Pa is decreased, the mass flow rate first increases with 

ai PP   and then decreases or remains constant according to the value of the injection pressure. This behav-

ior is very similar to the one observed by many investigations of the literature and suggests the appearance of 

cavitation. The images show that the issuing liquid jet structures are affected by a reduction of Pa. The flow 

shows an intermittent behavior between two stages. The characteristics of this intermittency are quantified by 

measuring and analyzing the interface length per unit liquid surface area as a function of time. A Fast Fourier 

Transform of this signal reveals no specific frequency. However, contrary to what is often reported in the litera-

ture, it is observed that liquid cavitation does not always enhance atomization. 
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Abstract 

 

Commercial fuels are composed of hundreds of chemically different hydrocarbons. An accurate and efficient 

way to model the vaporization process is required to represent the droplet evaporation under typical engine oper-

ation condition. In this study, a finite diffusion droplet evaporation model for complex liquid mixture composed 

of different homogeneous groups is presented in this paper. Separate distribution functions are used to describe 

the composition of each homogeneous group in the mixture. Only a few parameters are required to describe the 

mixture. Quasi-steady assumption is applied in the determination of evaporation rates and heat flux to the droplet, 

and the effects of surface regression, finite diffusion and preferential vaporization of the mixture are included in 

the liquid phase equations using an effective properties approach. A novel approach was used to reduce the 

transport equations for the liquid phase to a set of ordinary differential equations. The proposed model was com-

pared against experimental measurements for single, isolated droplets of n-decane, kerosene, heptane-decane and 

diesel-butanol. The proposed model predicted the temperature and droplet size variations well. The present mod-

el was applied to simulate the evaporation of isolated droplets with composition of typical diesel. Computations 

showed that the model captured the main distillation characteristics of commercial fuels reasonably well. The 

proposed model is capable in capturing the vaporization characteristics of complex liquid mixtures.   
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Abstract
A recently developed approach to taking into account the effects of inelastic collisions between two molecules on

the solution of the Boltzmann equation is briefly described. This approach is based on presenting the change of

state of molecules after collisions as a random movement along a surface of an N -dimensional sphere, the squared

radius of which is equal to the total energy of the molecules before and after the collision in the reference system

of the centre of mass. The projection of a point on the surface of this sphere in each of N -directions gives the

root square of the kinetic energy in one of three directions in the physical space, or the internal energy of one

of the degrees of freedom, of one of two molecules. The kinetic energies of two molecules are described by the

first six dimensions of the system, and the remaining (N − 6)-dimensions describe the internal energies. Recent

results of molecular dynamics simulations to study the evaporation and condensation of n-dodecane (C12H26) at

liquid-vapour phase equilibrium using the modified OPLS (Optimized Potential for Liquid Simulation) model are

summarised. The predicted evaporation/condensation coefficient decreased from about 0.9 to about 0.3 when tem-

perature increased from 400 K to 600 K.
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Abstract 

The measurements of spray induced surrounding gas motion and spray flow were carried out by using LIF-PIV 

(Laser Induced Fluorescence-Particle Image Velocimetry) and PIV technique, respectively. The behaviors such as 

spray flow and gas flow velocity distributions, the ambient gas mass flow rate into the spray were compared 

quantitatively in both non-evaporating and evaporating conditions. Two injection pressures (100, 300MPa) and a 

micro-hole nozzle with diameter of 0.08mm were used. The results show the significant difference in the gas flow 

characteristics between non-evaporating and evaporating conditions. The total ambient gas flow mass is restricted in 

the evaporating condition. By comparing the droplets flow in the non-evaporating spray and the vapor phase flow in 

the evaporating spray, even though there is no much difference of the mean velocity distribution, the stronger vortex 

motion and faster spray momentum depletion can be observed in the evaporating condition, which results in a more 

homogeneous fuel/gas mixture and restricted penetration length. Higher injection pressure enhances the mean flow 

velocity and the small scale vortex distribution in the whole region, which implies the promotion of the fuel/gas 

mixing process. The vorticity distribution inside the spray corresponds to the resultant heterogeneity of the fuel 

concentration distribution. The fuel parcel with different mass concentration determines flow velocity distribution 

and the spray development. 
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Abstract 

The main objective in the development of modern IC-engines is the reduction of fuel consumption and 

pollutant emission. Direct-Injection Spark-Ignition (DISI) strategies are commonly used and especially spray-

guided concepts (SG-DISI) offer a high potential to reduce fuel consumption. Higher compression ratios are 

possible due to the evaporation cooling of the spray, which reduces the in-cylinder temperature so that engine 

knock is minimized. However, the mixture is not homogeneous through the combustion chamber, and therefore, 

local hot spots or low temperature regions can appear. The temperature distribution determines evaporation and 

ignition behavior. Furthermore, it is strongly affected by the fuel evaporation properties, which are different for 

modern fuels compared to gasoline. Thus, a spatial and temporal resolved measurement of the temperature and 

fuel concentration during injection is required to locally resolve vapor distribution and cooling in the spray.  

Planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) is an approved method to measure fuel vapor distribution under 

engine relevant conditions. In this study this technique is optimized for simultaneous vapor concentration and 

temperature measurements in DISI sprays. The fluorescence tracer 3-pentanone is added to a non-fluorescent 

surrogate fuel such as iso-octane. A multi-hole injector spray is excited quasi-simultaneously by two excimer 

lasers (two-line LIF) with the wavelengths of 248 nm and 308 nm. The signals are recorded with one double-

shutter ICCD-camera. The temperature field can be calculated from the ratio of these signals, and afterwards the 

vapor concentration can be determined from a single signal with the known temperature. As the signal intensity 

of the tracer depends among other factors strongly on temperature, pressure and concentration, it has to be well 

calibrated. The calibration of the 3-pentanone is carried out in a high temperature / high pressure flow cell . 

The spray measurements are conducted in a high temperature / high pressure injection chamber, where 

engine relevant conditions up to 1000 K and 10 MPa can be adjusted. A 6-hole solenoid-injector is used for the 

measurements, iso-octane with 20% (by volume) 3-pentanone as tracer is investigated. The figure exemplary 

shows the averaged temperature over 32 single measurements for 2.5 ms after visual start of injection (vSOI) and 

the measured and simulated profile at 40 mm distance from the nozzle for 2.5 ms and 3 ms after vSOI. The 

injection duration is 1 ms, the injection presure is 10 MPa and the chamber temperature and pressure are kept at 

673 K and 0.8 MPa, respectively. At this point, a maximum cooling of about 132 K in the center of the spray is 

measured. To validate the measurement the temperature and concentration are compared to the results of a Com-

putational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) spray model. The model is set up with OpenFoam 1.5 and uses a transient 

Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) approach with all relevant submodels for a realistic spray 

representation. The model is calibrated regarding spray shape and propagation as well as droplet size distribution 

for iso-octane. Additionally, an error analysis is carried out. For the averaged measurements a temperature error 

of 3.8% and mass fraction error of 5.5% are estimated.  

Figure: Temperature of iso-octane spray 2 ms after vSOI (left) and profile at 40 mm distance (right)
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Abstract
A polydisperse Eulerian-Eulerian two-phase model has been used to simulate evaporation of acetone droplets dis-

persed in an air jet. The presumed function method of moments model considers the polydispersity of the spray

in terms of droplet diameter by transporting low order moments of the particle size distribution function. This ap-

proach takes into account the dependency on the droplet diameter of particle motion, evaporation rates and phase

interaction forces, e.g. drag. Transport equations for the moments are obtained by integration of the Eulerian

Multi-Fluid equations over the diameter spectrum. The phase interaction forces, acting as source terms in the

gas phase equations and the moment transport equations, can be formulated in terms of the moments. Unknown

moments, e.g. higher order moments which are not transported but needed for closure, are calculated assuming

a functional form of the number density function. Herein a Gamma distribution is used whose reconstruction

is possible by three consecutive moments. In order to capture the development and change of the particle size

distribution in time and space by convection, i.e. the effect of different inertia of each droplet size class on the

particle motion, the moments are transported with their respective moment transport velocities. However, only one

equation for the third moment transport velocity is solved for, which is the particle phase momentum equation.

Other moment transport velocities are obtained using an interpolation between the third moment transport velocity

and the gas phase velocity. The interpolation is based on the particle relaxation times. The development of the

model including validity of moment sets and formulations for Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes and Large Eddy

Simulations as well as the application to several configurations of cold particle-laden and bubbly flows have been

shown in previous publications.

The objective of the present study is the formulation of model equations for non-isothermal flows to be used with

Large Eddy Simulation and to validate the model against detailed experimental data. Derivation of the evaporation

source terms and the coupling of the compressible gas phase with the particle phase are shown. Since the particle

loading is very small in the experimental configuration, it has been neglected in the formulation of the compressible

gas phase equations. The evaporation rate is determined using a modified film model due to the Stefan flow and

the correction of the Sherwood and Nusselt numbers by the Frossling correlation. To obtain source terms for the

moment transport equations, the formulation is integrated over the diameter spectrum. In the filtered LES equa-

tions these source terms were determined by using the averaged flow properties. Explicit sub-grid scale effects

of drag force and evaporation rates have not been considered. The gas phase sub-grid stresses are closed using

a compressible single phase Smagorinsky model. The two-phase moments model is then applied to simulate the

evaporation of acetone droplets which are ejected by an air jet into a slow co-flow of air with room temperature.

This configuration, investigated experimentally, e.g., by [Stårner et al.(2005) ’Effects of turbulence and carrier

fluid on simple, turbulent spray jet flames’, Combustion and Flame 143:420-432], was designed for well-defined

boundary conditions and detailed measurement data for evaporating and combusting sprays are available. There-

fore it is very applicable to validate the numerical results. Gas phase and droplet velocities as well as the moments

of the particle size distribution function and mean diameters obtained from the numerical simulation are compared

to the experimental findings.

∗Corresponding author: dems@td.mw.tum.de
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Simulation of flow with spray closely to the air-blast injector: stochastic immersed body 
approach combined with LES  

M. Gorokhovski*, T. Deng and C. Le Ribault 
LMFA, Ecole Centrale de Lyon, Ecully, France 

Abstract 

In this paper, the new extension to the stochastic simulation of primary air-blast atomization is introduced, and is 
assessed by comparison with measurements. The idea of this extension is as follows. In LES of the gas flow, the 
primary atomization zone (liquid core, network of filaments and detached primary blobs) is viewed as immersed 
porous solid body with the stochastic structure. Namely, such a solid body is flowing with the inlet parameters 
for the liquid jet, and it is changing randomly its configuration. The statistics of configuration of this immersed 
body are used as boundary conditions in LES of the gas flow, thereby it is assumed that the jet fragmentation 
process is faster than typical time change scale in the gas flow. The statistical structure of the immersed body is 
defined by specifically introduced stochastic particles, moving in the space, and identifying the random position 
and curvature of the interface between the liquid and the gas. As it was previously in this approach, the 
simulation of position of such a particle is based on statistical universalities of fragmentation under scaling 
symmetry. To this end, the Langevin-type equation is derived and is simulated. Additionally, to each moving 
stochastic particle, we attribute now the random outwards normal to the interface. Thereby not only the random 
position of interface is simulated, but also its curvature. The statistics of curvature give statistics of the opening 
spray angle, and distribution of stripped blobs. For stochastic simulation of the outwards normal, the relaxation 
towards isotropy is suggested, along with propagation of spray in the down-stream direction. The inter-blob 
collisions in the primary atomisation zone are also introduced by analogy with standard kinetic approach for the 
ideal gas. Different closures are proposed for “statistical temperature” of blobs. The sensibility of this approach 
to the choice of mesh was analyzed. This numerical approach is assessed by comparison with experimental study 
of air-blast atomization, which was performed in LEGI (Grenoble, France). First, the computation showed a 
quite good prediction of the liquid core length; the predicted droplet’s velocity-and-size statistics (the mean and 
variance) at different distances from the center plane, and at different distances from the nozzle orifice, are 
predicted also being relatively close to measurements. The influence of different inlet conditions (different gas 
velocity at the constant gas-to-liquid momentum ratio, as well as the different gas-to-liquid momentum ratio) 
was also assessed by comparison with experiment. Second, two qualitative effects were observed. The first one 
is the presence of the recirculation zone in the front of the liquid core, emphasized previously in the experimental 
study. The flapping of the liquid core and bursting in the droplets production were observed correlated with the 
periodic existence of this recirculation zone. The second effect is decreasing of transversal gradient of the 
velocity with increasing of the gas-to-liquid momentum ratio. Increasing of the gas-to-liquid momentum ratio 
leads to more intensive atomization process, thereby smearing the velocity field. It was emphasized that such 
effect may influence the scalar mixing (concentration/temperature) in the close to injector region.  
Figure: Comparison of the droplet mean size with measurement (on the left) and the flow snapshot with droplets 
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Abstract
Linear oscillations of liquid drops have been of interest since the time of Lord Rayleigh [1], who derived the

equation for the oscillation frequency of an inviscid drop in a vacuum. Theoretical analyses following this work

accounted for the drop viscosity and the density of the ambient gaseous medium [2]. A further generalisation

was achieved by account for the viscosity of the ambient medium [3]. Nonlinear drop oscillations were investi-

gated, among others, by Tsamopoulos and Brown [4], and by Becker et al. [5]. Despite the wide literature about

drop oscillations available nowadays, literature on oscillations of viscoelastic drops is still sparse [6]. In our con-

tribution to the conference we first treat the linear oscillations of a viscoelastic drop in a vacuum theoretically.

In our linearised treatment, the Oldroyd 8-constant model, which we use as the rheological constitute equation,

reduces to the Jeffreys model. The characteristic equation derived is analogous to the equation obtained by Chan-

drasekhar for a globe of a Newtonian liquid [7]. The material law in our analysis is characterized by two time

scales - the stress relaxation time and the deformation retardation time of the polymer molecules in the solution.

The material law represents the viscoelastic liquid behaviour by a frequency-dependent dynamic viscosity, so that

a quasi-Newtonian behaviour is obtained. While the relaxation time (of spinnable liquids) can be conveniently

measured using a filament stretching rheometer, the retardation time is not readily obtained experimentally. In

simulations of viscoelastic flows it is state-of-the-art to set the retardation time to 1/10 or 1/8 of the relaxation

time. The present contribution to the conference proposes a method for determining the polymer retardation time

from damped linear oscillations of drops of the polymeric liquid. For this purpose, the deformations of an indi-

vidual drop in damped oscillation are measured by high-speed imaging. Two parameters are obtained by image

processing: the frequency and the damping rate of the oscillations. Making use of these two values, two parameters

involved in the characteristic equation of the drop may be derived: the dynamic viscosity in the Jeffreys model,

and the polymer deformation retardation time. First tests of this new method with aqueous solutions of two dif-

ferent polyacrylamides at different concentrations revealed reasonable data for the two quantities. They show that,

for the polymer solutions investigated here, the ratio of the relaxation time, measured with a filament stretching

rheometer, to the deformation retardation time is not a constant and lies outside the range between 1/10 and 1/8.

This finding casts doubt on the state-of-the-art method used in simulations. The paper will present the derivation of

the characteristic equation of the oscillating viscoelastic drop, the differences of its behaviour from the Newtonian

case, and the deformation retardation times derived from measurements on damped oscillations.
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Abstract 

The present study experimentally and analytically investigates the effect of liquid rheology on the flowfield re-

sulting from non-Newtonian impinging jets.  Sheet instability wavelengths, sheet breakup lengths, ligament 

diameters, and drop diameters were measured from high-speed video images and compared to predictions from a 

linear stability theory, which accounted for the Bird-Carreau pseudoplastic rheology, and to semi-empirical theo-

ries of sheet breakup length taken from the literature.  Analytical results showed an improvement over previous 

linear stability theories in that they no longer consistently over-predict measurements. 

Introduction 

The primary objective of this study is to determine how gelled propellant rheology and atomizer geometric 

parameters control sheet and drop formation.  Key issues addressed include: the impingement zone sheet for-

mation and impingement wave evolution, the shedding of ligaments and the subsequent breakup of ligaments 

into drops, and the effect of rheological behavior on all of these.   

Materials  

The shear-thinning, inelastic, solid-like gel propellant simulants used in this study were 1 wt.-% Kappa car-

rageenan and 1 wt.-% Agar.  Due to the solid-like nature of the gel propellant simulants, accurate surface ten-

sion measurements are difficult to obtain. Therefore, several shear-thinning, inelastic, liquid-like 

carboxymethylcellulose (CMC) solutions were used to validate the analytical model: 0.5 wt.-% CMC-7HF, 1.4 

wt.-% CMC-7MF, 0.8 wt.-% CMC-7MF, and 0.06 wt.-% CMC-7MF 75 wt.-% glycerin.  

Bulk rheological properties were determined through the use of rotational and capillary rheometers.  Two 

approaches were used to experimentally measure the surface tension of the solid-like gel propellant simulants.   

Results and Discussion 

The first linear stability analysis using a nonlinear rheological model for non-Newtonian liquids was applied 

to predicting the maximum instability wavelength, sheet breakup length, and drop diameter from 0.5 wt.-% 

CMC-7HF, 1.4 wt.-% CMC-7MF, 0.8 wt.-% CMC-7MF, 0.06 wt.-% CMC-7MF 75 wt.-% glycerin, 1 wt.-% 

Kappa carrageenan, and 1 wt.-% Agar impinging jet sprays. The developed theory either accurately predicted or 

bracketed experimental results, with the exception of 1 wt.-% Agar.  As a result, it is more precise than previous 

theories [1], which consistently over-predicted experiment data. 

Comparison studies between Kappa carrageenan and Agar gelling agents, which are similar in rheology, 

lead to the conclusion that molecular structure may have a greater affect on atomization behavior than investi-

gated spray parameters and needs to be considered in predictive models for improved accuracy.  

A preliminary demonstration of this concept is the drop diameter equation of Ryan et al. [5], which incorpo-

rates both sheet and fluid property characteristics.  Comparing the three investigated drop diameter expressions, 

the one of Ryan et al. consistently accurately predicted drop diameter more than the others.  This shows the im-

portance of incorporating both fluid and sheet characteristics into a predictive analytical model. 

An investigation was also conducted comparing measured ligament and drop diameter ratios.  It was found 

non-Newtonian liquids have a ligament to drop diameter ratio of roughly one.  As viscosity is increased, this 

ratio becomes larger.  However, the ligament to drop diameter ratio is consistently lower than the Newtonian 

value of 1.89 regardless of what non-Newtonian liquid was tested.  
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Abstract 

 

Atomization of liquids is, from the energy point of view, a process of conversion of an input fluid energy into 

surface energy of produced droplets accompanied with transformation amongst several energy types. In the pa-

per, the spray generation in twin-fluid internally mixed atomizers is qualitatively described, starting with the gas 

injection into the liquid and ending with a far-nozzle droplet motion. Mechanisms involved in the two-phase 

mixture formation during internal flow, discharge of two-phase mixture and the spray formation are character-

ised based on our experimental results and available literature data with particular focus on the effervescent at-

omization. Near nozzle spray visualization with classical and thermovision camera elucidates the liquid breakup 

at different operation modes. 

General energy equation for a steady one-dimensional homogeneous equilibrium flow without mass and energy 

conservation is used to explain the energy forms involved in the atomization process. Our estimation of the ener-

gy balance in effervescent atomization shows that the gas/liquid surface formation process during the internal 

mixing and during the discharge consumes a minor part of the input energy. Most of the input energy is spent for 

expansion work of the discharged gas, air entrainment process and losses related to the two-phase flow and dis-

charge. Effectiveness of transfer of the input fluid energy (both gas and liquid) into the increased surface energy 

of the atomized liquid is quantified by the atomization efficiency �, which in the case of twin-fluid atomizers is 

given by a ratio of the surface energy of droplets in the spray, Ea, to the total energy Ei required to produce the 

spray. Ei consists of energy introduced by the pressurized gas, Eg, and energy of the supplied liquid El. Thus: 
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where pg and pl are gas and liquid gauge pressures (relative to 

ambient atmospheric pressure, pb) upstream the exit orifice, ρg 

and ρl are their densities, ID20 is overall surface diameter of the 

droplets measured using PDA and σ is liquid/gas surface tension. 

Atomization efficiency of effervescent atomizers is found to be 

in fragments of % for common operation pressures and gas-to-

liquid-ratios (GLRs) (Fig. 1 top) and it is inferior by about one 

order to the efficiency of simple pressure and pressure-swirl at-

omizers for comparable conditions. Atomization efficiency de-

pends on operation conditions of the atomizer and declines with 

an increase in GLR and with increase in input pressure with ap-

proximately logarithmic tendency (Fig. 1 bottom). An increase in 

the pressure and GLR promotes atomization reducing Sauter 

mean diameter, D32, as well as D20. However atomization effi-

ciency drops down so the input fluid energy is utilized less effec-

tively similarly as in the case of airblast atomizers, where it is 

explained by an increased gas/liquid separation that reduces the 

fraction of gas participating on the breakup process. 

 

Figure 1 (top) Atomization efficiency of effervescent atomizer. (bottom) Atomization efficiency of different at-

omizers with regard to produced ID32: e - effervescent atomizer with orifice diameter Do=2.5 mm, operated with 

LHO/air; PS – pressure-swirl atomizer with Do=2.8 mm, LHO; PD – simplex atomizer, Do=0.4 mm, LHO; P1 – 

new pressure-swirl atomizer, Do=0.36 mm, Kerosene; P2 – old pressure-swirl atomizer, Do=0.36 mm, Kerosene. 
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Abstract 

 

This research is aimed at developing the experimental base and investigating the impulse formation of sprays, 

considering the evolving droplets in the dispersed flow. The work is urgent in view of the necessity to 

investigate the spray generation processes for prompt neutralization and deactivation of noxious aerosol and gas 

emissions as well as for suppressing fires and blast waves in coal mines. The spray formation process was 

simulated in laboratory conditions by applying a modified hydrodynamic tube-type device using a gas-

generating pyrotechnic charge to intensify atomization. Considering the specific character of the impulse liquid 

atomization, we developed an experimental research complex comprising both the known and dedicated methods 

and procedures.  

The high-speed video visualization of the impulse atomization showed that the spray has a conical symmetric 

shape, the liquid ejection from the atomizer is completed in 3 ms, the mean flow rate corresponds to ~200 m/s, 

the cloud is formed in 8 ms. 

The laser measurement setup based on the low-angle laser light scattering method using a line of sight forward 

diffraction technique was employed to study the droplets dispersiveness parameters and spray evolution. The 

study revealed a limitation on measurements, which is caused by the multiple light scattering in the dispersed 

flow at the initial stage of its formation. To minimize the effect of the multiple scattering, it was suggested to 

employ a device in the form of a protective tube twice reducing the optical path length. The protective tube is 

placed in such a way as to isolate the probe laser beam on the half of the dispersed flow. The experimental 

investigation showed that under the used conditions the measurements using the protective tube can be run 

starting from 8 ms after the onset of the liquid atomization, whereas the protective tube is not employed, the 

measurements can be performed starting from 50 ms. The liquid spray produced by the impulse atomization was 

found to be fairly stable and stationary at the spray evolution stage. 

Also to perform the work, an experimental method has been suggested that permits using the whole ensemble of 

droplets resulting from the atomization. The method consists in atomizing NaCl solutions, evaporating the 

solution droplets, and subsequently determining the disperse composition of droplets in the spray from the study 

results for the dry salt residue. The method is informative so far as the dry residue particle size is directly 

associated with the content of a nonevaporable impurity in the droplet, and the disperse composition of the 

initial droplets. As a result of the electron microscopy study of the droplets formed upon the impulse atomization 

of a 20% NaCl solution, it was found that their morphology may be different, that is, solid 

polycrystalline/monocrystalline structures and hollow spheroids which are also distinct in structure and sizes of 

crystals constituting their surface. The evaluation of the particles morphology showed that the droplets at the 

first several milliseconds after the formation underwent various interactions with the environment and their 

evaporation rates were significant. In other words, the salt residue particles are a sort of ‘artifacts’ reflecting the 

‘marks’ of processes that occurred during atomization. In addition, when designing and testing impulse-type 

atomizing devices, the existence of hollow spheroids can serve as an ‘indicator’ of a maximally effective 

interaction between the dispersed flow and the environment at the initial stage of the flow formation and, hence, 

of a more effective liquid atomization. 

As a consequence of the study, a general picture has been described for the droplet evolution upon the impulse 

atomization.  
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Abstract

Application of optical techniques to gaseous flows usually requires the previous seeding of the fluid with 

adequate tracers. To obtain satisfactory results, the tracers have to follow the flow as accurately as possible.

Rapid response to fluctuations can be characterized by the Stokes number, St, and is strongly dependent on the 

marker diameter. Hence, small tracers are desirable, especially for highly varying flows. As compared to solid 

particles, small droplets are sometimes preferred because they can be generated in-situ, avoiding storage and 

agglomeration problems.

Popular devices for seeding purposes are fog generators, in which small droplets are produced by evaporation 

and re-condensation of specific fluids, usually glycerol, silicone oil or other mineral oils diluted in water. Liquid 

absorbed from a deposit is evaporated in a heat exchanger and expands in a nozzle, usually impelled by the pres-

sure built up during vaporization. Without the aid of an auxiliary propellant gas, this operation principle prevents 

the device from operating in a continuous manner, because it requires a certain time to evaporate the liquid and 

allow its pressurization.

Here, an alternative is proposed in which droplets are generated by ultrasonic atomization. Ultrasonic atomiza-

tion is common in household humidifiers, but the low flow rates of most commercial devices do not satisfy the 

needs imposed by many gaseous flows. This work describes the design and manufacture of a seeder based on 

ultrasonic atomization capable of operating in a continuous way with high atomization rates. It includes a dozen 

commercial piezoceramic disks that oscillate at 1.65 MHz, generating droplets with SMD in the range of 4-5 m

with rates over 0.6 g/s when operating with water. The twelve resonators are excited by individual oscillators 

connected to a common power supply that can give a maximum of 80 V, below the safety limit that could dam-

age either the disks or the power transistor in each electronic oscillator circuit. The system has a float switch that 

disconnects the power if the fluid level decreases below a determined minimum so that the disks never operate 

without being immersed in liquid. This is very important, because without this cooling effect, they disks would 

get damaged instantly. Finally, the system has been designed to maintain a fixed liquid level over the disk sur-

faces, in a similar way as a bird drinking fountain.

To test its performance, the device has been used to seed a simple free air jet issuing from a 3.5 cm diameter 

nozzle with exit velocities of 2.9 m/s, 5.8 m/s and 8.7 m/s, corresponding to Re numbers of 6322, 12622 and 

18944 respectively. Initially the seeding density is very satisfactory, but if only water is nebulized the droplets 

evaporate in a short time and the concentration becomes too low when moving downstream. The situation can be 

greatly improved if a small percentage of glycerol is mixed with the water (here 5% vol. has been tested), al-

though the atomization rate strongly decreases when increasing the viscosity, as demonstrated in previous expe-

riments using a single atomizer disk.
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Abstract 

Rotary atomizers operated in the regime of laminar thread disintegration can be used for the production of 

sprays with narrow distributed droplet sizes. The liquid threads formed are attenuated due to centrifugal accel-

eration and small drop sizes can be achieved, compared to the thread detachment diameter. 

LAMROT can hold the desired break-up mode for an extensive range of liquid feed rates and revolution 

rates. This kind of rotary atomizer has a low plugging tendency and can be designed according to the principles 

described in [1]. For process design the mean drop size d50,3 of the spray and the droplet span, representing the 

width of the droplet size distribution (DSD), have to be known. 

The present work demonstrates how the operating parameters in spiraling thread atomization, i.e. volumetric 

flowrate and atomizer revolution rate, influence the drop size and size distribution. It is also demonstrated that 

similarity trials can be used for elaborating proper operating parameters. 

In [2] we discussed the similarity of spiraling thread disintegration to the break-up of threads stretched in the 

field of gravity. As spiraling threads are subject to a gas-relative-velocity to the environmental gas, also in simi-

larity trails a gas-crossflow to the threads must also be maintained. In [3] it was shown that thread break-up in 

the field of gravity is influenced by the non-dimensional volumetric flowrate �̇*, the non-dimensional viscosity 

μ* and the gas-Weber-number Weg. �̇* describes the influence of the flow momentum due to discharge and 

acceleration by gravity related to the capillary effect. The viscosity parameter μ* represents the influence of 

viscous shear within the two-phase system. The gas-Weber-number Weg is defined as ratio of the dynamic gas 

pressure, caused by the gas-relative-velocity of the threads to the capillary pressure. For definition of the non-

dimensional numbers, see Figure 1. The characteristic length of the system is given by the capillary length 

Lc = (σ/ρg)-0.5
, scaling the equilibrium between hydrostatic pressure and capillary pressure. In [3] non-

dimensional numbers were introduced and empirical correlations for non-dimensional thread break-up length, 

non-dimensional mean drop size d* and droplet span were formulated. 

In figure 1, experimental results from rotary atomization (a = Rω²) are shown and compared to the correla-

tions formulated from the similarity experiments in the field of gravity (a = g). Weg is defined with the atomizer 

circumferential velocity u = R� in order to describe the gas-relative-velocity of the spiraling threads. As figure 1 

demonstrates a suitable coincidence of the data, the elaborated correlations can now be applied to the design of 

spray processes including spiraling thread disintegration. As an example the design of a spray drying process 

including a LAMROT atomizer for a given practical task will be discussed. 

 

Figure 1: non-dimensional drop size 

d* and droplet span for different gas-

Weber-numbers Weg. 

Comparison of rotary atomization 

experiments to calculated values. Ex-

perimental condition: 

Glycerol/water-mixture, viscosity 

μ = 24 mPas, atomizer diameter 

D = 66,6 mm, 40 threads per atomizer, 

liquid flowrate: 14,2 l/h, atomizer 

speed: 3000 < n < 8000 rpm, Non-

dimensional operating conditions: 

0,24 < μ* < 0,4 and 9,4 <�̇*< 42. 

 

[1] T. Schröder, P. Walzel, Chem. Eng. Technol. 21-4, 349-354, (1998). 

[2] A. Mescher, P. Walzel, ILASS - Europe 2010, 23rd Annual Conference on Liquid Atomization and 
Spray Systems, Brno, Czech Republic, 5 - 8 September 2010. 

[3] A. Mescher, A. Möller, P. Walzel, ILASS - Europe 2011, 24rd Annual Conference on Liquid 
Atomization and Spray Systems, Estoril (P), 05. – 07. September 2011. 
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Abstract 

The morphological composition of a typical modern Diesel spray is known to include complex structures 

such as ligaments and amorphous droplets, but most laser dropsizing techniques cannot diagnose drops that 

deviate from the spherical shape. Whilst direct imaging has potential for resolving arbitrary shapes, challenges 

remain to measure microscopic droplets in dense sprays. To this end, progress made with ongoing experimental 

investigations of the atomisation of diesel and biodiesel fuels is reported for the near-nozzle region using a long 

working distance microscope. A number of image processing techniques were explored and described to identify 

both small and large liquid structures. A discrete wavelet transform was found to improve the detection of 

droplets smaller than 10 μm, and contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalisation provided the best detection of 

medium droplets and large ligaments. The measured diameters were compensated based on an analysis of the 

droplets’ local contrast and size. Droplet size distributions were measured for a non-additised diesel fuel and 

rape-methyl ester. The image processing algorithm was found to successfully discriminate between the fuels. 

Dual frame at nozzle exit (dt = 400 ns) 10 mm (0.3 mm off-axis) 15 mm (0.3 mm off-axis) 

Figure 1 Examples of shadowgraphic micrographs recorded for RME at 3 locations (100 MPa pressure). 

(a) 10 mm from nozzle exit (b) 15 mm from nozzle exit 

Figure 2 Droplet size distributions recorded for RME and diesel sprays injected at 100 MPa. 
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Abstract 

High-pressure, high-speed diesel fuel sprays are complex multiphase flow phenomena. Great efforts have 

been devoted to understand their dynamics that is essential to the breakup, especially, in this near-nozzle region. 

However, conventional optical techniques are not effective to probe the dynamics in the first several millimeters 

of the optically dense region, where liquid is fast and in a complex morphology. By taking advantage of high-

intensity and high-brilliance x-ray beams available at the Advanced Photon Source (APS), the morphology of the 

sprays can be imaged with ultrafast x-ray micro-imaging techniques and with sub-ns temporal resolution. 

Furthermore, two short x-ray pulses (sub-nanosecond to a few nanoseconds) with a variety of intervals can be 

used to visualize the high-speed sprays. By tracking the movement of features in the double-exposure images 

without the need of seed particles, it becomes well possible to derive velocity fields of the sprays in the near-

nozzle region. To understand near-field flow dynamics of diesel and biodiesel sprays injected at 200 MPa and 

travelling at a velocity exceeding 600 m/s, double-exposed images were taken using x-ray pulses with time 

interval of 68 ns. By using auto-correlation analysis, the near-field spray velocity can be obtained quantitatively. 

We recorded the double-exposed x-ray images and derived auto-correlation functions of diesel and biodiesel 

sprays under various injection pressures up to 200 MPa. We note that 200 MPa injection pressure is not the 

maximum limit for the x-ray method rather it was limited by the specification of the fuel-injection system. The 

theoretical velocity was calculated using Bernoulli equation, which was compared against measurement. The 

results showed that the axial velocity increased with increase in injection pressure and reached over 600 m/s at 

200 MPa injection pressure. We also made comparison between diesel and biodiesel sprays under various 

injection pressures. To probe the interaction between the sprays and surrounding gas, the local flow velocities 

were measured at different axial and radial locations. The results will prove valuable in providing validation of 

internal-flow and spray modeling. 
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Abstract 

A significant hurdle to the understanding of sprays is the link between nozzle geometry and the fluid distribution 

in the spray. X-ray radiography can help to clarify this link by providing quantitative measurements of the spray 

density in the near-nozzle region, including at the exit plane. The current work describes x-ray radiography 

measurements performed at Argonne National Laboratory under  the “Spray A” conditions of the Engine 

Combustion Network. Four injector samples have been studied, and model-dependent reconstructions have been 

used to generate 3-D maps of the average fuel density as a function of time. These measurements reveal 

differences between the sprays from nominally identical injectors which can be interpreted in terms of geometric 

differences in the injector nozzles that have been measured previously. 
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Abstract 

Diesel spray formation that is a dominant phenomenological event for performance of diesel engine and its 

combustion emission, has been received much attention not only from engineering but also from scientific field.  

Cavitation in an injector, breakup process of a high-speed fuel jet, fuel spray development in a combustion 

chamber, and combustion process following these atomization processes contribute to the scientific and engi-

neering progresses in hydrodynamics.  Diesel spray cavitation suggests the physical importance of turbulence 

caused by cavitation bubble disruption.  Liquid surface stability problem in a breakup process leads us to many 

liquid disintegration models and their numerical simulation methods.  Measurement of a diesel spray promotes 

new scientific achievement of laser diagnostics.  The engineering achievements of these items coupled usually 

with physical considerations of diesel spray.  Then finding of unknown physics behind diesel spray is the essen-

tial of next engineering approach of diesel spray.  This paper highlighted physical approaches concerning spray 

behavior such as liquid breakup, spray penetration, spray volume, velocity distribution, and air entrainment.  

Main contents are as follows. 

 

1. Diesel Spray 

Macroscopic spray parameters: Spray angle, Breakup length, Core of spray, Spray penetration 

Microscopic spray parameters: Size distribution, Mean diameter, Spatial distribution, Turbulence  

2. Demand of diesel spray and Task of Diesel Spray Injection 

Diesel spray combustion model 

Task of diesel spray: Fuel transportation to a desired space and at desired timing 

3. Nozzle Flow and Cavitation 

High speed jet and nozzle cavitation, Cavitation number, Cavitation and Atomization 

4. Breakup Behavior of Liquid Jet and Its Modeling 

Breakup model of liquid jet, Wall impingement model, Spray model 

5. Diesel Spray Development 

Spray tip penetration: Catch-up motion of diesel spray and spray tail behavior 

   Combustion phenomena of diesel spray: Set-off (no-flame or lift-off) length of diesel spray 

Interaction with wall and mutual interaction of sprays 

   Ultra-high pressure injection 

6. Air Entrainment and Spray Angle 

Definition of spray boundary and air entrainment 

Spray angle: Effect of ambient pressure and ultra-high pressure injection 

7. Diesel Spray in High Density Surroundings 

Ultra-high boost engine, Homogeneous mixture, Spray behavior 

8. Velocity Distribution inside a Diesel Spray 

    PIV application for velocity measurement and Gaussian distribution of velocity 

    Model of intense mixing zone  

 

There are still too many unclear phenomena to describe breakup and spray development of liquid jet injected 

from diesel injector.  Surface deformation related with cavitation and internal turbulence in a jet is a physically 

unclear problem concerning to the liquid jet disintegration.  Liquid jet core near the exit of injector is hardly 

observed because of high dense droplet clouds surrounding it.  As for the internal structure of diesel spray, only 

a little information is available for understanding the mixture formation and combustion of impingement spray.  

Further, there is almost no information for future diesel spray with ultra-high pressure injection system for ultra-

high boost diesel engine.  Then, it needs more fundamental measurement and deep physical understanding of 

diesel spray for future advancement of diesel engine and atomization technology 
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Abstract 

The theoretical explanation of “bag” and “bag-with-a-stamen” generation is suggested. Hydrodynamic instability 

of drop surface due to inertia forces of drop acceleration is enlisted as a hypothetical mechanism of breakup at 

low Weber numbers, We<100 , when the drop deformation exceeds great values. The range 20 We<300<  of 

Weber number for drop is important, in particular, in processes of homogeneous fuel mixture preparation for 

combustion in rockets, turbines and other combustion engines, liquid metallurgy, fire suppression, etc.  

A simplified model of deformed drop, regarded as a thin liquid accelerating layer, is elaborated for instability 

treatment. Two opposite kinds of boundary conditions on leeward side of drop surface were tested and it is 

shown, that at We<70 , the conditions influence essentially on the dominant disturbance development. By the 

small perturbation techniques the characteristic equation of boundary-value problem for disturbances was de-
rived, and unstable root, the range of unstable wavelengths and equation for wavenumber of dominant unstable 

disturbance were obtained. The dependencies of wavelength and characteristic time of dominant disturbance on 

Weber number for various values of deformed drop thickness are calculated and analyzed. The analysis of the 

numerical results allowed to determine minimum degree of deformation and wavelength needed for “bag” and 

“claviform” modes of breakup. 

The linear instability analysis showed, that in the considered non-viscid hydrodynamic system with Weber num-

bers of the range 5 We 100/ /  a development of aperiodic unstable disturbances can be real mechanism of 

formation of “bag” and “stamen”, which is the preliminary of disintegration itself. Results of present investiga-

tion based on mathematical ground allowed to give simple theoretical explanation of such a complicated modes 

of shattering as “bag” and “claviform”. This simplicity as well as uniformity of explanation of other modes at 

greater values of Weber number [1] get evidence to the favor of the original hypothesis. Some reasons for caus-

ing “chaotic” mode of shattering are also suggested.  

Obtained here from the linear instability analysis dependences help us to find the critical values of Weber crite-

rion, as a conditions for one- and three half-wavelengths aperiodic disturbances to work under thin liquid layer. 

This values agree well with known experimental boundaries of “bag” and “claviform” modes of breakup for in-

viscid drops, despite of some roughness of adopted assumptions about streamlining and weak influence of condi-

tions at the edge of deformed drop. Suggested in present communication elementary theory allowed to give sim-

ple visual explanation of preliminary and most complicated stage of these modes of breakup.  
Following rupture of liquid film of “bag” is of indubitable interest as final stage of breakup, which forms aerosol 

cloud of fine daughter droplets. It was the aim of another investigation [2], because mechanism of rupture of 

liquid film of “bag”, which is exposed to free stream, possibly has instability nature too. Connecting results of 

present paper with published earlier for greater Weber numbers, we can get general qualitative conclusion, that 

hydrodynamic instability of drop surface is indeed a universal mechanism, which proceeds at various modes of 

drop breakup. 

 

[1] Girin A. G., Journal of Engineering Physics and Thermophysics 48: 560-564 (1985) 

[2] Girin A. G., Ivanchenko Ye. A., 12th ICLASS 2012, Heidelberg, Germany, Sept. 2-6, 2012, # 1226 
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Abstract 

In this paper, deformation and breakup of liquid droplets has been studied. Detailed physics pertaining to 

four different breakup regimes, oscillatory, bag, multimode and shear breakup, has been investigated using an 

incompressible interface tracking methodology.  Critical Weber numbers for the three regimes have also been 

indentified for a wide pressure range.  A generalized regime diagram valid for Oh < 0.1 was developed to pre-

dict the breakup mechanism, taking into account the pressure effect on the critical Weber number, using data 

from previous experimental investigations and simulations conducted during the current study.  Child droplet 

diameters were also characterized during the present research effort and it was concluded that for We > 300, the 

droplet size distribution follows a universal log-normal distribution.  A theoretical correlation for sauter mean 

diameter (SMD), d32, was also developed and it showed decent agreement with the simulation and experimental 

outcomes. 
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Abstract 

The general differential equations of shattering kinetics for mass efflux from fragmented in speedy gas flow drop 

and for quantity of stripped daughter droplets are derived on a base of mechanism of gradient instability in 

conjugated boundary layers on drop surface. At some assumptions the system is integrated and laws of parent 

drop mass diminishing, shattering drop motion, as well as distribution function for stripped droplets by sizes, are 

obtained theoretically. Intermediate and final distributions of stripped droplets by sizes are calculated and 

discussed for various values of definitive parameters of the problem. Comparison of approximated results with 

those obtained by more precise numerical scheme get evidence of good enough agreement. Some general 

peculiarities of dispersion kinetics are described.  

Distribution function of quantity of torn-off daughter droplets by sizes is obtained at arbitrary ratio /3h A H=  

of mass efflux rate 1/3 1 2 1/60.46(1 ( ) ) ( / )A α μ μ α−= +  to rate H  of relaxational decreasing of relative velocity of 

parent shattering drop and gas flow. The result is based on earlier investigation of local surface instability with 
due regard to changing of velocity profile across the boundary layers, and along drop surface. For weak-viscosity 

liquids it revealed a new type of hydrodynamic instability – “gradient instability”. Mechanism of this type differs 

from that of Kelvine – Helmholtz type and it is caused by large enough velocity gradient inside liquid boundary 

layer. The theory explains the “stripping” mode of breakup as quasi-continuous high-freequency dispersing from 

unstable part cr / 2ϕ ϕ π< <  of drop surface. In speedy flows, when crGI GI 0.3≈� , values of polar angle of 

critical point are small: crϕ π� , so, most part of drop surface generates a mist of droplets (here g / lα ρ ρ=  and 

g / lμ μ μ=  are the media density and viscosity ratios, 
0.5

d dGI We Re
−≡  is criterion of gradient instability).  

 The equations of drop mass efflux (ablation) and of torn-off droplets quantity demand simultaneous solution of 

equation of drop motion in order to determine relative velocity, and equation for critical conditions of instabil-

ity – to determine 
cr

( )ϕ τ . For speedy flows and nearly spherical shape of drop we have obtained: 

( )( )30.5
d( ) 1 ( ) /3M A Xτ τ α τ= − − , that indicates direct influence of drop motion law 

d
( )X τ  on its ablation law. 

Then, at approximation of experimental data for drop velocity versus time in the form 1 exp( )W Hτ= − − , 

2H α= , or d( ) (1 exp( )) /X H Hα τ τ τ= − − − , we have integrated the equation of drop mass efflux and have 

obtained drop mass history: ( )31 (1 exp( ))M h Hτ= − − − .  

 Distribution function was then obtained by integrating the equation of torn-off droplets quantity and the distribu-

tions ( )n rΔ �  for various d, Reh  were calculated. Analysis showed, that values of h  slightly higher than 1h =  

are inherent to flows behind shock and detonation waves, the values 4h>  correspond to ablation of liquid 

meteoroids and the case 1h<  – to incomplete shattering of viscous drops. When 1h > , the whole drop is 

dispersed to the moment ( )1
b ln /( 1)H h hτ −= − . When 1h <  dispersion terminates before drop is completely 

shattered, because of quick reducing of main reason of dispersing – relative velocity.  

 In view of lack of empirical data about laws of drop motion for various gas-droplets systems the main relations 

of shattering drop kinetics were obtained on reliable ground of theoretical laws. They were found analytically as 

solutions of system of non-linear differential equations of drop motion, drop mass efflux and quantity of torn-off 

droplets in a speedy uniform gas stream at neglecting by drop deformation. The two approaches of determination 

of drop motion law, which are based on empirical and theoretical methods, have led eventually to similar distri-

butions, but theoretical approach has advantage being independent from lack of empirical data, so obtained for-

mula is applicable to any gas – droplets system. 
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Abstract
Many scientific or industrial applications for the direct simulation of multiphase flow warrant the use of a com-

pressible formulation, as high temperatures and pressures or even shock waves may be encountered. Examples are

rocket engines or automotive injection systems. However, the simulation of compressible multiphase flow is in

certain respects more complex than the incompressible treatment that is often found in numerical solvers today.

Typically, two-phase flow solvers rely on two crucial elements: the first is a method that allows to define the geom-

etry and the temporal evolution of the interface between the two phases. In the present study, a level set formulation

is used. The second is a numerical strategy to treat the discontinuous nature of the interface as well as the related

physics such as impinging waves, phase change or surface tension.

Mainly for incompressible flows, diffuse interface methods that allow numerical smearing of the interface are com-

mon. For compressible flow, this approach can be problematic as simple averaging of the equations of state (EOS)

may not be consistent with the intermediate states. The alternative that we adopt in the present study is a sharp

interface approach, which keeps the different fluids separate from a numerical perspective. Our multiscale method

solves the Navier Stokes equations for the macroscopic scales of the flow. At the interface, jump conditions are

provided by a separate solver for the microscale. Many microscale solvers are conceivable, in the present study,

we rely on Riemann-type solvers. The approach is suitable for general EOS and has been tested for different for-

mulations. In the present study, results for the combination of an ideal gas and the Tait EOS are presented.

The numerical method consists of the following components: for the macroscale solver, a discontinuous Galerkin

(DG) spectral element method is used. This scheme does not enforce continuity between the elements, therefore,

it relies on numerical fluxes similar to a finite volume scheme. In the bulk phases, numerical fluxes are obtained

from a standard Riemann solver. The level set equation is solved using the same DG scheme. Near the phase

interface, the jumps in certain flow variables are assumed to coincide with the nearest element boundary, where the

Riemann solver is replaced by the microscale solver. Instead of evaluating a single numerical flux, the microscale

solver yields discontinuous fluxes, which are applied on the liquid and gaseous side respectively. This procedure

allows to conserve a sharp discontinuity at the interface. It is in a certain sense comparable to the well-known ghost

fluid method. The model for surface tension is included in the microscale solver. It therefore takes its effect on

the macroscales via the numerical fluxes, which eliminates the need for volume source terms to apply the surface

force, as for example in the continuum surface force approach.

The DG scheme allows high orders of accuracy with subcell resolution, which is particularly valuable for the

calculation of interface curvature that can be obtained from the derivation of the ansatz polynomials for the level

set variable. However, high polynomial degrees are usually combined with large grid cells - the error introduced

through the assumption of the interface coinciding with element faces therefore becomes large in configurations,

where the DG scheme is most efficient. To avoid this contradiction, an adaptive grid refinement strategy is used in

the vicinity of the interface. This framework allows to replace the high-order spectral elements by zones with very

fine grids and first order accuracy. This is limited to the flow equations near the interface, where it increases the

accuracy of the interface treatment and in addition guarantees oscillation-free results in the presence of shocks. At

the same time, the level set remains unrefined, retaining the ease of curvature calculation from polynomial data.

The method has been validated for one-dimensional tests such as multiphase shock-tube problems in the past. We

present several three-dimensional tests. For a quantitative validation, the interaction between a droplet or a bubble

and a concentric shock wave are simulated in 3D and compared to well-resolved reference solutions obtained with

a 1D solver assuming spherical symmetry. In addition, we present a 3D interaction between a planar shock and a

spherical droplet, which shows the typical shock reflections and deformations in- and outside the droplet.
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Abstract
Our motivation is the extension of an originally incompressible multi-phase flow solver to the compressible regime.

We aim at the simulation of evaporating droplets under extreme ambient conditions of high pressure and temper-

ature where the compressibility effects inside the liquid phase can no longer be neglected. As a consequence,

the flow equations require additional thermodynamic conditions given by an equation of state (EOS). This leads

to stronger coupling effects at the material interface, which can cause spurious oscillations in the vicinity of the

interface that have to be dealt with numerically by a special interface treatment. In order to stay as close as possible

to the original incompressible numerical method, a pressure-based algorithm for the compressible multiphase flow

simulation is chosen. Therefore, as it is the case for incompressible methods, pressure is used as primary variable.

In a first approach, viscosity is neglected and we restrict ourselves to the compressible Euler equations. To cir-

cumvent their singular incompressible limit, the multiple pressure variables (MPV) scheme for compressible and

incompressible flows is used in a conservative formulation. It is based on an asymptotic expansion of the pressure

in terms of a global flow Mach number parameter M

p(x, t) = p(0)(t) +M2p(2)(x, t). (1)

The pressure is split into a background pressure p(0) that formally satisfies the EOS in the incompressible limit

case M = 0 and a hydrodynamic pressure p(2).
The above pressure decomposition is inserted into the Euler equations and the energy equation is reformulated

in terms of pressure and kinetic energy using an appropriate EOS. The flow equations are discretized in a semi-

implicit manner, similar to incompressible schemes. The spatial discretization is carried out on a Cartesian stag-

gered grid.

With respect to the extension of the scheme to multi-phase flows, the material interface has to be tracked. This is

done with a level set approach. Furthermore, the ideal gas EOS and the Tait EOS for liquids are used to describe

the thermodynamic behavior of the different materials. It is well-known from the literature that density-based

numerical schemes can suffer from unphysical spurious pressure and velocity oscillations at the interface location.

Often complex interface treatment techniques are required to control this spurious behavior. It can be shown that

our pressure-based scheme prevents this kind of oscillations due to the fact that pressure is used as primary variable

in combination with an adequate spatial discretization. The material interface can therefore be treated as a contact

discontinuity, which avoids more complex interface treatments like the ghost fluid technique.

The numerical scheme proves to give excellent results for one-dimensional multi-material shock tube test cases.

The corresponding results agree very well with the exact, analytical solution of the considered Riemann problems.

The method has also been assessed for three-dimensional flows such as the simulation of a planar shock wave

moving through air and finally impinging on a water droplet. The results show typical wave structures inside and

outside the droplet. The wave propagation inside the droplet is clearly visible including wave reflections at the

gas-water interface.

The scope of the ongoing work is directed to further enhance the tracking and the resolution of the interface. At

present, the discretization of the level set transport equation with a high-order discontinuous Galerkin method is

investigated. A more sophisticated and accurate interface tracking scheme is a prerequisite for the inclusion of

additional physical phenomena like surface tension to our simulation framework. Moreover, we plan to consider

the effects of viscosity, extending the approach to the Navier-Stokes equations.
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Abstract 

 We study the dynamic behavior of a pinching liquid thread as a function of the time to pinch-off. The nov-

elty of this work resides in the use of a particle method (the Many-body Dissipative Particle Dynamics method, 

or MDPD), and in the inclusion of the interaction with a surrounding gas. As an MDPD calculation can be car-

ried out at a scale below the continuity limit as a coarse-grained molecular simulation, this work represent a 

mesoscale approach to the study of spray formation.  

Two issues are discussed in this paper. First, adding the effect of a second MDPD fluid requires the charac-

terization of the friction interaction between particles of two immiscible fluids: unlike interfacial tension or solu-

bility, this parameter does not have a directly related physical property. Second, in order to subject the liquid 

thread to a straining field, a two-phase, Non-Periodic Boundary Condition (NPBC) needs to be implemented. In 

the proposed NPBC method, two layers of particles are built into the domain on each side of the computational 

box. The outermost layer is modified at every iteration by placing particles of the prescribed type: this buffer 

works as a barrier whose composition depends on the instantaneous location of the boundary. The innermost 

layer contains thermalized particles that are otherwise free to move according to the distribution of the surround-

ing particles.  

By enabling the simulation of pinch-off under extensional flow, an arbitrary strain rate can be imposed via 

the gas phase. The capillary number Ca therefore appears as an additional parameter controlling pinch-off, and 

the simulations illustrate the role of stochastic effects for a range of Ca values. 
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Abstract 

The representation of spray characteristics in internal combustion engines using spray models has taken on 

greater significance with the increased need to reduce engine emission levels. Apart from work on improving 

existing diesel and gasoline engines, research on evaluating other fuel types, including dimethyl ether, for 

internal combustion engines has intensified. Thus, existing spray models, developed for diesel engine spray 

assessments for example, have to be applicable to the new fuel types being investigated. A diesel spray model 

has been developed that represents diesel sprays by means of three moments of the droplet-size distribution 

function calculated from transport equations and one moment obtained from a Gamma size distribution. 

Typically, diesel spray models use the so-called Discrete Droplet Model (DDM) method in which the diesel 

sprays are represented by tracking droplet size classes. To attain stochastically significant solutions with the 

DDM method can require tracking a large number of groups of droplets and this can be computationally 

expensive. As droplet size classes are not tracked in the moments spray model, the computational intensity is 

reduced. The applicability of the moments spray model is analysed for dimethyl ether sprays. The results are 

characterized by dimethyl ether spray penetration at different injection nozzle sizes and spray pressure values. 

These are compared with experimental data. The results indicate that the moments spray model can be applied as 

a predictive tool for dimethyl ether spray penetration. This is similar to observations from other scholars using 

the DDM method. However, there are discrepancies in the observed and predicted penetration values at early and 

late injection times. Thus, it might still be useful to develop fuel initial injection correlations specific to dimethyl 

ether spray simulations. 
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Abstract
The polydisperse spray character of the injected liquid fuel predominantly influences the mixing of oxidizer and

fuel vapour and, consequently, the flame structure in combustion processes, considerably affecting combustion

efficiency and emissions in IC-engines and gas turbines. Especially due to increasing fuel prices and stronger

emissions regulations, there is a need for a reliable numerical tool to accurately describe and optimize the dense

spray behavior in modern engines.

This contribution aims at including droplet-droplet interactions into an Eulerian framework using the Direct

Quadrature based Sectional Method of Moments (DQbSMOM), a novel hybrid approach which combines the

Direct Quadrature Method of Moments (DQMOM), proposed by Fox et al. [1], with a Sectional Method (SM).

This is made possible by approximating the number density function (NDF) through the Maximal Entropy formal-

ism in order to calculate the droplet coalescence term, and by adopting the Eulerian Multi-Size Moment model

(EMSM), proposed by Massot et al. [2], to describe evaporating droplet polydispersity. The EMSM model pro-

vides not only an accurate prediction of the evaporative flux, but also the possibility to couple DQMOM with a

SM, once the moment flux between two sections can be calculated. The major advantage of this hybrid approach

is a higher accuracy related to convective transport and drag. Among the advantages of the Eulerian approach are

a lower computational cost through optimal parallel computing and a straightforward liquid-gas phase coupling.

To assess the designed tool, numerical results are compared to Phase Doppler Anemometry (PDA) measurements

of a hollow-cone water spray as experimentally investigated by Rüger et al. [3]. The experiment provides com-

prehensive validation data that include gas velocities, droplet size distribution and droplet velocities. Turbulence

of the disperse phase is captured by two different k-ε based models. Transient simulations using the standard

DQMOM and the DQbSMOM with different number of sections were performed to assess the predictability of the

suggested numerical model.

Satisfactory agreement is observed with increasing number of sections, allowing a more accurate prediction of

droplet dispersion. Figure 1 illustrates that, by considering just 3 sections, the results are considerably more accu-

rate than the standard DQMOM, with one section. The importance of droplet coalescence can be seen in figure 2.

Figure 1. Droplet mean diameter over different measurement profiles

in radial direction.

Figure 2. Local droplet diameter dis-

tribution at (x,y) = (50mm, 10mm).
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Abstract 

Dimensional as well as non-dimensional independent variables are used for predicting spray droplet size sta-

tistics and spray pattern distributions. The independent variables are: pressure, flow rate, spray angle, spray dis-

tance, viscosity, and surface tension. In the first approach, the dimensional values are used to develop a regres-

sion model for the general spray characteristics of interest; namely, Sauter mean diameter, spray width, and 

spray distribution profile shape. Secondly, a similitude approach is employed to generate dimensionless quanti-

ties from the independent variables, which are then used in formulating regression models. The similitude meth-

od allows for an assessment of the underlying balance of forces, which ultimately serve to form the spray charac-

teristics. The final model development uses linear, or nonlinear where advantageous, regression models to fit the 

operational and rheological inputs to the spray characteristic outputs. The predictor models using dimensionless 

quantities showed a improved accuracy over the dimensional models. Additionally, the included number of di-

mensionless quantities is systematically reduced, revealing the most influential independent variables for each 

output. It is found that the Reynolds, Weber, and Froude Numbers are most influential. All models are developed 

for a particular nozzle, which limits the resulting models to this particular nozzle; however, the model develop-
ment process has further reaching utility.  
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Abstract 

Twin-Jet sprays have been extensively studied and numerous publications exist that document their properties. 

This yields to the finding that the theoretical treatment, forwarded by Dombrowski & Johns [1], is often used to 

provide an insight into the physics of Twin-Jet sprays. The theory in [1] deals, however, with an 

aerodynamically stretched and excited plane liquid lamella, a spray production process that does not apply to the 

Twin-Jet sprays. The authors forward the theoretical treatment of Twin-Jet sprays. Based on experimental 

observations, a theory applicable to high pressure Twin-Jet sprays is developed that is also extended to low 

pressure Twin-Jets by experimentally based correlations using dimensional analysis, to yield the Sauter-mean-

diameter and the liquid jet lengths, which agree well with the experiments. The results are generalized by 

providing them as Oh-Re-correlations. The latter can be used to lay out Twin-Jet sprays for different applications, 

i.e. for designing Twin-Jet injectors for Otto- and Diesel-engines. 

The liquid sheet formed by two identical impinging jets breaks down due to two principal mechanisms. Firstly, 

the interaction between liquid and ambient air produces super-imposition of aerodynamic waves. When the wave 

length is greater than the jet radius, the sheet will break up into liquid ligaments and further into fine droplets.  

Secondly, the impact of two jets results in hydrodynamic waves starting from the impinging point. These waves 

cause the sheet to disintegrate into bands of drops, particularly at high jet velocities. The detailed mechanism for 

hydrodynamic breakup has not been clarified until now. However, it can be determined that both mechanisms of 

disintegration of a sheet are dependent upon the jet parameters like impinging angle, liquid density, viscosity, 

surface tension, jet velocity and jet diameter. Therefore, the mechanism of disintegration can be summarized in a 

function of Reynolds number, Ohnesorge number and impinging angle.  

 

Starting with the assumption that the region of drop formation by two inclined, interacting jets decreases to the 

periphery of a small ellipse, the mass flow of the two impinging jets are set to be equal to the mass flow out of 

the periphery. This yields to an equation for the thickness  of the lamella by assuming that the velocity of the 

fluid in the lamella is equal to the initial jet velocity 

 

 

 

A ligament is only formed out of the liquid lamella if the fluid momentum exceeds the surface tension force. By 

taking also the viscosity into account one can derive 

 

 

 

Finally, by applying a dimensional analysis, the Sauter-mean-diameter of the resultant spray droplets can be 

obtained as 
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Abstract 

The improvement of atomization of high viscosity fuels such as heavy fuel oil is one of the most important 

issues in the field of marine diesel engines, since the quality of heavy fuel oil used in this field is becoming 

worse, whereas the requirements of cleaner exhaust emission is becoming more stringent.  In the field of diesel 

engines for automobiles, fuel injection pressures have been increased up to 200 MPa to improve the atomization 

characteristics, which have successfully improved the combustion and emission performances of recent engines.  

However, it is difficult to use such high injection pressures in marine diesel engines as they will reduce the 

reliability of the injection pump and nozzles.  Consequently, an alternative technique for improving the 

atomization other than the high pressure injection is required.  Against this background, the authors are trying 

to improve the atomization characteristics of high viscosity liquids by employing high-frequency modulation of 

the fuel injection rate, i.e., periodical fluctuation of the injection rate.  In previous studies, the authors examined 

the effect of injection rate modulation on the spatial dispersion of fuel droplets and the inner structure of the fuel 

spray under atmospheric condition, and found that the spray becomes wider with the increase of modulation 

amplitude and with the increase of modulation frequency in the case of spray with diesel oil.  Following on 

from these studies, the present study investigates the effect of injection rate modulation on the spatial dispersion 

of droplets of high viscosity silicon oil. 

The fuel injection system used in the present study is an electronically controlled accumulator type fuel injection 

system.  In this system, the pressure pin of a conventional diesel nozzle was extended to attach a piezoelectric 

actuator by which to control the movement of pressure pin directly, enabling the fuel injection rate to be set 

arbitrarily.  The nozzle used is a single hole type one with the hole diameter of 0.24 mm.  The main 

experimental parameters were the modulation frequency, the modulation amplitude, the viscosity of the liquid, 

and the ambient pressure.  The liquids used in this study were silicon oils with kinematic viscosities in the 

range of 10 to 30 cSt to simulate the viscosity of heavy fuel oil.  The fuel injection system was installed on top 

of a constant volume high pressure vessel with two large observation windows.  The fuel was injected 

downward into the vessel.  The pressure inside the vessel was varied from atmospheric pressure to 1.5 MPa.  

The spray was illuminated by light from a metal halide lamp and photographed by an ICCD camera.  To obtain 

an image of the averaged spray shape, the exposure time of ICCD camera was set to 2.5ms.  To visualize the 

instantaneous images of spray, the ICCD camera was used in high-speed photography mode with an exposure 

time of 10 s.  From the systematic experiments it is explored that applying injection rate modulation improved 

the atomization characteristics of a viscous liquid.  The spray shape becomes wider and the spray angle 

becomes larger with increasing amplitude and frequency of the injection rate modulation.  This tendency was 

observed at different ambient pressures, although the atomization was improved as the increase of the ambient 

pressure.  The mechanism of this phenomenon is discussed based on the temporal movement of the droplets 

cloud visualized by the high speed camera.  It is found that interactions between injected fuel droplets close to 

the nozzle, such as catching up and overtaking motions, produces the expanding motion of fuel droplets 

perpendicular to the spray movement, resulting in a wider spray. 
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Abstract 

Twin-fluid atomizers with internal mixing operation require less energy and provide small drop sizes compared 

to orifice flow cross-sections. For small drops a good mixing performance of the two phases in front of the 

orifice is necessary. In commercial nozzles a gas distributor usually disperses the gas into the mutual continuous 

liquid phase. The newly designed nozzle** is based on the distribution of the liquid into the gas flow by 

capillaries. The liquid forms jets at the end of the capillaries and lead to their extension by the coaxial gas stream. 

A continuous liquid flow at the nozzle diameter is always ensured leading to a continuous spray without 

pulsation within a wide operational range. Drop size distribution and pulsation frequencies of this nozzle design 

in comparison to conventional nozzle are presented. 

A large number of pneumatic nozzles mainly effervescent nozzles with different design are known. In this 

new nozzle type the disperse air phase is introduced into a mutual continuous liquid phase through holes inside 

the mixing chamber. These nozzles show good spray performance for low ALR (
liquidgas

mmALR ) [1, 2] com-

pared to external mixing nozzles. For high and very low ALR however, the spray tends to become unstable or 

pulsating [3, 4] and the assumption of a continuous liquid phase may be questioned. The flow regime inside the 

nozzle obviously becomes unstable, i.e. the void fraction of liquid and gas within the orifice fluctuates.  

Liquid is sprayed by compressed air with a new twin-fluid atomizer as shown in Figure 1. The gas enters 

through the two side ports into the mixing chamber. The liquid is introduced through seven capillaries with di-

ameters of 0.5 mm in contrary to [5] with only one capillary. At the end of the capillaries jets are formed, which 

are elongated by the pressure field up to the orifices with diameters in a range of 1 to 2 mm. Due to the flow pat-

tern, the mean liquid flow rate is widely constant over the cross-section. An unstable or pulsating spray is 

avoided reducing the span of the sprays. The spray data are compared to those obtained with a conventional noz-

zle with equal orifice diameters and comparable flow rates. The measurement program includes the drop size 

distribution and the pulsation frequencies observed at unstable process conditions. For the liquids a viscosity 

range of 1 to 300 mPas is considered. Water and mixtures of water and glycerol as well as aqueous solutions of 

polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) are sprayed. The observed operating parameters cover pressures up to 0.5 MPa and 

ALR in the range of 0.1 to 10.  

In the first experiments with low viscous liquids like water the drop size distribution shows quite similar re-

sults as the conventional nozzle, shown in Figure 2. Benefits of the spray characteristics are visible at high ARL 

as the pulsation of the spray is significantly less for the capillary nozzle in comparison to the conventional nozzle. 

Further advantages of the capillary nozzle are evident for higher liquid viscosities. 

Figure 1 modified pneumatic nozzle 
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Figure 2 drop size distribution, liquid: water, gas: air at 0.5 MPa 
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Abstract 

High pressure diesel sprays often exhibit large variations in structure, breakup length, cone angle, droplet and 
structure size, and overall morphology which cannot be directly attributed to or characterized by the main 
injection parameters (pressure, orifice geometry, fluid properties, etc). In addition, the large optical depth of the 
near-field and the sensitivity of the spray formation to disturbances in the flow field effectively prevent the 
application of conventional imaging or velocity diagnostics in many regions which are important for 
understanding spray formation. However, a number of emerging optical techniques have demonstrated that 
specialized optical measurements can be applied in the near-field, despite the severe attenuation and scattering 
noise endemic to dense spray regions. 

Ballistic imaging (BI) is a technique which selectively attenuates light transmitted through the spray to form a 
2-D spatial intensity dominated by light which has been minimally distorted by scattering interactions. The 
primary effect of the filtering is to increase the image contrast, while decreasing overall signal intensity. 

Ultrafast shadow imaging (USI) is a modified shadowgraphy arrangement, which takes advantage of intense 
ultrashort laser illumination and the efficiency of a set of collection optics to create a spatially resolved ‘shadow 
image’. This arrangement trades the sensitivity of a shadowgram for a high-resolution, spatially resolved view of 
very strong refractive index gradients in the object plane of the collection optics. 

This work presents quantitative methods to categorize breakup morphology in a diesel spray produced by a 
single-hole, plain orifice diesel injector issuing into ambient atmospheric conditions. Velocity data and high-
resolution images of the diesel spray were obtained using both time-gated BI and high-resolution USI 
measurements. The USI results provide high-resolution visualization of the spray edges and resolved droplets 
within the depth-of-field of the collection optics, while the BI results provide a view of the spray at a modified 
dynamic range which is unbiased by internally refracted light (caustics) and multiple-scattering noise, revealing 
additional spatial information. 

Time-correlated image-pairs obtained by both techniques were filtered and cross-correlated on a variety of scales 
to produce velocity profile data and identify structures and features which differentiate the breakup modes 
observed in the diesel spray over a variety of injection pressures. 

 
 
 

   
 

Fig 1. Diesel spray (400 bar injection pressure, 100μm plain orifice nozzle) shadow image 
and velocity vectors calculated from normalized cross-correlation of time-resolved image-
pairs. 
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Abstract
An optical imaging technique for the measurement of the size and velocity distribution of bubbles and droplets

is presented. This method was used in a wind-wave tank at high wind-speeds to investigate bubble populations

and spray generated by breaking water-waves. These measurements help to model bubble and spray induced gas

exchange between atmosphere and ocean.

The setup consists of a 2040 × 1088 CMOS-camera (Basler acA2000-340km, 5.5 μm pixel size), which is used in

a telecentric bright-field setup. Thus bubbles or droplets between the light source and the camera become visible

in the images as dark disks because of light scattering. For illumination, a single high-power LED (Cree XP-E)

in a telecentric illumination system is used. This LED is operated in a pulsed mode with pulse lengths smaller

than 2 μs. This is the effective exposure time. In order to acquire two images with a small temporal distance, the

camera is set to maximal exposure time. The first image is recorded by flashing the LED at the end of the first

exposure and the second image by flashing at the beginning of the second exposure. The effective time difference

of consecutive exposures was between 1 μs and twice the exposure time of the camera. The telecentricity (only

rays parallel to the optical axis contribute to the images) of the optics reduces the error of the size estimation of the

bubbles/droplets. In addition the position along the optical axis can be estimated by a depth from defocus method.

With this information it is also possible to determine the measuring volume to estimate the bubble/spray-number

density. The size range of this technique is determined by the pixel and sensor size and by the resolution of the lens.

Here, a lens with a working distance of 135 mm and a magnification of 0.37 is used, so that one pixel corresponds

to 15 μm in object space. With this setup a radius range of 40 μm - 5000 μm can be imaged. The main source for

the error of the radius is the blurring of the edges due to defocus. Therefore the accuracy depends on the quality

of telecentricity and complexity of image processing. For bubbles with a radius larger than 10 px the error is

below 1 % when using simple image processing. This error can be reduced significantly by using elaborate image

processing, which is also able to detect bubbles as small as 3 px in size. Different image processing algorithms

for spherical objects are presented and investigated regarding accuracy. Bubbles or droplets which show deviation

from sphere shape introduce problems for the image processing. For bubbles in still water, such deviations are

typically found for radii of greater than 500 μm.

Capabilities and limits of the technique are addressed on the example of two experiments. Test measurements were

conducted at the high wind speed wind-wave tank in Kyoto, Japan at a wind speed of 42 m/s. This experiment

showed that distributions of bubbles can be measured at high wind speeds with no problems in regions, which are

not near to the water surface (> 2 cm). For regions close to the interface the image processing algorithms need to

be adjusted, since portions of the illumination can be occluded by waves. It is shown with an experiment in the

small linear wind/wave facility in Heidelberg, that this technique also works for spray measurements. Systematic

measurements of spray could not be conducted in Kyoto, since the walls of the tank were covered by a thin film of

water caused by the spray, which heavily disturbed the optical path.

∗Corresponding author: wolfgang.mischler@iwr.uni-heidelberg.de
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In order to understand the spray characteristics formed by PFI injector, many investigations of gasoline in-

jection sprays using several measurement techniques like laser sheet method with high-speed camera, laser-

induced (exciplex) fluorescence (LIF), laser and phase Doppler anemometor (LDV/PDA), particle image veloc-

imetry (PIV) have been carried out for better control of spray and combustion characteristics. However, one of 

the key processes affecting spray behavior is the primary spray break-up, because it defines the starting condi-

tions for the spray distribution, the evaporation process, and mixture formation. Liquid fuel forms the liquid col-

umn very close to the nozzle exit, and then makes liquid ligament and droplets due to the break-up of liquid lig-

ament. Droplets, which were formed by the break-up of liquid ligament, were non-spherical shape. Therefore 

detection of non-spherical droplets was needed to understand break-up of liquid ligament. Some of the authors 

discussed primary fuel break-up very close to nozzle exit using high-speed video camera with long-distance mi-

croscope. Jet breakup and droplets breakup have been visualized using photographic method. Droplet strobo-

scope techniques, which are good for freezing the movement, have been usually used for droplet deformation 

process and droplet breakup. On the other hand, Dual-PDA system can measure the non-spherical droplets. Dual 

PDA system combines two-detector standard PDA and a planer PDA. In the standard PDA, the detectors are 

arranged at an off-axis angle perpendicular to the plane of the transmitting beams, on the other hand, in the pla-

nar PDA, the detectors are put in the same plane of transmitting beams. This combination allows us to measure 

the sphericity of droplets.

The purpose of this study is to investigate measurement accuracy of evaporating droplet (ethanol) diameter 

and sphericity measured by Dual PDA with comparing to visualization result using CCD camera with long-

distance microscope. Measurement accuracy of PDA is not unclear in primary atomization region of PFI injector 

and non-spherical droplet. Dual PDA can measure droplet’s vertical and horizontal sphericity. Simultaneous 

measurement of Dual PDA and visualization using CCD camera with long-distance microscope is necessary for 

understanding of measurement accuracy of Dual PDA. Single ethanol droplet is formed by ultrasonic levitator 

(vibrating frequency: 60 kHz). Levitated droplet is evaporated in time. Measurement accuracy of droplet diame-

ter and sphericity of evaporating ethanol droplet using Dual PDA is discussed. Three main conclusions can be 

drawn in this research. Dual PDA can measure the droplet diameter of evaporating droplet avoiding 2  ambigui-

ty. Measurement error due to 2  ambiguity in Dual PDA can be understood for larger droplet over maximum 

measurable droplet diameter. It is possible to measure droplet sphericity using Dual PDA. However, further con-

sideration for more oblate droplet should be needed to discuss the measurement accuracy of droplet sphericity 

using Dual PDA precisely. 

            Fig.4 Experimental setup 
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Fig.9 Time variation of droplet diameter 

under the condition #2 
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Abstract 

To reduce the greenhouse gases, bio fuels are developing as an alternative fuel instead of fossil fuels. As 

carbon dioxide and so on are the causes of global warming, low carbon combustion is one of the crucial issues to 

conserve the global environment. Liquid atomization technology should contribute to the field of fuel combus-

tion and others, such as the cooling of exhausted warm water at geothermal power plants.. A liquid bubble con-

tains gas in a liquid drop. So, it has a larger surface area than a liquid drop of the same mass. It could have the 

advantage for fuel combustion and cooling of exhausted warm water. In order to apply it in these areas, effects of 

liquid physical properties for liquid bubble breakup due to airstreams were investigated. Experiments were con-

ducted using a horizontal air-suction-type wind tunnel. Uniformly sized liquid bubbles were produced. The 

breakup processes were precisely observed using a digital high-speed video camera.  

Introduction 

The liquid bubble has many important scientific applications such as the cooling of warm exhaust water, 

fuel combustion and flow visualization. If liquid bubbles are used to combust bio-ethanol fuel, biodiesel fuel 

(BDF), and glycerin which is a by-product of BDF, more effective combustion could be obtained than in the case 

of liquid droplets.  

Effects of liquid physical properties for liquid bubbles breakup due to airstreams are investigated. The 

breakup pattern is impacted due to surface tension, viscosity. Several characteristic deformation and breakup 

patterns are observed. Some of deformations and breakups are never observed for liquid drops. Breakup ratio in 

the transition breakup and the breakup time were measured by analyzing the breakup processes recorded by the 

digital high-speed camera. As the airstream velocity increases, the number of broken-up liquid bubbles increase. 

And finally at a certain airstream velocity, all the liquid bubbles breakup. The breakup pattern that some liquid 

bubbles break but others do not is defined as a transition breakup. The relationship between airstream velocities 

and the breakup ratio is investigated for some liquid bubble sizes. 

Results and Discussion 

In Fig.1, one of the characteristic figures for liquid bubble deformation and breakup is shown. A small drop-

let is separated from a main liquid bubble, but a main body continues to keep a liquid bubble. The liquid of the 

liquid bubble is ethanol in water solution. This phenomenon, the separation of a small droplet from around a 

stagnation point of a main body, cannot be observed for a water liquid bubble. In the author’s experiment on the 

droplet breakup, the phenomenon of a small droplet separation from a main liquid drop has not been observed. 

Other characteristic deformation and breakup types are observed. It is revealed that the deformation and breakup 

pattern of liquid bubbles differs greatly on the physical properties of liquid.  

Figure 2 shows the relationship between time and normal diameter of liquid bubble. In one case, a liquid bubble 

repeats its expansion and depression with time like a sinusoidal wave but eventually it tends to return to its orig-

inal shape. In another case, a liquid bubble continues to expand its size and finally breaks up.  

Breakup conditions with airstream velocity and bubble diameter are investigated. Breakup conditions with 

Weber number and equivalent liquid bubble diameter are investigated as well. As the equivalent liquid bubble 

diameter increase, critical Weber number decreases. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1 Separation of a small droplet from 

around a stagnation point of a main body 
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Abstract

Aerodynamic breakup of drops and ligaments is one of the most important phenomena responsible for the

atomization of bulk liquid in single fragments. It occurs when the relative velocity between drops or ligaments and

the dispersed phase exceeds a certain limit. The aerodynamic breakup is responsible for the final spray charac-

teristics in a variety of technical applications and everyday phenomena, such as: fuel injection in jet engines and

internal combustion engines, coatings and rain. Due to its importance the aerodynamic fragmentation has been in-

terest of research for some decades. Recent comprehensive reviews about this topic can be found in Guildenbecher

et al. [2009] and Theofanous [2011].

The development and outcome of the aerodynamic breakup mainly depends on the gas Weber number. It can

be subdivided in particular modes, which are widely known as bag, multi-mode, sheet-thinning and catastrophic

breakup. Among these, the bag breakup is the dominant fragmentation mode for most applications, since it occurs

at relatively low Weber numbers.

While the qualitative development and morphology of single bag breakup events is well understood, the exact

physics that lead to deformation and breakup of the drops are still unclear. Especially the mechanism that leads to

bursting of the bag is not understood up to now. This study is devoted to the further experimental and theoretical

investigation of bag breakup phenomena.

A compact open-circuit wind tunnel has been designed in order to conduct the experiments. The test section

is made of acrylic glass which provides access for optical measurement techniques. A high-speed video system

equipped with microscopic lens is used for shadowgraph visualizations with high temporal and spatial resolution.

A typical example for the evolution of a bag breakup is depicted in figure 1. The experiments are carried out for

various Weber and Ohnesorge numbers.

(a) spherical primary

droplet

(b) drop deformation (c) formation of the liquid

bag

(d) bag growth (e) bursting of the liquid

film

Figure 1. Typical evolution of a bag breakup

A qualitative analysis of the breakup evolution is performed by means of digital image processing. Algorithms

are developed in order to track the leading and trailing side of the drop and growth of the liquid bag as well as its

aspect ratio.

A new theoretical model is developed which describes the dynamics of the liquid bag. The governing equations

of the bag motion are solved taking into account for the aerodynamic pressure, inertia and surface tension in the

liquid bag. It is shown that the model predictions agree well with the experimental results.

References
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Abstract

An accurate method for prediction of liquid jet atomisation is of utmost significance in many industrial ap-

plications. The engineering driver of prime interest in the present work is the aeroengine gas turbine fuel injector.

In this area, substantial experimental and computational research has been carried out to understand the first part

of the atomisation process - primary break-up. However, numerical modeling of primary break-up of a liquid jet 

is very challenging, especially for high liquid/gas density ratio. Simulations can become unstable due to errors in 

dealing with discontinuous conditions across the interface. As a consequence, many published numerical simula-

tions are limited to a liquid/gas density ratio less than O(100). Since the majority of liquid jet atomisation ex-

periments are carried out at atmospheric pressure with high density liquids, quantitative comparison between 

numerical modeling and experiment is quite rare. The simulation reported by Li et al [1] applied the algorithm 

proposed by Sussman et al [2] to a liquid (Jet-A) jet in an air cross-flow and hence had a high (650) density ratio.

Adaptive Mesh Refinement and the removal of under-resolved small liquid structures were necessary as the only 

experimental data available was far downstream; in spite of the advanced modelling, agreement with measure-

ments was relatively poor. The current research is focussed specifically on the early stage of primary break-up

and its objectives are: (i) to develop a Large Eddy Simulation (LES) methodology for liquid jet atomisation at 

high density ratio, and (ii) to validate the method against experimental data for: single droplet break-up, a liquid 

jet in a coaxial air flow, and a liquid jet in an air cross-flow.

A coupled Level Set and Volume of Fluid (CLSVOF) technique is adopted as the interface-tracking method.

Benchmark test cases are used to demonstrate that the CLSVOF method conserves liquid mass and provides a

superior interface representation, combining the advantages of LS and VOF methods. The pressure jump across 

the interface is treated using the ghost fluid approach. Since the density is discontinuous across the interface,

momentum is also discontinuous. Thus, an appropriate numerical scheme is required to treat such discontinuities 

when discretising the momentum equations. A single set of momentum equations are solved to provide the local 

liquid/gas velocity depending on the local value of the Level Set. In the region of the interface, however, an 

extrapolated liquid velocity field is calculated, so that momentum errors are minimised; appropriate boundary 

conditions at the interface are imposed leading to stable solutions even for liquid/gas density ratio O(1000).

The current paper provides details on the developed method and uses three test cases for validation, all with 

water as liquid and air as gas. The break-up of a single liquid droplet in a uniform air flow has been studied ex-

tensively and experimental findings are well documented. Such a flow represents an appropriate first test case for 

validating the proposed two-phase modeling methodology. It is demonstrated that the numerical procedure leads

to predictions that are consistent with experimental observations across the entire spectrum of Weber number. It 

is shown that the simulated droplet correctly undergoes oscillatory deformation, bag break-up, or sheet-thinning 

break-up depending on the Weber No. Characteristics such as break-up time, maximum cross-stream diameter

and drag coefficient agree quantitatively with experimental data. The proposed method is then applied to simu-

late the break-up of a liquid jet in a coaxial air flow. Predicted break-up lengths at different air and liquid veloci-

ties agree closely with measured data [3], although for low Weber No. the turbulence conditions at injector noz-

zle exit require detailed modelling. Finally, the primary break-up of a liquid jet in a cross-flow has been investi-

gated. The outer boundary of the liquid spray formed by the cross-flow is shown to agree closely with experi-

mental results [4]. A detailed analysis of the mechanism involved in the primary break-up process is provided.
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Abstract
There exists a variety of computational models for treating multiphase flows, with increasing levels of com-

plexity. In the direct numerical simulation (DNS) approach that is considered in the present work, the physics of

the flow are all solved for directly. In the presence of complex topologies such as those encountered in atomization,

the underlying equations are quite stiff, and therefore the development and improvement of numerical methods that

treat these flows has been an area of active research. Among algorithms that have emerged, sharp interface meth-

ods including Volume-of-Fluid (VoF), Level Set (LS) and their combination (Coupled LS/VoF) have been shown to

perform well on a variety of test cases. The application of these methods to realistic configurations such as primary

atomization of a turbulent round jet is not common, and the rare convergence studies available show strong grid

dependence. This suggests the need for a careful analysis of the numerical schemes predicting such flows.

The present work focuses on a Lagrange-Remap approach developped for free surface flows and involving

two recent improvements which are presented in details: first, a second order unsplit Coupled LS/VoF interface

capturing method designed for arbitrary grids [1], and second, a robust and conservative flow solver for incom-

pressible Navier-Stokes equations in the presence of an liquid/gas interface [2]. The resulting approach is shown

to be stable, and the interface capturing to be second order accurate. In addition, the scheme is shown to have

excellent mass and momentum conservation properties.

As mentioned, these improvements rely on an unsplit geometric Lagrange-Remap approach. Firstly, the in-

terface is advanced using an unsplit Coupled LS/VoF interface capturing method, therefore benefitting from the

conservation properties of the VoF method and the geometrical accuracy of the LS method. In addition, the unsplit

nature of the volume fraction advection offers meshing flexibility and reduces numerical errors known to be detri-

mental to split VoF methods. Secondly, the predictor and corrector steps used in the incompressible flow solver

are designed so that the momentum advection and Ghost Fluid projection are carried consistently with the volume

fraction transport. This improves momentum conservation and stability, even at high density ratio. Furthermore,

the analysis of the polyhedral operations used during the transport of volume fraction and momentum will be pre-

sented along with a proof of the stability of the scheme.

Finally, the proposed method is applied to a series of round jet computations at realistic density ratio and

moderate Weber/Reynolds numbers. Mean flow statistics, including liquid penetration length and drop size distri-

butions, are used to quantify the impact of grid resolution in an attempt to characterize the grid dependence of the

atomization process.
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Abstract 

The fuel stratification introduced by direct injection (DI) of iso-octane in an optically accessible homogeneous 

charge compression ignition (HCCI) engine is numerically investigated by using a multi-dimensional model. The 

primary purpose of the study is to provide an understanding of the effects of late DI on the in-cylinder fuel-air 

mixture distribution under low-load conditions. HCCI engines have the potential to provide high diesel-like 

efficiency with rather low harmful emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx) and soot. One of key hurdles, however, is 

the precise control of ignition timing and the rate of heat release or pressure-rise under a wide range of operating 

loads. At low loads, combustion efficiency is quite low and the associated carbon monoxide (CO) and unburned 

hydrocarbons (uHC) emissions are quite high. DI has the potential to improve the combustion efficiency and 

reduce emissions by introducing charge stratification to increase local combustion temperatures. To understand 

and optimise performance, detailed transient information about in-cylinder flow motions, fuel-air mixing, and 

mixture distributions is required. 

In this study, the model is firstly validated by comparing the fuel distributions between calculations and 

experimental measurements made using planar laser induced fluorescence for three different injection timings 

(Hwang et al., SAE2007-01-4130). The predicted fuel distributions at different injection timings show a good 

agreement with the measurements. It is found that with more retarded injection timing the fuel distribution is 

increasingly concentrated in the central region and less fuel in the crevice volume, corresponding to the potential 

improvement of the combustion efficiency and emissions of CO and uHC and a potential increase of NOx 

emissions. The results emphasise the importance of the combustion efficiency versus NOx trade-off and suggest 

that it is likely to be highly dependent on the details of the geometry and flow conditions. Generally, it is 

expected that the combustion efficiency/NOx trade-off improves when fuel can be injected as late as possible 

with acceptable levels of NOx emissions (Hwang et al., SAE2007-01-4130). Therefore, techniques that can 

provide faster mixing have the potential for further improvement. 

Then, the fuel distributions under different flow and injection parameters, such as swirl ratio, injection pressure 

and included angle of the spray, are studied. It is observed in the modelling that at a high injection pressure the 

trade-off between combustion efficiency and NOx emission could be potentially improved. However, a high 

swirl ratio and a low injection pressure show adverse effects due to poor global mixing. The modelling results 

correctly match the phenomena observed in the experiments. Next, the influences of included angle of the spray 

are qualitatively investigated. It is shown in the modelling that with a high included angle, the spray shows 

prolonged vapour penetration and fuel mixture entering in the crevice volume even at late injection, leading to 

considerable reduction of combustion efficiency. For a low included angle of the spray, it is found that the global 

mixing was significantly slowed due to intensified wall impingement, resulting in a potential increase of NOx 

emissions. 
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Abstract 

During the course of a severe accident in a Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR), hydrogen can be produced 

due to reactor core oxidation, leading to potential combustion and deflagration, as observed in Three Mile Island 

and Fukushima accidents. In some reactors, spray systems (over 500 nozzles) are placed at the top of the con-

tainment to prevent overpressure. Spray modelling is thus part of thermal-hydraulic containment codes. The two 

major phenomena involved in spray behaviour under such accidental conditions are the thermodynamical effect 

of a spray (steam condensation on droplets, leading to a local increase of hydrogen concentration) and the dy-

namical effect (mixing of gases, leading to a decrease of hydrogen concentration). The competition of these two 

coupled phenomena is an important issue for nuclear safety and can be assessed using CFD codes. 

For nuclear reactor (containment vessel of around 60 000 m3), simplifications have to be done to simulate a 

nuclear accident in the containment where gas mixture (steam, hydrogen and air) is mixed by the spray systems. 

Up to now, no CFD calculations are available in the open literature on spray systems in a real-scale nuclear 

containment, using detailed spray initial conditions, accurate droplet modelling and droplet-gas momentum 

interaction. Many choices can be performed to reduce the computational time of such sprays in a very large 

containement: atomization zone is neglected, some calculations consider only one droplet size and velocity at 

one single injection point, other calculations consider a dynamical equilibrium between gas and droplet, etc. The 

objective of this paper is to evaluate the influence of several choices, performed on spray boundary conditions, 

on some selected ‘output’ parameters that can influence the overall gas mixing in nuclear reactors. 

This evaluation is performed on a real-scale PWR spray nozzle (hollow cone) having an outlet diameter of 

1 cm and a maximal diameter of its envelope of about 2 m. CFD calculations are performed using the 

ANSYS/CFX-FLUENT code (lagrangian approach) and the EDF NEPTUNE_CFD code (eulerian approach).  

Experimental results are obtained on the CALIST (Characterisation and Application of Large Industrial 

Spray Transfer, 160 m3) facility at the IRSN. The droplet measurements are performed using Phase-Doppler 

Interferometry (PDI, ARTIUM) and fog sprays are used to have an estimation of the characteristics of the gas 

entrainment. Measurements performed at the very first zone where droplets are formed and spherical, i.e. 20 cm 

from the nozzle outlet, are used as ‘boundary conditions’ in the CFD calculations. Other measurements are 

recorded down to around 1 m from the nozzle outlet.  

Sensitivity studies are performed using these ‘boundary conditions’ post-processed in different ways: for 

example, a radial profile of a variable (droplet size or velocity) can be reduced into a single mean value of this 

variable. Furthermore, ‘boundary conditions’ on droplet characteristics are not sufficient, since the gas is already 

entrained at this location. Sensitivity calculations to the choice of the gas ‘boundary conditions’ are also 

performed, as well as sensitivity studies to several parameters like mesh density, number of particles in the 

lagrangian approach, turbulence model, etc. Example of code-experiment comparisons is presented in Figure 1. 

Influence of different injection conditions on the entrained gas velocities is presented in Figure 2.  

The final paper will present the experiments, the CFD codes, the code-experiment comparison and the 

sensitivity studies used to evaluate the importance of different parameters regarding to nuclear safety analysis. 
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Abstract 

Pulsed Dye Laser (PDL) at wave length of 595nm or 585nm has been the common choice for the treatment of 

vascular skin lesions, such as port wine stain (PWS), based on the principle of selective photothermolysis. The 

objective of laser treatment for PWS is to cause selective thermal damage to subsurface targets (chromophores) 

without causing damage to the overlying normal epidermis. However, melanin existing in epidermis will greatly 

absorb laser energy, which not only negatively influences the therapeutic outcome but also causes irreversible 

thermal damage to the normal epidermis. Cryogen spray cooling (CSC) with cryogen R-134a (-26.1 oC boiling 

point at 1 atm) may selectively precool the superficial layers of skin to minimize or eliminate laser-induced 

irreversible injury to the epidermis. In order to optimize the nozzle design and enhance their cooling efficiency, 

an experimental investigation was carried out on the effect of nozzle size on the atomization characteristics and 

heat transfer dynamics during pulsed cryogen spray cooling using eight straight-tube nozzles with different 

length and diameter. A phase Doppler particle analyzer (PDPA) is used to measure the droplets diameter and 

velocity, while a micro-flowmeter is used to monitor the volume flow rate of the pulsed spray. It is found that 

smaller diameter nozzle presents a better atomization capacity than that with larger diameter. The droplets 

temperature as a function of spray distance is measured by an inserted micro-thermocouple with a bead diameter 

of 100 m. It’s found that the temperature of droplets produced by small diameter nozzle deccreases much 

quickly than that by large diameter nozzle. A thin film thermocouple (TFTC, 2 m) is deposited directly onto the 

epoxy resin substrate or the so-called skin phantom to measure the surface temperature variations induced by the 

CSC. An analytical expression based on Fourier’s law and Duhamel’s theorem is used to calculate surface heat 

flux from the temperature measurements. It’s found that the droplets with high velocity and large diameter 

produce higher heat flux at the cooling surface. Based on the measurements and calculations, the effect of the 

eight straight-tube nozzles on the heat transfer dynamics of the cooling surface are comparatively studied and 

their atomization characteristics are compared. Additionally, the criterion to evaluate the cooling efficiency of 

different nozzles is proposed, and the variation of heat extraction from the cooling surface with different spray 

distance by different nozzles is given. The results can be used to guide the selection of nozzles during cryogen 

spray cooling. 
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Abstract 

Air-assisted atomization, in which kinetic energy of air is used to aid the liquid atomization, has been used in the 
past to atomize various liquids. In most studies, either an annular/central liquid sheet is blasted with air jets, or 
the gas is allowed to mix with the liquid inside the atomizer to form the spray. On the other hand, impinging jet 
atomizers are used in applications such as bipropellant rocket engines and chemical processes which require 
rapid mixing between two fluids. In the present study, an arrangement consisting of impinging jets along with 
air-assist has been studied to take advantage of both methods.  

The atomizer employed in the current study consists of two liquid nozzles with 0.76 mm diameter orifices, and a 
gas nozzle with a 1.1 mm diameter orifice. The liquid jets impinge and form a liquid sheet in the plane 
perpendicular to that containing the axes of the injectors, and the gas supplied through the gas orifice is used to 
assist the break-up of this sheet. The gas injector is placed above the impinging point, making equal angles with 
the two liquid jets. In the present study, spray structure measurements are taken at three different liquid jet 
impinging angles viz. 60°, 90° and 120°, and at different gas flow rates at each angle. The liquid jet velocity has 
been varied between 1.8 m/s and 7.3 m/s at each impingement angle and gas flow rate. Spray images are taken 
using backlit imaging technique. A pulsed Nd:YAG laser along with a diffuser is used to back-illuminate the 
spray and an Imager Pro X 4M CCD camera with 2048 X 2048 pixel CCD resolution was used to capture images 
of the spray. The images show that introducing a small amount of gas assists in breaking up the sheet formed by 
the liquid jets. Increasing the gas flow rate resulted in complete breakup of the sheet as shown in Fig. 1a. The 
spread of the spray is similar in both the plane of sheet and plane of jets at low liquid jet velocity. However, at 
higher liquid jet velocity, the spray spreads more in the plane of the sheet compared to the plane of the jets. The 
breakup length of the sheet is computed from the images as the distance from the impinging point to the point 
where sheet detaches completely. The results indicate a reduction in breakup length with increase in gas flow 
rate. Particle/droplet imaging analysis (PDIA) technique is used to measure the spray Sauter mean diameter 
(SMD). Droplet size measurements were performed in an area 5 mm X 5 mm, at an axial distance 75 mm 
downstream of the impingement point. These measurements were performed at four different radial locations, 
with impinging angle of 90° and gas flow rate of 10 LPM. Experimental observations showed that introducing 
gas flow results in a significant reduction in droplet diameter, as expected. The effect of gas is predominant at 
low liquid jet velocities and is reduced for increased liquid jet velocities. Variation in the SMD is observed with 
radial location as shown in Fig. 1b, and this variation in SMD with radial distance is observed to be more at 
higher liquid jet velocities. Air-assisted impinging jets resulted in a spray with larger droplets at the center and 
smaller droplets away from the axis of the spray.  
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Abstract

The technique of liquid-liquid impingement is commonly adopted in the injector design of the liquid rocket

propulsion system, because of its simultaneously atomizing and mixing characteristics. The structure of liquid-

liquid impinging spray is intricately affected by jet’s velocity, momentum flux, physical properties of the liquids,

the size of the orifices, and the impinging angle. It has been shown that the momentum flux as well as the veloc-

ity of the liquid jets and the size of the orifices affected the droplet size and mass distributions of impinging

sprays, and ambient pressure affects the aerodynamic instability of the jets so as to the primary and secondary

break up of the liquid. Moreover, the kinetic energy density ( ) of the jets influent the mutual penetration of

the droplets from different jets is the key to the mixing behavior of impinging sprays.

dv2

This study researched the atomization and mixing behaviors in sprays of like-doublet water impinging jets at

different ambient pressures (1.0 bar, 6.8 bar and 10.0 bar) and momentum fluxes of the jets. The orifice (0.4 mm)

was arranged to have jet’s impinging angle at +30°/-30°. The orifice size and the momentum flux ratio of the

two jets were kept the same in each experiment. PLIF (Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence) technique was

adopted to observe the 2-dimensional mass distribution of liquid spray from either or both jets at 10mm down-

stream from the impinging point. And Malvern Spraytec particle size analyzer were used to measure the SMD of

the water sprays. The parameters of Patternation Index ( ), penetration percentage ( ), and mixing effi-

ciency ( ) were used to analyze the degrees of atomization and mixing. All the observed impinging sprays

were at fully-developed conditions. For 0.4 mm impinging jets, the sprays reach their fully-developed condition

near the momentum flux of 0.76 10

..IP ..PP
mE

5 kg/m s2. At higher momentum fluxes, the impinging sprays have more

effective break up and more uniform distribution. From the analysis, variations with the momentum flux

can be distinguished by three stages. increases with increasing momentum flux right after the fully-

developed condition, rapidly decreases after reaching a maximum value, and slowly increases after 

reaching a local minimum value. When decreases to the local minimum (close to 50%) at a characteristic

momentum flux (5.7 10

..PP
..PP

..PP ..PP
..PP

5 kg/m s2), the impinging spray have the best mixing efficiency.’

In the higher pressure environment, the impinging jets are less stable aerodynamically, and tend to rippled be-

fore impinging and break up more uniformly after impingement. The variations with the momentum flux at

various pressures are qualitatively similar as described above. However, at higher ambient pressures, the maxi-

mum and the best mixing efficiency occur at relatively lower momentum fluxes. And for the higher aero-

dynamic instability, the decrease of the mean droplet size of the sprays near the impinging point was also ob-

served at the higher ambient pressure. 

..PP

..PP

In this study, the atomization and mixing of the impinging jets with 0.4 mm orifice diameter were also com-

pared with that of the impinging jets with 0.3 mm orifice. At the same momentum flux, a smaller jet has a lower

Reynolds number thus to a lower hydrodynamic instability. That is, smaller jets were comparatively more diffi-

cult to be uniformly atomized than that of the larger jets. The variation of with the momentum flux of the 

0.3 mm jet is also qualitatively similar to that of the 0.4 mm jet, however, the momentum fluxes to have fully

developed, the maximum .P P , and the best mixing efficiency occur are at relatively higher values.

..PP

This study showed that the ambient pressure and orifice size directly influence the disintegration of the im-

pinging jets and the droplet size distributions of the sprays. And the mixing behavior of the impinging jets is

closely related to the instability of the liquid jet before impingement.
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Abstract 

In this work we experimentally study the shape deformation, bulk oscillation, spread rate and dynamic contact 

angle variation of functional droplets with varying surface tension, viscosity and density. Seven major types of 

droplets were studied, namely, (a) water; (b) colloidal suspension of SiO2 nanoparticle in water at three different 

volume fractions, namely, 0.27, 0.1 and 0.05; (c) glycerol and (d) aqueous solution of glycerol at volume 

concentrations of 0.2 and 0.9.  

The experimental setup consists of a piezoelectric transducer vibrating at 100 kHz and a high speed camera. Due 

to the presence of the reflector opposite this vibrating surface a standing wave was created in the vertical 

direction. The droplet is first generated on the transducer surface such that it is located asymmetrically in the 

standing wave. Subsequently, the transducer is made to oscillate at same amplitude for each droplet resulting in a 

shape oscillation in the droplets. A high speed camera with a resolution of (896 x 392) was used to image the 

deformation at 20000 fps.  

Once the transducer starts oscillating the droplets undergo different stages of deformation. Droplets of low 

viscosity are found to eventually atomize, whereas high viscous fluids resist atomization thanks to viscous 

damping. Different regimes of the process are identified as follows: (1) Small-scale Oscillation Regime; (2) 

Droplet Spreading Regime; (3) Two-lobe Regime and (4) Film-spreading/Atomization Regime. The physics of 

each of these regimes is explained. The droplet spreading regime is further analyzed in depth. A theoretical 

model is formalized to simulate the droplet deformation in this regime, elucidating the major parameters 

controlling the process. The spread-rate of droplets is found to be a characteristic of the fluid viscosity. The non-

Newtonian behavior due to presence of nanoparticles in the case of nanofluid can affect the droplet spreading 

characteristics substantially. Based on the model and experimental data, correlations are proposed to relate the 

fundamental non-dimensional numbers that are involved.  
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Abstract

Recent studies of spray-related flowfields using synchrotron-based x-ray phase contrast 

imaging (PCI) have produced results that are sometimes straightforward to interpret in terms 

of the fluid structure, but in other cases the images do not reflect generally accepted physics 

of fluid motion. It has been unclear why some images have the appearance of a normal fluid 

stream while others depart significantly from expectation. The detailed numerical modeling 

presented in this paper is meant to explain the images and resolve common questions about 

the technique. The simulations show that collimated x-ray beams will always contain 

signatures from every possible encounter, from the input plane to the exit plane, and these 

signatures generate overlapping phase contrast patterns that can prove at times impossible to 

interpret. Clouds of moderate- to large-size drops produce a complex, mottled x-ray phase 

contrast image that cannot be interpreted. Small drops generate something akin to one gray 

pixel image each, and their size is close to the resolution limit of the instrument, so the 

diffraction pattern is broadened by the instrument response into something more like a small 

diffuse gray blob. Dense clouds of small drops produce a composite image that is a fairly 

uniform gray mass that cannot be interpreted. Moreover, we show that it is not possible to 

image intact liquid structures behind clouds of drops. Whenever a meaningful number of 

drops is present, therefore, x-ray phase contrast images are dominated by unavoidable 

artifacts of the technique.  

Corresponding author: mark.linne@chalmers.se
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Abstract 

Diesel engines are an important aspect of our transportation infrastructure, whose performance is greatly 
affected by the characteristics of the spray from their injectors.  Characterization of the injector’s spray 
is therefore tantamount to clean-running efficient diesel motors.  In this study, a ~15 ps pulsed Leopard 
D-10 laser is used along with an optical Kerr Cell to realize ballistic images of high-delivery-pressure 
dodecane sprays injected into a quiescent air environment at elevated temperature and pressure.  Using 
CS2 as the Kerr switching media and by optimizing the overlap of the gate and imaging beams, an 
effective high speed shuttering effect is obtained.  This effort resulted in the first usage of a ballistic 
imaging technique to successfully capture the spray behavior of dodecane injected at pressures of 100 
MPa or greater, via a single 160 micron hole injector, into pre-combustion environmental conditions 
typical of diesel engines.  Control of the imaging beam arrival time after the start of injection allowed for 
the capture of images from separate experiments that indicate the spray's development over time. The 
resulting images demonstrate significant differences in spray behavior over a range of chamber 
temperatures and pressures. Specifically, at low pressure and temperature, some smooth wave structure is 
apparent, but at high chamber pressure, sprays show significant signs of violent mass shedding from the 
spray periphery. 
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Abstract 

The ability of a mathematical function to represent liquid spray drop-size distributions is usually quantified 

by exploring its capability of representing experimental data. Experimental diagnostics are not sensible to the 

same spray characteristics. We therefore have reasons to believe that the more appropriate mathematical function 

to represent experimental data depends on the diagnostic. Thus, the question of the appropriate mathematical 

distribution to represent measured data should be addressed for a given diagnostic. This work adopts this strate-

gy and concentrates on the relevance of representing Laser Diffraction Technique (LDT) volume-based drop-

diameter distributions with 3-parameter Generalized-Gamma functions.  

The first part of the paper addresses the question of the number of adjustable parameters. The 3-parameter 

Generalized-Gamma function is mathematically identical to the Nukiyama-Tanasawa distribution whose ability 

to reproduce liquid spray drop-size distribution has been reported by many previous investigation and has not to 

be proved. However this distribution might suffer from parameter instability that manifests when different pa-

rameter triplets provide almost identical volume-based drop-diameter distributions. This suggests that two pa-

rameters might be enough when fitting the general shape of this distribution. However, it is demonstrated here 

that these distributions have a very different characteristic feature in the small drop population. Being analogous 

to a fractal dimension, this characteristic feature is related to the physics of fragmentation in the literature, and is 

believed to be of paramount importance. Therefore, the three parameters allow having independency between the 

distribution shape and its fractal characteristic. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that the three parameters are 

required to reproduce mean-diameter series as those reported by previous LDT measurements.  

These results demonstrate that three parameters allow reproducing LDT drop-size distributions and going 

above the simple exercise of curve fitting. A protocol to determine these parameters is proposed. One of the 

parameters is determined from the actual spray small-drop population. However, the small-drop population re-

ported by the LDT distribution might be affected by the presence of non-spherical droplets. Thus, the infor-

mation related to the actual spray small-drop population is obtained with another diagnostic.  

The second part is an experimental investigation in which water sprays are analyzed by two different diag-

nostics, i.e., LDT and Image Analyzing Technique (IAT). These diagnostics perform a different spray sampling. 

LDT performs a line-of-sight spray sampling in the direction of the incident light propagation whereas the spatial 

integration of IAT in this direction is limited to the depth of field of the image which is less than the spray thick-

ness and dependent on the size of the drops. To overcome this problem, IAT is improved in order to perform 

tomographic spray sampling. The information reported by each spray slice is cumulated and allows characteriz-

ing the whole spray as does the LDT. This tomographic exploration reports interesting information on the spray 

structures. Some examples are presented in this paper.  

The surface-based diameter distributions reported by the two diagnostics are not identical and in particular, 

in the small diameter range. This disagreement is believed to be due to the contribution of non-spherical drops. 

The small drop population reported by IAT is constituted of small and spherical elements. It is seen as the actual 

spray small-drop population and used to determine one parameter. The two other parameters are determined by 

fitting the LDT distribution. The results show excellent fits and no instability of the mathematical parameters is 

reported: they show a clear relationship with the injection pressure that was the experimental parameter of the 

present work. Furthermore, besides the shape of the distribution, good reproductions of the fractal characteristic 

and of the mean-diameter series are obtained. Finally, one of the adjustable parameter reported a clear correla-

tion with the average lack of sphericity of the droplets that was measured from the images. This demonstrates 

that the LDT distributions are well influenced by the droplet shapes and include average information on this very 

point.  
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Abstract 

The present work describes the objectives, the set-up and the preliminary results of an experimental study on the 

fundamental mechanisms of fragmentation and atomization of a bulk of liquid in hypersonic gas flows. Addi-

tionally, we introduce a former series of experiments and calculations also carried out at ISL. 

 

The current experiments are conducted by means of a horizontal shock tube which is operated as hypersonic 

wind tunnel (shock tunnel, see Fig. 1). The experimental set-up used is capable of reproducing conditions of real 

atmospheric flights from Mach 3 at ground-level conditions up to Mach 14 at a flight altitude of 70 km. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Principle sketch of the shock tunnel with a contoured nozzle 

 

This work focuses on shock tunnel experiments on the fragmentation and atomization of a bulk of liquid sudden-

ly exposed to hypersonic atmospheric flow. The liquid substance to be studied is filled into a latex balloon which 

is placed in front of the shock tunnel nozzle. A needle driven by a magnetic mechanism pierces the balloon 

shortly before the nozzle flow sets-in, so that the bulk of liquid is introduced into the flow in an almost non-

intrusive way (see Fig. 2). 

 

A first series of experiments at Mach 4.5 has been conducted with the help of a high-speed camera to observe the 

fragmentation of a bulk of 5 ml of water, ethanol and hexane at flight altitudes of 10, 20, 30 and 40 km (see 

Fig. 3). The analysis of the atomization and the evolution of the drop sizes require more sophisticated optical 

measurement techniques. Therefore, in a series of experiments already started a special Particle Image 

Velocimetry (PIV) technique is used to determine the velocity of the drops. A first result is presented in this pa-

per. Beside this, a LIF-technique is being developed and adapted to observe the evolution of drop size and liquid 

evaporation. 

 

 

  
 

Figure 2. Piercing mechanism Figure 3. High-speed camera 

  shadowgram 
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Abstract

A study of the problem of a liquid droplet in high speed trajectory through ambient gas is presented. The behav-

iour of such a droplet is of importance to the overall spray characteristics, through the secondary breakup mech-

anism.

The droplet breakup mechanism is classified in the literature into several regimes according to the relative veloc-

ity between the droplet and the surrounding. Krzeczkowski [1] classified the droplet deformation into four dif-

ferent types using the Weber and Ohnesorge numbers, while Pilch and Erdman [2] modified the classification

into five regimes, and defined a critical Weber number below which droplet breakup does not occur. In the pre-

sent study, however, we consider the energetic limiting conditions of breakup as related to possible breakup

products, thus defining the borders between droplet deformation without breakup and different modes of

breakup.

We consider the following fundamental scenario: Under certain circumstances, a single droplet that travels

through ambient can undergo a spontaneous breakup process to yield travelling product droplets. Due to the am-

bient hydrodynamic drag forces, the travelling droplet is deformed, while the deformation extent and the defor-

mation rate are strongly coupled to the magnitude of the drag force. The drag force itself depends mainly on the

trajectory velocity and to a lower extent [3] on the droplet shape (deformation extent). Thus, when a droplet is

shot into ambient, deformation develops, which may lead to either droplet breakup or alternatively to droplet

further deceleration and reformation of its shape. Breakup can occur into different number of products, depend-

ing on trajectory parameters, e.g. length and time. The fate of the droplet depends on the droplet velocity, on the

droplet thermo-physical properties, and on the ambient properties, through the time scales of the droplet’s trajec-

tory deceleration and deformation rate.

In the theoretical analysis of the problem, we examine an overall energy balance that includes surface and dissi-

pation energies. Transformation between a droplet to its breakup products under trajectory conditions that in-

clude drag forces, is a spontaneous process that occurs at a characteristic finite time. The transformation involves

reversible surface energy transitions, and irreversible viscous dissipation energy. Results propose simple rela-

tions for time of breakup, trajectory length, and breakup limits.

Results of breakup limit show good agreement with various available published results. A breakup limit criterion

correlates Weber and Ohnesorge numbers.
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Abstract 

In this work we experimentally study the thermal effects that lead to instability and break up in acoustically 

levitated vaporizing fuel droplets. We report two kinds of instabilities: 1. Short wavelength (Kelvin-Helmholtz) 

instability for diesel and bio-diesel inducing secondary atomization near the droplet equator and 2.Bulk 

deformation results in wide fluctuations in droplet aspect ratio analogous to a spring mass system with low 

damping coefficient that ultimately leads to catastrophic breakup involving bag type and capillary wave induced 

atomization. Temperature dependent fuel properties and external heating rate are responsible for the inception 

and relative strength of these instabilities. If breakup occurs, it is always preceded by secondary atomization 

when droplet Weber number exceeds a critical value. Catastrophic breakup is induced in deformed droplets 

when the Bernoulli pressure due to the levitator pressure field is significantly high and surface tension and 

viscous damping is comparatively low so that the highest energy containing frequency of aspect ratio vibration 

leads to bag type instability.  

The experimental setup consists of an ultrasonic levitator (100 kHz, 154dB) and a 30W tunable CO2 laser 

(wavelength 10.6 μm) to irradiate 500 micron droplets. The heating event was recorded simultaneously by a high 

speed (Phantom V12) camera whose images were processed to obtain instantaneous diameter, aspect ratio and 

shape changes, and an infra-red (IR) camera to obtain the surface temperature of the droplet. Both cameras used 

microscopic lenses to increase the spatial resolution. The resolution was nearly 2 μm in every pixel.  

This work reports and explains that secondary atomization in levitated fuel droplets is primarily due to thermal 

effects. We showed that the properties such as vapor pressure, latent heat and specific heat govern the 

vaporization rate and temperature history. This in turn affects the surface tension gradient and gas phase density, 

ultimately dictating the onset of KH instability. We laid down a criterion for the inception of this instability in 

terms of Weber number. Low vapor pressure and latent heat leading to high surface temperatures achieved in 

diesel, bio-diesel and kerosene favor small scale atomization through KH instability. The temperatures for fuels 

having high vapor pressure and high latent heat will remain rather low and they tend to be more stable like 

ethanol due to lower surface tension gradient. 

A second type of instability occurs in kerosene droplet due to a decrease in surface tension and viscosity with 

temperature. The change in surface tension causes the droplet to flatten due to increased Bernoulli pressure at the 

poles resulting in an increase in aspect ratio. The imbalance in pressure force and surface tension force near the 

equator creates shape oscillation. If the viscous damping of this oscillation is not strong enough, the droplet goes 

through unbounded stretching morphing into a disk-like shape, followed by bag type catastrophic breakup.  
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Abstract 

 

Secondary atomization refers to the fragmentation of liquid drops due to aerodynamic forces exerted by a sur-

rounding gas-phase. It is important in the context of combustion applications as improved understanding of the 

underlying physical phenomena can lead to better engine efficiencies. In the current work we examine one aspect 

of the secondary atomization process i.e., the deformation of an inviscid drop when exposed suddenly to a flow-

ing air stream. As outlined by Guildenbecher et al. (2009) depending on the air velocity and the fluid properties 

we observe a range of different deformations and fragmentation behavior. The bag breakup mode is one such 

deformation/fragmentation process characterized by flattening of the spherical drop leading to the formation of a 

bag bounded by a thick rim which eventually collapses to form smaller droplets.  The present work seeks to 

advance the current understanding by comparing experimental evidence with theoretical predictions.  The ex-

perimental setup comprises of a high-speed digital imaging system along with backlight illumination. This is 

used to capture details of bag/rim breakup and the ensuing fragmentation. Bag initiation time is computed from 

the set of videos obtained for various We corresponding to the liquid drop. Drop size measurements are obtained 

from PDA to supplement these results. The theoretical analysis is essentially divided into two parts. The first 

part deals with computing bag breakup times, and the corresponding topological evolution of the drop is estimat-

ed along the lines of scaling arguments available in the literature (Villermaux, 2009). This is in slight contrast to 

the Rayleigh-Taylor type mechanism which is often posited as the mechanism of bag deformation (Zhao, 2011). 

Theoretical predictions show no dependence of the maximum extent of the bag on We which is consistent with 

experimental findings. The model correctly predictes Wecr, which marks the transition from the vibrational to the 

bag process. In the second part, a linear stability model (Gast, 1991) is used to compute the drop sizes obtained 

after capillary breakup of the ring. It must, however, be noted that the model for the rim breakup requires infor-

mation of the characteristic inner and outer toroidal radii which are obtained from the experimental runs and 

cannot be predicted accurately from just the initial drop diameter before it enters the air stream. Also, before the 

rim shatters it is corrugated and not perfectly toroidal (Zhao, 2011) which is an important consideration in the 

analysis and is taken into account. Typically, the bag fragments comprise of smaller drops, large in number and 

the rim consists of large drops smaller in number and form after the bag has completed ruptured (Dai, 2001). 

This expected bi-modal distribution is not observed in the experimental runs because the probability of larger 

drops was insignificant for these tests. Thus, the preliminary analysis and experiments have helped extend cur-

rent understanding and confirm existing notions about the bag breakup in secondary atomization. 
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Abstract 

 

In this paper, a Diesel spray has been investigated experimentally and numerically in order to improve the 

understanding of transient processes of short injection typically used in multi-injection strategies of internal 

combustion engine. The spray was observed experimentally in a high pressure high temperature cell that repro-

duces the thermodynamic conditions which exist in the combustion chamber of a Diesel engine during injection 

using a pre-combustion technique. A single-hole injector was mounted within the top face of the cell and the 

spray was injected at the following operating conditions: Pinj = 120 MPa, Tgas = 900 K and Pgas = 6.7 MPa. Planar 

Laser-induced Fluorescence (PLIF) was used to obtain two dimensional fields of fuel mass concentration. A 

normalization method based on the determination of the total injected mass was used to derive quantitative in-

formation from the fluorescence imaging. Also, 50 single-shot images of the vapor jet were acquired for each 

timing in order to allow statistical analysis. 

Large Eddy Simulation (LES) numerical approach has been used in order to investigate single-shot transient 

processes and averaged results. Different LES simulations have been carried out using a Lagrangian approach 

including recently developed models in the AVBP code, for instance, the DVI model for initial formation of 

dense sprays and the SAB model for the droplets breakup. The injected fuel was a mixture of 70%vol n-decane 

and 30% vol 1-methylnaphtalène representative of a standard diesel. Five test cases were defined and are pre-

sented in Table 1. Since the injection boundary conditions are not fully known, the calculation methodology con-

sisted in adjusting the numerical jet using the experimental results. Case 1 is the result of this adjustment and 

will be considered as the reference case, subsequently referred to as T9P12. Particularly, an experimental flow 

rate and �l = 0.85 were used. The case 2 uses a modified flat flow rate during the full opening period. Then, the 

case 3 uses a value of �l equal to 0.80 to study the effects of cavitation in the orifice on the jet. Finally, the case 

4 employs the SGS dynamic Smagorinsky model instead of the standard Smagorinski model used in the first 3 

cases. For each case, a series of 15 or 30 LES was calculated by setting different seeds for random sampling of 

the injected blobs. 

The LES computations have been carried out with a well refined mesh in the injection zone. The characteris-

tic size of the tetrahedral cells is of the order of 80 microns over a distance of about 100 diameters from the noz-

zle exit. This mesh correctly resolves the Gaussian profiles of liquid volume fraction and velocity specified by 

the DVI model. The full paper will includes the discussion of all the cases presented in Table 1.In particular, it 

has been shown that more than 30 LES simulations are needed in order to obtain converged numerically results. 

In this case, a satisfactory quantitative agreement has been obtained between the numerical results and the exper-

iments, in terms of mass density, both in the averaged images and for the axial and radial profiles (see Figure 1 

and Figure 2). 

 

 

 

Table 1 Definition of the LES parameters for the T9P12 case : Pinj = 120 MPa, Tgas = 900 K and Pgas = 6.7 

MPa.  
Case Label Injection rate Liquid volume 

fraction, �l  

 

SGS models Total number of LES 

computations 

1(15) 

1(30) 

A85 Experimental 0.85 Smagorinski model 15 

30 

2(15)  TXE Experimental, 

modified 

0.85 Smagorinski model 15 

3(15) TXN Experimental 0.8 Smagorinski model 15 

4(30)  DYN Experimental 0.85 Dynamic Smago-

rinski model 

30 
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Abstract 

Diesel engines emit soot and NOx. The formation of these emissions is affected by heterogeneous distribution in 

diesel spray. This heterogeneous distribution is affected by turbulent vortex structure. Thus, the high accuracy 

prediction for the amount of these emissions needs to estimate finer turbulent vortex structure. Conventional 

CFD for the engine combustion is performed using Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) approach as 

turbulent analysis method. However, RANS approach has no enough capability to describe the finer vortex 

structure. Recently, Large Eddy Simulation (LES) approach has gotten a lot of attention as the alternative way of 

RANS approach. LES approach is able to describe the finer structure of the turbulent vortex than RANS 

approach. 

LES has been applied for non-evaporative, evaporative diesel spray in earlier studies. It is found that grid length 

sensitivity is quite high in LES so that finer grid should be set in order to reproduce finer diesel spray structure. 

In addition, central difference method and forth order Runge-Kutta method for the convection term of momen-

tum equation are adopted in order to reduce the numerical viscosity. As a result, good agreements of the spray 

shape and spray tip penetration are obtained in LES analyses. However, spray droplet diameter of LES analyses 

underestimated in the comparison with the experimental results. This is because Kelvin-Helmholtz and Ray-

leigh-Taylor (KHRT) model is used for breakup model. It is reported that KHRT model underestimate Sauter 

mean diameter. KH model and RT model are modeled for high Weber number condition. Even if the fuel is in-

jected with high pressure, the downstream region of spray is corresponding to relatively low Weber number con-

dition due to the momentum exchange with ambient gas. To overcome this problem, we develop KH-MTAB 

model. This is hybrid breakup model where KH model and Modified Taylor Analogy Breakup (MTAB) model 

are used for primary and secondary breakup respectively. MTAB model is more suitable for description of sec-

ondary breakup, compared to RT model. The LES results with KH-MTAB model show that spray tip penetration, 

spray volume and sauter mean diameter of LES analyses are good agreement with experimental results at rela-

tively low density condition. However, the tendencies of droplet size distribution are not agreement with experi-

mental results due to the problem with hybrid method of KH model and MTAB model. 

This study is focused on the investigation of breakup model which improves coupling of KH model and MTAB 

model. LES analyses of non-evaporating diesel spray are performed using modified KH -MTAB model at differ-

ent ambient density and the spray injection pressure. Then, LES analyses were compared with experimental re-

sults in terms of spray tip penetration, spray volume, sauter mean diameter, droplet size distribution and spray 

shape. 
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Abstract 

The internal flow in a fuel injector nozzle and the external spray atomization are closely related. As a re-

sult, CFD modeling of sprays must properly take into account the influence of the nozzle flow. Before its com-

plete atomization into droplets, the fuel is in the form of continuous liquid column in the near-nozzle region. An 

Eulerian CFD approach assumes a continuum two-phase fluid both inside and outside of the nozzle, and hence 

provides a natural coupling between the two flows. Most previous studies using the Eulerian approach assume 

incompressibility. However, considering the fact that the sound speed is greatly reduced in the two-phase regime, 

this assumption limits the model’s application to high-speed fuel injection cases. 

The current study presents an equilibrium Eulerian approach for compressible flows. For single-component 

flows, the thermodynamic states and phase transition are modeled with the Stiffened Gas Equations [1, 2] im-

plemented in the KIVA-3V code. The model is then extended to two-component flows under the assumption of 

ideal mixing, with one component being inert air. The methodology of the model and its validation against clas-

sical two-phase flow problems are presented.
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Injection systems of modern diesel engines are one of the key components to increase the fuel efficiency and

to lower pollutant emissions. Therefore, a detailed understanding of the spray generated by the injector nozzle is

crucial to optimize the process of the mixture formation, ignition, combustion, and emission. In diesel injection

systems the spray formation is significantly influenced by the internal flow of the injector and often influenced

by cavitation [1]. Increasingly important is the transient flow behavior during the needle lift. The aim of this

study is the time dependent numerical simulation of the internal flow processes including the multiphase processes

with special emphasis to the time dependent variation of the needle. The injector consists of a needle with an

adapted needle cone geometry and a nozzle body, which is a 8-hole blind hole nozzle. The holes have a diameter

of d = 247 μm with cylindrical geometry and sharp inlet. Experimental test data from a cold injection chamber

provide boundary conditions and serve as a plausibility check. The injector needle movement is realized by a

dynamic mesh. Several models have been evaluated. These were the combinations of two multiphase models

(Eulerian and Mixture model) [2], two cavitation models (Schnerr-und-Sauer, Zwart-Gerber-Belamri) [3] [4]. A

suitable combination is found from subsequent studies. Also the influence of vapour pressure was investigated.

First results show strongly asymmetric two phase regions inside the nozzle for the transient initial and final part of

the injection.

Figure 1. Time-dependent velocity inside the injector during the opening of the needle

(t = 0; 50; 100; 150; 200 μs)

During the opening process (Figure 1) of the needle the cavitation area increases, while in the steady open

state it reduces. The influence of details of geometry between needle and needle seat is clearly visible, as here

the momentum wave of the fluid is starting. It is found that the multiphase models have a bigger influence on the

nozzle flow compared to the cavitation and the vapour phase models. In accordance with literature, a cavitation

area was observed for all of the mentioned models at the flow-induced orifice of nozzle hole inlet. In the nozzle

appears a cavitation zone at the opposite side of the inflow.

As a conclusion, the multiphase models have a bigger influence on the nozzle flow compared to the cavitation

and the vapour phase models. In accordance with literature, a cavitation area was observed for all of the mentioned

models at the flow-induced orifice of nozzle hole inlet.

For further work, the comparison of the macroscopic spray simulation with measured data obtained from an

injection chamber is planned.
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Abstract 

This paper presents an investigation to reveal the cycle-to-cycle variations of pulsing spray characteristics of 

Spark-Ignition Direct-Injection (SIDI) fuel injectors. The objective is to quantify the spray’s cycle-to-cycle vari-

ation such that further insight of the operating principles in the fuel injection system could be developed to en-

hance the combustion efficiency and reduce emissions of SIDI engines. The experiments were carried out using 

a multi-hole SIDI fuel injector under an extended range of test conditions in a spray chamber. Using a strobe 

light as an illumination source, images of the spray structure were taken by a CCD camera. The analysis ap-

proach of the cycle-to-cycle variation was based on constructing two types of images, namely, 1) Ensemble Im-

age, and 2) Probability Presence Image (PPI). The analysis of the ensemble image and PPI reveals that both ap-

proaches can be used to extract the variations of the spray structure. While an ensemble image is useful for de-

termining the quantitative variation of the spray characteristics, such as the penetration and spray angle, in terms 

of average, maximum and minimum limits, a PPI provides a new way to examine the spray variation in terms of 

a probability defined for the presence of the liquid region. Not only a PPI is able to illustrate the magnitude of 

cycle-to-cycle variation in penetration and spray angle values quantitatively, it also displays the variations quali-

tatively in a two-dimensional manner in terms of the liquid presence probability. 
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Abstract 

Multi-hole gasoline direct injection (GDI) injector sprays have been studied numerically. This study is ac-
tually an extension of the previous work of R. Rotondi [1]. Main part of this work focuses on air entrainment, 
droplets sizes and velocities in the spray plumes under the hot and cold conditions, which are very important for 
jet to jet interactions, spray propagation and mixture formation.  

A typical advantage of Multi-hole GDI injector is to increase the fuel efficiency by reducing fuel injection 
timing, penetration and increasing the fuel-air mixture quality for better combustion in the engines. But since 
there is a presence of multiple spray plumes at the same time therefore it is necessary to avoid jet to jet interac-
tions in order to maintain the intended spray targeting and produce sufficient vapour homogeneity for better eva-
poration and ignition. Experimentally in multi-hole injectors it is very difficult to look at the air entrainment in-
side the six holes injectors with narrow cone angle. That is why to go more in detail and understand the physics 
better, numerical study becomes very important.   

The experimental investigations of the PIV air entrainment were performed at IFPEN with operational con-
ditions: injection pressure (Pi) = 200 bar, chamber pressure (Pc) =1.54 bar, fuel Temperature (Tf) = 90°C, cham-
ber temperature (Tc) =33 °C. PDA measurements of droplets sizes had been carried out in the Loughborough 
University with Pi=100bar, Pc=1 bar and Tc = Tf = 20°. Continental’s special XL 3-hole 90° and 6-hole 60° injec-
tors were used for all experiments. The Reynolds Average Navier Stokes (RANS) simulations were performed 
on OpenFOAM ® version 1.7.1, where the gaseous phase was modeled by the standard K-Epsilon approach and 
the liquid phase was modeled by the Lagrangian approach. A compressible reacting spray solver equipped with 
automatic mesh refinement (AMR) was used with a computational domain of size 112 mm x 112 mm x 112mm 
and minimum cell size of 0.375mm after the AMR. AMR was based on the scalar fields of kinetic energy and 
vapour mass fraction for non-evaporating and evaporating conditions, respectively. Automatic time step adjust-
ment was also included to keep local courant number to be less than 0.5 with initial time step of 10-7 sec. 

The droplets’ size, liquid penetration and the air entrainment profiles show good agreement with experimen-
tal PDA and PIV data respectively. The air entrainment is relatively high in the near nozzle region and at the 
spray tip leading edge because of the high spray momentum for both the 3 and 6-hole injectors. In 3-hole injector 
the spray-induced air motion is found to be relatively weak in the zone between the two adjacent plumes and air 
is entrained in the plumes up to the near nozzle region without any jet to jet interactions. However 6-holes injec-
tor shows strong jet to jet interactions with a significant amount of vapour inside the spray cone. The gas inside 
the upper region of the spray cone is observed to be pushed downwards along the spray propagation which inte-
racts with the oppositely directed air from the bottom half. This interaction produces a radial flow which deflects 
the spray plumes from their original path and also pushes out the vapor present inside the cone. The deflection 
angle of the spray cone in the simulations is measured roughly to be between 6° to 9°.  

Fig 11: Plots of air & gas entrainment at 3.1ms After the Start of Injection; Axial (left), Radial (right)
Reference 

[1] Rotondi R., Hélie J., Leger C., Mojtabi M., Wigley G., ILASS Europe, Czech Republic, (2010).
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Abstract
The multijet atomization strategy stands out as competitive in the production of liquid atomizers with relatively

simple geometries, producing sprays from the impingement of two or more jets (Nj ≥ 2), with a relatively low

injection pressure and, consequently, low flow rates ( < 1.5l/min). However, there are two geometric factors af-

fecting the design of these atomizers and, eventually, the atomization process itself, which are scarcely approached

in the literature: i) the pre-impingement distance (lpi) of the jets; ii) and the jets’ misalignment. This paper an-

alyzes the influence of these parameters on the structure of the liquid sheet formed after the impact of two jets,

as well as on drop size. An experimental setup has been built with the possibility of studying multijet sprays up

to Nj = 4, where each jet has 4 degrees of freedom (x, y, z, θ, the later corresponds to half the impingement

angle) and the flow rate is controlled individually. The range of jet Reynolds (Rej) numbers lie between 1485

and 5729 and the impingement angles from 90◦ to 120◦. The pre-impingement distances vary from 2.5 to 7.5 of

the jet diameter (dj) and the misalignment from 0 to 50% of dj . The flow is visualized with a high-speed camera

and the images are processed in order to quantify the liquid sheet (LS) breakup length and width, as well as drop

size. Results evidence that for lower Rej , when the liquid sheet develops in a closed rim, the pre-impingement

distance does not significantly influence the LS structure, or the characteristic size of droplets, which are mainly

formed from capillary instabilities detaching from the bounding rim. However, if the Rej keeps increasing, the

LS rim begins opening at the bottom. Li and Ashgriz [1] observed a transition between a closed- and an open-rim

LS between Rej = 2000 and slightly less than 2500, however, we have observed a transition only above 2500. In

fact, once the LS regime changes to that of an open rim, a higher lpi leads to a shorter breakup length. This has

implications relatively to the application of these sprays when short atomization distances are required. Relatively

to the misalignment or skewness, it generates a radial moment in the development of the liquid sheet, leading to

its rotation [2]. In terms of the effect of the pre-jet-impingement length and jet misalignment, the analysis of the

experimental results can be synthesized in the following:

• the pre-jet-impingement distance lpi produces a significant influence on the liquid sheet breakup length in

the open-rim regime, but not in the closed-rim.

• in the open-rim regime, higher impingement distances between the nozzle exit and the impact location (lpi),
result in shorter breakup lengths, smaller drop sizes, and more droplets. The interpretation suggested is

related with the relaxation of the jet velocity profile which is higher for larger lpi;

• the misalignment of the jets induces a rotation of the liquid sheet, enlargement of its breakup length and,

consequently, thinning of its thickness. In the case of open-rim regime, this amplifies the instabilities and

antecipates breakup, decreasing its length;

Further studies will consider the fundamental hydrodynamics associated with multijet impingement sprays with

more than two jets.

[1] Li, R., Ashgriz, N. Physics of Fluids 18:087104 (2006)

[2] Gadgil, H. P., Raghunandan, B. N. Atomization and Sprays 19:1-18 (2009)
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Abstract
This paper describes the application of the Taylor Analogy Breakup (TAB) model [1] to simulate droplets size

distributions obtained in rotary bell spray painting. This application technique is commonly used in the automotive

industry for primer, color layers and clear coat. This paper deals exclusively with the clear coat paint material.

The properties of the clear coat differ from what the TAB model has been used for traditionally. In particular,

the viscosity of the paint is approximately 100 times that of water. In addition, it is non-Newtonian but may be

treated as Newtonian as long as the large shear rate is large enough. For this reason an empirical correction for

large viscosity originally described by Brodkey [2] is applied to the TAB model. This correction introduces a

dependency of the Ohnesorge number to the stability criterion that is in effect only for larger Ohnesorge numbers.

The Ohnesorge number is expressed as Oh = μ/
√

2ρlσa, where μ is the dynamic viscosity of the liquid, ρl its

density, σ is the surface tension coefficient, and a is the droplet radius. We see that the number increases with

decreasing droplet size and that it therefore is not constant during the course of atomization where droplets break

and successively becomes smaller and smaller.

The TAB model has previously primarily been used in combustion engine simulation and the spray paint

simulation is a new application to the model. Its parameters therefore need to be tuned such that the simulated

droplet size distributions match measured ones. The global optimization algorithm DIRECT [3] was used to this

purpose. One of the five parameters of the model was found to not affect the obtained size distributions and the

optimization was reduced to four free variables. Optimal parameter values found are presented for both the original

and the modified TAB models.

Measurements of the droplet sizes in the spray were performed at the Fraunhofer-Institut für Produktionstech-

nik und Automatisierung (IPA) in Stuttgart, Germany with a Spraytec RTS 5001 from Malvern Instruments. A

histogram of droplet sizes is obtained for each set of process parameters measured. A total of 17 parameter set-

tings were measured where the paint flow rate, the shape air, and the bell rotation speed were varied. The largest

effect on the measured size distributions came from the rotation speed, and the focus in the paper is to capture that

effect by performing CFD simulations of the near bell region.

Three different rotation speeds are considered: 30, 40, and 50 thousand revolutions per minute (RPM). Param-

eters in the breakup model are tuned to all three cases simultaneously in order to obtain good agreement between

simulated and measured size distributions. The dependency of the size distributions on the rotational speed is well

captured and good results are achieved over a wide range of droplet diameters.

[1] O’Rourke P. J., Amsden A. A. SAE paper 872089 (1987).

[2] Brodkey R. S., Addison-Wesley Series in Chemical Engineering, New York, NY, USA, 1967.

[3] Jones, D. R., Perttunen, C. D., Stuckman, B. E., J. Optim. Theory Appl., 79:157–181 (1993).
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Abstract 

Atomization by the impingement of two liquid jets of fuel and oxidizer is utilized as the primary process of 

combustion in the liquid thrust chamber of liquid propellant thrusters because of the compact size and the 

reliability of reigniting. Liquid propellant thruster has many merits, for example easily controlled thrust and high 

specific thrust. Breakup mechanisms of impinging jet atomizers consists of three main steps, i.e. formation of 

liquid fan, disintegrate to the liquid fragment and breakup into droplets. These processes of atomization are 

affected by the influence of aerodynamic, viscous, inertial and instability wave appeared on the liquid surface. 

Atomized droplets are ignited by its hypergolicity in thrust chamber. Computer fluid dynamics (CFD) has been 

applied to the analysis and development of the combustion chamber to reduce the costs of development. Since it 

is difficult to deal with the atomization process with combustion process at the same time in CFD, a simple 

model of atomization is used in the CFD. To make precise prediction of atomization and combustion 

phenomenon in the liquid propellant thruster, it needs to verify the impinging atomization model to the actual 

phenomena. In this study, in order to verify the reported numerical model, experimental measurements of 

impingement atomization process were conducted by using high-speed imaging and phase Doppler anemometry.  

To simplify atomization phenomena, like-on-like impinging jet atomizer is used. The water is used as the test 

liquid, which is fed from N2 pressurized tank to the test nozzle. Two flow channels are completely separated in 

order to stabilize flow rate. Droplet size distribution and vertical velocities of droplets are measured by phase 

Doppler anemometry (PDA). The light source is an Ar
+
 laser. The region of liquid fan and ligament appearance 

is estimated by the results of high speed imaging. The measurements are conducted under two different Weber 

number with 336 measurement points in the x-y plane. Here, the x-y plane is the same plane of liquid fan. The 

average characteristic values of spray (e.g. Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD), droplet velocity) are obtained by 

using 20,000 samples at each point. This is enough number to obtain the average value. 

The liquid fan and ligaments region were found from results of the high speed imaging. The region of liquid fan 

and ligaments were smaller than that of the theoretical analysis. This was because liquid jets and liquid fan had 

the larger instability in its flow than theoretical analysis. The SMD was small under high Weber number 

condition at all measurement points. And the SMD increased with increasing azimuthal angle from vertical axis. 

In addition, the SMD increased with increasing distance from the disintegration point. This is because there are 

many non-spherical droplets, which is ignored in the PDA measurement, at vicinity to the disintegration point. 

Non-spherical droplets became spherical with increasing distance from the disintegration point, and became 

possible to be measured by PDA. And From results of the PDA measurements in horizontal plane, mass flux is 

weighted in the center axis though SMD doesn’t change in a direction perpendicular to the liquid fan. Spatial 

gradient of the mass flux became smoother with increasing distance from the disintegrated point. Currently, 

impinging atomization model doesn’t consider mass flux distribution in a direction perpendicular to the liquid 

fan. The results indicated that the mass flux distribution should be taken into account to make a precise 

prediction of impinging atomization. 
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Abstract 

The main processes in automotive paint shops are electro coating, sealing and cavity wax, spray painting and 

oven curing. These processes are characterized by multi-phase and free surface flows, multi-physics, multi-scale 

phenomena, and large moving geometries, that pose great challenges for mathematical modeling and simulation. 

The current situation in the automotive industry is therefore to rely on individual experience and physical 

validation for improving the paint and surface treatment processes. Having access to tools that incorporate the 

flexibility of robotic path planning with fast and efficient simulation of the processes would be advantageous, 

since such tools can contribute to reduce the time required for introduction of new models, reduce the cycle-time, 

reduce the environmental impact and increase quality. In a joint ongoing project with Swedish and international 

automotive industry such tools are being developed.  

In this paper the focus is on spray painting with the Electrostatic Rotary Bell Sprayer (ERBS) technique. Paint is 

injected at the center of a rotating bell; the paint forms a film on the bottom side of the bell and is atomized at the 

edge. The droplets are charged electrostatically and driven towards the target car body both by shaping air 

surrounding the rotating bell and by a potential difference in the order of 50-100 kV between paint applicator 

and target. Some earlier attempts can be found in the literature, but a systematic validation for realistic 

geometries is missing. Another major drawback is that the simulation times are prohibitively long for the tools to 

be industrially useful. This is partly due to the fact that the simulation methods do not handle moving geometries 

in an efficient way. The aim of this paper is to present a new framework for simulation of electrostatic spray 

painting based on novel algorithms for coupled simulations of air flow, electromagnetic fields and paint droplets. 

Particularly important for the computational efficiency is the Navier-Stokes solver. The incompressible solver is 

based on a finite volume discretization on a dynamic Cartesian octree grid and unique immersed boundary 

methods are used to model the presence of objects in the fluid. This enables modeling of moving objects at 

virtually no additional computational cost, and greatly simplifies preprocessing by avoiding the cumbersome 

generation of a body conforming mesh. The virtual paint software is included in an in-house package for 

automatic path planning, IPS.   

The input to the simulations of the paint film build-up on a target is the process conditions (paint flow, shaping 

air, downdraft speed, and applicator rotation speed), the robot path, a CAD description of the target geometry, 

and measurements of the droplet size distribution and air velocities close to the bell. In the results section of the 

full paper the results from an extensive measurement campaign, which was performed to validate the simulation 

software, is presented. Several test plates and car fenders were painted with different process conditions and 

robot paths. The same cases were then simulated and overall the agreement between simulations and 

experiments are remarkably good. The very efficient implementation gives a major improvement of 

computational speed compared to other approaches and makes it possible to simulate spray painting of a full car 

in just a few hours on a standard computer. 
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Abstract 

One important issue in drop sizing by image analysis is the determination of the contour of the drops. As 

image is a signal particularly well adapted to human perception, it is often considered that raw data from an 

image can deliver quantitative information on the object imaged without needing any underlying physical model. 

This is not sufficient for precise determination of drop contours in the image of a spray as the grey level corre-

sponding to the contour strongly depends on the degree of focusing of a drop. It is shown in the present paper 

how an imaging model can help in determining this contour and thus in measuring the drop size. Recent advanc-

es made on an imaging model developed for application to spray sizing and drop size distribution measurements 

is presented. The imaging system is modeled by its point spread function (PSF) which can be considered as the 

response of the system to an infinitely small object source. Digital image capturing systems are classified in two 

categories, depending on the PSF width compared to the pixel width. Optical systems under consideration be-

long to the optics limited (OL) category for which the PSF is covered by several pixels. This is an important 

feature the imaging system must fulfill to apply criteria derived from the model. Also, even though objects under 

consideration are transparent liquid drops, it is shown that refraction can be neglected since those criteria are 

based on measurement made at the outline of the drop images. 

The optical settings of the imaging configuration must be carefully adjusted. Using a backlight configuration 

and a collimated light source is suggested to obtain high contrast images and a large DOF. An imaging model is 

used to derive useful relation for drop sizing application. The principle of the model, modeled image profiles and 

image parameters relevant for drop sizing are introduced. It is shown that image profile is controlled by two 

parameters that depend on the object properties (size, position, opacity) as well as on the imaging system proper-

ties (PSF). Image contrast, image width and grey level gradient at image edge are then used to characterize im-

age profiles properties and to derive relation between object and image properties.  

A sizing criterion and a focus selection criterion are derived from these relations. The sizing criterion allows 

determining the grey level to be used for locating the image contour and measuring the drop size. This is the 

main advantage of the model. Indeed, no calibration or correction is done on measurements made on the image 

to obtain the drop size. This criterion is based on the adjustment of the reference grey level, depending on the 

value of the image contrast. The focus selection criterion is based on the measurement of the PSF half-width and 

implies that an OL system must be used. It uses a relation between the grey level gradient and the image con-

trast. The derived criterion does not depend on the size of the drop. It is thus used to select droplets in a spray 

according to their focus position, independently from their size. 

An application to spray measurement is presented. It is shown that the sizing criterion allows measuring 

drop size over a large DOF. The sizing error remains of the order of the pixel size over the range of measured 

diameter [10μm – 1500μm] when focus selection criterion is used. The selection criterion, coupled to the cali-

bration of the PSF of the system, determines an effective depth of the measurement volume about 0.6 mm. It is 

shown that increasing this depth must go with an increase of the minimum diameter of the sizing range. If not, 

underestimation of the drop size distribution may occur for the smallest droplets. Sizing error due to an underes-

timation of the reference grey level is also evaluated and found to be less than 7% for acceptable contrast error. 

Image segmentation and sub-pixel contour extraction techniques are briefly presented at the end of the paper. 

These techniques are used to enhance the sizing procedure. Indeed, the complex image segmentation technique, 

using continuous wavelet transform computation, allows detecting of almost all the drops that are visible to the 

naked eye in an image. Real-coordinate contour obtained from sub-pixel contour extraction is analyzed as a 

curve in a continuous space described by a limited set of points. Size and shape parameters determined from this 

contour do not present discrete values, even for the smallest droplets. This leads to an effective enhancement of 

the sizing and of the shape analysis procedures. Partial overlapped droplet images are detected from the analysis 

of sub-pixel contour analysis. 
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Abstract

Recent studies of spray-related flowfields using synchrotron-based x-ray radiography at the 

Advanced Photon Source (APS), Argonne National Lab, have produced useful results related 

to fuel mass fraction. For some, however, it is not clear whether or not the technique can 

observe intact structures (e.g. a liquid core) inside a spray or not. Here we simulate x-ray 

radiography using a code that solves the full diffraction problem (Maxwell’s equations subject 

to assumptions that apply in this case) to model accurately several common spray 

architectures found in the literature. One important finding is that radiography detects the total 

mass along a line of sight, including intact liquid, drops and in some cases vapor and gas. 

Under appropriate conditions, radiography reveals liquid mass fraction which is related to the 

spray breakup rate and gas entrainment; both critical for understanding of sprays. The single 

point system used at the APS provides a spatially and temporally resolved (but averaged over 

a number of injections) determination of liquid fuel mass fraction. The potential for confusion 

between local signal reduction by diffraction and local signal reduction by absorption is also 

discussed. The issue is not unusual in such circumstances. This potential background problem 

can be avoided by careful arrangement of the experiment and it is clear that it does not affect 

the results produced by the Advanced Photon Source. 

* Corresponding author: mark.linne@chalmers.se
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Abstract 

Irrigation sprinkler system is very popular in Europe. To improve its application efficiency, in particular as re-
gards water distribution uniformity, water losses and environmental impact of spraying, a better knowledge of 
the size and spatial distribution of the generated droplets is necessary. The present study aims at characterizing 
the atomization of a large-scale pressure-atomized jet of water. The water jet is injected at high velocity into still 
air thanks to an industrial nozzle particularly used in irrigation. The nozzle diameter is 4.36 mm and exit velocity 
is about 25 m/s. 
The droplet size and velocity are analysed by a double-pulsed shadowgraph imaging technique. A particular at-
tention is paid to the calibration of the imaging system, both to define the measurement volume associated to 
each droplet size and to improve the estimation of droplet diameters, especially concerning the apparent size of 
unfocused droplets. For simplicity glass spheres are used instead of droplets in the calibration procedure. The 
depth of volume measurement is found to be strongly related to the object size. Furthermore, different image 
processing methods have been tested to estimate the size of non-spherical liquid fragments. 
As the spray width is larger than the depth of volume measurement, a number of droplets are not detected by our 
imaging system. Moreover the spray is very heterogeneous, with more and larger droplets near the jet axis. In 
order to take into account the whole population of droplets present in the spray at a given distance from the in-
jector, the spray is supposed to be axisymmetric. The validation of the axisymmetric assumption is in progress 
by getting volume flux distribution using a mechanical patternation technique. 
Eventually, drop size distributions are obtained by image processing as a function of the turbulent scales of the 
upstream flow, as well as Reynolds and Weber number. Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV) is used for the 
investigation of droplet velocities. Preliminary results show that log-normal distributions give the best fit to the 
experimentally observed drop size distributions. Moreover the ratio of the mass median diameter (MMD) over 
the Sauter mean diameter (SMD) is found to be constant and equal to 1.2, which is in good agreement with pre-
vious studies, and yields to a relation between the mean and the standard deviation of lognormal distributions. 
In the near future, an Eulerian model, developed in a previous work and validated up to one hundred diameters 
from the nozzle, will be extended to the far field and coupled with a Lagrangian approach. Numerical results will 
be compared with our experimental data of droplet size and velocity measurements and with Particle Image Ve-
locimetry (PIV) measurements in the liquid core. 
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Abstract 

 

Increasing fuel injection pressure has enabled continuous reduction of diesel emissions while sustaining 

the high thermal efficiency advantage of diesel engines. Current production diesel injectors operate in the range 

from 300 to 2000 bar. The ongoing trend for fuel injection systems is to higher injection pressures and smaller 

nozzle hole diameters for further emissions reduction and fuel efficiency improvements. Fundamental 

understanding of diesel spray characteristics including liquid penetration and cone angle is imperative to 

improve model development and facilitate the integration of elevated injection pressure systems into future 

diesel engines.  

Studies were conducted in an optically accessible constant volume combustion vessel under non-

vaporizing and vaporizing conditions. A 7-hole injector, currently being developed for high injection pressure 

applications, was studied between 2000 and 3000 bar injection pressures with ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel. The 

study included two part-load charge density conditions of 7.4 kg/m
3
 and 14.7 kg/m

3
 along with an elevated 

density boosted condition of 34.8 kg/m3. Diagnostics used included Mie back scatter imaging for liquid phase 

penetration. Experimental results were compared to spray penetration relationships to extrapolate these 

relationships to the elevated injection pressure conditions. Thus, an improved understanding of the influence of 

elevated injection pressure on fundamental spray characteristics was gained.  
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Abstract 

The secondary breakup of elastic non-Newtonian liquid drops will be investigated experimentally to determine 

fragment size and velocity distributions. Knowledge of these parameters will help with the design and/or 

optimization of many technical systems such as gas turbine combustors or film coating processes. To do this, 

Xanthan gum – water solutions of various concentrations ranging from 0.1% to 1.0% by weight are prepared and 

injected into a high speed air stream. Both PIV and LDA techniques have been employed to characterize the air 

stream velocity. The fragment size and velocity distributions of elastic liquid fragments resulting from secondary 

atomization will be characterized using a dual-PDA system (Dantec Dynamics GmbH, Germany). The fragment 

size and velocity distributions of the wake region of the fragmenting drop will be plotted against the Weber and 

Ohnesorge numbers to investigate how the two distributions change with respect to these parameters. The 

primary focus will be on the bag and bag and stamen (multimode) breakup regimes, with work extending to the 

sheet-thinning regime if fragment geometries allow. Previous work focusing on the resulting fragments on 

secondary breakup has mainly studied the fragment sizes, not velocities. Work by Villermaux and Bossa [3] was 

focused on the distribution of fragment sizes. The end result was a plot of drop size distribution versus initial 

drop diameter. Since Villermaux and Bossa [3] studied water droplets, the effects of liquid properties (density, 

surface tension, etc.) were not taken into account. Also, since the drops in this study fell due to gravity, the 

effects of varying air velocity were not studied. In the work of Gast [2], the focus was only on the breakup of the 

drop rim, even though the conditions were such that the drops were undergoing bag breakup. Again, water was 

the only solution used, and the drop diameter was the only variable changed. Gast [2] used time-lapse 

photography to determine if there was a relationship between initial drop diameter and torus diameter; his focus 

was mainly on torus geometry, not fragment properties. Most recently, the products of drop fragmentation have 

been studied by Bartz et al. [1]. We expect to produce plots of fragment size versus axial location that are similar 

to Bartz et al.’s [1] findings (as shown in Figure 1): 

 
Figure 1: D32 versus axial measurement location [1]. 

This work aims to extend the knowledge of drop fragment size and velocity distribution to the elastic non-

Newtonian case. We will attempt to determine how these distributions vary with respect to important non-

Newtonian fluid parameters (namely Weber and Ohnesorge number). By studying the bag and bag and stamen 

breakup regimes, we will cover a wide range of flow and distribution conditions. 

Keywords: non-Newtonian, secondary breakup, secondary atomization, liquid drops 
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Abstract 

 

Fragmentation of liquid ligaments is a phenomenon which is observable in different industrial applications. For 

example in roll coating or printing when paint films split between rollers, ligaments are formed and produce 

unwanted droplets [1]. Also, it is one of the fundamental processes in spray generation since atomization of a 

liquid surface most often implies the formation of liquid ligaments which are stretched out of the surface, elon-

gate and break-up into single droplets [2]. The dynamics and fragmentation mechanisms of those stretched liga-

ments are investigated experimentally in this work. The experiments are performed with pure Newtonian liquids 

and suspensions of spherical glass particles (3-20 μm) in water with mass fractions up to 0.8. 

 

Methodologies  

Single liquid ligaments were produced and stretched using the experimental setup shown in Fig. 1. It consists of 

two parallel glass plates, from which one is mounted at a fixed position while the other one, movable, is con-

nected with a linear driving system. The motion of the movable plate is accurately controlled. By using a dis-

placement pipette a defined amount of liquid is deposited onto the movable plate which then drives towards the 

fixed plate until a liquid bridge is formed in the gap between the plates. After this a ligament is created stretching 

the bridge uniaxially by driving the movable plate apart from the other. Two high-speed camera systems allow 

observation of stretching and break-up processes from a top-view and side-view.  

The main advantage of using a controllable linear motor for stretching the liquid bridge is the accuracy and re-

producibility of the experiments. Furthermore it is possible to investigate the influence of velocity and accelera-

tion of the movable plate on ligament stretching and break-up in detail.  

 

 

                  
FIG. 1 Experimental setup.  FIG. 2 Side view on ligament stretching and breakup at two different magni-

tudes of the plate acceleration: a = 10 m/s2 (left) and 150 m/s2 (right).            

 

 

Sample results  

In series of experiments the acceleration was varied from a = 10 to 150 m/s
2
. Some examples of ligament 

breakups at various accelerations are shown in Fig. 2. These images are used for estimation of the kinematics of 

the ligament stretching (variation of its diameter and length), measurements of the typical breakup time and 

evaluation of the distribution of the fragment size.  

The influence of accelerations of the movable plate as well as liquid properties and particle concentration on the 

kinematics of ligament stretching and breakup were investigated in this work.  
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Abstract 

The process of “bag” film disintegration at “bag” and “claviform” modes of drop breakup is connected with 

mechanism of hydrodynamic instability of Kelvine – Helmholtz type under action of air stream, and theoretical 

model for liquid film breakup is elaborated. The investigation of hydrodynamic instability of drop surface in gas 

flow allowed to explain [1] the mechanism of blowing off of a thin wide film of bag from parent drop after ex-

treem drop deformation. It helps us to estimate the important values of the liquid mass in the ring and the thick-

ness of the bag film, which are necessary to evaluate sizes of daughter droplets.  

The model of liquid film disintegration is developed, which describes two stages of the process – initial perfora-

tion of the film and further dynamics of the expanding hole, which is accompanied by film splashings. The proc-

ess of liquid film fragmentation itself is connected in our study also with mechanism of hydrodynamic instability 
of film in air stream.   

After initial film rupture, caused by instability, behavior of liquid film near the hole edge is governed by two 

factors: liquid gathering there into moving toroidal roller by the action of surface tension forces and further ac-

tion of instability mechanism near the streamlined film edge. When characteristic time of first process is smaller, 

than of the second one, the surface tension grasps significant amount of liquid into roller before unstable distur-

bance shakes it off from the edge. Therefore, the diameter of the roller and the sizes of shaken-off droplets are 

greater than thickness of the film.  

Solution of a simplest problem about instability of liquid film in gas flow was applied to determine the character-

istic size and time of dominant unstable disturbance. The comparison of the former with experimentally ob-

served [2] values of perturbations on film, which are probably produce initial rupture, showed a qualitative 

agreement.  
At simplest assumptions (media are ideal, film is plane, liquid roller has a form of torus) the ordinary differential 

equation of torus motion under action of surface tension forces and reactive forces is derived and laws of torus 

motion (for mass center of its cross section) and history of its radius are calculated. Taking into account simulta-

neously both mechanisms of unstable shaking-off and of the liquid roller growth, the main regularities of film 

disintegration kinetics have been calculated: histories of roller radius and of quantity of shaken-off droplets, 

sizes and moments of their generation and the period of the entire film disintegration.   

The comparison of computed values with experimentally observed [3] values of daughter droplet sizes, disper-

sity, film thickness and volume of liquid ring showed a good agreement.  
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Abstract
The secondary atomization characteristics of dilute spray jets of mineral turpentine with varying levels of turbu-

lence are investigated using phase Doppler anemometry (PDA). The choice of mineral turpentine as the injected

liquid ensures no evaporation at room temperature and a dilute spray is utilized to avoid droplet-droplet inter-

actions. The spray is formed upstream of a pipe and is carried with air to the jet exit plane. The influence of

turbulence on secondary atomization is studied in this paper via presentation of the Sauter mean diameter (SMD),

droplet diameter probability density functions (PDFs), and scatter plots of the droplet Weber (Wed) vs. Ohnesorge

(Ohd) number. A range of Reynolds numbers from ∼12,000-37,000 are tested with tube lengths varying from

4.7 to 43 jet diameters. The focus is on data from measurements taken at the tube exit planes where the effects

of dispersion are minimal. All of the aforementioned simplifications allow for the authors to attribute changes in

droplet diameter predominantly to secondary atomization. Scatter plots of the droplet Wed vs. Ohd reveal that

in the investigated geometry, Wed << 10 for Ohd < 0.1 due to the low droplet slip velocity, indicating that

only droplet deformation would be occuring in an analogous non-turbulent gas flow. However, it is found that the

SMD decreases by as much as 20μm with increasing Reynolds number and by 10μm with increasing tube length.

Increasing the tube length from 4.7 to 43 diameters whilst keeping the Reynolds number constant results in a dif-

ferent flow profile at the exit plane, varying from under-developed, to transitional, and finally to a fully developed

turbulent flow. This increase in tube length leads to a consistent decrease in the SMD of the dilute spray, acting as

evidence of turbulence enhanced secondary atomization.

Keywords: Secondary atomization, Turbulent Atomization, Dilute Spray, PDA
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Abstract 

 

The transient behavior of the jet during the start-up and shut-down portion of the injection at very high Reynolds 

and Weber numbers is addressed in the present work. The acceleration of the liquid during start-up is about 106 

m/s
2
 at the orifice exit for high Reynolds numbers. The influence of acceleration on the dynamics of jets has 

never been fully considered previously. When the jet emerges from the orifice, drag forces due to the dense am-

bient air cause a deceleration. Also, the dynamic protrusions from the jet surface created by Kelvin-Helmholtz 

(KH) instability are subject to local accelerations. The Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instabilities are driven by accelera-

tion when the liquid accelerates away from the gas locally. With this instability, the waves corrugate at the free 

surface during acceleration. Ultimately, these waves will finger into the liquid, causing it to break up. The effects 

of the RT and KH instabilities on jet break-up during start-up and shut-down transient are considered in this re-

search. During start-up and shut-down, the jet exit velocity varies producing an acceleration which  enters into 

the equations of motion transferring from the laboratory frame to an accelerating frame fixed to the liquid mass 

center as a generalized body force. In addition, the fingers have an accelerating motion, even during steady injec-

tion. At very high Reynolds and Weber numbers, calculations show that the unstable wavelengths could be as 

small as a few microns. To tackle the resolution problem and capture the shortest unstable surface wavelengths, 

we examine stream-wise segments of the jet, treating these segments as ballistic slugs coming from the orifice. 

This slug or liquid section of the jet deforms and exchanges both mass and momentum with the surrounding gas 

during start-up and shut-down. Use has been made of the unsteady multidimensional code with a finite-volume 

solver of the Navier-Stokes equations for liquid streams and adjacent gas, a boundary-fitted-gridding scheme, 

and a level-set method for gas/liquid interface tracking. We also simulate the full transient jet during the transi-

ents. These results have been very fruitful for an estimate of the acceleration and also for implementing the prop-

er boundary conditions in the liquid-section model. The effects of the acceleration on the surface instability and 
the range of unstable wavelengths in the liquid-section model have been compared with the classical instability 

theories.  
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Abstract

Diesel spray numerical modeling is still a challenging task due to the complex phenomena taking place and the

wide range of spatial and time scales required to capture the physics involved. The aim of this work is to 

evaluate the so-called -Y Eulerian atomization model, originally proposed by Vallet & Borghi, for CFD 

simulations of diesel engine sprays. This model has emerged as an alternative to the traditional discrete particle 

methods, widely employed on practical design applications for more than twenty years. Those Lagrangian liquid 

spray models are not well suited for the description of the primary atomization and the dense two-phase flow

occurring at the near field of diesel sprays, where basic model hypothesis cannot be fully accomplished.

The -Y model was developed on the basis of an Eulerian representation of the liquid/gas mixture by means of a 

single-fluid variable density turbulent flow. It is assumed that under high Reynolds and Weber numbers, large 

scale flow features are independent of viscosity and surface tension; but they affect the smallest scale flow, i.e., 

the size of the liquid fragments. From this assumption, spray liquid dispersion into the gas phase could be 

evaluated as the turbulent mixing of a variable density flow. The extent of the atomization process is computed 

from an interphase surface density equation ( ), and then it is not required to presume any particular shape for 

liquid fragments. Liquid dispersion is calculated by means of liquid mass fraction (Y) transport equation using a 

traditional turbulent diffusion flux closure. 

In this work a finite-volume solver for -Y model equations has been written using the open-source CFD C++ 

library OpenFOAM. Model predictions have been compared to experimental data from free diesel sprays 

injected into a non-vaporizing quiescent vessel with ambient density conditions typical of current automotive DI 

diesel engines. Spray macroscopic characteristics were obtained by means of high-speed imaging. In order to 

evaluate droplet velocity field and size, Phase Doppler particle analyser (PDPA) technique measurements were 

also performed at different spray axial and radial locations. Single-hole conical nozzles were used in those 

experiments. Nozzle flow characterization has been obtained from mass flow rate and momentum flux 

measurements.

Different numerical and physical sub-model parameters effects on spray modeling results have been evaluated

on a reference test case. The model set-up study indicates that accurate predictions of spray penetration as well 

on axial and radial velocity profiles can be simultaneously achieved. This result is obtained when - turbulence 

model constant C for dissipation equation is set to typical values employed for round jet simulations. Further 

parametrical studies indicate that the proposed -Y model approach and computational set-up remains valid for a 

broad range of injection pressure (30 to 130 MPa) and ambient density conditions (10 to 40 kg/m
3
). Model 

accuracy is worse for low ambient density and injection pressure conditions. It is proposed that under these 

particular conditions, the slip between phases becomes more significant and the single velocity field assumption 

is less appropriate.
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Abstract 

 

 A temporal stability analysis was carried out for a planar liquid sheet sandwiched between two gas streams 

moving with unequal velocities. A planar sheet is an idealized representation of an annular liquid sheet emanat-

ing from an injector owing to the high ratio of the radius of the liquid sheet to its thickness. To account for the 

nonlinearity of the breakup process, regular perturbation analysis was carried out up to second order using the 

initial amplitude of disturbance of the liquid sheet as the perturbation parameter. Unlike the case of planar sheets 

subjected to gas streams moving with equal velocity on either side, the present problem leads to para-sinuous 

and para-varicose modes giving phase differences between the two interfaces close to 0 and �  respectively. In 

the present work, both these modes were investigated to determine the dominant break-up mechanism. On ac-

count of the high velocities typically encountered in injectors like air blast atomizers, both the liquid and the gas 

flows are assumed inviscid and irrotational. This enables use of velocity potentials for both the phases. The two 

phases are coupled through kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions at the interface. Assumption of normal 

modes for the perturbed interface and use of the kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions lead to dispersion 

relations at each order in the form of ordinary differential equations. These equations are solved using Laplace 

transform. The nonlinear stability analysis gives the ligament area and the breakup time corresponding to the 

most unstable wave numbers in para-sinous and para-varicose modes. Gaster transformation is used to obtain the 

breakup length from the breakup time. Secondary breakup of the ligament into droplets was modeled following 

Rayleigh mechanism.  

Apart from modeling the breakup of the liquid sheet, droplet size and velocity distributions were predicted 

using Maximum Entropy Formulation (MEF). In the MEF approach, the joint size and velocity probability dis-

tribution that maximizes the information entropy subjected to certain constraints was considered the most proba-

ble distribution. In the present work, the constraints were based on the conservation of mass, momentum and 

energy of the liquid drops. The droplet diameter predicted by the breakup analysis is used as the mass mean di-

ameter in the MEF and the breakup lengths obtained from the stability analysis are used in the constraints rela-

tions. 

The results show that the asymmetry in the gas velocity significantly affects both the first order and the se-

cond order results. The liquid sheet profile shows considerably higher asymmetry before breakup compared to 

that observed with equal velocities. The range of unstable wavelengths, the maximum growth rate, the breakup 

length and the mean droplet diameters were found to be determined through a complex interaction of the gas 

phase velocities and their differences. In general, it is found that increase in difference the gas velocities on two 

sides of the liquid sheet leads to a significantly narrower size distribution in the spray though the velocity distri-

bution is affected much less. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Abstract
A comparative study on the two most commonly found gasoline direct injectors is presented, where a solenoid

driven multi-hole (6 horseshoe hole) and piezo driven outward opening injector were evaluated on liquid pen-

etration, spray width and spray structure within a constant volume chamber. These three variables have been

investigated for three typical fuels (iso-octane, gasoline 95 and e100 ethanol) at a fixed calorific delivery value of

389.4 J, typical combustion required value for stratified road-load operation. A first series of tests allowed corre-

lating mass flow and injection duration for each injector and fuel. The chemical properties of the three fuels were

used to calculate the injection duration for the target calorific value. This energy value was determined previously

by tests in a single cylinder research engine at stratified operation. The non-impinging, non-combusting spray was

visualized using back-lit high speed photography. The pressure and temperature values set on the chamber corre-

spond to SOI of 20, 30 and 40 CAD bTDC during engine testing at 2000 rpm and an IMEP of 2.5 bar for an overall

lean operation of λ = 4. The spray visualization was also carried out at ambient conditions (25◦C of temperature

and 1 and 6 bar of back pressure). The results show that the penetration length is function of ambient temperature

and pressure, fuel and injector type. The solenoid driven multi-hole injector produces longer penetration lengths

and at a faster rate than the piezo unit under all test parameters. Moreover, there is greater variance in penetration

curves for the fuels tested using the solenoid multi-hole injector compared to the piezo actuated outward opening

injector. Despite wall-wetting aspects have not been tested, larger variance in penetration curves for different fuels

in the solenoid multi-hole injector indicate that it is less suitable for bi-fuel engines. Thus, spray targeting dif-

ferences will lead to potential increase in combustion stability (COVimep), increase in emissions and increase in

wetting of surfaces i.e. sparks plug, bore or piston.
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Abstract 

Fast operating injectors produce pressure pulsations because of the opening and closing of the valve. These 

pressure waves run through the whole injection system which causes pressure differences of  of the mean 

system pressure. Therefore, the mass injection into the combustion chamber is also uneven which leads to an 

uncertainty in the combustion. This mismatch of the air-fuel ratio affects the performance of the combustion 

process and increases the emissions. 
 

Starting with Navier-Stokes equations one can show by neglecting gravitational and viscosity influence that a 

change in mass flow causes a pressure wave. 

 

 

 

A typical pressure profile for an Otto injector shows exactly the above described behavior that a pressure wave 

runs through the entire injection system and influences the pressure in the common rail and the connected injec-

tors. By using the commercial software AMESim, a theoretical model can be setup for a simple injection system. 

Afterwards one can investigate the influence of different parameters like system pressure, injection time, mass 

flow rate, etc. to make an analytical approach for a damped system. 

 

 

 

 

 

Based on these formulae one can design damper elements which can be tested afterwards. The used test-rig for 

the experimental studies consists of a common rail with two connected injectors and pressure sensors. It can be 

demonstrated that the pressure pulsations are removed completely in the common rail and in the passive injector 

and also mostly in the active injector. Therefore each injector can be decoupled by using these pulsation dampers 

because an interaction is prevented. Thus only minor pressure pulsation occur at the active injector. Furthermore, 

it can be shown numerically with AMESim that a dying-out time of the pressure pulsations of less than  

is possible. Also, different damper materials and damper configurations have been investigated numerically and 

experimentally to show their potential for applications and the possibility to optimize these damper elements 

regarding the pressure drop or the dying out time. 
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Abstract 
A well atomized spray enhances the evaporation process in gasoline engines. This work studies a sheet 

break-up mechanism formed by two impinging jets as a more effective alternative to the commonly used pres-
sure driven break-up in multi-hole nozzles.        

Figure 2 shows exemplarily three different shadowgraphy single shot images (view: max. radial expansion) 
for three different nozzle geometries, for which the bore-hole diameter (I � II) and the impinging angle 
(II � III) of the jets were changed.  
                        

           I                                            II                                          III                                   

      

Fig. 2 Single shot shadowgraphy-images for different nozzle design parameter acquired 450μs after visible 
start of injection;  

Parameters: pamb=0.1MPa, pfuel=20MPa, Tfuel=350K, Tamb=350K, injection time: 1ms  

To summarize, the penetration depth and the cone angle can be adjusted in combination with nozzle-hole di-
ameter and impinging angle, which allows the adjustment of both, mass flow and spray shape. A bigger bore-
hole diameter increases both, the spray cone angle and the penetration depth; a bigger impinging angle of the two 
liquid jets results in an increase of spray cone angle, but decreases the penetration depth.  

In order to quantify the quality of the atomization process the drop size distribution was determined spatially 
and temporally with Phase-Doppler-Anemometry. In Table 1 the measured mean drop sizes for both injectors are 
shown for three different injection pressures for a fully opened injector. Here the small pressure dependency of 
the mean drop size of the twin-jet injector gets clear. Considering a pressure change from 20MPa to 5MPa, an 
increase of 16 percent (1.2μm) for the twin-jet injector is accompanied by an increase of 46 percent (4.5μm) for 
the multi-hole injector.  

  Tab. 1:  Evaluation of the measured mean diameter during full needle lift of the injector in a distance of  
       30mm to nozzle tip 
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At full needle lift the measured mean drop size for the twin-jet injector compared to the multi-hole injector 
decreases drastically –depending on injection pressure– 21.2...38 percent. Furthermore, the level of 8.8μm mean 
droplet diameter of the twin-jet injector found for an injection pressure of 5MPa is not reached from the multi-
hole injector even for a pressure of 20MPa. 
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Abstract

The paper is intended at an experimental and a numerical study of the mixture formation process in a GDI 

engine equipped with a high-pressure seven-hole injector. One of the 4 engine cylinders is modified to allow two 

optical accesses that leave unvaried the combustion chamber configuration, hence the performance and emis-

sions of the real engine. A first optical access is through the piston head and a second one is through an endo-

scopic fiber probe inserted in the cylinder head. Under a medium-speed, medium-load working condition, the 

gasoline injection phase is experimentally characterized by image acquisition with high temporal resolution. 

The considered injector is also preliminary experimentally characterized as delivering gasoline into an opti-

cally accessible confined vessel under various injection strategies. Spray images are collected to derive infor-

mation relevant to penetration length and cone angle. The issuing mass flow rate is measured by means of a 

Bosch tube. The measurements data base is used to develop a 3D numerical model of the spray dynamics, whose 

validation is performed through an automatic procedure. The spray model is included within a 3D model of the 

in-cylinder processes to realize a reliable description of mixture formation and combustion.

_____________________________
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Abstract
Aerosol particle application of therapeutic agents into the deep lung represents an essential treatment of asthma

and other lung diseases. The advantage of pulmonary drug delivery through inhalation is the topical treatment of

specific lung conditions with limited whole-body effects. Aerosol particle deposition in this region has important

impact in drug delivery efficiency, and it is highly desirable to study particle deposition in the human upper airway.

Although significant investigations have been performed in this field, little research has focused on the study of

poly-disperse particle deposition in the human respiratory system, considering a realistic drug dose. In the present

study, a poly-disperse particle distribution as shown in Fig. 1 from a dry powder inhaler [1] is adopted using a

realistic drug dose of 200 μg, which is introduced into the human upper respiratory system through the mouth.

The mouth-throat configuration is constructed based on cast. Ansys ICEM-CFD 11.0 is used to generate the nu-

merical grid. Two-way coupling is implemented to model the two phase flow. Large eddy simulation (LES) with

the Smagorinsky sub-grid model is used to simulate the transitional laminar–turbulent gas flow, and the method is

combined with a model for Lagrangian particle motion. The open source software of OpenFOAM 1.5 is adopted

to solve the governing equations, where a new solver has been constructed to account for the particle motion using

a Lagrangian tracking method within the LES formulation for the flow field.

The numerical results show that the particle deposition in the human mouth-throat is dominated by particle dis-

tribution and dispersion. The contribution of particle deposition is related to both the initial particle size and the

geometric region. It is found that particles in the initial size range of 1–5 μm contribute least to the particle deposi-

tion as can be seen from Fig. 2, although the major part of injected mass consists of these particles, c.f. Fig. 1. The

total mass fraction of particles in the size ranges 0.35–1 μm, 1–5 μm, and 5–23.5 μm is 26.3%, 63.5%, and 10.2%

respectively, whereas the corresponding particle deposition efficiencies are 1.79%, 0.59%, and 3.99%. It is found

that the particle deposition in the trachea is mainly caused by particles less than 1 μm, in the pharynx and larynx

by particles larger than 5 μm, whereas in the mouth cavity, contributions of both particle size ranges deposit.

Thus, poly-disperse particle size distribution greatly influences particle deposition in the human upper airway, and

particles in the size range of 1–5 μm are most likely to reach the deep lung. The present method is suitable to study

particle deposition in more realistic mouth-throat models based on computed tomography (CT) scans.

Figure 1. Initial poly-disperse particle size distribution

measured from a metered-dose inhaler [1].
Figure 2. Particle deposition in different regions of the

mouth-throat.

[1] Littringer, E. M., Mescher, A., Schroettner, H., Walzel, L. A. P. and Urbanetz, N. A., European Journal of
Pharmaceutical Sciences (2011), accepted.
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Abstract 

 The performances of jet nebulizers for medical purposes are limited compared to the new mesh nebulizers, 
regarding output rate and drug loss. Their experimental development has reached a plateau, however the im-
provement of the device, cheaper and able to produce smaller droplets, stays an important challenge. The pur-
pose of this study is to design a numerical model simulating the nebulization process and to compare it with ex-
perimental data obtained from various measurement methods. Such a model allows a better understanding of the 
atomization process and a determination of the relevant physical parameters influencing the nebulizer output. 

The Updraft nebulizer (Hudson) was chosen to set geometric dimensions of the model and was designed 
with ANSYS Workbench. The simulation domain covers a wide area with a 4 @m mesh in the center of the de-
vice, where the liquid atomization takes place. Two inlet air flow rate were considered: 2 L/min (Re = 4000) and 
8 L/min (Re = 16000). Boundary conditions were set with experimental data and the relevant model parameters 
were determined through a 2D axial simulation. Large Eddy Simulation has been used as the turbulence model to 
account for the wide range of Reynolds regimes in the process. The transient 3D CFD calculations were then run 
on a 15° angular sector representing 4 million cells with ANSYS Fluent. Droplet formation times and locations, 
along with diameters and airflow velocity, were determined thanks to user-defined functions in Fluent. The ex-
perimental study consists in characterizing the spray output. Particle size measurements were performed with a 
laser diffractometer Spraytec (Malvern), particle size and velocity were measured with a Phase Doppler Ane-
mometer (Dantec Dynamics) and aerosol output was determined by a gravimetric method. The behavior of the 
droplets was visualized with a Fastcam SA1 CCD Camera (Photron). 

Observations made with CCD camera showed similar patterns as numerical results. At 2 L/min the liquid pe-
riodically formed a film which blew up in drops with various sizes. The larger ones impinged and spread out on 
the sphere while the faster ones rebounded and split in smaller particles. At 8 L/min, images showed a continu-
ous production of small droplets and the progressive formation of a liquid ring on the sphere surface. For both 
flow rates, the simulation and camera particle size distributions were similar, especially at 8 L/min. The differ-
ence between the mean diameters was about 20 % (26 @m vs. 21 @m; 17 @m vs. 14 @m), which is acceptable 
given mesh size and image resolution. PDA and laser diffractometry, which take into account spherical droplets 
with a diameter less than 5 @m, provided smaller values. 

CFD predicted atomization phenomena and provided a good estimation for droplet size in the nebulizer 
compared to CCD camera images. By showing the dynamics in the liquid phase during the fragmentation step, 
CFD helps understanding the physical processes governing the fragmentation of droplets over 5 @m, which could 
be extrapolated to micrometric particles obeying to the same dynamics. This model could help predicting nebu-
lizer output with defined geometrical and physical parameters. 
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Abstract
An imaging technique capable of measuring the extinction coefficient in three dimensions is presented and demon-

strated on two different atomizing spray systems with promising results. The approach is able to suppress unwanted

effects due to both multiple scattering and light extinction, which, for spray imaging, seriously hampers the per-

formance of conventional imaging techniques. The main concept consists in illuminating the sample of interest

with a light source that is spatially modulated and to measure the transmission in two dimensions at several view-

ing angles. This, in turn, allows the local extinction coefficient to be calculated in three dimensions by means of

standard computed tomography algorithms, in this case filtered-back projection. These algorithms are based on

the Beer-Lambert law and it is therefore essential to detect only the unperturbed (ballistic) light. All extraneous

light must be suppressed, hence the use of structured illumination. To improve the filtering capabilities even fur-

ther, a novel “crossed” structured illumination approach is tested and implemented. With this approach the sample

is illuminated with a light source that is spatially modulated both in the vertical and horizontal direction. In the

paper, the accuracy and limitation of this new method is first evaluated by probing several homogeneous milk so-

lutions at various levels of turbidity, where the opacity is altered through dilution. The presented approach shows

good agreement with theory up to an estimated optical depth of ∼5, whereas conventional transmission imaging

shows discrepancies already at OD >1. Interestingly, this value represents the limit of the single scattering regime

(OD < 1). In the single scattering regime, most of the existing laser-based diagnostics are unaffected by errors

introduced by multiple light scattering. The results presented in this paper demonstrate the potential of exceed-

ing this limit for transmission imaging by the implementation of structured illumination. To test the method two

different optically dense aerated spray systems are probed; one transient GDI nozzle injected with iso-octane and

one quasi-steady state multi-hole nozzle injected with water. In order to temporally freeze the transient GDI spray

pulsed lasers (Nd:YAG) are implemented. The resulting 3D renditions show almost no sign of image artefacts

that may occur due to errors in the reconstruction process or if the number of viewing angles are too few. In

addition, any skewness in the spatial distribution of the droplets, ordinarily caused by extinction, is avoided with

the presented method. The performance of the filtered-back projection algorithm is evaluated by comparing the

experimentally measured optical depth with the opacity calculated from the reconstructed 3D result. Due to the

limited dynamic range of the camera (14-bit), the technique is limited to regions within the sprays where the optical

depth is reduced below ∼6. However, the method is compatible with other filtering approaches, such as temporal-,

spatial- and polarization filtering (as is utilized for Ballistic imaging), which potentially could increase the range

of applicability even further. Perhaps one of the main benefits with the presented approach concerns its relatively

low experimental cost, the technique can for instance be used to study non-reacting, optically dense sprays running

in steady-state operation using a simple cw laser combined with an inexpensive non-gated camera.
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Abstract
The validation of numerical methods for the study of highly atomizing transient sprays (e.g. Diesel sprays) is a

nontrivial task. One important issue concerns the fact that such sprays are optically dense making the measurement

particularly difficult, especially when high accuracy is required (which is the case for model validation purposes).

It has recently been demonstrated that SLIPI-based (Structured Laser Illumination Planar Imaging) techniques are

able to provide either two or three-dimensional quantitative results of the extinction coefficient even in challenging

situations. More specifically, the extinction coefficient of a non-combusting Diesel sprays injected at 1100 bar in

a chamber pressurized at 18.6 bar could be extracted in two-dimension at late time (2000 μs) after injection start.

In this article, these experimental results are correlated with numerical data. The numerical calculations are based

on Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) combined with Lagrangian Particle Tracking (LPT). The simulation includes

secondary droplet break-up models, gas-liquid two-way coupling and an evaporation model. The main purpose of

the work presented here is, then, to numerically deduce the extinction coefficient field which can can be directly

compared to the one obtained experimentally. The extinction coefficient is related to the droplet number density

times the extinction cross-section which is calculated, for each droplet size, based on the Lorenz-Mie theory. We

show, that by extracting the extinction coefficient from numerical simulation, comparisons between simulated and

SLIPI-based experimental results are becoming possible even in optically dense sprays. Thus, the presented ap-

proach is a step towards in providing strong evidence of similar or different structures between the experimental

and simulated description of atomizing spray systems. The experimental results used in this paper have been pub-

lished in [1]. The extinction coefficient field obtained numerically is shown for three instances in time in Fig. 1,

where t = 0 corresponds to the beginning of injection of the liquid spray. The shown planes are also cuts through

the spray including the injection nozzle, which is located at the bottom of the figures.

Figure 1. Extinction coefficient fields numerically simulated for t = 500 μs, 1000 μs, 1500 μs and 2000 μs (from

left to right).

References

[1] E. Berrocal, E. Kristensson, P. Hottenbach, M. Alden, and G. Gruenefeld. Quantitative imaging of a non-

combusting diesel spray using structured laser illumination planar imaging. Appl. Phys. B, to be published.
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accelerated Monte Carlo simulation  
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Abstract 
 
The past decade has seen the development and application of emerging laser techniques for spray imaging. Two 
noticeable examples are Ballistic Imaging (BI) and Structured Laser Illumination Planar Imaging (SLIPI). The 
main motivation in developing such novel techniques was to filter out the blurring effects introduced by multiple 
light scattering in order to obtain reliable two-dimensional qualitative and quantitative spray information. In par-
allel to this experimental development, Monte Carlo (MC) simulation of light propagation and scattering through 
spray systems has also been initiated. While the MC simulation is a powerful and versatile tool for modeling 
various spray geometries and detection schemes on a single computer, its main drawback remains its long com-
putational time. However, since 2007 a programming approach, named Compute Unified Device Architecture 
(CUDA), has been created for performing general purpose calculations on Graphics Processing Unit (GPU), as a 
data-parallel computing device. Thanks to the continuously increased number of cores in combination with lar-
ger memory bandwidth, recent GPUs offer considerable extended resources for general purpose computing. In 
this article, we describe an accelerated version of a validated MC model (originally presented at ICLASS-2006), 
for the simulation of laser light propagation in sprays. The code is now capable of running the calculations on a 
modern GPU card, showing a ~100x increase in simulation speed compared to the original version of the code. 
Thanks to these new possibilities, the MC model presented in this article allows detailed performance analysis of 
various laser imaging techniques. This is demonstrated for BI where a time-gating approach is used and for 
SLIPI where a modulation-based filtering is employed in the spatial domain. 
 
 

 
Figure: Illustration of the structure of an atomizing spray. The spray region can either be optically dilute or opti-
cally dense depending on the droplets number density, the droplets size and the illumination wavelength. As in-
dicated in the figure a measure of light transmission If / Ii  allows defining if the spray is optically dense or dilute 
for a given wavelength. The GPU-MC model presented here allows the simulation of a laser beam propagating 
through the spray region. 
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Abstract 
Two different low L/D nozzle designs are tested: one version with a sharp entrance (normal injector) and a 

second version submitted to hydro-grinding to smooth out the nozzle entrance rounding radius in order to coun-

teract the cavitation trend. The resulting spray is analyzed in a close view by direct imaging shadowgraphy and 

by PDA (Phase Doppler Anemometry). 

The comparisons presented, due to the reduction in cavitation on one side of the nozzle in the hydro-ground 

injector, show that the overall spray morphology is different in comparison to the normal injector. Asymmetric 

cavitation causes the spray, especially its dense region, to tend towards the injector axis. As the cavitation at 

nozzle exit is reduced, the angle of the dense spray region is increased and the spray width is reduced. 

Having cavitation on one side of the nozzle changes the velocity field of the flow, hence the jet experiences 

a transverse motion. Further analysis shows that at high pressures the mixing of hydro-ground injector’s spray 
takes place further downstream than for the normal injector. PDA results also do agree with these findings, 

showing increased droplet axial velocity for the hydro-ground injector, and also a reduction in the range of drop-

let flow angles, which results from the reduced levels of cavitation. Therefore, cavitation inside the nozzle im-

proves the dispersion of the spray because as soon as the bubbles emerge from the nozzle they break the liquid 

structures and increase the injection angle. Droplet sizing were applied and surprisingly both sprays lead to close 

droplet diameters; which means that the result of the overall atomization process is not dramatically influenced 

by cavitation. These features behaviours are discussed in the paper by analyzing the resulting sprays from the 

two injectors. 

 

 
Figure 1: Samples of jet images at 60bar.                Figure 2: Samples of jet images at 130bar. 
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Abstract

Liquid jet atomization plays an important role in establishing stable and efficient combustion inside the 

combustor of a liquid-fueled air-breathing propulsion system. For applications requiring both deep fuel penetra-

tion into high-speed crossflows for broader fuel spreading and smaller droplets in the liquid spray for faster eva-

poration, a superior liquid injection scheme is sought. Among the possible candidates, aerated-liquid (or effer-

vescent, or barbotage) jets have been explored extensively. It has been shown that the liquid aeration technique 

can generate a spray that penetrates well into the flow and produces a large fuel plume containing a large number 

of small droplets. The required amount of aerating gas and delivery pressure are practically obtainable in a high-

speed air-breathing propulsion system. The utilization of aerated-liquid jets has led to successful combustion in a 

liquid-fueled high-speed air-breathing combustor. While macroscopic and far-field features of the aerated-liquid 

jets have been extensively examined, detailed near-field spray structures cannot easily be explored.

In the present study, two X-ray diagnostics, one is the X-ray phase contrast imaging (PCI) technique and the 

other one is the X-ray radiography, available at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) of the Argonne National 

Laboratory, were successfully utilized to characterize the dense near field of aerated-liquid jets injected into a 

quiescent environment. Water and nitrogen were used as the injectant and aerating gas, respectively. An axi-

symmetric aerated-liquid injector equipped with an exit adaptor was utilized for the investigation of external 

spray structures. A total of three adaptors with various internal configurations and a throat diameter of 1.0 mm 

were selected for testing. The major motivation of this study was to obtain a better understanding of the near-

field structures of aerated-liquid jets discharged from the contoured adaptors.

It was found that the measurements from the X-ray PCI technique give both a qualitative understanding of 

microscopic structures, such the existence of small droplets, ligaments, and even bubbles, and also quantitative 

size distributions of the disintegrated small objects within the peripheries of aerated-liquid jets. The phase con-

trast images were captured with a CCD camera by converting the transmitted X-rays into visible light via a fast 

scintillator crystal. Each image has a field of view of 1.5 1.9 mm
2
. The actual exposure time, determined by the 

X-ray pulse, is 150 ps (FWHM). Size measurement of microscopic structures was achieved, using an in-house 

code to remove the undesirable background noise with an enhanced contrast ratio for each X-ray image and then 

to identify objects of interest, such as droplets or gas bubbles, for measurement. The measured Sauter mean di-

ameter (SMD), bubble SMD and bubble film thickness are on the order of 20, 40 and 10 m, respectively in the 

present study. This technique, however, cannot depict either the spray structure within the core region of the 

spray or the liquid mass distribution within the plume, due to the line-of-sight feature of the X-ray PCI.

The X-ray radiography was utilized by the present study to supplement X-ray PCI technique. Notably, X-

ray radiography provides quantitative liquid mass distribution profiles or even contours within the dense near-

field region of an aerated-liquid jet. This was achieved by converting the measured X-ray extinction to the 

equivalent path length (EPL) via the Beer’s law. The EPL is the thickness of pure water required for the trans-

mitting X-ray to generate the same amount of extinction as that generated from the dispersed spray at the same 

X-ray energy level. The value of the EPL can, therefore, be related to the local density of the liquid/air mixture 

or local liquid mass fraction. For the present study, only the two-dimensional line-of-sight EPL is presented to 

depict the spray structure. The focused X-ray beam is approximately 5 (V) 6 (H) μm FWHM. The utilization 

of X-ray radiography also helps to illuminate the two-phase structures inside the injector and within the near 

field of the spray plume. For the present injector design and operating conditions, it was found that an annular-

like liquid distribution exists inside the injector and within the discharged near-field jet at low liquid flow rates, 

even at high aeration levels. The present study demonstrates that a combination of both X-ray diagnostics pro-

vides valuable insights into the understanding of aerated-liquid jets or potentially other optically dense sprays. 

* Corresponding author: Kuo-Cheng.Lin.ctr@wpafb.af.mil
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In gas turbines, the temperature of liquid fuels influences atomization and evaporation and thus the position 

of the flame front which in turn influences almost every aspect of the combustion. Nevertheless little is known 

about the actual fuel temperature at the place of initial contact with the air. The paper describes an experimental 

investigation of atomization and evaporation of Kerosene sprays emitted from a jet in cross flow at operating 

conditions similar to an aero engine cruise and a variation of Kerosene temperature between 40 and 150°C. 

Phase Doppler Anemometry was used to measure drop size and velocity and to infer vaporization rates of the 

spray. A noticeable influence of the Kerosene temperature was measured. For the isothermal atomization with 

identical air and liquid temperatures and a variation between 40 and 150 °C, the Sauter diameter drops from 20 

to 16 μm. For a residence time of 0.5 ms at 750 K air temperature, 9 bar air pressure and 120 m/s air velocity, the 

fuel temperature difference of 110 °C is responsible for 26 % higher vaporization. Hence the initial fuel tem-

perature can affect combustion stability and efficiency at critical conditions, which makes it attractive to investi-

gate the effect in realistic premixing combustors. 

The goal of this contribution is to provide information on the magnitude of the effect of fuel preheat in gas 

turbine combustors with partial prevaporization and premixing. Due to the high Weber number of the atomiza-

tion process and the complexity of the fuel, experimental information is needed. Since the magnitude of the ef-

fect is closely coupled to droplet size, realistic operating conditions with respect to the parameters influencing 

atomization are required. The extent to which this is also the case for other parameters influencing evaporation, 

namely temperature and fuel was one of the questions to be answered by this study and hence the influence had 

to be reproduced in the experiment. The resulting environment poses challenges to the use of optical techniques, 

the number density of droplets of the resulting fine spray for the application of PDA and the ill-definedness of 

Kerosene for the application of the vapor absorption techniques. Nevertheless, the experimental techniques were 

clearly able to identify the trends in a meaningful manner. To the author’s knowledge, this is the first study to 

expose them at realistic operating conditions, specifically at a typical aero engine cruise condition. 

With respect to the influence of fuel preheat on drop size, the capability of the vaporizing duct to independ-

ently vary air pressure as well as fuel and air temperature enabled to investigate the influence of temperature 

isolated from density and heat transfer effects. It could be concluded, that for Kerosene with the experimental 

uncertainties connected to drop size correlations, the influence is indeed sufficiently described by surface ten-

sion. However, the variation of fuel temperature and constant high and low air temperature shows that the real 

question is how to define that surface tension and no easy answer is at hand. Instead it has to be concluded, that 

heat transfer from the hot air to the liquid prior to and during atomization always influences atomization in a way 

not to be neglected as demonstrated by the large difference of the drop sizes for high and low air preheat at con-

stant air density and velocity, which surpasses the influence of the fuel preheat. Obviously this has implications 

for the detailed modeling of atomization processes. 

The influence of the 110 °C fuel preheat on drop size at high air temperature was smaller than the difference 

effected by the air velocity variation from 94 to 120 m/s. However the reverse is observed for the influence on 

evaporated mass at the measurement section of 60 mm, where the fuel preheat led to 26 % more evaporated fuel. 

This is obviously due to the reduced enthalpy needed for evaporation and is a sizeable effect compared with the 

difference in pressure loss needed to accelerate from the lower to the higher velocity. The higher vaporization 

rate will influence the flame position in real combustors and will be especially important in situations when 

flame stability or combustion efficiency is marginal. 

The enrichment of fuel vapor observed in the wake of the jet for the lower penetration case is certainly tied 

to the occurrence of special conditions which are not always present, but it shows that the fuel preheat can give 

rise to a behavior which could influence flame stabilization in a nonlinear way as in this case where especially 

the amount of vapor produced early in the vaporization process is influenced. This is not necessarily limited to 

shear breakup of jets in cross flow, as an analog situation occurs for the atomization from the wave crests of pre-

filming atomizers. 

Generally the results show that the effects of increased initial fuel temperature are big enough to justify an 

investigation in a more realistic environment with combustion where the changes in combustion behavior and 

performance could be studied. 
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Abstract 

Development of alternative aviation (jet) fuels is gaining importance in recent years to meet growing energy 

demand of the world and to reduce the environmental impact of aviation fuel combustion. Alternative fuels need 

to match the energy density as that of the conventional fuels and need to possess vital qualities such as rapid at-

omization and vaporization, quick re-ignition at high altitude and acceptable emission level. Gas-to-Liquid (GtL) 

synthetic paraffinic kerosene obtained from Fischer-Tropsch synthesis has grabbed global attention for its clean-

er combustion characteristics due to the near absence of aromatics and Sulphur content in the fuel composition. 

Characterizing the atomization of the alternative liquid fuels is necessary as it affects evaporation process and 

mixing with air which, in turn affect combustion and emission characteristics of the fuel. As a part of an on-

going joint research effort between Texas A&M University at Qatar (TAMUQ), Rolls-Royce (UK), and German 

Aerospace Laboratory (DLR), an experimental facility is built at TAMUQ to study the spray characteristics of 

different GtL blends.  

The main objective of this work is to investigate the influence of the change in fuel composition on the spray 

characteristics at different injection pressures using a pressure (simplex) nozzle. The GtL blends used in this 

work consist of varying degree of cyclic carbon content and iso-to-normal paraffin ratio that fit in between the 

commercial GtL kerosene and the commercial paraffinic solvents. A planar optical diagnostic technique, Global 

Sizing Velocimetry is used in this work to study the spray characteristics, such as droplet size, distribution and 

velocity, of three different GtL blends and the results are compared with that of the conventional Jet A-1 fuel. 

The droplet size distributions highlight the influence of fuel composition on the mean droplet size, distribution 

and spray structure among different blends. 
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Abstract 

This paper describes an experimental investigation of the spray created by Jet-A fuel injection into the cross 

flow of air at elevated pressures and temperatures that are encountered in modern gas turbines.  Fuel was inject-

ed from a 0.671 mm diam. orifice with flow coefficient CD=0.683. The orifice was incorporated into the wall of 

a rectangular air channel (25.4×31.75 mm). In some experiments the orifice was installed flush with the wall of 

the channel and in others in a cavity recessed in the wall. The pressure of air in the channel was P~200KPa and 

temperature was T=590K and T=700K.  The aerodynamically shaped design of the air channel created a uni-

form trapeze-shape velocity profile with turbulence level in the core of about ~2%, while thickness of the 

boundary layer was ~3mm. The momentum flux ratio of the fuel jet to the crossing air was kept in a range be-

tween J=5 to J=40. Shadowgraph spray images were captured using a high speed camera at a rate of 24,000fps. 

The length of the record was typically 8000 frames. Exposure time was minimized by using short flashes (30ns) 

of a copper-vapor laser synchronized with the camera shatter. This methodology allowed obtaining statistically 

relevant maximum, mean and fluctuating characteristics of spray penetration into the cross-flow. Two image 

sizes were captured: a general view image that covered 22.5mm×50.5mm and a zoomed view of 

10.7mm×10.6mm. This corresponds to the downstream distances from the orifice z/d~70 and z/d~15, respective-

ly. Simple correlations for spray trajectories were obtained using only two empirical coefficients for each flow 

condition or injector mounting. Spray penetration was found to be proportional to the square root of momentum 

flux ratio and independent of the Weber (We) number in the range investigated (We=400….800). The spray 

shape was well determined with the logarithmic function. More sophisticated correlations with up to four empir-

ical constants were attempted. These included use of momentum flux ratio in powers that differs from ½, de-

pendence of penetration on We, and use of power functions instead of logarithmic functions to determine spray 

trajectory. All these attempts did not improve the correlations significantly. 
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Abstract 

 

Spray drying is a widely used industrial process. However, in many cases process parameters need to be evaluat-

ed empirically in order to achieve the desired product properties. Common drying models of single droplets typi-

cally picture a spherical symmetric geometry and thus model radial distributions of a quantity. These are calcu-

lated according to effective transport parameters, which need to be fitted to experiments. The substructure and its 

morphology and properties inducing the transport behaviour cannot be predicted. However a more detailed in-

sight into the drying process is very desirable. 

The present contribution introduces a novel approach for single droplet drying models based on the meshfree 

method Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH). In this technique the continuum is approximated using inter-

polation points, so called particles, which can move independently from each other according to a Lagrangian 

viewpoint. Due to the particle-based point of view meshfree methods are capable of handling phenomena occur-

ring in morphology evolution like large material deformations and fractures. 

In a first model the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics approach is validated in comparison to a common 

grid-based model using finite differences. The implementation of Nusselt and Sherwood boundary conditions 

requires more effort in the SPH model, when surfaces of arbitrary shapes need to be regarded. The conversion of 

area based fluxes into volume/mass based ones can be undertaken using the CSF approach. In a next step the 

model was enhanced to fluid dynamics incorporating the motion of an incompressible Newtonian liquid using a 

predictor-corrector projection method. Solids are modelled as a different particle/point class using a rigid body 

approach. Surface tension and wetting are implemented using forces between interpolation points. By applying 

different forces between different phases a wetting behaviour can be parameterised. Using this technique the first 

drying period regarding a suspension can be modelled in principle. In order to simulate the second drying period, 

where transport through a porous crust is taking place, diffusive vapour transport through the gas phase was im-

plemented and tested for a porous structure containing fixed solids, a liquid and a gas phase. 

Numerical results showed that the SPH approach is able to achieve the same results as grid based methods, 

when Nusselt and Sherwood boundaries are applied and radial distributions are calculated. Moreover the geome-

tries can be arbitrarily shaped due to the CSF approach. Simulations for the drying of a suspension have been 

undertaken in a two-dimensional study. A variation of physical properties, the wetting behaviour and the size of 

solid particles, leads to different morphologies inside the droplet. Subsequently simulations of diffusive vapour 

transport and the receding liquid interface inside a fixed, porous structure were undertaken. The approach is ca-

pable of modelling the second drying period, too, so that a future drying model of a droplet can regard both dry-

ing periods on a detailed length scale. 

The approach shows reasonable results and underlines the methods ability to study morphology evolution. 

However, the method is relatively new for this application, thus requiring further research. In the near future 

studies shall be undertaken using a finer resolution. A future perspective lies in multi-scale simulations, which 

may combine the potential of detailed approaches like the one presented here with the computational efficiency 

of coarser approximations. 
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Abstract
Encapsulation of iron is necessary to supply bioavailable iron to large number of population possess iron defi-

ciency. In the present study, we dispersed the iron solution in a fat matrix of palm stearin, and prepared the simple

emulsion (water-in-oil) at 60 ◦C, where fat was a continuous phase. Using that emulsion, we produced fat based

emulsion particles through prilling (spray + chilling) process using twin fluid atomizers (internal mixing). We

characterized the particle in terms of size and size distribution, and investigated the internal structure of the fat-

particles by cryogenic scanning electron microscopy (cryo-SEM) for observing the distribution or homogeneity of

dispersed phase. Present study includes mainly the iron release kinetics through the fat matrix of the emulsion par-

ticle in an in-vitro gastric system (pH ≈ 2.0 ) as a function of (a) particle size of prills, (b) thickener concentration

(polyethylene glycol, PEG) in dispersed phase, (c) droplet size of dispersed phase, (d) mixing properties (Reynolds

number, Re), and (e) shelf-life of particles. The release kinetics was explained by the second order kinetics, where

we estimated the release kinetic constant, and co-related with the viscosity ratio of dispersed phase to continuous

phase, mean particle size of emulsion, and shelf-life of particles. The result showed that the control of the release

properties can be obtained by choosing particle size and thickener concentration.

∗Corresponding author: bipro.dubey@hest.ethz.ch
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Abstract 
During microencapsulation of sensitive (food) ingredients by spray drying, one important step is the spray drying 
process itself, which affects the emulsion droplet size distribution, the emulsion stability with regard to the oil 
droplet size as well as the structural integrity of the interface. The latter has a strong impact on the encapsulation 
efficiency and the physical stability of reconstituted emulsions. By interfacial engineering the barrier properties 
and the packing density at the oil/water (o/w) interface can be modified. The interface can be engineered by e.g. 
layer-by-layer-technology that involves sequential layering of polymers at the o/w-interface of an emulsion via 
electrostatic interactions. By that means so-called multilayer emulsions can be obtained. Studies on the charac-
terization of these multilayer emulsions in relation to the spray drying process, especially with respect to the type 
of atomization and the drying behavior are lacking and literature on the oxidative stability of spray-dried multi-
layer emulsions is scarce.  
Scope 
Aim of the present study was to investigate the impact of atomization and drying on the functionality of emul-
sions with a modified o/w interface consisting of beta-lactoglobulin and pectins with varying degree of methyla-
tion. 
Experimental Approach 
Beta-lactoglobulin and pectin (low and high methylated) were used for preparation of single and multilayer-
emulsions containing fish oil. Electrostatic interactions were analyzed via zeta potential measurements. Elasticity 
of emulsion interfaces was analyzed by droplet shape analysis. The single droplet drying behavior was character-
ized by acoustic levitation. Spray droplet and oil droplet size distribution were measured by laser diffraction after 
two-fluid-nozzle and rotary atomization at different energy inputs. Spray drying was carried out at 180/70 °C 
inlet/outlet temperature. The morphology of the particles was analyzed by scanning electron microscopy. The 
oxidative stability of the fish oil was monitored via hydroperoxide and propanal content. 
Major results  
The single droplet drying behavior of the differently stabilized emulsions was similar as examined by levitation. 
With regard to the atomization process, the emulsion spray droplet size generally decreased with increasing en-
ergy input to the atomizer. In two-fluid nozzle atomization but not in rotary atomization, the spray droplet size 
distribution was markedly influenced by the differences in emulsion viscosity. The spray droplet size distribution 
was narrower with rotary atomization compared with two-fluid nozzle atomization. The oil droplet size of the 
emulsions was only slightly affected by the different energy inputs during atomization. However, in the reconsti-
tuted state, the oil droplet size was higher than in the original emulsions, which can be attributed to coalescence.  
The oxidative stability of the oil was influenced by both the physical state of the emulsions and the different con-
stituents at the o/w-interface. For instance, in the liquid state the oxidative stability was higher in the original 
emulsions when compared to the reconstituted emulsions. Furthermore, the oxidative stability was affected by 
the type of pectin and thus the intensity of the oil droplet charge. It can be assumed that in liquid and spray-dried 
emulsions, not only the particle charge but also the constitution of the interface itself influences the oxidative 
stability of encapsulated oil.   
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Abstract
Spray processes are widely used in the chemical, pharmaceutical and food industries for the drying of products.

The high surface to volume ratio of sprayed droplets allows high mass and heat flows under moderate conditions

which predestines these processes for the treatment of sensitive substances. Furthermore the spray processes can be

applied to reactive solutions where the synthesis and the drying of the product are combined. While the properties

of the sprayed solution as well as the dried product are easily accessible via offline techniques the processes during

the fall of the droplets are hard to measure. However these processes are important especially for the formation of

the morphology of the dried particles. In order to investigate the occurrences during the drying process acoustic

levitation can be employed for the contactless handling of droplets. Without the drawbacks of analyzing mass

transfers on scales or on filaments the acoustic levitation is an ideal model system for falling droplets. Because of

the fixed position of the droplet in the acoustic field droplets can be observed under conditions similar to those in

a spray tower making the processes during the fall accessible to online analytics.

In this study the synthesis and drying of polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) in an acoustic levitator is investigated. The

concentration of the monomer in the droplet is reduced by evaporation and polymerization. The competition be-

tween these partially parallel processes is monitored on the one hand by imaging to determine the loss of solvent

and monomer due to evaporation and on the other hand by Raman spectroscopy to determine the consumption of

monomer by polymerization. Combining Raman spectroscopy with principal component analysis demonstrated

the feasibility of observing evaporation as well polymerization by Raman spectroscopy. This allows for investi-

gation of both competing processes with the help of only one analytical method. In this context a smart camera

system with integrated processing capabilities is introduced to compute droplet characteristics from the images

online. The required algorithms were implemented in parallel on the field-programmable gate array (FPGA) of the

smart camera to demonstrate the performance of smart camera systems in general. It was shown that the image

processing algorithms for extracting relevant features of the objects can be implemented as single pass algorithms.

With this kind of algorithms pixel data can be processed line-by-line in the same order the information is provided

by the image sensor of the camera. Thus there is no need to store full images but only a single line. This is

an important advantage when frame rates increase to several hundred frames per second or more as memory and

bandwidth in most hardware architectures are limited. Since the pixel stream is processed in the camera and only

relevant information is passed on to an external device, online measurements with high frame rates are achievable.

This may be interesting for further applications in spray diagnostics.

∗Corresponding author: julian.laackmann@chemie.uni-hamburg.de
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Abstract 
Solid particles or powders may be produced in spray processes like spray drying or spray polymerization. The 
tailoring of the particle and powder properties that are produced within spray processes is influenced by various 
unsteady transport processes in the dispersed multiphase spray flow in a confined spray chamber. In this context 
differently scaled spray structures in a confined spray environment have been analyzed. The basic setup of the 
study consists of a twin-fluid atomizer central top-spraying in a confined spray chamber. The atomizer gas can 
be heated up to 500°C, providing enhanced disintegration and drying conditions. In contrast to a traditional spray 
drying process by using heated atomization gas in the twin-fluid atomizers no superimposed massflow of hot dry 
air is applied. Thus energy may be saved. Mixing phenomena of momentum, energy and species in the near re-
gion of the nozzle play an even bigger role for this hot-gas atomization and drying process than in a conventional 
spray dryer. Large scale spray structures in enclosures like: 

• the oscillation of the spray plume, 
• the shear flow instabilities at the spray edge, 
• gas entrainment and recirculation zones and 
• droplet cluster formation 

greatly influence the heat and mass transfer for individual droplets within the spray cone. These spray structures 
are significantly influenced by the nozzle’s operational parameters (air-liquid ratio, atomizer gas pressure, feed 
fluid, etc.). Another process parameter which has been scarcely investigated so far is the geometry of the spray 
chamber. Therefore differently shaped conical spray chamber designs with square cross sections have been ana-
lyzed experimentally and numerically. 
Numerical simulations of the bounded spray flow have been carried out using Reynolds-Averaged-Navier-
Stokes models (RANS) and Large-Eddy-Simulation (LES) models with lagrangian particle tracking for the drop-
let motion. The trajectory of droplets/particles in the gas has been tracked with respect to their environment to 
estimate the drying conditions. Especially the local droplet concentration and the turbulent motion characteristics 
of the gas phase and its interaction with the droplets have been analyzed. While the spray structures outside the 
spray cone flow like recirculation and entrainment zones of gas can be well predicted by RANS models, the pre-
diction of large scale turbulent structures within the spray cone is realistic to be realized only with Detached-
Eddy-Simulation (DES) and LES models that are more complex due to the modeling and computation of the 
initialization and propagation of vortex patterns. Synthetic perturbation generators for the inflow conditions have 
been applied to induce realistic vortex patterns and to promote the unsteadiness of the spray flow. In the focus of 
the LES investigations is the spatial distribution of droplets within the spray. The specific process shows signifi-
cant clustering of droplets, which is induced by the coherent flow structures within the spray. The numerical 
results show good agreement with Particle-Image-Velocimetry (PIV) measurements in a lab scale process under 
isothermal conditions. The Influence of the spray chamber design on the droplet/particle-gas interactions will be 
analyzed. The project is part of the SPP 1423 Prozess-Spray: „Herstellen funktionaler Feststoffpartikeln in 
Sprühverfahren: Von den Anforderungen an das Pulver und an seine Eigenschaften zum geeigneten Prozess“
funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG).  
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Abstract 

 The increasing demand for predictive simulations of primary atomization (the complex process of spray 

formation right after the injection of liquid fuel) suggests pushing the inlet boundary condition upstream of the 

injection hole, so that effects due to the nozzle geometry can be properly included. In this work, we address the 

coupling between internal (with respect to the injection hole) and external flow, in relation to the spray charac-

teristics of primary atomization. A simulation capability is presented where internal and external flow can be 

seamlessly calculated across the injection hole. The injection is assumed to be sub-critical, so that the external 

liquid-gas interface can be handled by the combined level-set volume-of-fluid (CLSVOF) method. The solid 

wall boundary is represented by a second level-set function ψ on the same Cartesian, block-structured grid. A 

grid cell belongs to the physical flow domain if ψ > 0. Cells that are near the wall boundary, but outside of the 

flow domain, form a narrow band of ghost cells where velocity boundary conditions are assigned. Assuming no 

cavitation, results from the calculation of a scaled-up, transparent, six-hole Diesel nozzle are compared to ex-

perimental observations. Flow field features appearing just before the liquid is injected are highlighted, and their 

impact on spray characteristics is briefly discussed.  
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Abstract

Homogeneous nucleation and growth of dibutyl phthalate (DBP) droplets forming in a turbulent jet are modelled

using LES combined with a probability density function/Monte Carlo method. LES resolves the largest turbulence

structures but small scale processes like droplet nucleation and growth require closure. The Monte Carlo particles

represent the gas temperature and species mass fractions, as well as the particle size distribution (PSD) of the DBP

droplets. Thus all nucleation and growth terms are in closed form and the Interaction by Exchange with the Mean

(IEM)-mixing model is used to account for the scalar mixing of the particles within each LES cell. The (physical)

particle ensemble is represented by discrete size bins on each (stochastic) Monte Carlo particle. The LES-PDF

method reproduces the experimental data well, and an analysis of the nucleation and growth terms demonstrates

that the correlations of the large turbulent scales must not be ignored when modelling the averaged nucleation

rate. In contrast, the large scale correlations do not significantly affect the particle growth, but the small scale,

LES-subgrid term notably reduces particle growth for a wide particle size range.

∗Corresponding author: kronenburg@itv.uni-stuttgart.de∗∗Current address: University of Sydney, NSW 2006, Australia
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Abstract 

In order to numerically model primary atomization a fully three-dimensional code based on the meshless 

Lagrangian Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics method has been developed. The present paper focuses on the 

capability of our code to accurately capture multiphase flow phenomena. 

Within the scope of this work a fully three-dimensional code based on the meshless Lagrangian Smoothed 

Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method [1][2] has been developed and validated for various test cases. The long-

term objective is the development of a so called virtual atomizer test rig in order to avoid the cumbersome, time-

consuming and costly iterative process of nozzle design and repeated manufacturing. This SPH approach was 

chosen to overcome the difficulties inherent to meshbased techniques such as the Volume of Fluid or Level Set 

method. Those methods suffer from complex and often inaccurate reconstruction of three-dimensional interfaces 

and mass loss, respectively. Inaccurate reconstruction of the interface causes deficiencies of the predicted 

interface curvature, which in turn results into erroneous surface tension forces and thus inaccurate modeling of 

the primary atomization process. In addition, gridbased methods require enormous computational resources to 

accurately capture the phenomena occurring during primary atomization.  

As a promising alternative the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics method is based on the Lagrangian description 

of the governing equations at movable spatial discretization points. The flow quantities at a certain location in 

space are interpolated from the neighboring discretization points via a weighing function. Different phases can 

be modeled by assigning an appropriate marker function and the according fluid properties to the corresponding 

discretization points. A huge benefit is the inherent advection of the phase interfaces, as the discretization points 

or so called particles move with the velocity field of the fluid flow. Thus, there is no need for any interface 

tracking or capturing techniques. The SPH method has already been successfully validated for shear-driven 

single phase flows and a qualitative comparison between the modeling of free surface flows and experiments has 

been conducted [3]. Within the present paper we focus on the capability of the method concerning multiphase 

flow simulations with particular emphasis on surface tension.  

Fig.1: Droplet formation 

As depicted in Fig. 1, the formation of a droplet from non-equilibrium state and its transient behaviour could 

be modeled successfully. The pressure jump across the curved interface of the droplet depending on the surface 

tension coefficient has been reproduced in excellent agreement with theory. Moreover, the promising first step 

towards the modeling of planar sheet disintegration at an airblast atomizer edge is presented. Test cases per-

formed so far demonstrate the capabilities of the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics method for simulating mul-

tiphase flows and the initial stage of numerically predicting primary atomization. 
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Abstract
Recent advances in interface tracking method allows us to use them as a tool to study primary atomization. Some

recent works have performed accurate Direct Numerical Simulation of turbulent liquid jets which are very promis-

ing [1] [2]. Unfortunately, these simulations have shown that, even with a high resolved DNS of 6 billions points

[2], the finest scales of the flow are not resolved. This issue shows that subgrid models are necessary to modelize

the physics under this particular scale.

In order to improve modeling, it is useful to study simpler configurations which allows us to solve all relevant

scales of the flow. In single-phase flows, DNS of Homogeneous Isotropic Turbulence (HIT) is still used to study

scalar mixing and the kolmogorov theory. Extension of this configuration to two-phase flows to characterize im-

portant processes (for example turbulence/interface interactions, vaporization) is emerging in recent DNS studies.

Concerning vaporization, few studies have emerged using complex numerical methods but are limited to single

droplets or laminar jet, because of their high computational cost. Duret et al. [3] have also studied vaporization but

in the context of turbulent atomization (high Weber and Reynolds number). A passive scalar is used to represent

the evaporation and mixing process in a two-phase turbulent flow, as a first approach.

The aim of this work is to pursue these studies by analyzing the interface behaviour and the vaporization of two-

phase flows in a forced HIT. This analysis is performed over a large range of liquid volume fractions. From these

results we can extract useful informations in order to improve modeling of primary atomization. The liquid gas

interface is represented in Figure 1 to illustrate the numerical configuration for a liquid volume fraction of 5 %.

Both phase are resolved in DNS, the interface tracking method used is a coupled Level Set/VOF method. High

density ratio between the two phases is chosen to simulate realistic engine conditions. Quantitative and qualitative

aspects are analyzed, with a main focus on interfacial quantities (equilibrium interface density and Weber number),

which are key parameters for primary atomization modeling.

Figure 1. Interface visualization, liquid volume fraction φ = 5%
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Abstract 

DNS of two phase flows remains a major topic of research. One of the main challenges is to capture the interface 

behavior in the nozzle vicinity with enough accuracy in order to well describe the primary breakup. A major task 

to achieve such a simulation is to handle jump conditions at the liquid-gas interface without artificial smoothing; 

this is made possible thanks to the Ghost Fluid method. The Level Set method is used to represent the interface 

and is coupled with the Volume of Fluid method to ensure mass conservation. This coupling already showed a 

good behavior for the simulation of primary jet breakups (Ménard et al [1], Shinjo and Umemura [2] for 

instance). In such situations, boundary conditions strongly influence the perturbation initiation on the liquid-gas 

interfaces. For instance, Berlemont et al [3] proposed a coupling between simulations of flows inside and outside 

the nozzle using different solvers where calculated velocity profiles at the nozzle outlet were used as initial 

condition for the jet primary breakup. Results were encouraging despite the fact that some information can be 

lost during the coupling. 

The objective of the present work consists in a strong coupling between internal and external flows by keeping 

the same numerical tools. Here the walls which delimit the fluid volume inside the nozzle have to be accounted 

for. As the walls can have complex shapes, the chosen methodology needs to be able to perform simulations 

within the scope of regular Cartesian grids. The chosen approach is based on a discrete forcing immersed 

boundary method similar as the original Mohd Yusof’s proposal [4]. The solid-fluid boundaries are represented 

by a level set function identical as the one already used to take into account the liquid-gas interfaces. The major 

difference concerns the physical conditions to be written at the solid-fluid boundary. As far as numerics are 

concerned, a projection method is used to solve incompressible Navier Stokes equations. A uniform staggered 

grid is used, spatial discretization is carried out with a WENO scheme for convective terms, second order Runge 

Kutta method is used for temporal derivatives. Poisson equation is discretized with a second order central 

scheme and solved with a BICGSTAB method. Finally, specific care has been carried out to improve simulation 

capabilities with MPI parallelization. 

In a first part of the paper, we present in details the methodology to impose physical conditions on the immersed 

body. The second part of the paper presents the validation of the method on two 2D test cases. First the 

equilibrium of a droplet on a solid surface is investigated and validated thanks to analytical results. Second, the 

simulation of an injection event is presented and it is showed that the velocity fluctuations created inside the 

nozzle directly affects the liquid/gas interface downstream the injector tip. 
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Abstract 

In many industrial applications such as ceramics, food products, detergents and pharmaceuticals, the spray 

drying process is used to produce powders with different characteristics. Drying models predicting the drying 

kinetics of single droplets can be used to relate the final powder properties (such as the final grain diameter, 

mean porosity, compacity, morphology, microstructure, etc.), with the spray dryer design and process parameters. 

The drying models available can be classified in different categories. Drying models based on reaction engi-

neering approach (REA) have been found promising due to its simplicity and high accuracy at different drying 

conditions. However, the model applicability is limited by the range of materials whose drying behavior has al-

ready been experimentally studied. 

In this work single droplets of silica-water nanofluids (Aerosil 200) were dried in an acoustic levitator under 

different experimental conditions of initial solid mass load (0.02 w/w < YS < 0.20 w/w), pH value (2 < pH < 10), 

salt concentration (0 M < [NaCl] < 0.05 M), air temperature (80ºC < T < 120ºC), and initial droplet volume (0.3 

l < V0 < 0.8 l). The drying curves (X=f(t)) were experimentally obtained for each test conducted and the REA 

model was used to model the experimental data. To do this, correlations for the activation energy were obtained 

for this system at different drying conditions. These correlations enlarge the database existent which only con-

tains activation energies for materials used in the food industry. Theoretical curves show a good agreement with 

the experimental data. 

For each experiment the critical moisture content was obtained experimentally and theoretically from the 

drying curves, showing a good agreement. The final grain diameter can be related with the critical moisture con-

tent by means of a mathematical equation. The results obtained were compared with those resulting from the 

image processing of the videos recorded for each experimental test. The theoretical results show a good agree-

ment with the experimental ones.  

Finally, the packing of particles inside the droplet has been checked to be constant for a particular system 

and equal to the random close packing. The packing fraction in independent on the solid content, the drying tem-

perature, the pH of the suspension, the salt content and the initial droplet volume. This packing can be obtained 

from the modelling of the viscosity data to the Quemada equation. For nanoparticles the value of the packing 

fraction is lower than for hard microparticles due to the presence of cohesive forces that difficult the movement 

and rearrangement of particles. 

The final diameter and the packing fraction were used to calculate the shell length and the degree of hollow-

ness of the grains. Experimental and theoretical results for the shell length and the ratio shell length/grain diame-

ter show a good agreement. 
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Abstract 

In this paper we present an infrared thermography based method for systematic studies of the temporal and 

spatially resolved heat fluxes during the whole process of spray impingement to film evaporation. This is mainly 

possible due to new developments in infrared camera technology. The influence of three test parameters was 

examined - the injector position, the injection pressure and the wall temperature.  

In DI-engines fuel wall films are an important origin of soot particles. In order to reduce fuel wetting a de-

tailed analysis of wall film forming is necessary. The strong influence of the surface temperature on the droplet-

wall interaction and the resulting liquid deposition is known. But the quantitative forecast of wall films caused 

by dense sprays is usually poor because of the various parameters influencing the occurring heat fluxes which 

reduce the surface temperature during the injection.  

 

 

Figure 1 Schematic experimental setup 

 

The maximum temperature decrease is sensitive to all three test parameters. The overall heat inserted into 

the fuel is almost independent of the distance between injector and wall. Contrary to the first guess that the spray 

impact takes more energy out of the wall than the following film evaporation, it can be shown that underneath 

the Nukiyama-Temperature the film evaporation needs up to 15 times the heat used during the spray-wall 

interaction.  

 

 

Figure 2 Field of temperature-differences of the fuel wall film caused by a six hole nozzle 
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Abstract 

Knowledge about the thickness of liquid films is important, e.g., in flash boiling of fuel spray impingement 

on cylinder walls in internal combustion engines or of aqueous urea solutions and subsequent evaporation on 

exhaust pipes of Diesel engines during exhaust gas after-treatment in the selective catalytic reduction (SCR) of 

nitrogen oxides. For purposes of process optimization and for providing validation data in CFD-based modeling 

of these processes, non-intrusive, quantitative liquid film thickness measurement techniques are desired, which 

potentially provide two-dimensional imaging capabilities and/or high data rates for temporally resolved meas-

urements of the liquid film thickness is required. In this work we present the application of two imaging-based 

laser-diagnostic techniques – laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) and spontaneous Raman scattering (RS) – as well 

as a point measurement method – near-infrared diode laser absorption spectroscopy (NIR-DLAS) – for the sim-

ultaneous measurement of liquid film thickness during the time-varying evolution of spray-deposited liquid 

water droplets on transparent surfaces, with specific applications in an air-fed flow duct.  
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Abstract 
Gas flaring is the burning of natural gas, which cannot be processed or sold during oil and gas production and 
processing operations. In past decades, gas flaring was believed to be environmentally tolerable. On the contrary 
the flaring of gas has been found to be an impediment to the environment; this has led to attempting to tackle the 
problem of gas flaring to advance it to an acceptable level worldwide.  
There are currently over 700,000 gas wells worldwide and according to World Bank about 110 billion cubic me-
ters (bcm) of natural gas are flared annually. If all the flared gas is stopped and instead converted to hydrogen 
(H2) and carbon (C) nanotubes, the reduction of CO2 emissions which stands at 400 million metric tonnes per 
annum could be drastically reduced. The hydrogen component produced from the reaction could then be used for 
power generation and the irregular carbon nanotubes as composite materials. 
The main aim of this investigation was to develop an alternative approach to continuous gas flaring in oil and gas 
industry. Sprays and atomisation techniques were experimentally employed as a promising option for the pro-
duction of Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes (SWCNT).  
Laboratory experiments were performed to test the concept of using this technique to study the effects of the 
related parameters on its behaviour by spraying simulated catalyst solution (i.e. water) droplets into a hydrocar-
bon gas stream (methane as a carbon source) using a specially designed “atomiser device” that incorporates a 
number of pressure swirl atomisers.  
A furnace was installed underneath of the “atomiser device” and the stream of droplet particles fell down 
through the furnace (400 - 800o C). Reactions which took place inside the furnace produced the Single-Wall 
Carbon Nanotubes (SWCNT) material from natural gas stream. The effect of water flow rate (0.001- 0.005 
l/min) and water supply pressure (≤12MPa) as well as the gas flow rate (0.3-0.4 l/min) together with the down-
stream distance of the corresponding atomiser device on the droplet size distribution (≤ 5μm) were also charac-
terised. The qualitative and quantitative analysis of the results obtained from the series of trials demonstrated that 
the production of SWCNT is certainly possible by using a combination of pressure swirl atomisers. 
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Abstract 

Impinging jet is employed in many industrial applications (for example drying of sheets of various materials, 

cooling of electronic devices and GT blades, printing processes, etc) due to heat and mass transfer enhancement 

around of stagnation point. In many technical applications intermittent (pulsed) flow occurs due to moving parts, 

by vibrations or flow oscillations. Studies performed show a complex physical situation that in some cases leads 

to significant heat transfer enhancement, however, also decrease of heat transfer can occur. Spray impingement 

on hot surfaces has capability of removing large amounts of heat due to use of the latent heat of evaporation. The 

impingement of pulsed mist flow on hot surfaces also occurs in practical situations, which require a 

comprehensive knowledge of the flow patterns and the interaction of the spray with the impinging surface. 

The aim of the present work is experimental and numerical simulation of the effect of droplets evaporation 

on the flow and heat transfer in turbulent impinging pulsed mist jets. 

The experimental set-up consists of the heat exchanger with the original digital calorimeter and pulse spray 

source. The heat exchanger is made of high heat-conducting copper with the plane dimensions of 140 × 140 mm 
and thickness of 25 mm. The air-droplets flow is formed by the pulse spray source from 16 sprayers (matrix of 4 

× 4) and 25 air nozzles (matrix of 5 × 5). The source generates pulses of droplets (duration ton from 2 ms to 10 

ms, frequency fi from 1 Hz to 50 Hz and with a velocity – from 0 ms
-1

 to 20 ms
-1

) that move to the surface of the 

heat exchanger in a constant cocurrent gas flow (speed UL1 – from 0 to 25 ms
-1

). The main studies have been 

carried out, when the distance between the heat exchanger and source was L = 230 mm. At this position on a 

cross-section of heat exchanger surface the source of pulse gas-droplet flow forms a two-phase flow with the 

area of 300 × 300 mm2
. Near the plate surface (L ~ 200 mm) the jets are split into separate droplets of two main 

sizes: large (0.12 ÷ 0.15) mm and small ones (0.045 ÷ 0.05) mm. 

The numerical model based on the axisymmetrical Euler/Euler approach. For the gas phase were used the set 

of non-steady-state RANS equations. In the study is considered for the gas phase the second moment closure by 

Craft and Launder (1992). For the dispersed phase velocity fluctuations were used kinetic stresses equations, 

turbulent heat flux and temperature fluctuations equations by Zaichik (1999). The two-way coupling model was 

used along with the particulate feedback onto the mean distribution of the gas phase.  

The comparison between our predictions and experiments for pulsed mist jet measurements was provided. 

These results are presented in the Fig. Agreement between our computation results and numerical and 

measurements data was rather good especially for the small value of the time of the pulse ton (line 1) when the 

wall surface in the experiments is dry. The increase of ton leads to the formation of liquid film and spots on target 

plate (observed in the measurements) and the residual between our simulations and experiments is rise (line 2). 

We did not take into account the film formation on the wall from deposited droplets. We assumed droplets 

deposited onto the impinging surface momentarily evaporate (solid curves). The predictions without taking into 

account the heat spend the droplets heat up and evaporation qWL (dashed curve) agreed better with 

measurements.      

This work was partially supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (Projects No. 12-08-00504-a). 
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Fig. Heat transfer coefficient in intermittent mist impinging 

jet. Symbols are experimental results, curves are 

computations. H = 230 mm, time of the pulse ton = 2 and 4 

ms, fi = 1 – 50 Hz, T = T∞ = 295 K, TW = 373 K, UL1 = 14.8 

m/s. 1 – ton = 2 ms, 2 – ton = 4 ms; solid curves – 

instant evaporation of droplets on the surface of the heat 

exchanger (with qwL); dashed curve – w/out qwL. 
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Abstract 
  The spraying of an impinging jet is an effective way to cool heated surfaces. The objective of this study is 

to develop a numerical model to predict the heat transfer with phase change between a hot plate surface and a 
two-phase impinging jet. Different two-phase modeling approaches (Lagrangian and Eulerian methods) are 
compared. The influence of the spray nozzle operating conditions (pressure, flow rate, droplets size) and of the 
distance between the nozzle exit and the surface impact is analyzed. The numerical results are compared with 
measurements obtained on an experimental test bench. The confrontation numerical/experimental is carried out 
by comparing the distribution of temperature at the surface of the plate and the heat transfer coefficient. This 
comparison shows that it is the Eulerian model which seems most capable to take into account the evaporation of 
the droplets in contact with the heated plate and consequently, which gives results more in agreement with the 
experiments. However, the simulation performed with this model show a strong dependence of the results to the 
turbulence model used.

Introduction  
This work falls under a research project aiming at improving the cooling of electric motors of great power 

using an impinging jet spray. A computational approach by CFD is planned in order to evaluate the effectiveness 
of the spray cooling and to dimension and optimize the cooling system. For that, it is necessary to develop a 
numerical model making it possible to predict the heat transfer with phase change between a heated surface and 
a two-phase impinging jet and to validate the CFD results against experiments.  
  
Experimental Setup 

A test bench designed to enable the experimental study of the spray cooling of a heated metal surface has 
been constructed. It consists of a heating system, a spray nozzle and a data acquisition system. The spraying 
surface corresponds to the top surface of a copper block cylinder heated by means of a 400 W cartridge heater. 
12 J-type thermocouples were embedded at various depths below the heater surface to provide the temperature 
gradient and temperature profile within the copper block cylinder. The test bench enables the investigation of the 
spray cooling process for various operating conditions (different heat fluxes, different distances between the 
spray nozzle and the hot surface).  

Numerical approach 
      The numerical model was implemented in a commercial CFD code. Different two-phase modeling ap-
proaches (Lagrangian and Eulerian methods) and several RANS turbulence models were tested.       

Results and Discussion 
The results obtained relate to the evolution of the local heat transfer coefficient and of the surface temper-

ature along the plate. The computational results more in agreement with the experiments were obtained with the 
two-phase Eulerian model associated with the Realizable k-epsilon turbulence model. The CFD model was then 
used under various operating conditions of the spray system (water pressure, flow rate, droplets size) and for 
various conditions of heating. The influence of the distance between the nozzle exit and the surface impact was 
also analyzed. The results obtained show strong variations of the surface cooling with the spraying system oper-
ating conditions and the comparison between simulations and experiments shows the capability of the model to 
correctly predict the phase change heat transfer during the spray cooling. The model developed must allow, in a 
short time, the optimization of the spraying system before its implementation on an electric motor.
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Abstract 

 The dynamic of droplets impacting onto a dry or wet solid surface plays an important role in a wide variety 

of fields, such as in ink-jet printing technologies, spray painting and liquid-fuelled combustors. However, it has 

only been in the near decade that a major scientific effort has been pursued in order to acquire a comprehensive 

knowledge about the mechanisms underlying the spray impingement process. Yet, this complete physical under-

standing of the phenomena found during the spray/wall interaction is still lacking mainly due to the host of pa-

rameters that influence the outcome. One of those parameters, which curiously is often neglected in spray im-

pingement models, is the liquid film accumulated on the wall due to the deposition of the impinging drops.  

The present work aims at developing and integrating the liquid film formation in a multiphase computational 

model. This paper follows on from a set of previous studies [1-3] that seek to refine a flexible dispersion model 

in some aspects that would allow converging towards the best computational solution through the use of adapted 

and more suitable empirical correlations that fit specific configurations in order to preserve a close relation to the 

physical understanding of the phenomena involved in the spray impingement process with the presence of a 

crossflow. Therefore, the liquid film formation is developed by considering some basic principles (conservation 

of mass and volume between impinging and adhered parcels) but also an empirical correlation deduced from 

experimental data [4] for the average film thickness which allows a connection to the phenomenological experi-

ence that can easily be fitted to specific settings. This model is incorporated into the code originally proposed by 

Bai et al. [5] and the performance is recognized through the comparison between the numerical results – with 

and without the liquid film sub-model – and measurements for two crossflow rates. In addition, the integration of 

this newly developed computational extension with the spread/splash transition criterion used in this work is also 

evaluated by comparing the prediction results obtained using two different splashing thresholds: one that takes 

into account the effect of the film thickness on the disintegration criterion against another that does not. 

Figure 1 illustrates the distribution of the relative liquid film thickness over half the impingement wall (a 

symmetry plane is considered at X=0). The injector is located 0.05m from the inlet with an inclination of 20º, in 

relation to the vertical plane, in the downstream sense. The figure shows that a thin liquid film forms along the 

surface but has a particular incidence in the region below the nozzle, which is where the maximum thickness is 

found. The reduction of the air flow velocity to 5 m/s leads to the thickening of the liquid film and the reduction 

of the number of the secondary droplets as also reported in the literature. 

 
The use of a transition criterion that does not take into account the effect of the liquid layer does not improve 

the simulation results. On the other hand, integrating the effect of the liquid film and the transition criterion that 

considers this effect on the splash threshold clearly enables the enhancement of the model performance. 

References 
1Silva, A., Barata, J., Rodrigues, C., “Influence of Spread/Splash Transition Criterion on the Spray 

Impingement Modelling”, ILASS-Europe 2011, Estoril, Portugal, September, 2011. 
2Rodrigues, C., Silva, A., and Barata, J., “Influence of the Energy Dissipation in the Spray Impingement 
Modeling”, 50th AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Nashville, Tennessee, January, 2012. 
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Rodrigues, C., Barata, J., and Silva, A., “Dissipative Energy Loss and Influence of an Enhanced Near-Wall 
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Figure 1: Distribution of the relative liquid film thickness over the impingement wall for a crossflow of 15 m/s. 
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Abstract 

Spray impingement of liquid fuel on the combustion chamber wall and piston head in the direct injection engine 

is difficult to avoid and mostly undesirable, because it delays the gas-phase fuel-air mixture preparation 

processes and is a possible source for unburned hydrocarbons and soot emissions. This work investigated wall 

impingement and surface fuel film formation by sprays emerging from a side-mounted six-hole gasoline injector, 

one of the most dominant direct injection (DI) gasoline engine combustion configuration used today. In the 

meanwhile, numerical study was conducted for the same operating conditions as the experiments to study the 

spray behavior and fuel film characteristics.     

The spray wetted area, fuel film thickness, and the resultant footprint mass were derived using the Refractive 

Index Matching (RIM) technique. In this method, the difference in index of refraction between the impinging 

surface and air results in the scattering of light off the roughened surface, which is modified by the presence of a 

liquid that closely match the index of refraction of the impingement window. A flat optical ground glass diffuser 

with polished top surface was placed in the pressurized camber horizontally. The six-hole injector was mounted 

on the cylinder wall of the chamber with angle of 25 deg to replicate the piston injector orientation of a side-

mounted DI Engine. Calibration experiments were carried out to obtain the correlation between fuel film 

thickness and variation of reflection. A liquid mixture of iso-octane and dodecane with known deposit volume 

was used for calibration procedure. The fuel was injected on the rough flat window surface at various ambient 

conditions, injection conditions and distance between the injector tip and window, using the same optical setup. 

Multi-dimensional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation with selected models of spray validated first 

for its transport in the air is used to compare the impingement models with the experimental measurements. The 

Kelvin-Helmholtz/Rayleigh-Taylor (KH-RT) breakup model was used to predict the spray behavior of multi-

hole injector. The interaction of liquid drops and solid surfaces is molded using wall film model, which is a 

hybrid model of assuming individual particle-based quantities and film-based quantities. The numerical 

simulation of characteristics of spray impingement and fuel film were compared with the experimental results of 

back-lighting visualizations and RIM method. 

The Refractive Index Matching technique was investigated to measure the fuel film thickness of sprays of side-

mounted multi-hole injector. As expected, the deposit area of each spray plume is effected by the injection 

pressure and distance between injector tip and window. The effect of ambient temperature on fuel film thickness 

is significantly, and the film evaporation rate is strongly affected by the ambient pressure especially at lower 

temperature. Higher pressure at the same fuel amount tends to reduce film thickness. The CFD simulation 

models of spray and wall impingement were validated by compared with spray visualization on the free spray 

transport. The numerical investigation of spray behavior and film characteristics agrees in general with the 

experimental observations in terms of overall spray shape, tip penetration and wall impingement pattern, and the 

maximum fuel film thickness.            
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Abstract

Introduction
During the last decade, the combustion efficiency in Diesel engines has risen by the improvement of injection

systems. The increase of injection pressure has been one of the main strategy to reach that goal. Nevertheless,
strong local pressure drops have been observed in many Diesel injectors and as a result, cavitation occurs. Ac-
cording to He and Ruiz [2] the dense zone of the spray is influenced by the in-injector flow and particularly by the
cavitation phenomenon. Some studies show that the occurrence of cavitation modifies basic characteristics of the
spray, which play a major role in the Diesel combustion.

Computational methods
A cavitation model has been developed. As surface density and liquid and gas fractions are the solved variables

in the model, this model is able to deal with non spherical gaseous structures, like huge gaseous cavities in Diesel
injectors. In case of large gas cavities, a modelling proposal has been suggested, close to the term using Rayleigh-
Plesset equation. Only driving pressure term is kept. Indeed, the other terms are linked to bubble sphericity
assumption and lose their sense in case of larger gaseous structure or are hard to estimate. Another distinctive
feature of the model is to transport interface velocity in order to keep second order time derivative of the bubble
radius in the Rayleigh-Plesset equation so as to improve accuracy. Reference conditions issue for cavitation nuclei,
that is to say estimation of residual gas pressure and radius of the nuclei, has been raised and a procedure has been
proposed. The first step is to identify two zones, "pre-cavitating zone" and cavitating zone, on a first calculation
without cavitation modelling. The "pre-cavitating zone" is the zone usptream the cavitating zone and the zone
where nuclei are considered to exist. Reference conditions are chosen according to comparisons between critical
values identified by Franc [1] and order of magnitude of pressure for the two zones.

Results and Discussion
First results of the model have been presented. Calculations are based on pressure history extracted from a

3D calculation with the CFD solver AVL Fire along a bubble streamline. Response to the pressure drop from gas
volume fraction and surface density looks reasonably good. Results are hopeful but will have to be confirmed with
3D reference calculations with an implemented version of the model in the solver AVL Fire.

References
[1] J.P. Franc. The rayleigh-plesset equation: a simple and powerful tool to understand various aspects of cavita-

tion. In Fluid Dynamics of Cavitation and Cavitating Turbopumps, CISM Courses and Lectures, 496, 2007.
[2] Lu He and Francisco Ruiz. Effect of cavitation on flow and turbulence in plain orifices for high-speed atom-

ization. Atomization and Sprays, 5(6):569–584, 1995.
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Abstract 

 

In Diesel injection the flow in the injector, and especially the cavitation development and its influence on the 

flow rate, is led by the needle lift according to an opening/closing motion cycle. The simulation of that kind of 

unsteady cavitating flow can be simulated with a CFD model considering a time-varying needle lift. However in 

this unsteady approach computational time may be large because of the small time steps that are required to rep-

resent the cavitation dynamics in the nozzle, especially if a complete needle lift cycle is considered. An interest-

ing possible alternative may be the steady needle lift approach, meaning that the lift is considered as fixed for a 

given calculation. This approach helps to reduce the simulation time because it allows providing at convergence 

all the features of flow (including flow rate) for the considered lift, without having to simulate the previous tran-

sient opening phase of the lift motion (up to the considered lift). The question is whether the steady approach 

allows to reproduce the same results as unsteady approach, i.e. for a given needle lift, if simulated flow (flow 

rate, cavitation) is the same for the steady and unsteady approaches considering that the last one takes into ac-

count the dynamic aspects related to the lift motion. 

In this study a one nozzle injector with an eccentricity of the hole is concerned. Numerical simulations are per-

formed with both unsteady and steady approaches for the needle lift modeling. Validations of the numerical 

model based on comparisons with measurements of cavitation carried out at the LMFA [1], are presented.  

Figure hereafter shows examples of comparisons of the cavitation pattern issued from experiments and from the 

computations, at high needle lift. In both cases the cavitation extents all along the hole but in a dissymmetrical 

way due to the eccentricity of the hole. It has been noted that at high needle lift (> 15% of the maximal lift), the 

steady approach gives very similar results according to the unsteady approach, for cavitation development as 

well as for the flow rate. So, at high lift, the motion of the needle has no influence on the flow. 

However at lower needle lift (<15% of the maximal lift) cavitation and flow rate obtained with the two methods 

are significantly different (figure 3). The variable needle lift calculation shows a peak of the flow rate linked 

with a dynamic pulse of cavitation in the hole, responsible of a peak of liquid velocity in the contracted section. 

In this range of lift (5%<lift<15%), the steady approach is not able to put into evidence this transient develop-

ment of the cavitating flow.  

Moreover for very small lift (< 5% of the maximal lift) the steady method tends to overpredict the flow rate 

because dynamic effects related to the needle motion, which are important at such low lift, are not taken into 

account. Errors up to 20% on flow rate values are thus given by steady approach at low lift which turns out to be 

inaccurate in this range of needle lift.   

 

Comparison LMFA measurements (left) and CFD (right) of the cavitation (in black) in the hole at high 

needle lift  

 

[1] Loïc Mées, Marc Michard. Visualisation of cavitation in a transparent diesel injector nozzle. Laboratoire de 

mécanique des fluides et d’acoustique (LMFA), Ecole Centrale Lyon, CNRS, Université Claude Bernard and 

INSA Lyon. Private communication. 
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Abstract 

It has been known that cavitation takes place in a nozzle of fuel injectors for internal combustion engines and 

strongly affects the characteristics of discharged fuel spray. Hence, a large effort has been paid to understand 

cavitation flow in single nozzles with a symmetric inflow. Cavitation in a nozzle is affected by liquid velocity, 

geometry of the injector, needle lift, length-to-diameter ratio of the nozzle, curvature of the inlet edge, liquid 

property, dissolved gases in a liquid, system pressure, and so on. In this study, cavitation flow in various nozzles 

of 4 mm in width W with an asymmetric inflow, different needle lifts Z (Z/W = 1, 2 and 4), nozzle angles � (� = -

30, -20, 0, 20, 30 deg.) and various water temperatures TL (TL = 285, 305, 326 K) are visualized to clarify the 

effects of an asymmetric inflow, needle lift, nozzle angle, and fluid property on cavitation flow in a nozzle of 

liquid injectors. 

Various two-dimensional (2D) nozzles are manufactured and used to measure the length and thickness of 

cavitation appearing in the nozzles. Transient behavior of cavitation in the nozzles and the deforming liquid jets 

are visualized using a high-speed cameras and a metal-halide lamp. The ratio of the length L and the width W of 

the nozzles are 4. 

Figure 1 shows the images of cavitation in tilted nozzles with various nozzle angles �. Due to the asymmetric 

inflow mainly from upstream right into the nozzle, a thick separated boundary layer and cavitation appears and 

grows asymmetrically mainly along the right wall even for � = 0 degree. The asymmetric and thick cavitation 

induces an asymmetric and large-scaled deformation of the discharged liquid jet. We also found that the decrease 

in needle lift Z results in a thicker and longer cavitation as well as a larger deformation of the liquid jet. An acute 

angle of the nozzle inlet edge is found to enhance the cavitation thickness and its development as well as a large 

deformation of the discharged liquid jet. 

Through the investigation of cavitation flow with different water temperature TL, we confirmed that cavitation 

does not depend on the Reynolds number Re in the range of Re > 12500 but strongly on the modified cavitation 

number �C, which is based on local pressure at vena contracta. 

Finally, we found that cavitation taking place in a nozzle of liquid injectors is strongly affected by the profile of 

the separated boundary layer, which depends not on the Reynolds number Re but strongly on an asymmetric 

inflow, needle lift Z and nozzle angle �. 

These results suggest that by knowing the contraction coefficient CC we can quantitatively estimate the inception 

and development of separation-induced-cavitation even for various injector geometries, needle lifts, and fluid 

properties. 

 

 

 
        (a) � = 30 deg          (b) � = 20 deg.   (c) � = 0 deg.  (d) � = -20 deg.   (e) � = -30 deg. 

 
Figure 1 Cavitation in tilted nozzles with various nozzle angles � and liquid jets (Z/W = 4, W = 4mm). 
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Abstract 

One of the areas of interest in diesel engines is the study of nozzle flow behavior in fuel injectors. As it is well 

known through previous studies the flow behavior inside the orifice is strongly related to the behavior of the 

spray at the exit and its interaction with the air, affecting the mixing and combustion process. 

In the present work, behavior of the internal flow under cavitating conditions and its influence on the spray 

behavior is studied. For this purpose, a transparent nozzle plate with a cylindrical orifice is used. The transparent 

nozzle, made of fused silica SiO2, has an exit diameter of 0.51mm and 1mm length and it is installed in a 

pressurized rig with fuel (commercial diesel) in order to measure the mass flow and observe the flow inside the 

orifice, as well as the spray at the exit, using a special visualization technique. The rig consists of a stainless steel 

vessel, including two opposed optical windows to perform backlighting visualization.  

The optical system developed for visualization includes light source with optical fibers, a PCO SensiCam CCD 

camera and one optical lens, aligned between each other in order to reach high zoom levels. Additionally, an 

optical diffuser is placed after the light flash exit. This element diffuses the flash light and produces a uniform 

illumination in the chamber region under study. All images are obtained at a resolution of 1280X1024 pixels and 

3mm of window size. 

During the initial phase of the work, the hydraulic characterization of the nozzle is done by measuring the mass 

flow of the nozzle injecting fuel at stationary conditions. For this purpose, the test rig is filled with fuel and the 

nozzle injects in continuous flow and measuring the mass that escapes the test rig (with a gravimetric balance) 

for a given time, the stationary mass flow can be calculated. Mass flow is measured for different conditions of 

injection and discharge pressures. Simultaneously, the visualization of the orifice is carried out in order to 

observe the cavitation inside the orifice and the bubbles in the spray. 

Additional measurements are carried out in the rig pressurizing with nitrogen to observe the spray at the outlet 

orifice using the same measurement conditions and the same visualization technique. This configuration allows 

determining the correspondence between the behavior of the flow inside the orifice and the spray at the exit. 

The results from the hydraulic characterization show that the beginning of the cavitation (incipient cavitation) 

occurs before the mass flow collapse. Furthermore, the presence of bubbles in the spray before the mass choke 

indicates the existence of cavitation. 

Finally, the images obtained with the rig pressurized with fuel and with nitrogen are compared to observe the 

influence of cavitating flow inside the orifice on the development of the spray. It is observed that the spray 

experiences a significant change in the cone angle once the cavitation is fully developed through the whole 

orifice. 
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Abstract 

Superheated atomization utilizes thermal energy in addition to low pressure energy in order to enhance 

the disintegration of fluid media. The dispersity of the spray is among other things greatly influenced by 

evaporation effects. An optical access into the nozzle capillary where a partial evaporation takes place is given 

by glass nozzles. A shadowgraphy method is applied to analyze the phenomena taking place inside the nozzle. In 

addition the generated spray is analyzed regarding droplet velocity (Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)), 

morphology (Shadowgraphy) and pulsation (acoustical measurements).  

Introduction 

The additional energy component applied in this process (thermal energy) enhances the dispersity of the 

product spray in comparison to a pure pressure atomization. [1, 2] Evaporation processes, nozzle geometry, en-

trainment of surrounding gas phase and process parameters are among the influencing parameters. The resulting 

spray offers a fine droplet size distribution and moderate droplet velocities without having to apply an additional 

gas phase. The scope of this work includes the combined investigation of flow phenomenon (mass flux meas-

urements) with evaporation events (shadowgraphy) and the analysis of the resulting process spray (PIV). 

Materials and Methods 

The superheating of the applied process media is generated in a pressure vessel via heating jackets. The 

pressure is introduced by pressurized air. The investigated nozzle is located in the lower part of the vessel. The 

spraying process is initiated by opening a hand valve. The mass flux is continuously measured by a weighing 

method. The optical analysis of the spray is carried out using PIV and Shadowgraphy. The last named includes 

the application of a Long-Range-Microscope in order to allow the investigation of micro-processes. Acoustic 

measurements are done by applying a microphone. 

Results and Discussion 

 Shadowgraphy pictures of the flow capillary of glass nozzles have been captured and analyzed regarding 

the location of the first evaporation effects. The higher the process temperature the sooner the evaporation starts 

since the driving force (vapor pressure) for vapor generation is enhanced. The increase of pressure yields a re-

versed trend. The more pressure energy is applied the later vapor bubbles are generated. The retardation time 

inside the nozzle capillary is reduced since most of the pressure energy is converted into kinetic energy resulting 

in a lower growth time for vapor bubbles. In addition, the possibility to reach the vapor pressure inside the noz-

zle capillary and by this allowing evaporation to happen is reduced. The generated spray morphology is mostly 

dependent on the applied temperature rather than the pressure. By enhancing the thermal energy input the spray 

angle is widening, the droplet velocity profile flattens and smaller droplets are produced. An important topic 

regarding spray events is pulsation. In this work inhomogeneities in the spray over time are investigated mainly 

by applying an acoustic system. An enhanced process temperature yields a higher pulsation frequency since 

more vapor bubbles are contained in the liquid which burst when they come into contact with the surrounding. 
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Abstract 

The authors proposed a novel nano size particle production system, Flashing Spray Flame Nanoparticle 

Synthesis Method, by using flash boiling spray. In this method, the mixed solution is used to improve the 

vaporization characteristics of the precursor. The mixed solution is supplied directly to the chamber as flash 

boiling spray by an injector. The nanoparticles are produced by flame thermal energy. In this paper, we 

investigated the relation between TiO2 nanoparticle physical properties and injection conditions. As a result, 

TiO2 particle was agglomerated by decreasing injection frequency. 
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Abstract

In this paper, the effect of different melt delivery nozzle tip length on gas flow separation for annular-slit gas 

atomization, in gas-only flow, was numerically simulated by solving the compressible Navier-Stokes equations. 

Gas flow separation in the vicinity of the melt delivery nozzle during operation of the supersonic gas atomizer 

causes a back-flow of melt from the melt delivery nozzle tip along its outer surface, leading to very poor 

atomization performance and finally will result in aborting of the run. The melt delivery nozzle tip length plays a 

crucial role in preventing this problem during operation. Four different melt delivery nozzles with the tip length 

of, 10, 8, 7 and 3mm were numerically modeled in the confined-feed annular slit geometry with gas pressures of 

0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5,3 and 4MPa. The results indicate that the nozzles with 8 and 10mm melt tip length are very 

sensitive to flow separation even in at a low gas pressure of 1MPa. With increasing atomization gas pressure the 

flow separation moved forward to the melt nozzle tip and at the gas pressures of 3MPa and above, flow 

separation was completely suppressed.  In addition, no flow separation was seen on the two other melt nozzles 

at any gas pressure. These results specify that the flow separation occurrence is a function of melt delivery 

nozzle tip length and atomization gas pressure.
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Abstract
The objective of this work is to develop a numerical model with the aim of simulating a two phase jet resulting

from a breach or leakage in a vessel or pipe containing liquefied gas. This jet consists in three areas: the expansion

zone (flash boiling, atomization), the entrainment zone (secondary break-up, droplets evaporation) and the final

dispersion zone.

Among the complex phenomena involved during the injection, this work focus on the effect of the vaporization

and boiling process in the jet. To represent the flash boiling phenomena that occurs at the exit of the injector up to

the end of expansion zone, the Homogeneous Equilibrium Model (HEM) have been used. Consequently, gas and

liquid velocities are identical at the beginning of the entrainment zone. An issue of this approach is the determina-

tion of the velocity induced by the pressure drop inside the injector and by the flash effect. The maximum kinetic

energy can be estimated by the pressure drop and the variation of thermodynamic energy in the flow. Here, the

velocity is considered to be driven mainly by the pressure drop, thus it is determined by the Bernoulli law. After

the expansion zone, the spray is supposed to be at boiling temperature with a gas environment composed only by

vapour. Thus, any increase of temperature will promotes boiling. But if some air diffuses inside the spray, a non

classical vaporization process is expected. Thermodynamic conditions are at these boundaries in the beginning of

a region called entrainment zone. To determine the evolution of the spray, vaporization or boiling, a special model

is requested.

A thermodynamic equilibrium vaporization model were developed. During a time step, it is considered a thermo-

dynamic system composed by a liquid droplet film and surrounding gas film. We consider that this film reaches

the thermodynamic equilibrium at the end of the time step. Finally, the remaining liquid in the film at the equilib-

rium temperature is mixed with the droplet part not used in the film. The same is done with the gas phase. This

procedure ensure a realisable thermodynamic state after the complex vaporization process.

To test the model, an atmospheric two-phase jet of butane, emanating from a circular orifice is considered. The

Euler-Lagrange approach has been used for this two-phase simulation. A co-flow of air surrounds the spray injec-

tion. The mass fraction of vapour and liquid is given by the HEM model. Finally, the turbulence is modelled with

the k − ε model.

It is complicated to have experimental results on the types of jets described above. But the INERIS were able to

have more reliable measurements in temperature. The spray is surrounded by a hot gas environment. However, the

temperature of the spray decreases up to a certain distance. Due to the initial droplet boiling temperature, close

to the injection, the vaporization process dominates the flow. Since evaporation is an endothermic phenomenon,

the spray jet cools down until there is no droplet enough. Thus the spray temperature rises only once the liquid

vaporization does not have enough influence in the flow.

The modelling results show that the calculated temperature behaviour in the spray jet by comparison with the ob-

servations is generally satisfactory. This result cannot be obtained with classical vaporization model. A perspective

to this work can be to add more accurate models to the internal flow of material in vessel and to the flash boiling

and atomization phenomena in the expansion zone.
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Abstract

Introduction The present study deals with Large-Eddy Simulations (LES) of non-reacting fuel sprays in internal

combustion engine like conditions. The motivation for the research is to gain a deeper understanding of high resolu-

tion spray simulations using the implicit Large-Eddy Simulation (iLES) approach in combination with Lagrangian

Particle Tracking (LPT). The main objective is to investigate the influence of the grid size on droplet breakup and

evaporation in conjunction with the implicit LES method for a well defined reference case. The chosen spray case

is corresponding to the “Spray A” conditions specified within the Engine Combustion Network (ECN). This test

case is experimentally investigated by several research institutes and the data is freely available through the ECN.

The ambient gas density and temperature for Spray A are 22.8 kg/m3 and 900 K, respectively. The injected fuel is

n-dodecane and the injection pressure is 150 MPa. The nominal nozzle diameter of the injector is 90 μm, which

leads to an averaged injection velocity of approximately 590 m/s.

Methods The simulations are carried out with the open source CFD tool box OpenFOAM. A compressible flow

solver is used and the pressure treatment is handled by the PISO-algorithm. The accuracy is formally second order

in space and an implicit, 2nd order accurate time integration is used. For the turbulence modeling the implicit LES

approach is applied, hence no explicit sub-grid scale model for the unresolved turbulent scales is used. Within

this method the grid, or more precisely the numerical discretisation scheme, functions as an implicit low-pass filter

and it is assumed that sub-filter scales will dissipate in the same manner as the numerical scheme. The liquid

phase is modeled by droplets and hence LPT is used to compute the droplet motion. The box sampling method

is used to determine the initial droplet location and the initial droplet size is obtained from a Rosin-Rammler

distribution. Heat transfer and evaporation are modeled according to Ranz/ Marshall and Frössling correlations.

Two droplet breakup models are compared in this study: the Enhanced Taylor Analogy Breakup (ETAB) and the

Kelvin-Helmholtz Rayleigh-Taylor model as proposed by Reitz (1988).

Computational domain A fully hexahedral base mesh is used, which is refined by a 2:1 cell-splitting approach

in the spray region in order to obtain appropriate cell sizes for iLES. The smallest cell size in this study is 62.5 μm,

i.e. approximately 2
3 of the nozzle diameter. The time step is in the order of 10−8s due to the small cell size and

droplet time scale.

Results and Conclusion Visualizations of the flow field show that the methods used are suitable to resolve the

characteristic flow structure (e.g. Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices). Comparisons to the experimental data show a rea-

sonable agreement with respect to liquid and vapor penetration for the two finest mesh resolutions. Concerning

the mesh resolution it was found that a cell size of 125 μm was sufficient to capture the turbulent motion of the

spray. Both investigated breakup models performed reasonable well, even though differences in predicted droplet

size were found. The differences in droplet size affect again the global spray quantities (liquid/ vapor penetra-

tion). Hence, a further investigation and tuning of the breakup model parameter is suggested for the chosen LES

approach.
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Abstract 

The optical connectivity technique has been proposed for the characterization of the morphology of continu-

ous liquid jets before breakup. The technique is based on internal illumination of a liquid jet by a laser beam 

through the spray nozzle. The liquid jet acts as a light guide and the laser beam propagates along the length of 

the jet in the same way that light travels along the length of an optical fibre. The laser beam excites a fluorescent 

dye that is dissolved in the liquid jet, making the volume of the liquid jet luminous. However, unlike an optical 

fibre, there are laser beam intensity losses along the length of the liquid stream due to refraction at the liquid/gas 

interface and due to absorption by the fluorescence dye. While the technique has been shown to work well in 

‘straight’ jets, for liquid jets exposed to a cross stream of air, where the liquid jet becomes gradually inclined 

relative to the axis of the jet exit, laser light losses due to refraction through the liquid interface may increase and 

lead to limitations of the technique. A numerical and experimental investigation of the performance of the optical 

connectivity technique is conducted for liquid jets exposed to a cross stream of air. The numerical investigation 

revealed that the fluorescent intensity profiles along the liquid column length are highly sensitive to the diver-

gence of the illuminating laser beam. In addition, the wavelength and deflection of the jet had a significant effect 

on the fluorescent intensity profiles only for a collimated illuminating laser beam. The experimental investiga-

tion showed that the fluorescent intensity is not uniformly distributed throughout the volume of the jet but a 

fluorescent intensity maximum exists at the point of maximum jet inflection. The rate of decay of the fluorescent 

intensity along the length of the jet is similar among the jets regardless of the length of the jet, which suggests 

that after the jet maximum inflection, there are considerable losses of the illuminating laser beam intensity due to 

refraction. 
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Abstract

Lagrangian simulations of liquid sprays involve models for many small scale processes, including primary and sec-

ondary breakup or droplet collisions in the liquid phase, and turbulence in the gas phase. For turbulence modelling,

two classes of models have evolved, first, turbulence models based on Reynolds Averaging of the Navier Stokes

equations (RANS models), and more recently spatially averaging Large Eddy Simulations (LES). Most common

RANS models are k-epsilon- and k-omega-models, which describe turbulence in terms of turbulent kinetic en-

ergy and the (specific) turbulent dissipation rate. LES models are distinguished by the subgrid-scale-model (SGS

model) involved. Studies by other authors have shown that the choice of the turbulence model has major influence

on the accuracy of Lagrangian spray simulations.

While most liquid phase models are based on a RANS description of the gas phase, RANS turbulence models

are not capable to capture vortex creation and break down in highly unsteady free jets. In turn, LES can de-

scribe free jet turbulence very well, but does not link to many liquid phase models properly, as it does not provide

time-averaged quantities. This trade-off can be overcome by hybrid turbulence models, such as Detached Eddy

Simulation (DES). Contrary to classical hybrid LES-RANS models, which decompose the domain into dedicated

LES and RANS regions, DES is basically a LES approach with RANS for subgrid-scale-modelling, i.e. the tur-

bulent transport equations are solved for the entire domain. When combined with a k-epsilon-model, DES can

provide the turbulent quantities required by the liquid phase models, while maintaining LES behavior in the free

flow.

In this study, the application of DES to Lagrangian spray simulations is assessed by example of a hollow-cone

spray as is found in gasoline direct injection engines. The DES model is coupled to a realizable k-epsilon model,

and compared to LES and RANS simulations of the same case (including standard k-epsilon, RNG-k-epsilon and

realizable k-epsilon models). For all turbulence models, a mesh sensitivity analysis is performed. The influence

of turbulence modeling on the spray simulation is evaluated by macroscopic properties such as liquid penetration,

vortices formed etc., and by microscopic properties and turbulent quantities, such as turbulent kinetic energy (for

the DES and RANS models) and dissipation rates.

Preliminary results indicate that DES can handle free jet turbulence better than the RANS models tested. The

DES approach with realizable k-epsilon model shows low diffusivity of turbulent quantities (in particular when

compared to the realizable k-epsilon RANS simulation, which is known for its overly diffusive behaviour), and

turbulent dissipation is reduced. For the spray simulation, this leads to increased liquid phase penetration, and to a

more destinct prediction of vortex structures, which are in many cases dissipated by RANS models. In contrast to

the LES simulation, turbulent fluctuations can be derived from turbulent kinetic energy, leading to a more realistic

prediction of turbulent interaction and turbulent dispersion. The prediction of turbulent dispersion is crucial to the

formation of droplet recirculation regions, which is a known issue when coupling Lagrangian spray simulations to

LES simulations. As assumed, the DES simulation appears to combine the benefits of LES and RANS simulations.

Despite the good results, the combination of DES with Lagrangian spray simulation requires further validation

by synthetic validation cases. This study has shown that it might be worth the effort.
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Abstract 

Industrial and naturally occurring absorption air pollutants removal processes include wet removal of mod-
erately and highly soluble gases by dispersed liquid phase in various types of packed and spray towers and in-
cloud scavenging of highly soluble gases. In this connection the study of gas absorption by clusters of droplets is 
of great interest for environmental and chemical engineering. 

In this study we describe a method that takes into account diffusion interactions between droplets caused by 
the overlap of the depleted of soluble gas regions around the neighboring droplets. The suggested method em-
ploys a cellular model of a gas-droplet suspension whereby a suspension is viewed as a periodic structure con-
sisting of the identical spherical cells with periodic boundary conditions at the cell boundary. It is assumed that 
gas absorption by cluster of droplets is accompanied by the subsequent aqueous-phase equilibrium dissociation 
reaction. We showed that scavenging of highly soluble trace gas in a cluster of droplets is described by a system 
of transient diffusion equations with the corresponding initial and boundary conditions at the droplet center, 
droplet surface and at the boundary of the cell. The initial boundary value problem was solved using the method 
of lines and Monte Carlo simulations. Using the proposed model we determined temporal and spatial dependen-
cies of the concentration of the soluble trace gas in a gaseous phase and in a droplet and calculated the rate of gas 
absorption. It is showed that absorption of highly soluble gases by clusters of droplets leads to a significant de-
crease of soluble trace gas concentration in the interstitial gas. We found that scavenging coefficient for gas ab-
sorption by cloud droplets remains constant and sharply decreases only at the final stage of absorption. This as-
sertion implies the exponential time decay of the average concentration of the soluble trace gas in the gaseous 
phase and can be used for the parameterization of gas scavenging by cloud droplets in the atmospheric transport 
modeling. 

In the calculations we employed gamma size distributions of droplets. We performed our calculations for 
several soluble gases such as hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and nitric acid (HNO3). It was shown that despite of the 
comparable values of Henry’s law constants for the hydrogen peroxide and the nitric acid, the nitric acid is ab-
sorbed more effectively by cluster of droplets than the hydrogen peroxide due to a major affect of the dissocia-
tion reaction on nitric acid scavenging. We obtained also the analytical expressions for the “equilibrium values” 
of concentration of the active gas in a gaseous phase and for the total concentration in the liquid phase for the 
case of the hydrogen peroxide and nitric acid absorption by cloud droplets. 

The results of the present study can be useful in an analysis of different meteorology-chemistry models and in 
particular in various parameterizations of the in-cloud scavenging of the atmospheric soluble gases. Analysis of 
the diffusion interaction between droplets in stagnant clusters provides a fundamental knowledge of the proc-
esses that occur in atomization and spray systems. 

The developed cell model of highly soluble gases absorption or parameterizations based on the obtained re-
sults can be easily integrated into online coupled meteorology-chemistry or climate-chemistry models, where the 
cloud processes and chemical transformation of atmospheric pollutants are considered together with two-way 
interactions as well as it can be used for the modeling of gas absorption by mist formed in gas streams inside 
various types of packed and spray towers. 

                                                          
* Corresponding author: borisk@bgu.ac.il  
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Combustion of aerosols: droplet sizing study in microgravity  

Abstract 
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Abstract
An experimental study of the impact of glycerol/water drops onto a dry glass surface at different ambient pressures
is presented. During the impact of a high-viscosity liquid drop onto a solid surface, air can be entrapped in the
form of bubbles of different sizes. Depending on the impact conditions, the bubbles are distributed forming several
patterns. In a previous work on drop impact, we observed, for suf�ciently large capillary numbers, the existence
of a ring of micro-bubbles, delimiting an outer cloud of bubbles. This outer ring, along with the smaller ring
surrounding the entrapped central bubble, were characterized for wide ranges of impact conditions. In the present
work, we investigate the in�uence of the ambient air pressure, which in previous works has been found to be a
relevant parameter for splashing inception, on the formation of the bubble patterns. Investigating the dependence
of the rings size on liquid viscosity and ambient pressure may help assess different possible scenarios occurring
during the impact process. We carried out new experiments of impacts of drops of a glycerol/water mixture in
a vacuum chamber that allowed the ambient air pressure to vary between 20 and 100 kPa. A high-speed digital
camera was used to capture the images of the impact at a rate of about 63 000 fps, with a shutter speed varying
from 1 to 13.75 μm, an image size of 256× 128 pixels and a typical resolution of 15 to 25 pixel/mm. The images
were captured from below, with back lighting provided by a 575 W metal halide lamp, without a diffuser placed
between the lamp and the drop impact area. This method, although not appropriate to visualize the spreading of the
lamella and entrapment of bubbles in detail, indirectly reveals some �ow features that may shed some light on the
phenomena involved in bubble entrapment and help determine the instant at which the lamella separates from the
solid surface. Attention is mainly focused on the existence and evolution of the observed rings of micro-bubbles.
We propose correlations for the size of the rings of micro-bubbles measured in impacts of drops of three different
glycerol/water mixtures at atmospheric pressure and impacts of 3:2 (v/v) glycerol/water drops at different ambient
pressures, as a function of the relevant parameters. The dependence on the impact Reynolds number and ambient
pressure of the critical Stokes number at which an abrupt jump in the size of the outer ring of micro-bubbles occurs
is discussed. Some authors have proposed the hypothesis that the liquid sheet might originate as a result of the
interaction of the drop liquid with the intervening gas layer, before the drop contacts the solid surface. However,
some �ndings of the present work do not point to the persistence of a thin air layer beneath the spreading drop
at the time a splash is produced. We have observed effects of the liquid viscosity on the location of the micro-
bubble rings, which suggests an extensive liquid-solid contact before a liquid sheet is ejected. On the other hand,
it has been observed that the size of the inner ring of micro-bubbles increases with the Stokes number, follow-
ing a dependence law that compares reasonably well with the prediction made by other authors for the radius
at which sheet ejection (accompanied by a breakdown in the continuum theory) occurs, which suggests that the
model proposed by these authors is adequate at least for the early stages of impact. It has also been found that
the size of the outer ring of micro-bubbles increases with decreasing ambient pressure, and that the in�uence is
higher for Stokes numbers smaller than the critical value where the jump in the radius of this outer ring occurs.
Another �nding is the slight dependence on the ambient pressure of the critical Stokes number, which increases
with decreasing ambient pressure (i.e., the jump occurs at smaller velocities when the ambient pressure is reduced).
These trends are consistent with the known fact that a reduction in the ambient pressure tends to suppress splashing.

∗Corresponding author: jhernandez@ind.uned.es
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Abstract 

A PDA system has been set up to characterize the behavior of 

different arrangements of static panels that are used as drift 

eliminators to intercept and remove residual water droplets 

entrained in the hot air flow released by an evaporative tower. 

The tested tower has a square section of 60x60 cm, that is the 

standard size for modular separation filters; it was tested 

while working with or without the droplet separators to allow 

comparisons. The residual water droplets entrained by the air 

flow and expulsed by the tower are measured few centimeters 

above the tower exhaust and characterized by the PDA 

system; the droplet population main parameters (number, 

velocity, mean diameters) can be calculated. The top chart on 

the right shows the droplet distribution measured over the 

whole exit section, binned per  diameter classes. The 

percentage of droplets contained in each bin is calculated both 

respect to the total number and to the total volume of the 

detected droplet. The velocity-diameter plot of the same 

droplets shows other aspect of the population. The velocity 

spread reflect the high turbulence of the exhaust air flow. 

Larger droplet have smaller velocity, since the gravitational 

downward force is not negligible compared to the 

aerodynamic upward drag from the air flow. Few very large 

droplets have negative velocity: they are interpreted as droplet 

that after expulsion, are falling back downward. The use of an 

LDV-PDA allows to detect such 

droplets and to discard them from the 

efficiency calculations. The separation 

efficiency can be calculated by direct 

comparison of the number of water 

droplets that are detected in the 

exhaust air flow, both globally and for 

specific classes of droplet diameters. 

Global results can be calculated on the 

basis of the number or of the volume 

of the droplet. The test can be repeated 

with different arrangements; in the 

chart on the right it is reported the 

effect of using up to three layer of droplet separators to increase 

the separation efficiency. The accuracy of the efficiency 

estimation is also studied. Two main aspects are considered. 

The first is that the PDA measurement volume dimension 

changes with the detected droplet size: it should have negligible 

effect on the result per classes of diameters, but the effect on 

the global efficiency is present and will be discussed. The 

second aspect is the presence of droplet that are falling 

downward in the upward air flow: their presence should be 

considered and corrected for. The results of this paper are 

useful when comparing them to other measurements obtained 

with techniques that are not able to detect the droplet velocity. 

Droplet distribution, without separators
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Abstract

In a fire suppression environment, sprinkler spray wets solid surfaces via droplet impingement. A framework

for modeling the interaction of sprays with solid surfaces, with the intention of simulating fire suppression, has been

developed. The spray interaction model includes impingement, splashing, and subsequent liquid-film transport

over solid surfaces. The thin film-transport equations for mass continuity, momentum, and energy form the basis

for the spray-film interaction model. The model has been implemented in OpenFOAM®† and subsequently coupled

with a fire growth model (FireFOAM). Experimental measurements of splashing behavior are shown and used for

model validation. Model validation is demonstrated for droplets impinging on wet corrugated cardboard surfaces

over a range of Weber numbers. Comparisons include the splashed mass measured as a function of radial distance

from the initial impingement location.

∗Corresponding author: karl.meredith@fmglobal.com
†OpenFOAM®is a registered trademark of the OpenFOAM Foundation.
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Controlled spray quenching in heat treatment process  
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Abstract 

This study presents a theoretical investigation on the formation and spreading of a liquid film on a flat and 

rigid wall due to spray impact. In the impingement region of an inertial spray, the average film thickness created 

on the wall depends on the several parameters of the impacting spray ; normal and tangential component of im-

pact velocity  and  , volume flux density of impacting spray ( ; “q” and “A” to be volume flux of 
the impacting spray(m

3
/s) and the reference area over which flux is measured), volume-averaged diameter of 

impacting droplets (d30b) defined by , density (�L) and dynamic viscosity of the liquid 

(μ), as well as the boundary condition of the target (e.g., flat or curved target surface or target surface completely 

covering with spray); average target surface roughness ( ) and target size (D). For characterizing the average 

film thickness accumulated on the wall due to a normal spray impact (negligible tangential velocity component 

of the impacting droplets) and for a spray covering the target surface (i.e., Dspray/D>1), variables influencing the 

film thickness can be reduced to 

  

 (1)  

 

The parameters  , , and d30b vary with nozzle pressure and nozzle height above the target. Based on the П-

theorem, the functional relationship for the (1) can be written in the form of  

 
(2)  

 

Practically it is more convenient to use d10b instead of d30b for non-dimensionallizing the target surface roughness 

in the form of  . For further developing the obtained relationship (2) and trying to remove the Re 

number from within the bracket, an asymptotic solution of a single droplet impact will be used in this study. The 

dependency of h
*
 on  in the case of a single drop impact for inertial impact condition indicates that we 

can extract the Reynolds number outside of Eq. (2) in the form 

 

 
(3)  

 

One simple form of the (3) for a negligible surface roughness can be written as 

 
(4)  

where α and γ are constant values found to be 4 and -0.5, respectively for negligible surface roughness and 

normal impact condition.  

The expression (4) has been derived for a general spray impact condition and the only important condition in 

using this expression for film thickness is that the entire target surface should be exposed to the impacting spray. 

Results obtained in this study indicate a significant influence of the Reynolds number on the average film thick-

ness accumulated on the wall due to liquid spray impact. The results obtained in this study indicate good predic-

tion of the average film thickens in the case of thin film condition, i.e., .  
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Abstract 

This experimental study investigated the mixing behavior and characteristics of dynamic flow structures of 

cryogenic, non-reactive shear coaxial jet sprays under varying flow conditions, with and without the presence of 

pressure perturbations due to acoustic forcing transverse to the flow direction. The role of injector geometry was 

examined using four shear coaxial injectors with different outer-to-inner jet area ratios and different inner jet 

post thickness to inner jet diameter ratios. Flow conditions at a high pressure spray (reduced pressure of 0.44) 

with varying outer-to-inner jet momentum flux ratios (J ~ 2 – 20) and maximum amplitude in the pressure per-

turbation (pressure antinode) at the jet axis location were considered. Nitrogen was used as the test fluid for the 

injector streams and to pressurize the chamber. The inner and outer jet temperatures were independently con-

trolled so that the inner condensed flow was cooled down to or below the saturation temperature of the liquid. 

Back-lighting the coaxial spray resulted in a silhouette of the dense inner core, which appeared as a dark column. 

This distinguished it from the outer gaseous flow, and thus, enabled high speed images to capture the jet flow 

dynamics. Dark-core length measurements, pertaining to the unmixed portion of the dense inner flow, were used 

to indicate the extent of mixing under the different flow conditions and injector geometries. A basic application 

of proper orthogonal decomposition on the intensity fluctuation of the high speed images enabled the extraction 

of the spatial and temporal characteristics of the dominant flow structures that existed in the flow field at base-

line conditions and during exposure to acoustic forcing. 

 

The extent of the influence of outer-to-inner momentum flux ratio on mixing was dependent on the injector 

geometry. The dark-core lengths of the inner jet for injectors with large outer-to-inner jet area ratio (LAR), with 

both thin and thick inner jet posts, were more influenced by increasing momentum flux ratios.  In contrast, the 

dark-core length of the inner jet for a geometry consisting of a small outer-to-inner jet area ratio (SAR) with a 

thin inner jet post was very insensitive to J for the range of values tested. The response of the injector flows to a 

pressure antinode was also dependent on the particular geometry.  The flow of the SAR injector with a thin in-

ner jet post showed a strong response to acoustics regardless of J, while the response of the other injectors to a 

pressure antinode was dependent on J. The observations from this study point to the significance of how simple 

design alterations in injector geometries may bring about drastic changes in the mixing and response of shear-

coaxial jet flows to external pressure disturbances. 
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Abstract 

Direct Injection Spark Ignition (DISI) combustion engines provide a promising technology to minimize fuel 

consumption and pollutant emissions. Especially, piezo-actuated outward opening pintle nozzles show advan-

tages in generating a very fine and reproducible hollow-cone spray [1] for a fast mixture formation. This is cur-

rently of great interest for reduction of soot formation during mixing-controlled combustion of spray-guided 

DISI engines. Furthermore, the precise control of the injection quantity and timing is favourable to realize high-

efficiency combustion. Split injection strategies can be used to extend the stratified combustion regime and to 

control the mixing timing. In this study, the liquid spray structure was analyzed for single injection and different 

split injection schemes in an injection chamber for a piezo-actuated outward opening pintle nozzle (Continental). 

Laser-based techniques such as planar Mie-Scattering and phase Doppler anemometry were used and a numeri-

cal spray model was set up applying the 3D-CFD-Code OpenFOAM. The injection quantity was 12 mg/injection 

(dwell time: 400 μs, injection pressure: 20 MPa, fuel: iso-octane) representing a part-load condition. The ambi-

ent conditions were 1.5 MPa at 283 K and the fuel temperature was set to 263 K for a non-evaporating spray 

investigation. First, the numerical model was calibrated for the single injection regarding spray shape, droplet 

size distribution as well as size and position of the recirculation zones (see Figure 1). The simulation shows very 

good agreement and was validated for the different split injection schemes at constant injected mass. The effects 

of variable pulse duration of the first and second injection as well as the delay time between the pulses on the 

spray structure were studied in comparison to the single injection. For all tested double-injection schemes, the 

spray length decreases compared to the single injection spray whereas the radial penetration increases. The aver-

age droplet sizes are very similar for the single and split injection scheme, the Sauter Mean Diameters (SMD) 

were around 26 μm due to collision and coalescence effects. Longer pulse duration of the first injection strongly 

increases the early axial and radial spray penetration due to the larger initial spray momentum, whereas the delay 

and duration of the second pulse determines the number of vortices and their shapes as well as the radial spray 

propagation at later times after start of injection. 

Figure 1: Comparison of the spray shape for single pulse injection, left: 2D Mie-scattering image (single-shot), 

right: simulation of the flow field (arrows) and the liquid phase (black dots) 
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Abstract 

 

Lean premixed and prevapourized (LPP) combustion is the concept desired for future aircraft engines. Thus, a 

high demand to fuel preparation and fuel atomization is required. An improved understanding of the breakup 

processes of two-phase flows is essential to effectively control the fuel atomization. A detailed insight into the 

phenomena of primary breakup is a major limitation in gaining this knowledge. Aircraft engines apply airblast 

atomizers to provide the fuel atomization. The geometries of airblast atomizers are complex, the operating 

conditions are characterized by high Reynolds- and Weber numbers. Consequently, Direct Numerical 

Simulations (DNS) of liquid breakup under realistic conditions and geometries are hardly possible. The 

embedded DNS (eDNS) concept aims to fill this gap. 

 

The concept consists of three steps: (1) a geometry simplification, (2) the generation of realistic boundary 

conditions for the DNS and (3) the DNS of the breakup region itself. Airblast atomizers are described by two air 

flowing channels at high velocity and a fuel wall film at low velocity. At the trailing edge of the prefilmer the 

liquid sheet is subjected to high shear due to the high air velocities of the two channels resulting in a breakup 

process from large liquid structures to ligaments and droplets. The realistic annular airblast atomizer geometry is 

simplified to a Y-shaped channel representing a planar geometry. Inside this domain the embedded DNS is 

located downstream of the trailing edge. The embedded DNS domain requires the generation of boundary 

conditions. A single-phase LES of the Y-shaped air channel and a two-phase RANS of the liquid wall film are 

differentiated. The inflow of the single-phase LES is initiated by a synthetic turbulence inflow generator. Within 

the two-phase RANS, the liquid fuel enters the wall through a small liquid slit. The Volume-of-Fluid method 

(VOF) is used. Downstream of the slit, the data are stored as input to the lower channel of the DNS domain. The 

inlet to the upper channel, the bottom and the top edge of the embedded domain are generated by the single-

phase LES. The fields are stored transiently for the DNS time steps. Linear interpolation in space and time is 

performed from the coarse LES to the fine DNS. Periodic boundary conditions are set for the lateral edges of the 

embedded domain. The DNS of the breakup region is computed using VOF. Inside the embedded domain, an 

equidistant grid is applied.   

 

In a first parametric study the influence of the surface tension force on the primary breakup is investigated. For 

this study, the air flow conditions are kept constant at a bulk Reynolds number of around 11,000. The surface 

tension force is varied between 0.026 N/m and 0.0085 N/m corresponding to kerosene fuel temperatures between 

300 K and 500 K. An equidistant grid spacing of 8 �m is set. The results provide an insight into the dynamics of 

the phase interface. A decrease of the surface tension force (corresponding to an increase in temperature) highly 

affects the stability of the liquid sheet. A series of instantaneous snapshots in time indicate the evolution of the 

liquid sheet deformation, the contraction and the generation of ligaments and droplets. For the low surface 

tension case, the entire interface is subjected to high shear resulting in strong topology changes and simultaneous 

collapsing of the liquid sheet at different sheet locations. The high surface tension case instead only generates a 

few single ligaments. The entire liquid sheet is stable.  

 

This study proves the applicability of the eDNS concept for investigating breakup processes as the transient 

nature of the phase interface behaviour can be captured. The approach offers the potential of simulating realistic 

airblast atomizer geometries under realistic conditions.    
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Abstract
The nasal cavity is a main part of the human upper airway, and it has the important functions of respiration,

heating and humidifying the inhaled air. The properties of the air flow in the nasal cavity may contribute to the

occurrence of respiratory disease. In addition, particles are filtered by the nasal cavity. This function prevents toxic

particles to enter into the human body, but it also blocks the aerosol drug to reach the targeted position such as the

middle region of the nasal cavity. Thus, it is very important to study the characteristics of both the air flow field

and particle deposition in the nasal cavity.

In the present work, the computational surface grid of the nasal cavity is constructed based on computed tomog-

raphy (CT) scans using NeuRA2 [1]. Ansys ICEM-CFD 11.0 is used to generate the numerical volume grid. Large

eddy simulation (LES) with the Smagorinsky sub-grid model is used to simulate the gas flow, and the method is

combined with Lagrangian particle motion. The open source software of OpenFOAM 1.5 is used to solve the gov-

erning equations, where a new solver has been constructed to account for the particle motion using a Lagrangian

tracking method within the LES formulation for the flow field. The inspiration flow rate is 7.5 L/min, and 10,000

uniformly distributed particles are randomly released at the inlet plane with the same velocity as the air flow shown

in Fig. 1. The particle density is 912 kg/m3, and the particle radius is 5 μm.

The numerical results reveal that the maximum velocity exists in the region of nasal valve, and the air impinges

on the wall of the nasal valve. The air flow field in the left and right nasal passages is not uniform, which results

from the asymmetric configuration of the nasal cavity. Only little air can reach the tips of meatuses and the olfac-

tory region. The air flow passes the nasal cavity mainly through the main air passage. Vortices are observed in

the nasopharynx region. The particle deposition in the nasal cavity is been compared with the numerical results of

Matida et al. [2]. The present particle deposition rate in the nasal cavity is 24.54%, which is close to their result

of 26.5% [2]. It is observed that the particle deposition in the nasal cavity mainly occurs in the anterior region,

and particles mainly deposit on the impact sides such as the nasal valve, the anterior region of the middle meatus

and the nasopharynx as shown in Fig. 2. The particle release positions at the inlet plane influence the particle

deposition positions on the wall, and their ability to pass through the nasal cavity.

In the future, the grid will be refined, and different inspiration flow rates and particle diameters will be inves-

tigated. The interaction between the air flow field and particle transport will be studied in more detail.

Figure 1. Initial positions of the released particles

at the inlet plane.

Figure 2. Particle deposition characteristics on

the wall of the nasal cavity.

[1] Jungblut, D., Queisser, G., and Wittum, G., Computing and Visualization in Science 14: 181-186 (2012).

[2] Matida, E. A., Liu, Y., Gu, J., and Johnson, M. R., Journal of Aerosol science 38: 683-700 (2007).
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Abstract 

Traditionally, CFD simulations of the flow inside fuel nozzles are performed on ideal meshes, obtained from the 
nominal nozzle geometry. The growth of disturbances which ultimately leads to disintegration of the liquid jet or 
sheet into ligaments and then into drops is affected by the real internal injector geometry, which differs usually 
from the nominal one due to fabrication tolerances, roughness, cavitation erosion, etc.  
 
Micro-CT instrumentation allows investigating at micrometric resolution the internal injector geometry. The real 
three-dimensional geometry is reconstructed from a set of planar X-ray shadow images and the internal surface 
is extracted based on isogray-values out of the volumetric data set. The achieved accuracy depends mainly on the 
spatial resolution of the volumetric data set.  
 
Production accuracy of injector can be controlled by superposition of nominal CAD geometry and reconstructed 
3D volume (see Figure 1). The extracted surface itself can be used as boundary domain to perform CFD simula-
tions in order to evaluate the effect of real geometry on the internal fluid-dynamics.  
 

 
Figure 1: Difference of real and nominal injector geometry 

 
The reported work shows the capability of the micro-CT technique to reconstruct the internal geometry of a real 
Diesel injector and to create a proper mesh to perform CFD simulations of the fuel flow inside the nozzle holes 
and cavity. Internal flows computed for real and nominal geometries are compared. 
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Abstract
The fluid properties at supercritical conditions such as small thermal diffusivity and close-to-zero surface tension

favour complete mixing between solution and antisolvent and thus facilitate the production of ultra-fine nano-sized

particles with a narrow size distribution. The supercritical antisolvent (SAS) process exploits these properties by

injecting a liquid jet with a solute into a fluid at supercritical conditions, usually CO2, that acts as antisolvent

for the solute. The SAS process is an inherently complex system, that involves the interplay of equilibrium/non-

equilibrium thermodynamics/transport properties of supercritical fluids with real gas effects as well as the hy-

drodynamics for turbulent mixing. In addition, the particle dynamics including nucleation and growth coupled

with supercritical thermodynamic properties and mixing at molecular scale need to be carefully examined and

modelled. Of all these processes, the mixing is pivotal in the SAS process. It is of primary importance for the

formation of supersaturation conditions that lead to particle nucleation and thus controls the dynamics of particle

production and evolution. A Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) method is used for the simulation of the flow and mix-

ing fields. Compressibility effects cannot be neglected, and a compressible Navier-stokes formulation employing

an AUSM+-up scheme needed to be implemented for the description of the compressible but low Mach number

flows predominant in SAS processes. The Peng-Robinson equation of state is used to describe real gas effects,

and the particle evolution and size distribution are modelled by the population balance equation using the method

of moment approach. In LES only the large scale processes flow structures are spatially and temporally resolved.

The small, sub-grid processes, in particular the micro-mixing that locally affects supersaturation and particle nu-

cleation, and the interactions between turbulence and particle dynamics need to be modelled. We introduce a

conditional moment closure (CMC) method as a sub-grid model to account for the unresolved effects of turbulence

on particle nucleation and growth. CMC is a sub-grid model for non-premixed combustion [1] where chemical

reaction is strongly dependent on micro-mixing, and the same modelling ideas can be used for the prediction of the

nucleation term. Preliminary investigations of particle formation of paracetamol in the mixture of ethanol and CO2

at T=314K and P=16MPa have been carried out. Computations with varying mole fractions of CO2 using the equi-

librium thermo-hydrodynamics assumption show good agreement with experimental results from [2]. The poster

will present preliminary simulation results from a ternary system of paracetamol-ethanol-CO2, where ethanol and

the solute are injected into the mixing chamber by a jet. The LES of the hydrodynamics is fully coupled with

the solution of the transport equations of the conditionally averaged moments of the particle dynamics and size

distribution. The effects of sub-grid micro-mixing (and essentially turbulence) on particle nucleation and growth

can be quantified, and the results can be compared with earlier experiment by Bristow et. al. [2].

References
[1] Navarro-Martinez, S., Kronenburg, A. and diMare, F., Flow, Turbulence and Combustion 75: 245-274 (2005).

[2] Bristow, S., Shekunov, T., Shekunov, B. and York, P., Journal of Supercritical Fluids 21:257-271 (2001).
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Abstract 
 

The break-up of the droplets in a fuel spray represents a very important process. Due to different nozzle shapes 
and injection pressures the break-up of Diesel and gasoline sprays differs. The high injection pressures in Diesel 
engines and hence high relative velocities between the fuel and the air cause a fast break-up of the liquid. The 
main break-up process can be described by secondary break-up. The relative velocity in gasoline sprays is much 
lower and in e.g. hollow cone sprays a liquid sheet is breaking up into droplets (atomization) and the droplets 
then break-up into smaller droplets (secondary break-up). In order to satisfactorily model the mixing of fuel with 
air, a good understanding of all the different processes occurring, such as spray break-up and evaporation, is re-
quired and these must be captured by the model. The VSB2 spray model, implemented in OpenFOAM®, is based 
on the idea of constructing a model that treats the spray and its break-up as one process, instead of summing in-
dividual, fragmenting droplets to a spray. The design criteria of the model were that it should be unconditionally 
robust, the number of tuning parameters should be minimal, and it should be possible to implement in any CFD 
software package. Spray simulations of both full cone Diesel sprays and hollow cone gasoline sprays were per-
formed. Predicted Diesel spray liquid and vapor penetration are compared to experimental data from the Engine 
Combustion Network (ECN), Sandia National Laboratories. The gasoline spray simulations are compared with 
data acquired at Chalmers. 
 
The modeling of turbulent combustion offers difficulties, since both the turbulent mixing of vapor fuel with air 
and the turbulence-chemistry interaction have to be described. There exist different approaches to modeling tur-
bulent combustion. The Volume Reactor Fraction Model (VRFM) is based on the Eddy Dissipation Concept, 
introduced by Magnussen in 1981. The idea of the Volume Reactor Fraction Model is to define a reactor with a 
volume smaller than or equal to the computational cell volume. The reactor volume is depending on the state of 
unmixedness in mixture space and in chemical progress space. With this definition the problem of finding repre-
sentative timescales of mixing and chemical reactions is removed. The simulated lift-off lengths of n-heptane 
sprays are compared to experimental data from the ECN. 
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Abstract 

Interaction between a spray and its surrounding air is a key factor for engine CFD codes since spray penetra-

tion and droplet breakup have their source from the relative velocity between the droplets and the ambient flow. 

It applies especially to the sprays in large marine diesels which often propagate nearly parallel to a swirl flow to 

promote their penetration and distribution inside the large combustion chamber. Various sub-models in spray 

simulations, however, have been developed for smaller engines where the sprays are injected orthogonally into 

swirling in-cylinder gas. This may lead to obscurity in the spray prediction in large diesels. Practical and well-

founded spray models are definitely needed in the field, but a lack of experimental information keeps it difficult 

to derive and validate such models. In this study, a diesel nozzle of a single injection hole was inserted into a 

channel of a closed-circuit wind tunnel (Fig.1), which has a cross-section of 50 mm×50 mm and realizes maxi-

mum free stream velocity of 22 m/s under air pressure of 1.1 MPa. The spray was injected parallel to the tunnel 

stream windward or leeward, and its propagation was recorded by a high-speed camera. The measurement results 

(Fig.2A) showed the free stream velocity has significant effects both on the spray penetration and on the spray 

cone angle (Fig.3). Although the breakup process near the nozzle exit showed less dependency on the ambient 

flow, child droplets detached from an outer edge of the everted spray tip were observed to impinge on the liquid 

column of the spray body (Fig.2B). The observed spray propagation inside the ambient flow was successfully 

reproduced via a KIVA-3V code based on the unique modification in the collision length treatment (Fig.4). 
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Fig.1. Overview of Closed-circuit Wind Tunnel (CWT)  
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Abstract
Numerous research efforts in the field of combustion technologies, e.g., gas-turbines, liquid propellant rockets or

diesel engines, have the goal to increase the overall efficiency of the deployed facilities. A standard approach

is the rise of system temperature and pressure, in modern devices even beyond the critical point of the injected

fuel. The injection and disintegration of the liquid fuel is a crucial aspect in this context as it defines the mixing

behaviour inside the combustion chamber. A liquid droplet, injected at a subcritical temperature and embedded in

a supercritical environment, undergoes two simultaneous processes: 1) warming up due to the heat transfer from

the gas phase towards the droplet; 2) cooling down due to the rapid evaporation in the unsaturated surroundings.

For injection temperatures approaching the critical value (e.g. Td ≈ 0.9Tc), the drop might experience a transition

to a supercritical state if the heat transfer from the surroundings prevails over the cooling effect of the vaporisation

process. These characteristics strongly influence the evaporation and mixing process of the fuel and change it dis-

tinctively, compared to that of a subcritical combustion. For a better understanding of the fundamental phenomena

and disintegration processes in a supercritical environment a detailed experimental and numerical study is under-

taken in the framework of the SFB TRR75 collaborative research project.

A test facility for the experimental investigation of droplet evaporation in the vicinity of the critical point has been

set up. It consists of a drop on demand droplet generator that is enclosed in a heatable pressure chamber. The

drop detachment process is triggered by means of electric field forces. The temperature of the droplet liquid can

be controlled independently of the surrounding gas temperature. Optical access to the process is provided by four

fused silica windows allowing the coupling in and out of laser light and the observation by optical detectors. The

functionality and reproducibility of the drop detachment process has been tested and quantified by high-speed

shadowgraphy imaging. These images showed typical ligaments in the wake of the droplet, as already observed

by different authors. Preliminary investigations with glare points and diffuse light indicate that these ligaments

consist of an optically dense, gaseous mixture of the droplet fluid and the surrounding gas. The vapour layer is

rapidly convected away due to the relative motion between the drop and the gas. In order to confirm these findings,

a detailed experimental study will be undertaken incorporating advanced measurement techniques, e.g. Raman

spectroscopy and Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence and Phosphorescence (PLIFP).

For the numerical investigation, a multiphase solver was created using the open source CFD toolbox OpenFOAM.

The solver utilizes a Volume of Fluid (VOF) based approach for capturing the liquid-gas interface, allowing to

account for significant interface deformations. It is capable to obtain solutions on general unstructured meshes, to

adaptively increase the resolution of the interfacial regions and boundary layers using mesh refinement and to carry

out parallel calculations on multiple CPUs. Species and energy transport in both phases as well as phase change

is considered. Due to the strong dependence of material properties on temperature, pressure and mixture compo-

sition near the critical point, variable properties, including density fluctuations, are considered. Since focus is first

put on free falling droplets in resting isobaric environment, low Mach number assumptions are made to reduce

the complexity. An important objective of this project is the validation of the numerical method for simulation of

droplet dynamics and evaporation based on the experimental database.

∗Corresponding author: Florian.Weckenmann@itlr.uni-stuttgart.de
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Abstract

Atomization process plays a significant role in the combustion of liquid fuels injected into gas turbine, internal

combustion (IC) engines and incinerators combustors in order to achieve proper mixing of fuel and air and for

rapid evaporation and combustion. The atomization process is divided into primary atomization and the

secondary atomization. The primary atomization, which is the bridge between the nozzle internal flow and the

secondary flow, is further classified, by the predominant breakup mechanism, into four regimes. One of the

regimes is the atomization regime, which is the relevant operational zone for most combustion systems. There

are divided opinions regarding the predominant breakup mechanisms for the atomization regime, but plausibly is

by: aerodynamics interaction, turbulence, cavitaion and bursting effect. The properties of jets of most interest are

the breakup length and the drop size. The breakup length provides a measure of the growth rate of the

disturbance created by the interaction of cohesive and disruptive forces on the liquid jet and, also, it defines the

point or region where secondary atomization starts, which is the fully dispersed multiphase flow region.

Experimental measurements have contributed significantly to the understanding and development of empirical

and semi-empirical models for the breakup. Liquid breakup length correlations, based on extensive experimental

data, for turbulent jets are mainly grouped into three categories. However, of interest is the breakup of entire

liquid column as a result of the turbulent primary breakup mechanism. It is obvious that empirically developed

models are bounded and are heavily depended on the experimental approaches and conditions. Thus, attempt has

been made by some researchers to manipulate experimental data and correlations, mechanistically, to arrive at

models for mean breakup length for the breakup of entire liquid column due to the turbulent primary breakup

mechanism. With the general acceptance of these models, however, these models do not account for the

aerodynamic interactions of the issuing jet with the continuous phase and viscous effect. Therefore, this work

presents model that uses a more robust development approach, the energetic approach, for the determination of

the breakup length for the turbulent breakup mechanism of the atomization regime of primary atomization

process, which accounts for aerodynamic interactions and viscous effect. Nevertheless, simplification of the

original model to a more simplified one, which does not account for the aerodynamic and viscous effects,

predicted experimental data accurately more than its counterpart, which has been widely accepted and used.

Therefore, the developed model will find application in combustion systems, especially diesel direct injection

system, since most of their operational zone are with the atomization regime of the primary atomization process.
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Abstract 

 The atomization of highly viscous liquids into a fine dispersed spray e.g. for spray drying 
processes is very demanding. For this process, pneumatic atomizers are widely used atomizers 
in industrial applications, despite the disadvantage of their high atomization gas consumption. 
A special type of internal mixing pneumatic atomizer with measurably lower atomization gas 
consumption is the effervescent atomizer [1], for which the formation of a two phase flow in 
the nozzle is characteristic. In previous investigations, the effervescent atomization of solu-
tions with different viscosities led to significant differences of the liquid breakup near the 
nozzle which is exemplary shown in fig. 1 for 3 different viscosities. Simple measurement of 
the drop size distribution in the spray cone center gives only integral information about the 
fineness of the spray. For better understanding of the liquid breakup the local drop size distri-
butions are measured in dependence of the axial [2] and radial distance of the nozzle outlet. 

 
Fig.1: Shadowgraphy images of effervescent atomization of different concentrated PVP solutions near the nozzle: 20 % PVP (left, 

about 25 mPa�s), 30% PVP (middle, about 100 mPa�s) and 40 % PVP (right, about 500 mPa�s) 
 

As feed aqueous solutions of the polymer polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) with different con-
centrations and therefore different viscosities up to 1200 mPa�s were used. Laser diffraction 
spectroscope (Malvern Spraytec) for measurement of drop size distribution and 
shadowgraphy for analyzation of the spray morphology were employed. Abel Inversion was 
applied to calculate the local, radially dependent drop size distributions from the integral 
measurements. 

The sauter mean diameter of the spray droplets increases with rising viscosity and increas-
es with the radial coordinate with the smallest droplets occurring in the cone center. Results 
depict that there may be drop coalescence at a distance of 25 cm underneath the nozzle. This 
will be subject of further investigations. 

The work has been carried out with financial support of the German Research Foundation 
(DFG) within the research program DFG-SPP 1423 “Prozess-Spray”. 

 
 [1] Petersen, F. J. et al.: Effervescent atomization of aqueous polymer solutions and dispersions, Pharmaceu-

tical development and technology, 6 (2) 201-210, 2001. 
 [2] Schmidt, F., Mewes, D.: Zerstäuben von Suspensionen - Tropfengröße und -geschwindigkeit im Spray 

eines innenmischenden Zweistoffzerstäubers, Chemie Ingenieur Technik, 79 (12) 2075-2082, 2007. 
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Abstract
Steam-assisted atomizers are widely used in thermal power plants fed by heavy fuel. In the present study, a generic

internal steam-assisted atomizer formed by an assembly of three different pieces, a central nozzle for liquid fuel

injection, a mixing chamber for steam addition and a nozzle for spray injection has been designed. The fuel and

steam supplies feed the mixing chamber through a central fuel injector intersected by four radial steam jets dis-

tributed around the mixing chamber. This two-phase fluid mixture leaves the mixing chamber through five small

injection holes regularly distributed around the atomizer nozzle with an angle of 52.5° with respect to the atom-

izer axis. The system was developed to conduct parametric analyses of the resulting spray structure for different

geometrical configurations of the atomizer, steam and fuel injection pressures. The analysis is conducted here for

a central fuel injector with a hole diameter of 0.10 mm, a mixing chamber with steam hole diameters equal to

0.10 mm and a spray hole diameter of 0.25 mm. The atomizer is embedded in a regulated experimental setup with

controlled mass flow rate, temperature and inlet gauge pressure for both steam and fuel flows. Steam is supplied

with an evaporator that provides a maximum water mass flow rate of 2 g/min, evaporated by a 500 W thermal

resistance. The steam flow is overheated at 453 K and can be delivered at a pressure up to 5 bar. A pressurized

tank and a Coriolis mass flow rate controller are used to deliver a maximum fuel flow rate of 14 g/min at 13 bar.

The whole test rig is kept at constant temperature. The gas to liquid mass flow rates ratio GLR is varied in these

experiments between 0.02 to 0.15 as in typical industrial applications. The analysis is conducted here for a surro-

gate fuel with dodecane. Two different types of experiments are conducted to characterize the spray. The spray

is first examined using back light emission with a CCD camera. A Particle Doppler Anemometer PDA is used

to characterize the influence of GLR on the droplet size distribution in a selected number of geometrical cases at

different axial positions downstream the nozzle exit. Measurements are compared to classical correlations found

in the literature.

∗Corresponding author: clement.mirat@ecp.fr
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Abstract 

 
After a droplet strikes a solid surface, there is a period of time where the drop oscillates between a nearly 

hemispherical shape and a toroid until it comes to rest. In the study of drop solidification and drop heat transfer, 

understanding the motion of the fluid after impact is essential. Connecting the impact characteristics, droplet 

properties, and surface features to the oscillating motion of the drop after impact will benefit applications of spray 

cooling and spray materials deposition. 

 

Using a high speed video camera (Phantom V7.1), drop fluids spanning two orders of magnitude range of viscosity 

(1.0E-6 to 1.1E-4 m
2
/s), and three surfaces with differing wetting characteristics, we have measured the 

characteristics of drop oscillation for low Weber number (We ≈ 20-30) impacts. Measuring the thickness at the 

center of the drop splat, the magnitude and frequency of oscillation are found over time. 

 

We examine this oscillation through the lens of a harmonic vibration analogy. The ultimate goal of this study is to 

develop this analogy such that, based on fluid properties and wetting and impact characteristics, the magnitude and 

duration of oscillations can be predicted from the equations of harmonic motion. This vibration analogy has been 

made in the past- notably, “Water Spring: A model for bouncing drops” by Okumura, et al [1], who used the idea of 

the analogy to predict deformation and bouncing of drops impacting highly hydrophobic surface. We have carried 

the idea one step further in attempting to directly apply the equation of harmonic motion to the drop behavior. Based 

on the hypothesis that the drop behaves as a damped harmonic oscillator, the analogues of the damping coefficient 

and the spring constant are computed and compared to the drop fluid properties and surface wetting tendencies. 

 

Drop viscosity and surface wetting are shown to interact non-trivially in their effects on droplet oscillations. 

Separately, each follows intuitive trends- more viscous liquids tend to have more strongly damped oscillations on a 

wetting-similar surface, and hydrophobic surfaces tend to reduce damping for most drops. Examining the spread 

across the range of both characteristics, however, leads to behavior akin to frequency forced damping, resonance, 

and fluctuating amplitude of oscillation counter to intuitive trends. 

 

References 
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Abstract 

Low NOx emission gas turbine engines for small scale aircrafts have been required because of the growing 

concern about environmental issues. In order to develop low NOx emission gas turbine engines, it has been 

required to understand spray combustion phenomena in combustors of gas turbine engines. It is, however, 

difficult to clarify the underlying physics of spray combustion phenomena in actual combustors because of 

difficulties of measurements: Laser diagnostics require the light paths. The objective of this study is, therefore, to 

understand spray combustion phenomena in combustors of gas turbine engines. To understand the spray 

combustion phenomena, the experimental combustor to which the laser diagnostics is applicable is needed. In 

this study, the lab-scale experimental combustor with optical path, which simulates the primary combustion 

region of actual Rich-burn, Quick-quench, Lean-burn (RQL) type aircraft engines, has been developed and 

fabricated. The combustion chamber, which has three quartz windows, has been designed to simulate a unit 

section of the annular combustor. Kerosene/air spray combustion proceeds with double (inner and outer) co-swirl 

flow in the combustion chamber. The fuel nozzle supplies kerosene as liquid sheet and forms solid V-shaped 

spray cone with swirling air flow. This pre-filming nozzle is utilized in actual aircraft gas turbine combustors. In 

this paper, flame structure, combustion reaction region and spray region are visualized by direct photographs, 

chemiluminescence of OH*(Detecting wavelength: 310 nm) and Mie scattering from fuel droplets, respectively. 

The direct photographs of the flames are taken by digital camera. Images of OH* chemiluminescence and Mie 

scattering are captured by high-speed CCD camera. Two dimensional images of OH* chemiluminescence is 

obtained by using the inverse Abel transform. In addition, the axis distribution of gas temperature is measured by 

B-type thermocouple. 

It is found from direct photographs and two dimensional images of OH* chemiluminescence that OH* 

chemiluminescence doesn’t exist in the luminous flame. This result indicates that gaseous-phase combustion 

reaction doesn’t occur in the luminous flame region, and this means that brightness of the luminous flame 
consists of incandescence of soot heated in the upstream combustion reaction region. The combustion reaction 

region expands to the downstream with decreasing the fuel flow rate and increasing the air flow rate. Decrease in 

the fuel flow rate and increase in the air flow rate make the fuel atomization effective because of increase in 

sheer stress between the gas phase and the liquid phase. Therefore, it can be assumed that small droplets formed 

by fine atomization moved along with the swirling flow. Both evaporation of those droplets and combustion 

reaction take place in downstream of the combustor. In fuel rich condition, it can be also assumed that oxygen is 

used up in the upstream and combustion reaction doesn’t occur in the downstream. The gas temperature 
measured by B-type thermocouple indicates that the peak value in the combustion reaction region exists on the 

center axis. Two dimensional images of Mie scattering shows the spray region moves downstream with 

increasing the air flow rate. On the other hand, the spray region doesn’t move with decreasing the fuel flow rate. 
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Abstract

Liquid rocket engines are operated with combustors where the high pressure combustion processes are done. 

This fact led the liquid rocket engine to have a great demand for combustion stability. Due to the great demand, 

extensive research has been done on combustion instability since 1940s. Despite the large amounts of human and 

financial resources invested on the research, the combustion instability is still an unsolved problem since it is a 

very complicated phenomenon which involves many physical phenomena. With these efforts for revealing the 

cause, efforts for suppressing the symptom of combustion instability has been made also. As the result, the baffle, 

which is the additional structures installed in the combustion chamber to suppress the combustion instability was 

developed in the United States and has been used widely in their engines. But these additional structures mean 

additional mass which is a critical disadvantage for a liquid rocket engine. Also it can spoil the combustion effi-

ciency. But in Russia where the swirl type injectors are used, they tried to suppress the combustion instability by 

modifying the injectors. By this method, they were able to take out the instability without adding any structures. 

The study for this method is called injector dynamics. Combustion instabilities in a liquid rocket engine are gen-

erated by coupling between the heat release oscillations and the acoustic pressure oscillations in the combustor. 

This instability from the combustor can affect the injector and the feed line which are in front of the combustor. 

These transfers worsen the instability of liquid rocket engine. A dynamically properly designed injector can be 

used to prevent the transfer and suppress the combustion instability. For this reason, studying the dynamic char-

acteristics of the injectors is essential to liquid rocket engine design. An open-type swirl injector was designed in 

order to investigate the dynamic characteristics of an open-type swirl injector through experimental study. A 

hydro-mechanical pulsator was installed in front of the manifold of the open-type swirl injector which produces 

pressure oscillations in the feed line. Pressure in the manifold, liquid film thickness in the orifice and the pres-

sure in the orifice were measured simultaneously in order to understand the dynamic characteristics of the open-

type swirl injector. The liquid film thickness was measured by electrical conductivity between two electrodes 

installed in the orifice as the method proposed by Lefebvre. A direct pressure measuring method was used to 

calculate the axial velocity of the propellant in the orifice and the mass flow rate through the orifice. These 

measured and calculated values were analyzed to observe the amplitude and phase differences between the input 

value in the manifold and the output values in the orifice. As a result, a phase-amplitude diagram was obtained 

which exhibits the injector’s responses to certain pressure fluctuation inputs. The mass flow rate was calculated 

by the direct pressure measuring method and measured directly through the actual injection to ensure the meth-

od’s accuracy. Furthermore, the difference between the open-type injector’s dynamic characteristics and that of 

the closed-type swirl injector can be suggested for the selection of injector type during the designing process of 

liquid rocket engine.

*Corresponding author: ybyoon@snu.ac.kr
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Poster Abstract
Cavitation plays an important role in the structure of fuel sprays. Visible light imaging and multiphase nu-

merical simulation are the prevalent diagnostic tools. However, there remains an unmet need for higher resolution

experimental data to validate models and simulations. To this end, quantitative data on the vapor distribution

through the whole volume of the nozzle is required. We present a technique for measuring cavitation inside model

nozzles through the use of flat-field line of sight radiography using synchrotron X-rays. Unlike phase-contrast

imaging, flat field X-ray radiography operates over short propagation distances to prevent phase interference. Such

an approach permits a mean quantitative measurement of the vapor fraction & distribution of cavitation zones

at high spatial resolutions integrated through the full extent of the nozzle depth via a simple application of the

Beer-Lambert law. Unlike raster-scan techniques, the beam is unfocused and gives a full-field depth-integrated ab-

sorption measurement in a time-mean sense rather than a time-resolved measurement at a single point. We present

the first preliminary results from these new synchrotron X-ray measurements conducted at Sector 7-BM of the

Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory, Illinois. Gasoline calibration fluid is delivered at steady

pressure from a piston-accumulator system and the flow is imaged with monochromatic X-rays at 8 keV. A high

resolution incompressible Large Eddy Simulation of the flow has also been undertaken using the Argonne LCRC

Fusion cluster. Regions of intense cavitation measured with radiographic X-ray techniques correspond well to the

predicted low-pressure separation zone in the nozzle throat, as expected. Further work will include extending the

comparison to compressible flow models which can then be directly validated with the experimental measurement

of void fraction.

∗Corresponding author: dduke@anl.gov
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Abstract 

 

The technology which atomizes the liquid in the particles of a few microns can be effectively applied not on-

ly to the high-efficient, low-pollutive spray combustor but also to the high-efficient manufacturing methods for 

such as drugs absorbed better in human body, cosmetic powders, electrode materials of new-model batteries, 

new catalysers and raw materials for new semiconductors by using it as “spray drier”. 

A new spray drying nozzle[1]
 
(special quadruplet fluid spray nozzle) has been developed by us for drug 

manufacturing and we have succeeded in producing fine particles of 2 µm diameter of 1/15 ratios to those cur-

rently in use. 

There are three types of nozzle, namely, circle one(radial flow), flat one(straight flow) and pencil one(coaxial 

flow). The former two have the same wedge-shaped edges on their nozzle tips. The latter has the additional cen-

ter air jet.  

A developmental study of these supersonic air-assist four-fluid spray nozzles was reported on the 17
th 

Annual 

Conference on Liquid Atomization & Spray Systems in Zurich[2]. We have succeeded in manufacturing a large 

quantity of several microns particles (SMD) with these spray drying nozzles. Using the optical visualization 

techniques, the atomization mechanisms of these nozzles were made clear and their basic characteristics were 

investigated by measuring the droplet size distributions applying the laser light scattering method. 

In case of these nozzles, the two air jets become under-expanded on both edge sides of the nozzle, generate 

shock and expansion waves alternately on each side and reach the edge tip, where they collide, unite, and spout 

out while shock and expansion waves are again formed in the mixed jet. When the edge surfaces are supplied 

with water, the water is extended into thin film by the air jet and intensely disturbed. At the nozzle tip, it is torn 

into ligaments, which are further atomized afterwards in shock waves. At the spray tip, the friction with ambient 

air shears the droplets furthermore, and they seem to decrease further in size. 

The further experimental works were carried out to enhance the liquid atomization by applying the electric 

field to the same nozzle sprays. A circular plate electrode with a circular hole in the center for jet to penetrate 

and also a ring electrode were set in front of the nozzle exit. In this study, the measurements of the droplet diam-

eter and the atomization angle from the spray photographs were made with applied voltage and air pressure as 

parameter. Either positive or negative potential was applied to above electrodes, and the nozzle was grounded. 

We show mainly the results of pencil type nozzle for laboratory use. 

Experimental results have shown that the atomization angle decreases as the air pressure of the nozzle in-

creases up to about 0.4 MPa and that the average diameter of the droplets decreases as the electrical potential 

increases. As the air pressure grows larger, the atomization effect of the electric field on the droplet size dimin-

ishes accordingly. We assume that the effect of electric field on atomization becomes smaller as the speed of air 

flow increases 

. The characteristics of atomization by this superimposed electric field and the further prospects are described 

in this contribution. 
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Abstract 

In many practical circumstances the refractive index (RI) of the particles and/or dispersant that are under 

investigation are unknown. This poses a problem to the experimenter as these values are often necessary 

software inputs for the diagnostic tool in use. The purpose of this study is to determine the additional 

uncertainties that occur from entering an incorrect RI into the operating parameters of a commercial laser 

diffraction instrument.  The experiment consists of attempting to measure particles of known size and optical 

properties with a Malvern Spraytec using incorrect values for RI in the operating software.  The particles used 

were glass microspheres ranging in size from 10 μm to 200 μm.  This calibration media has real and imaginary 

RI’s of 1.33 and 0.00 respectively.  Erroneous RI values for both the particle and dispersant were varied from 

1.00 to 2.00.  The results indicate that an incorrect RI has little effect on the measured particle size, provided 

that the RI of the particle and dispersant are sufficiently different.  The acceptable difference was observed to 

decrease with particle size.  Significant uncertainties were observed for a 10 μm particle if the RI of the particle 

and dispersant were within +/- 0.08, while for particles greater than 140 μm a difference of only +/- 0.01 is 

sufficient for a measurement within the uncertainty limits of the calibration materials.  
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Abstract 

In a growing number of micro-manufacturing applications, commercial grade femtosecond lasers are providing 

the required precision and cost efficiency.  With femtosecond laser microfabrication tools now accessible to 

industry, the relevance of femtosecond lasers to modern manufacturing has become clear based on compelling 

economics, unparalleled precision, and new flexibility with respect to materials and feature geometry.   

 

Efficacy in producing the required precision and cost-efficiency is proven by recent experimental results of high 

precision, high speed fabrication of gas direct injection (GDI) fuel injector spray holes.  Precise control of the 

GDI fuel spray pattern is a dominant factor in engine performance, and the spray pattern depends directly upon 

the geometry and surface quality of the machined spray nozzle holes.  To maximize fuel economy and minim-

ize emissions, the SAE gas fuel injector steering committee recommends very tight control over: 

� Flow 

� Spray angle 

� Drop size distribution 

� Fuel mass distribution 

� Spray tip penetration   

 

Control of these parameters in high volume production of GDI fuel injectors is made deterministic and cost-

effective by the hole-drilling performance to be revealed in this presentation.  Figure 1 shows a scanning elec-

tron microscope (SEM) image (300x magnification) of a 200 μm diameter hole drilled through 250 μm thick 

stainless steel (316L) using a Raydiance R-100 laser and a multi-axis galvo scanner for laser trepanning.  The 

SEM image reveals pristine substrate material (no heat affected zone), negligible taper of the hole (nominally 0°), 

and excellent surface roughness figure (Ra < 0.1 μm).  It should be noted that no additional process steps 

beyond the laser drilling were executed to achieve this result.  Laser process characteristics were: 45 μJ, 9 W 
(200 kHz) on target; helium purge gas (60 psi); and 1.3 s total drilling time.   

 

 
 

We analyzed the repeatability of this hole drilling process by measuring the diameters of the hole entrance and 

exit faces for 99 consecutive iterations of the process.  The standard deviations for the entrance and exit face 

diameters are, respectively, 0.488 μm and 0.233 μm.  The maximum variations for the entrance and exit face 

diameters are, respectively, 1.37 μm and 0.88 μm.  Furthermore, using the femtosecond laser trepanning 

process, a multitude of through-hole geometries can be created.  This new flexibility is widening the design 

space for fuel injector spray hole geometry, and the new geometrical flexibility should enable greater control of 

spray patterns and improved engine combustion.  In this presentation, we shall provide the salient experimental 

data regarding the hole drilling capability along with the connection between these figures of merit and spray 

characteristics.   
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Figure 1 200 μm diameter fuel injector 

spray hole drilled in 250 μm thick stain-

less steel in 1.3 seconds using femtose-

cond laser trepanning.   
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Abstract 

This poster presents an experimental investigation of fuel sprays generated by a rotary atomizer exposed to a 

cross flow of air. The effects on the droplet size due to injector rotational speed and air flow velocity were 

studied. The rotary atomizer was driven at speeds up to 15,000 rpm with a fuel flow rate of 4.2 g/s and cross 

flows ranging from 10 m/s to 150 m/s. For any given rotational speed, fuel droplet sizes were found to decrease 

as air cross flows increased, reaching a Sauter mean diameter (SMD) of 8 μm at 150 m/s.  At cross flow 

velocities less than 50 m/s, fuel droplet sizes decreased as rotational speed increased.  At intermediate air 

velocities, fuel droplet sizes were unaffected by the nozzle’s rotational speed.  Of the two variables studied, 
each of them is shown to influence the droplet size differently in certain cross flow regimes. This effect can be 

generalized into three distinct zones based on Weber number defined by orifice diameter and the non-

dimensional droplet size.    
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Abstract 

Reviewed is a previously developed nonlinear thin-film lubrication model aimed at predicting nonlinear stability, 

distortion and disintegration of thin liquid films such as those found in inertial fusion reactors, industrial coating 

systems, spray drying and in atomization systems for jet propulsion engines and  heavy fuel-oil burners. 

Usefulness and versatility of the employed approach with respect to the consideration of different physical 

effects and their significance for  the film distortion and rupture process is outlined. Qualitative and quantitative 

comparison with other analysis approaches is made. Extension into a general nonlinear thin film 

dynamics/atomization model  or  FSIC (Filament Source In Cell) model for use in general purpose CFD 

solvers is described. The concept of conical fluid film interrogation using panoramic/360° photography for the 

purpose of model validation is outlined.  
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Abstract 

This poster presents some preliminary attempts to characterize coal-water slurries (CWS) sprays. The 

measurements and photographs were taken to provide the data for determining the performance of the analytical 

equipment prior to constructing a high pressure test devices and to prepare for future testing performed at 

industrial operating conditions of the CanmetENERGY gasifier. This first round of experiments offer 

encouraging results, and indicate that detailed information can be collected about the structure of CWS sprays. 
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